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The nexus between international terrorism, the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction (WMD), and the countries of the Middle East has emerged
as one of the most troubling security issues of the twenty-first century. The
reality of this issue is highly complex. The international community has expe-
rienced some recent success in stemming the spread of chemical, biological,
and nuclear weapons in the region. A.Q. Khan’s clandestine effort to sell
nuclear-weapon technology and technical assistance has been shut down.
Libya also has abandoned its nuclear-weapons program. These achievements,
however, have not extended to other important actors in the region. Iran has
defied the nonproliferation regime by continuing to build a nuclear-weapons
program, and there is a growing concern that it is only a matter of time
before terrorists acquire and use a rudimentary chemical, biological, or radi-
ological device. Israel retains its policy of deliberate ambiguity when it comes
to its nuclear capability, leaving scholars to assess the impact of Tel Aviv’s
policies on the region. The “counterproliferation war” fought by a U.S.
led coalition against Iraq also has turned into a source of embarrassment.
Although the second Gulf war succeeded in eliminating the threat posed by
Saddam Hussein’s regime, it now appears that the U.S. intelligence commu-
nity greatly overestimated Iraq’s programs to build WMD while it underes-
timated the apparent effectiveness of international policies to constrain Iraq’s
weapons programs.

The challenges posed by the presence of WMD programs in the Middle
East are highly nuanced. This nuance is reflected in this outstanding collec-
tion of analytical compositions, WMD Proliferation in the Middle East:
Trends and Policy Options in the Twenty-First Century. James Russell and his
contributors take a fresh and balanced look at the proliferation issue in the
Middle East, seeking to generate theoretically informed policy prescriptions
that can help reduce the danger posed by the spread of WMD in this volatile
region. By exploring a variety of case studies from several theoretical per-
spectives, Russell and the contributors to the volume make a much needed
contribution to our understanding of the threat of WMD in the Middle East
today.

James J. Wirtz, General Editor
Initiatives in Strategic Studies: Issues and Policies
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I

James A. Russell

In his September 1993 address at the United Nations General Assembly,
President William Clinton stated: “One of our most urgent priorities must be
attacking the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, whether they are
nuclear, chemical or biological; and the ballistic missiles that can rain them
down on populations hundreds of miles away. . . . If we do not stem the pro-
liferation of the world’s deadliest weapons, no democracy can feel secure.”1

Following the speech, President Clinton signed Presidential Directive 18 that
directed the Department of Defense to develop a new approach for the
United States to address the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction
(WMD). At the time of the initiative, the United States was particularly con-
cerned with the prospect of thousands of unsecured nuclear warheads in the
former Soviet republics—the problem of “loose nukes.”

Secretary of Defense Les Aspin voiced concern in late 1993 about the
prospect of scientists from Russia’s nuclear programs being available “for
hire” around the world. More generally, Aspin noted that “The other new
development that exacerbates today’s proliferation problem is a by-product
of growth in world trade and the rising tide of technology everywhere.
The world economy today is characterized by an ever increasing volume of
trade leading to ever greater diffusion of technology. Simply put, this will
make it harder and harder to detect illicit diversions of materials and technology
useful for weapons development.”2

The essential problem identified by President Clinton and Secretary Aspin
came home to roost nearly 10 years later as the Bush administration launched
Operation Iraqi Freedom based in part on the same conclusions articulated
by President Clinton—that the United States remained unsafe and vulnera-
ble to attack by a hostile dictator with the capability to inflict mass casualty
attacks using long-range missiles with chemical, biological, and possibly
nuclear warheads. These were capabilities that were thought to have been
developed indigenously by Saddam Hussein, which he had managed to keep
out of sight from the United Nations’ weapons inspectors who were prowling
through Iraq’s WMD infrastructure throughout much of the 1990s.

The September 1993 speech and the attack on Iraq in March 2003
represented interesting bookends to a 10-year period that saw growing
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recognition throughout the international community of the threat posed by
proliferation of WMD. The Defense Department produced several reports
documenting the spread of these threatening capabilities, and focused specific
attention on four Middle Eastern proliferants: Syria, Iran, Iraq, and Libya.3

During the 1990s, the Clinton administration tried hard to strengthen
multilateral export control regimes designed to slow the spread of dangerous
technologies, such as the Chemical Warfare Convention and the Missile
Technology Control Regime. The proliferators in the Middle East were iso-
lated politically and, in Iraq’s case, militarily in an effort to address these
particularly problematic proliferation cases. Military forces were deployed into
the Persian Gulf to enforce the United Nations’ requirement that Iraq give up
its WMD and cease all research. As the decade evolved, these forces increas-
ingly became tools for counterproliferation; on several occasions they were
used against target sets thought to be involved in Iraq’s WMD infrastructure.

The focus on the proliferation problem coincided with growing concern
within the national security affairs community about the emergence of a
collection of state actors not conducting themselves in accordance with gen-
erally accepted norms of international behavior. The Clinton administration
subsequently adopted the term “rogue state” as a way to identify this group of
actors.4 Chief among the objectionable forms of behavior was the acquisition
of nonconventional military capabilities and long-range delivery systems that
provided these states with a capability to strike at extended ranges, inflicting
mass casualties of a most gruesome sort on unprotected and unsuspecting
civilian populations. These capabilities included the weaponization of chemi-
cal and biological agents in the form of free-fall bombs, long-range missiles, or
release by simple crop-duster type sprayers mounted on aerial platforms.

In some ways, the proliferation of these capabilities reopened the long-
forgotten debates from the 1960s over counter-value targeting or holding
civilian populations at risk. These WMDs afforded rogue states the capability
of holding civilian populations at risk, potentially providing them with coer-
cive leverage over regional states and also with the means to resist a coercive
framework imposed on them by the United States and other regional actors.
The 1990s, for example, saw a de facto balance of terror codified between
Syria’s long-range missiles and chemical weapons, on one side, and Israel’s
nuclear weapons on the other.5

In addition to the identification of problematic state actors during the
1990s, it also became apparent that non-state actors would emerge as a prin-
cipal threat to the United States. The development of these new and danger-
ous non-state forces threatening the United States became apparent only
slowly, after being subjected to limited terrorist attacks in the Middle East
during the 1980s, the World Trade Center attack of 1993, uncovering the
1995 Bojinka plot to bomb civilian airliners over the Pacific, and attacks
against U.S. military facilities in 1995 and 1996 in Saudi Arabia. Open war-
fare between the United States and al Qaeda finally erupted with the African
Embassy bombings in 1998, the attack on the USS Cole in 2000, and the
9/11 attacks on the U.S. homeland.
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In short, elements of a nefarious “perfect storm” were falling into place.
Technology diffusion and globalization had made it easier for state actors to
acquire and develop unconventional capabilities. The belated discovery by
Japanese officials of Aum Shinriyko’s successful efforts to weaponize sarin
and anthrax represented a second element of the growing storm—that non-
state actors could and would seek to acquire WMD. Aum’s attacks on unsus-
pecting civilians made it clear that an age of unrestricted warfare on
combatants and noncombatants had arrived, which was further confirmed by
Osama bin Laden’s declaration of warfare on civilians and militaries alike in
1998. The third element of the perfect storm was that the so-called rogue
states that had acquired unconventional capabilities had also demonstrated
links to non-state actors. Iran and Syria’s close relationship with the Lebanese
Hezbollah and their indirect support to the emerging radicalized forces in
the occupied territories all created the possibility of unconventional attacks
on Israel delivered via non-state actors. All the elements in this perfect storm
had effectively converged by the end of the 1990s.

The storm broke with the 9/11 attacks, in which a non-state actor effec-
tively mounted a mass-casualty attack using unconventional capabilities
against the U.S. homeland. Not surprisingly, in the aftermath of 9/11, the
salience of the issue of WMD proliferation and the threats from both state and
non-state actors were raised even further—implicitly referenced in the Bush
administration’s poignant characterization of the most dangerous threat
facing the United States as the “crossroads of radicalism and technology.”6

WMD   M E

While the United States may have awakened to the problem of WMD prolif-
eration in the 1990s, the Middle East was already well acquainted with the
phenomenon. Chemical weapons and long-range missiles had been inte-
grated in the force structures of several states, reflecting a widely held view in
the region that WMD constituted viable instruments of national power. The
gruesome realities of battlefield use were revealed as the Iraqis dumped tons
of chemical agents on Iranian forces during the 9-year Iran–Iraq war.7 Both
antagonists also lobbed long-range missiles at one another in the war of the
cities during the latter part of the 1980s. To be sure, Saddam had invested
considerable wealth over a long period of time building his WMD capabilities
in the faceless industrial parks of the Muthanna State Establishment. With the
indirect help of a wide variety of Western European companies, Saddam built
the capability to produce up to 4,000 tons of chemical agents annually. His
long-range missiles also came from outside suppliers, primarily the Soviet
Union.

Saddam’s actions can be placed within a particular regional context—a
context that is as problematic today as it was 25 years ago. During the 1970s,
WMD came to be seen as an attractive option by other states in the region,
such as Libya and Syria, as Arab militaries suffered a series of catastrophic
defeats at the hands of the Israelis. Lacking credible conventional capabilities
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and confronted by Israel’s unparalleled conventional military supremacy in
combination with its nuclear capability, Arab states looked at acquisition of
WMD as cheap equalizer in this equation. The prospect of one lucky airburst
of chemical agent in downtown Tel Aviv was all that was required to maintain
some semblance of a credible threat to Israel’s military might. The 1970s and
the 1980s then saw the proliferation of WMD in the Middle East become a
reality—a reality that the United States and the international community
failed to realize until it was too late to reverse.

Today, the United States and the international community confront the
legacy of this era. Whereas the Bush administration justified the invasion of
Iraq as necessary to mitigate the threat from WMD, the problem of WMD
was (and remains) particularly concentrated with state and non-state actors in
the Middle East. Various nation states in the region possess long-range mis-
siles (Israel, Egypt, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Yemen), profess to have
chemical or biological weapons (Iran and Syria), and are rumored either to
have acquired or to be pursuing the development and/or acquisition of
nuclear weapons (Israel, Iran, and Saudi Arabia). Several of these actors are
also rumored to have developed substantial hardened underground facilities
to protect their assets from the prying eyes of U.S. satellites and from the
global positioning system guidance coordinates that are being passed to
the new generation of precision-guided munitions that entered the U.S.
inventory since the late 1990s.

The Detection Problem

Despite concentrating intelligence collection and analysis on all these
problematic WMD cases during the 1990s, the “return” on this investment
appeared questionable. From 2003 to 2005 the U.S. intelligence community
was buffeted by a series of revelations revealing either its overestimation
(Iraq) or its underestimation (Iran) of WMD capabilities. The record of the
intelligence community on estimating Libyan capabilities was better.8 But if
anything, the decade of the 1990s revealed an alarming analytical shortfall in
intelligence collection and analysis on the Middle Eastern WMD proliferants.
The analytical shortfall occurred across the board, with misjudgments of
both intentions and capabilities.

Lessons from these cases, as highlighted in the Bush administration’s
WMD commission report indicate that the United States and the interna-
tional community cannot be confident about their collective knowledge of
the details of the extant WMD programs in the region. The lessons of the
Iraq case, in particular, are not encouraging. Despite constructing an exten-
sive on-the-ground inspection and verification system operated over a 7-year
period and backed by the use of force, the international community was sys-
tematically misled and deceived by Saddam. The disturbing realities of the
Iraq case should give all concerned officials reasons to pause and ponder
when evaluating the efficacy of the existing regimes meant to oversee, detect,
and prevent WMD proliferation.
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The Policy Conundrum

The mixed lessons of these proliferation cases pose significant challenges to
policy-makers attempting to operationalize counterproliferation strategy in
the Middle East. In Iraq, the efforts of the international community suc-
ceeded despite an overwhelming feeling during the period that it had failed
to eliminate Saddam’s WMD. Libya’s abandonment of its WMD programs in
December 2003 must be regarded as a success. Yet policy-makers still face the
prospect of Iran’s continuing pursuit of nuclear capabilities and the possible
wider regional impact that Iran’s acquisition of nuclear capabilities would
have on the security perceptions of other regional states, such as Saudi Arabia
and Israel.

The Iraq and Libya cases represent a triumph of the Clinton administra-
tion’s approach: relying on the tried and tested methods of containment and
deterrence to make the costs of proliferation so high that the proliferants
would eventually give up the capabilities of their own accord. This has to be
the lesson of Libya. As for Iraq, the policy of containment and isolation had
succeeded beyond anyone’s wildest dreams, with Saddam deciding to disarm
in 1991. The effectiveness of the diplomatic, military, and economic instru-
ments of containment effectively removed the prospect of covert rearmament
from Saddam’s decision-making calculus, though the WMD Commission
Report notes that Saddam retained an interest in rearmament once sanctions
were lifted. Also, in an incredible display of bad judgment, Saddam contin-
ued to claim that he had WMD, thus aiding his own demise by convincing
the Western coalition that it had to invade Iraq in 2003 to eliminate this
ephemeral threat.

But adopting an essentially defensive approach designed to work over time
has become more problematic in the era of non-state actors who are not sub-
ject to deterrence. Non-state actors armed with WMD create the real possi-
bility of devastating surprise attacks causing mass casualties. The suspicion
that state actors will provide their WMD capabilities to surrogate terrorist
groups only makes the proliferation cases in the Middle East that much more
problematic. Syrian and Iranian ties with terrorist groups are well known and
documented. While neither country has apparently provided WMD to their
terrorist clients to date, living with the persistent uncertainty that either or
both countries could change their minds has to be a concern for all states that
are seeking to prevent mass-casualty attacks.

O   B

The authors in this book were each asked to address several key questions in
their chapters:

� Shed light on problematic proliferation cases in the Middle East by provid-
ing in-depth analysis on current and potential programs in Libya, Syria,
Iran, and the potential for proliferation in Saudi Arabia.
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� Place the Israeli nuclear program within the context of regional dynamics
that forms part of the underlying security environment and is one of several
factors driving regional proliferation.

� Frame counterproliferation policy choices facing the United States based
on an assessment of the lessons of Libya and Iraq and the challenges facing
the international community in Iran.

� Apply findings from past cases to the new proliferation challenges facing
the United States and the international community in the twenty-first
century in the volatile Middle East.

� Frame policy choices facing the United States as it seeks to develop long-
lasting threat reduction policies to mitigate the threat of WMD prolifera-
tion throughout the Middle East.

The chapters in this book are organized around these objectives and reveal
the complicated and nuanced nature of the regional proliferation environ-
ment. Each of the outstanding authors in this volume bites off a piece of the
proliferation problem in the Middle East. Taken together, their collective
perspectives provide a subtle, multicolored tapestry of the problem.

We urge students, scholars, and public officials to take note of these
chapters and the implications they collectively suggest for addressing this
seemingly enduring feature of the regional landscape.

N

1. As quoted by Secretary of Defense Les Aspin in his speech on December 7, 2003,
to the National Academy of Sciences announcing, pursuant to Presidential
Directive 18, the launching of the Defense Department’s Counterproliferation
Initiative. Accessed online at �www.fas.org/irp/offdocs/pdd18.htm�

2. Ibid., 2.
3. The last of these reports was released in 2001. See “Proliferation: Threat and

Response,” Office of the Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense,
Washington, DC, January 2001.

4. National Security Adviser Anthony Lake initially characterized these actors “back-
lash states” but his terminology was eventually subsumed by the “rogue” charac-
terization. See Anthony Lake, “Confronting Backlash States,” Foreign Affairs,
vol. 72, no. 2 (March/April 1994).

5. The problematic nature of counter-value targeting and vulnerable civilian popula-
tions was eventually abandoned by the United States during the 1960s in favor of
targeting the opponents’ military capabilities in what became known as counter-
force targeting. In his June 1962 commencement address at the University of
Michigan, Defense Secretary Robert McNamara announced that the United States
would focus nuclear targeting on destruction of the enemy’s forces instead of his
civilian populations.

6. National Security Strategy of the United States (Washington, DC: The White
House, September 2002), p. ii.

7. In 1988, following the chemical attack on the Kurdish town of Halabja, British
intelligence estimated that Iraq dumped 100 tons of sarin on Iranian forces on the
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Fao peninsula during the last major offensive of the war. See “Iraq’s Weapons of
Mass Destruction: the Assessment of the British Government,” September 24,
2002, p. 15.

8. See extensive discussion of the intelligence community’s record on the Iraq and
Libyan cases in “The Commission on Intelligence Capabilities of the United States
Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction,” report to the president of the United
States, March 31, 2005.
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P, A W,
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T E

Stephen Blank

R  A 
T E

We generally regard proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) as
an asymmetric threat and their use as part of asymmetric strategy. We do so
because the use of WMD, especially nuclear weapons, contradicts ideas about
ethical conduct in war and because many believe that using nuclear weapons
serves no rational strategic purpose, rendering these weapons inherently
astrategic.1 Since proliferation is a real phenomenon indulged in even by ter-
rorists, for example, al Qaeda’s interest in obtaining chemical, biological,
radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) weapons, the quest for nuclear weapons by
terrorists and governments undermines the argument that their use has no
rational strategic purpose. Instead, “The degree of reliance on nuclear
weapons is clearly related to the presence or absence of the perceived value or
even indispensability of nuclear weapons for particular missions.”2

Indeed, even before September 11 nuclear states were increasing the num-
ber of nuclear missions and modernizing nuclear weapons.3 Governments
and terrorist movements seek WMD, especially nuclear weapons, because
they retain strategic utility for certain combat missions or the pursuit of oth-
erwise unobtainable vital political goals. As Colin Gray observes, nuclear
weapons, even when unusable to achieve reasonable political or military aims,
function merely by their presence in a side’s arsenals as weapons of strategic
influence that could advance a belligerent’s policy and war aims in the event
of war.4

Consequently we cannot assume that horizontal proliferation, the acquisi-
tion of new capabilities to use WMD, or vertical proliferation, the qualitative
improvement of the capability for delivering and using WMD, will soon
stop threatening international security. Indeed, there are good reasons for
fearing that either or both forms of proliferation will increase. To fully grasp
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the nature of existing and developing strategic threats we must reconsider
today’s threat environment.5 Today’s strategic environment confirms that
unexpected threats and fundamental transformations that expand the realm
of possibilities for employing such asymmetric strategies are occurring.6

“A W”  O T

To achieve greater clarity about today’s threat environment, we must first
rethink the nature of contemporary war. Although the future remains unpre-
dictable, the widely predicted demise of interstate war cannot be accepted.
The belief that we are witnessing the end of so-called Clausewitzian war and
that future wars will be largely against insurgents, guerrillas, terrorists, or
non-state entities remains unverifiable, even if most wars today are arguably
such.7 Moreover, it misreads Clausewitz and naively assumes that future wars
must resemble today’s wars.8 States have not disappeared as belligerents and
possess greater capabilities for sustained warfare than do non-state entities.
Second, as Gray observes, proliferation, small wars, and terrorism are linked
to each other.

Irregular combat—terrorism to take a leading example—is an option attractive
to the weak. Non-nuclear WMD represent a basket of options for polities
or sub-state groups who need to offset the nuclear and information-led
conventional prowess of powerful enemies.9

Dogmatism about the nature of future war poorly serves militaries that must
truly be ready for anything. This fact plus the poor record of past prognosti-
cations about the future of war mandates more modesty and less self-assured
but blind dogmatism.

Even though such small, asymmetric, or unconventional wars dominate
today’s strategic environment, al Qaeda’s and Palestinian terrorists’ quest for
WMD and chemical weapons respectively suggests that no contradiction
exists between using WMD and “small wars.”10 Similarly, the belief that small
wars preclude operations alongside of or simultaneously with large-scale
conventional or nuclear operations is untenable. It ignores the examples of
World War II’s resistance and partisan movements in Russia, Yugoslavia, and
France; in Vietnam; and in such classical pitched battles as Operation
Anaconda in our recent campaign in Afghanistan.11 Consequently the reality
for which we prepare and train must include what Michael Evans and the
Russian military thinker Marshal M.A. Gareyev call multivariant war.12 Such
warfare comprises simultaneous engagements involving widely disparate
forms of operations and points along the spectrum of conflict. It also means
that local operations have distant effects.13 As Evans observes,

The merging of modes of armed conflict suggests an era of warfare quite
different from that of the recent past. Fighting in the future may involve
conventional armies, guerrilla bands, independent and state-directed terrorist
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groups, specialized anti-terrorist units, and private militias. Terrorist attacks
might evolve into classic guerrilla warfare and then escalate to conventional
conflict. Alternatively, fighting could be conducted at several levels at once. The
possibility of continuous, sporadic, armed conflict, its engagements blurred
together in time and space, waged on several levels by a large array of national
and subnational forces, means that the reality of war in the first decade of the
twenty-first century is likely to transcend a neat division into distinct categories,
symmetry and asymmetry.14

Richard Harknett similarly writes that,

[T]wenty-first century conflict must be understood as multidimensional in
character. There are new security consequences related to the globalization of
information and military technologies that pose serious challenges for tradi-
tional national security models of defense and deterrence and, by extension,
challenges the basic security organization of the international system—the
state. The critical factor in multidimensional conflict is the combinations of exist-
ing and new forms of organization with existing and new forms of destructive
capability. In assessing these combinations, I suggest that a multidimensional
threat environment requires a multidimensional response.15

In this environment threats associated with WMD proliferation assume a
wholly new character. But while warfare has changed because it is a dynamic
phenomenon, Clausewitz’s chameleon, strategy, or at least its principles or
dimensions, have not changed. We can agree with Colin Gray that,

If, as argued here, strategy has a permanent set of dimensions, albeit with each
(politics, culture, technology, command, and so forth) playing to greater or
lesser effect at different times, that permanence carries a virus potentially lethal
to a contemporary thesis on revolutions in military affairs (RMA). If strategy
for war—as for peace with security—is a whole enterprise with many dimensions,
then signal advantage in one or even several of those dimensions is likely to be
held strategic hostage by quality of performance elsewhere.16

Certainly if terrorists or their sponsors obtained a usable WMD, then that
possession might well trump the high quality of U.S. conventional performance
and the near magical belief in better wars through technology. Consequently
militaries everywhere must be physically and cognitively prepared for all of
these possible kinds of attacks. The following Indian example points in the
correct direction but does not go far enough regarding readiness for wars
encompassing theater conventional and even nuclear operations.

Any future war in the subcontinent is likely to be a hybrid of the industrial
age of warfare and post-industrial age type of warfare, with an emphasis on
revolutions in military affairs (RMA) technologies and information warfare.
It is less likely that a major conventional war will occur and very likely that
limited local wars will continue to occur. The subcontinent is also witnessing
internal conflicts due to sectarian divisions, insurgencies, and proxy war
where first-wave actors are battling industrial-age state actors. The acquisition
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weapons used in the third wave form of warfare (i.e., precision weapons
as well as information age weapons) by first-wave actors (e.g., militants,
insurgents, and terrorists) would again add to the complexity of the nature of
war and conflict in the subcontinent. Thus, the Indian political and military
establishment needs to be prepared for a wide bandwidth of war and conflict
ranging from highly intense local limited wars to low intensity conflicts and
proxy wars.17

T N   C
T E

First of all, “asymmetric” and strategic threats, including nuclear ones, have
become multidimensional and global. Threats originating in any of these
dimensions—land, sea, air, underwater, space, and cyberspace—can strike at
a target, including major strategic targets, in any of those dimensions.18

Thinking about how to deal with such multidimensional threats can best be
understood in a matrix.

Therefore, threats and operations are no longer exclusively determined by
or tied to geography.19 Because of this multidimensionality, the diffusion of
high technology permits anyone anywhere in the world who possesses the
means of carrying out a threat to target anyone or any object in any of these
dimensions. Moreover, the originator of these threats need not launch them
from his point of origin. All he need do is initiate them following Osama bin
Laden’s example. Then those executing the mission can identify the appro-
priate medium and locales for launching a threat and the target.

In a similar vein, those who originate these threats can easily remain
anonymous for quite some time. This factor alone can cause strategic havoc
because targets may not even know they are going to be attacked or by
whom.20 This increasing ability to use information technologies allows
proxies and non-state entities or networks to convey deadly and often
unidentifiable threats. The diffusion of technology gives non-state and net-
worked entities capabilities that used to belong only to states.21 Easy access to
information technology, or having the capacity to use existing technology
innovatively, or the capacity to create new organizational forms that remain
opaque to enemies multiplies security actors and hence people and groups
who can and want to will execute threats.22 This point is particularly relevant
to any discussion of proliferation.

While these new groups may be non-state or networked entities, older
political–military organizations, for example, proxies of any existing govern-
ments, also have greater room for strategic maneuver, including launching
threats through any of these multiple dimensions. Proxies’ ability to threaten
states depends on their access to their masters’ resources, that is, state subsi-
dies. However, since such attacks are becoming progressively cheaper, the
proxies need fewer resources to become a significant threat either on their
own or on behalf of their sponsor.23 And this also includes proliferation
threats. The use of such proxies magnifies their and these states’ capability to
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mount effective threats; “The potential for anonymous networked organiza-
tions empowered with increasing destructive potential could give states
unable to compete directly against more powerful economic and military
countries a promising option for security competition.”24

We need only consider the gains that accrued to Iran and Pakistan from
sponsoring international terrorist groups against Israel, America, and India.
If these groups can organize where state control has broken down or where
they can penetrate and hide behind it for their own uses, they, like al Qaeda,
can exploit globalization and untraceable means of financial support to
enhance their destructive potential on a global scale.25

Sponsoring states and shadowy transnational organizations like al Qaeda
thus have expanding opportunities to collaborate while hiding in the shad-
ows. The enemy has no geographical center and is instead a decentralized
nonhierarchical organization spawned by a computer network’s organiza-
tional requirements.26 International or transnational terrorist groups, like al
Qaeda, embody the revolution in military affairs by showing an aptitude for
effectively utilizing new technologies in order to achieve their strategic objec-
tives, by means of novel and effective organizational responses. Many believe
that this organizational response is the hallmark of a successful RMA.27

Consequently the number of strategic actors can grow with few con-
straints and the number of strategic targets approaches infinity. Any place on
earth can become a strategic target or “launch pad” for threats possessing a
strategic magnitude. Therefore, we cannot preplan sufficient capability to
ensure global multidimensional readiness. Rather, the threat environment’s
evolving nature has driven the Pentagon to develop force-sizing and training
concepts that relate to our vulnerabilities and the capabilities we need across
multiple dimensions and venues to meet them.28 Our growing awareness of
the magnitude of this strategic transformation and its consequences also
generates the pressure for reforming the national intelligence system.29

Obviously this system had failed regarding terrorism and proliferation well
before Iraq. These failures suggest the magnitude of our vulnerability to
surprise: September 11, major changes in the number of Chinese or North
Korean intercontinental ballistic missiles, Indian nuclearization, or terrorist
acquisition of WMD capabilities. Certainly the International Atomic Energy
Agency’s (IAEA) unhappy experiences with both Iran and Iraq strongly
suggest its unreliability for understanding the capabilities or intentions of
proliferators.

There are compelling reasons for this drive to undertake comprehensive mil-
itary and intelligence reforms. Clearly nobody imagined before September 11
that Afghanistan’s regime was a vital American interest or that Afghanistan
itself was a strategic target. Certainly not enough action or vigor to impel
action was undertaken to change the status quo there before the 2001
attacks. Indeed, the Bush administration admitted that it did not realize it
was at war with al Qaeda.30 Additionally, the idea that a strategic attack upon
vital U.S. targets could be directed or launched from Afghanistan was not
taken seriously.
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More broadly, few realized that failed states provide ideal refuge for threats
of this magnitude against our allies, our interests, or us. Yet, while nobody
fully appreciated the full magnitude of al Qaeda’s threats, within days of
September 11 virtually the entire assessment and analysis of it appeared in the
press, indicating the availability of this information.31 Since we now know
that calls for action from within the Clinton and Bush administrations encoun-
tered great obstruction and obstacles dating back to the Clinton administra-
tion, much of this intelligence failure lies at the level of strategic analysis and
assessment.32 Therefore what makes proliferation a compelling “asymmetric
threat” is that it surpasses our cognitive capabilities and calls them and their
products into question. This multidimensional threat environment also
facilitates the growth of threats against us in at least three directions.

New Directions of Threat

Beyond being multidimensional, threats are growing in three directions: the
nature of the weapons that can pose major threats; the number of targets whose
loss would have a disproportionately strategic significance; and the number of
players—state and non-state actors—who actively seek or possess real capabili-
ties and who can then hit those targets. While WMD are not new; today’s pro-
liferation threat encompasses more than CBRN weapons. More and different
weapons used or combined together in unforeseen and innovative ways can
achieve comparable strategic or operational results thanks to the quantitative
proliferation of dual-use and/or primarily military technologies and this cer-
tainly includes information technologies.33 This reason for growing prolifera-
tion threats does not even address impending developments, for example,
systematic exploitation of artificial intelligence that could remove people from
automated decision making, nano-technologies, or genetic engineering.34

The capability for making weapons is spreading throughout the world to
third world states and to non-state entities like Abdul Qadeer Khan and his
network. Such networks allow states or non-state entities to proliferate,
increasing possibilities for proliferation. Second, ever more diverse players are
participating in proliferation—like A.Q. Khan and his network, al Qaeda, and
other Middle Eastern terrorist groups who seek CBRN weapons. Proliferation
is no longer restricted to states or firms who export the skills, technology, or
weapons needed to pose credible threats. Even non-state actors like the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in Colombia, which
combines revolutionary rhetoric with drug running, possess an air force.35

Accordingly, the revelations of Khan’s network transcend the alarming
possibility that nuclear proliferators, suppliers, and consumers could have a
one-stop shopping mart where they could covertly buy and sell nuclear tech-
nology and know-how, allegedly without governments knowing what is tran-
spiring. Since several Pakistani scientists other than Khan have had contact
with al Qaeda, we must assume that other scientists elsewhere might follow
suit. However, the problem does not end with one rogue scientist since his
global network had to involve political protection in at least some countries.
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These warnings apply with particular force to Russia, China, and North
Korea, the largest proliferators of ballistic missile technologies and systems
and potential sources of even nuclear transfers, both legal and illegal. Khan’s
network is only one of many interlinked “icebergs” in the archipelago of
proliferation and more sources of proliferation may be developing in the
contemporary threat environment.

While governments with nuclear weapons make strategic decisions based
on relationships with other similar states and are therefore not fully autonomous
actors, strategically speaking, “The number of independent, semi- and quasi-
independent decision-makers within the national structures of the individual
nuclear weapon powers has been increasing.”36 Thus, delegation of decision-
making capability or authority is almost inevitable.

Thus, the rogue states that sponsor terrorism can provide extended deter-
rence for its executors. Iran has already threatened Israel with such a response
if it conducts counterterrorist activities against Iran’s clients, such as Hezbollah
in Lebanon.37 Pakistan’s sponsorship of terrorism to entangle India while
using its own WMD to deter Indian counterattacks in Kashmir is well known.
Yet, as Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon said, “terrorism has an address.” It
cannot function without extensive logistical and long-term financial support,
even if the actual costs of operations are small and covert or in cyberspace.
Accordingly a state either must actively support or at least passively permit
terrorists to establish a base in its country or in countries allied to or con-
trolled by it.38 Weapons production also finally depends upon support from
either a government or elements of it, whether they be rogue or official
elements. Iraq and Iran’s extensive sponsorship of the Palestinian Authority
and other terrorist groups and al Qaeda’s freedom of action in Afghanistan
show that terrorist operations may exist in their own right as transnational
organizations but still depend upon state patronage.39

These states and or terrorists can form multiple kinds of relationships.
Governments can supervise terrorist activities by controlling the support it
gives them. Alternatively, weak or failing states can permit or allow terrorists
to exploit their resources and power to accomplish their goals. Or the rela-
tionship can be deeply covert, where terrorists operate under conditions of
“plausible deniability” and uncovering the relationship’s true nature is
extremely difficult. Or we could see a tactical alliance where a state or terror-
ist group puts its resources at the disposal of the other to conduct coincident
operations against shared enemies without having a deeply institutionalized
relationship. All these types of state–terrorist relationship exist or recently
existed and no obstacle in principle exists to the revival of earlier forms of
state supported terrorism. And frequently a nuclear state or one striving for
such capability is involved.

Since the states supporting or that have supported terrorist activities
are also proliferators, some of which are also exporting their own WMD,
Washington’s apprehensions about living “at the crossroads of radicalism and
technology” are well founded.40 Moreover, there is evidence that as North
Korea’s conventional posture relative to South Korea and the United States
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declines, its dependence upon asymmetric capabilities grows.41 Therefore
the possibility that it or other similarly situated states may increasingly
exploit those capabilities to support terrorism or other forms of unconven-
tional war, even possibly going beyond extending deterrence to the provision
of capabilities, is growing.

As the so-called asymmetric threat environment is expanding, not shrinking,
and our allies often become more direct targets—as terrorist plots in Europe
and Asia, or Israel’s experience, indicate. Thus this proliferation of opportu-
nities for waging campaigns based on the use or threatened use of CBRN
weapons, terrorism, and other components of so-called asymmetric threats is
the second trend or direction that shapes the contemporary strategic and
threat environments.

The third trend shaping those environments is that existing capabilities,
which can create immense damage either to military or civilian targets, are
increasing in quality and quantity. Mass destruction or large-scale social crises
can be triggered by means other than CBRN weapons that with conventional
weapons approach the lethality of nuclear weapons but are more usable in
combat. Qualitative improvement means not just the incorporation of IT and
advanced electronic and sensor capabilities that enhance precision targeting
and lethality, but also new and emerging technologies, or space-based sys-
tems. China, Israel, Iran, and India already have or are building space capa-
bilities that could allow them to use space either for the weapons transit or,
ultimately, as a location for weapons platforms. Further, Russia is providing
major assistance to states like Iran, China, and India, while China does the
same for Iran, North Korea, and Pakistan.42

Growth of Conventional Military Capabilities

Beyond proliferators’ support, recipients of WMD capabilities are steadily
improving their deception and denial efforts, upgrading their access to
relevant dual-use and other technologies, capacities for assimilating them,
and their access to the expertise needed to build and maintain these weapons.
Proliferation of conventional weapons is becoming more global because
states now build their own indigenous capabilities for producing weapons
like cruise missiles and others.43

India, Pakistan, Israel, Iran, and Turkey are all developing conventional
arms production capabilities and are seeking markets; not least in the Middle
East and Central Asia. Iran, North Korea, and Pakistan support terrorists as
an integral part of their strategy. Additionally, disaffected elements within the
government, as in Pakistan, are supporting terrorists. Iran even boasts that it
can produce all the antiship cruise missiles it needs to defend its territorial
waters against attack. Further, testimony from Admiral Thomas Wilson, the
former head of the Defense Intelligence Agency, and his successor, Admiral
Lowell Jacoby, claim that Iran can already block the Persian Gulf to outside
traffic for brief periods of time.44 Iran’s weapons acquisition program, which
stresses naval, air, and air defense systems, clearly aims to deny the United
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States access to the Gulf.45 Iran also now offers the Shahab-3 missile for sale
abroad.46 Iran also provides large quantities of conventional weapons to ter-
rorists.47 Given the fragile controls over Pakistan’s armed forces and intelli-
gence agencies and their links to Islamic and drug trafficker forces, it would
hardly be surprising if its weapons migrated to hostile forces.

Highly precise conventional weapons and other emerging technologies,
that are capable of striking at key or strategic targets, represent a threat that
transcends strike platforms. Other states believe the possibilities inherent in
these weapons justify a possible nuclear retaliatory strike, as their possible
effects are capable of rivaling a nuclear strike, for example, conventional
strikes on nuclear power plants.48 It is not just that information warfare (IW)
and information operations (IO) could degrade critical infrastructures and
precipitate a major social crisis. As some Russian theorists warn, new genera-
tions of weapons could combine threats, for example, information weapons
that leave lasting biological aftereffects on their target.49 While insisting that
armed force remains the essence of war, some Russian analysts have stated
that the major strategic events of the 1990s indicate that wars remain the
continuation of politics by other means. Therefore, the resort to force or to
nonviolent means like IW is a conscious act of strategy and policy that has a
definite strategic goal. Such operations are implicitly close to, if not tanta-
mount to, war or warlike actions. The strategic goal may be to destroy an
entire sociopolitical order over time without even firing a shot.

Future wars could be fought without resorting to force, purely by infor-
mational and electronic means. For this reason, the cataclysm culminating in
the collapse of the Soviet empire and the Soviet Union illustrate that whole
states and coalitions can disintegrate as a result of confrontation on the
international arena without the direct application of force.50 Russian military
writing increasingly accepts that IW can trigger such destabilizing or “disor-
ganizing” actions to achieve strategic goals.51 Such attacks could easily incite
internal disturbances, demonstrations and uprisings, and even terrorism.

Information Warfare also permeates all other forms of strategic confrontation:
political and economic warfare, diplomacy, armed struggle, and war. Yet, IW
retains its essentially independent character and goal of demoralizing armed
forces and populations, as well as paralyzing the other side’s will. It accom-
panies political and diplomatic pressure and confrontation and targets the
adversary’s home front and military forces.52 Some Chinese theorists writing
on contemporary war think along similar lines.53 Russian analysts now include
as IW those weapons and warfare targeted against the minds and bodies of
enemy combatants and societies. This form of warfare is ushering in a new
series of weapons or technologies that can strike enemies in wholly new ways,
including biological or psychotropic weapons, thus combining IW with bio-
logical weapons (BW) or bacteriological threats. This approach could even-
tually generate a formulation linking informational and biological weapons
with chemical and biological warfare (CBW) and IW in theory and/or in
practice.54 Moreover, because we arguably cannot deter IW without threat-
ening preemptive strikes or overwhelming reprisal, up to and including
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nuclear strikes, information attacks can lead either to preemption or possible
threats, if not use, of nuclear weapons.55

R A W

Apart from the multidimensionality of threats, the opportunities for waging
asymmetric war and employing asymmetric strategies have grown by orders
of magnitude. Potential aggressors have vastly enhanced opportunities for sur-
prise and even anonymous attack using any of the media listed earlier.56 Where
the first operation may be the only operation, and given our enemies’ belief
that they need only generate large casualties to oust our partners, allies from
forward bases, and us, surprise attacks of enormous magnitude become more
possible and tempting an operation.57 The pervasive belief in American casu-
alty aversion provides the perspective needed to believe that surprise attacks
combining high and low-tech, innovatively employed, can, in a single blow,
either decisively defeat America or inflict such harm that it cannot reply effec-
tively. Allegedly, we would then have to fight a war of attrition suited to our
adversaries’ preferences. These enemies have not assimilated contrary experi-
ences and could easily miscalculate the consequences of their attack. This
potential for misapprehending U.S. policy confirms warnings about the like-
lihood of surprise and justifies the belief that deterrence against such enemies
is impossible, a conclusion that animates our preemptive or preventive war
posture.58

These actors are clearly exploiting the emerging threat environment to
achieve strategic effects greatly disproportionate to the means involved.59

As the nature of a strategic threat is also defined by the targets involved,
strategic targets need not be attacked or be vulnerable to attacks by WMD.
Conventional strikes, using existing weapons innovatively, even those not
launched by precision-guided munitions, can achieve damage comparable to
that of WMD or raise the possibility of a retaliatory nuclear first strike.
Russia’s defense doctrine recognizes this possibility.60 These trends could eas-
ily transform the strategic environments to our detriment unless we properly
understand and counter the new threats posed to us.

Today’s proliferators are building WMD capabilities based on technology,
weapons, and know-how obtained from Russia, China, North Korea, and
Pakistan, as well as through covert business dealings abroad, and with each
other. These programs embody secondary and tertiary proliferation where
states that received assistance from proliferators then assist other states that
seek to emulate them. Such proliferation, especially when coupled with the
ability to use existing weapons innovatively, to improve their quality, or
to increase their capability to produce them or provide for terrorists to
exploit them, greatly enhances the consequences of proliferation from Russia
and China—states that have hitherto essentially stonewalled America on
proliferation.61

Although proliferating states have multiple and diverse interests, they
apparently share common strategic goals that oppose U.S. strategic objectives.
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Once they acquire truly usable capabilities they become immune from most,
if not all, foreign control over their defense programs. Indeed, proliferation
represents their vote of no confidence in the status quo, increases the security
problems of other neighboring states, and establishes the limits to any
regional system of collective security.62 This point possesses critical signifi-
cance for Iraq and North Korea. Clearly those who opposed action against
Iraq would avoid risks to enforce UN mandates if Iraq had usable nuclear
weapons and delivery systems.

Likewise, the administration may have thought that Pyongyang had
nuclear weapons even before it claimed to have them. However, even if we
discount Pyongyang’s claims, the conventional threat it poses to Seoul and
South Korea is so great that we remain effectively deterred from coercing it,
despite its proliferation activities and violation of international agreements.
Thus, even possible possession of nuclear weapons, combined with a threat-
ening and formidable conventional deterrent, evidently frees Pyongyang
from yielding to foreign and stronger powers. Proliferation, whatever other
purposes a government has, promotes an autarkic defense policy that
removes the proliferator’s territory and sphere of influence from other pow-
ers’ military policy and influence.63 It represents a determined effort to free
the state from all foreign influences on its defense policy, while bidding for
untrammeled power to deter or threaten neighbors and third parties.

Recent trends suggest that, in such cases, the international community’s
default option is accommodation, continued engagement, and the offer of
more rewards to that state, that is, appeasement. Consequently, many fear that
America’s commitment to extended deterrence for distant allies will decline.64

As that outcome contradicts our strategy, objectives, and policies, prolifera-
tion becomes an inherently asymmetrical act vis-à-vis that strategy, policies,
and goals. Since doctrine and policy aim at giving the administration an almost
unhampered ability to project global military power and deter everyone else,
proliferation is inherently an asymmetrical counterstrategy to that aspiration.

A second common denominator of proliferating states’ threats to our
interests is that their increased capabilities then feed their growing appetite.
Iran’s acquisition of WMD and improved conventional capabilities led it to
threaten Israel, Azerbaijan, and Kazakhstan with conventional forces.65 Iran
now also admits that many al Qaeda operatives have fled there and Pakistan’s
Inter-Services Institution, claims that the operational base of al Qaeda has
now shifted to Iran; presumably to intensify the cooperation among terrorist
groups in the Middle East against Israeli and American interests. Meanwhile,
the State Department lists Iran as the leading state sponsor of international
terrorism.66 In 2002 it was caught red-handed trying to escalate the terrorist
war against Israel, which was started by Yasser Arafat and other Palestinian
terrorist groups.67 Since Iran has also sponsored terrorism as far away as
Argentina, long-range attacks cannot be excluded.68

Iran has also provided Hezbollah between 8,000 and 12,000 rockets and
short-range missiles through Syria, for use against Israel or other enemies.69

Iran has also conducted exercises employing chemical weapons in the Persian
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Gulf.70 Iran allegedly can produce its own land-based antiship cruise missiles
to deny access to the Persian Gulf and is developing antiaircraft and missiles,
including systems that attack stealthy planes, to deny us access to the Gulf or
contiguous bodies of air, sea, and land.71 Similarly, our enemies can, evidently,
threaten at least some of our space assets or seek to acquire space denial,
precision strike, and counterprecision capabilities.72

We can easily envision scenarios where a nuclear armed state that sponsors
and harbors terrorists could deliberately sponsor terrorist attacks and then try
to deter retaliation by invoking escalation to nuclear or other forms of WMD.
Simultaneously, it could also use or threaten to use whatever precision, coun-
terprecision, or anti-space and space denial assets it possessed for those pur-
poses. Pakistani support for conventional probes, like that in Kargil in 1999
and terrorist offensives in Kashmir, is based on the belief that Pakistan’s
nuclear capability deters Indian escalation. This shows that proliferators’ rising
nuclear and conventional capabilities facilitates their interest in and capabilities
to wage asymmetric warfare.

North Korea, likewise, exemplifies this phenomenon. North Korea sells its
missiles abroad for income. Perhaps its closeness to achieving a usable nuclear
capability has emboldened it to launch more conventional probes against the
South Korean armed forces and strengthen its conventional and missile capa-
bilities, as American commanders have testified to Congress.73 It openly pro-
claims that its WMD program aims should give it complete freedom from
international and/or American controls.74 Therefore, the consequence, if not
intention, of the new proliferation is to make much of the world safer for
conventional war and/or terrorism while trying to make it off limits to the
United States and allied forces.

Our enemies have many incentives to proliferate. Many earlier U.S. policies
and statements suggesting profound casualty aversion have reinforced their
perception that possessing weapons of mass destruction deters Washington
from retaliating or intervening against them. We never attained accurate or
complete knowledge of Iraq’s overall military or WMD capabilities before
attacking it in 1991 and again in 2003. The same holds true for Iran.
Obviously these capabilities can be hidden. Nor has anyone countered the
use of WMD in the Middle East dating back to Egypt’s use of chemical
weapons in the Yemeni civil war of 1962–1967.75 Thus, local governments
have ample reason to believe that they can threaten or actually use these
weapons with relative impunity.

Consequently, proliferators seek to threaten and intimidate their neigh-
bors, deny America and its allies access to threatened allies’ territories, and
compel us to leave the potential theater of operations, lest we face the threats
of WMD or terrorism backed up by burgeoning conventional capabilities.
Hence, proliferation is an excellent anti-access or area denial strategy. As Chris
Donnelly observes,

The nature of modern weaponry means that, unless the technology gap is truly
enormous (as it was between the U.S. and the Taliban), a determined and
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competent defender today could make a “forced entry” too costly for any
country to contemplate. The West’s capacity for military intervention may be a
lot less than is sometimes supposed.76

Moreover, as proliferators improve their capabilities they also seek to
extend their ability to threaten our allies in Europe. Certainly, modern
weaponry’s strike capabilities increase their owners’ ability to strike distant
targets. The reports about Iran and Iraq’s projected capabilities all point to a
desire for the capability to threaten not only each other, or Central Asian
governments, or Israel, but also Turkey and even European states.77

C: T  N U.S. S

However we label the threat that proliferation poses, its potential for realization
is growing. Moreover, the strategic landscape is changing due to this growing
threat and its manifestations. Classical deterrence is all but impossible in a situa-
tion where multiple players contend with each other and can mount compara-
ble conventional threats equal to those posed by WMD.78 Without arguing for
or against any particular force structure or policy, this assessment suggests that
the administration’s appreciation of the threat environment is not misplaced,
even if its responses are debatable. That environment is undergoing profound
change that invalidates many of the policy nostrums of an earlier generation
regarding proliferation and asymmetric war. Additionally, our assessment hardly
exhausts the possibilities for proliferation or other revolutionary transformations
that make asymmetric strategies and their embodied threats more likely. While
trends in warfare justify the United States’ strategy of preemption and preven-
tive war, we must anticipate a range of asymmetric strategies employing old and
new ways of threatening our assets, forces, and interests. Since our capabilities
are finite, we must devise new ways and new organizations including new force
packages and new thinking to rebuff those threats.

While an asymmetric strategy aims to leverage capabilities where one has
an advantage to achieve strategic objectives, this does not mean that its strate-
gists can accurately gauge their actions’ consequences. However, since we
confront an action program to realize strategic objectives an appropriate
response is necessary. We need new approaches to force structures and strat-
egy and forces optimized for all forms of conflict, including post-conflict
stability, counterproliferation operations, and even operations in a WMD
environment. This is full spectrum dominance.79

This chapter calls for clearer thinking regarding threat and strategic assess-
ments to preclude new strategic surprise attacks like those of September 11. In
an age of new threats, revolutionary technologies, and new forms of military
operations, where earlier policies no longer retain their potency, the require-
ment for clear thinking increases commensurately. Information about threats
is not enough. Indeed, our enhanced capability for data retrieval obligates us
to understand our enemy and his threats as never before, lest we drown in
data. Indeed, in many ways the strategic threat, including proliferation, is a
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cognitive one and demands a cognitive response. Only to the extent that we
improve our capability for assessment and understanding of the implications
of contemporary threats like proliferation, will our enhanced cognitive capa-
bility serve us and only that well.
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Avner Cohen

I

In a press briefing in Israel during the July 2004 visit of Mohammed El
Baradei, the director general of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), a senior Israeli official illuminated Israel’s commitment to the policy
of nuclear ambiguity. The official made it plain that Israel had no interest in
changing this policy anytime soon and stressed that its policy is based on
great deal of continuity and stability. He also made an oblique note that the
continuity of that policy was a reflection of two long-term Israeli imperatives:
a sense of respect toward the lessons of Jewish history but also an expression
of political caution.

Israel was the sixth nation in the world, and the first in the Middle East, to
develop and acquire nuclear weapons capability. It started to construct its
nuclear infrastructure in the late 1950s and less than a decade later it com-
pleted the research and development phase for its first nuclear device. By
1970 it became known (but never officially confirmed) that Israel had already
crossed the nuclear weapons capability threshold. Now, two generations
later, Israel is considered an established nuclear weapon state in terms of both
the quality and quantity of its nuclear arsenal. Estimates as to the size of
Israel’s nuclear arsenal vary significantly, ranging from less than 100 to
300 warheads. It is also believed that Israel’s current nuclear arsenal, along
with its related delivery and command and control infrastructure, is closer—
surely in quality and less surely in quantity—to France and the United
Kingdom than to those of India and Pakistan.

However, Israel’s strategic behavior and code of conduct in the nuclear
field, both at home and abroad, has deviated from the behavior of all
other nuclear weapons states. Unlike the other seven established nuclear
weapons states—the five members of the nuclear club under the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and, since 1998, India and Pakistan (which,
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like Israel, are outside the NPT)—Israel has not openly acknowledged its
nuclear status. Since Prime Minister Levi Eshkol pledged in the mid-1960s
that “Israel will not be the first nation to introduce nuclear weapons to the
Middle East,” all eight of his successors have maintained this opaque declara-
tory formula. While Israel keeps the status of its nuclear capability deliber-
ately veiled, it does so in a manner that has shaped strategic perceptions and
actions of friends and foes alike. This policy has become known as Israel’s
policy of nuclear opacity (or nuclear ambiguity) and is perhaps the most dis-
tinguished Israeli contribution to the nuclear age.

This chapter analyzes and assesses Israel’s outlook on the nuclear issue, and
applies it to the regional security situation after Operation Iraqi Freedom. In
particular, it considers the extent to which the new geopolitical context is
likely to bring about continuity or change in Israel’s outlook on the nuclear
question. It examines the elements of continuity and stability in Israeli strate-
gic thinking by looking backward and outlining the historical evolution of
Israel’s posture of nuclear opacity. Then it places Israel’s strategic outlook
against the new strategic reality in the wake of Operation Iraqi Freedom.

I’ N O  H C

Ben Gurion and the Fundamentals of 
Israel’s Strategic Outlook

Four factors were critical in shaping Israel’s early attitudes on matters of
national security and grand strategy: (1) the Zionist ethos that led to the
establishment of Israel as a nation-state; (2) the key historical memories that
shaped Israel’s approach to national security; (3) the leadership power and the
strategic outlook of Israel’s father-founder, Prime Minister David Ben Gurion;
(4) and a unique leadership triumvirate—Ben Gurion as the national leader,
Professor Ernst David Bergmann as his scientific advisor, and the young
Shimon Peres as his chief administrator—that made the nuclear pursuit feasible.

Ethos. From its early days, the ethos of the Zionist movement stressed the
role of science and technology in advancing the dream of establishing a
Jewish state. For Ben Gurion, scientific and technological achievements were
the hallmarks of the Zionist revolution, a secular manifestation of the notion
of the Jews as the “people of the book.” This ethos highlighted the view that
only science and technology could compensate for Israel’s small population
and lack of natural resources. “We are inferior to other peoples in our num-
bers, dispersion, and the characteristics of our political life,” Ben Gurion
remarked, “but no other people is superior to us in its intellectual prowess.”1

As Shimon Peres put it years later, “Ben Gurion believed that science could
compensate for what Nature has denied us.”2

Historical Memories. The state of Israel was born in the shadow of two
traumatic historical experiences: the Nazi Holocaust and the 1948 War of
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Independence. The memory of these events provided the subtext for Ben
Gurion’s pursuit of nonconventional weaponry (in particular, the nuclear
project). As a student in Istanbul, Ben Gurion had witnessed the genocide of
the Armenian minority in Turkey during World War I. This horrifying expe-
rience gave him an early lesson that ethnic minorities that could not protect
themselves in a hostile environment faced the real threat of genocide. The
subsequent Nazi Holocaust, and the failure of the world to save the Jews
from Hitler forced Ben Gurion to recognize that his people were equally
vulnerable. As the Holocaust decimated the Jews of Europe, the leaders of
the Yishuv, the Zionist community in Palestine during the British mandate
period, felt utterly helpless.3 The determination to prevent a similar catastrophe
from happening again drove Ben Gurion’s campaign for Jewish statehood after
World War II.

David Ben Gurion. Imbued with the lessons of the Holocaust, Ben Gurion
was consumed by fears for Israel’s long-term security.4 Those fears stemmed
from his understanding of the geopolitical realities of the Arab–Israeli con-
flict. As the War of Independence concluded in 1949 with an impressive
Israeli victory, Ben Gurion already worried about Israel’s future. He became
convinced that the cessation of hostilities would not lead to a lasting peace,
but would be only a temporary pause before the next round of Arab–Israeli
conflict.5 His strategic pessimism regarding the Arab–Israeli conflict was
rooted in three fundamental convictions:

� The Arab–Israeli conflict ran deep and was not amenable to a quick diplo-
matic solution. Only when the Arabs were convinced that Israel could not
be eradicated by force, and accepted their losses as final, would lasting
peace become possible.

� The conventionally armed Israel Defense Forces (IDF) would encounter
great difficulty in deterring an all-Arab war coalition. Given the geopoliti-
cal asymmetries of the Arab–Israeli conflict, conventional weapons might
not be sufficient to ensure victory.

� After the Holocaust, the small Jewish community in the Middle East, lack-
ing a formal alliance with an outside power, required an existential insur-
ance policy for “a rainy day.”6

Ben Gurion’s conviction that the Holocaust may not have been a single
and unique event in Jewish history, but a recurring threat, became engraved
in Israel’s collective psyche and its concept of national security. Beginning in
the early 1950s, Israeli military planners considered a scenario in which a
pan-Arab military coalition would launch a war against Israel with the aim of
liberating Palestine and destroying the Jewish State. This worst-case contin-
gency became known as mikre ha-kol, the “everything scenario.” Israel’s pur-
suit of nonconventional weaponry was a direct answer to Ben Gurion’s
fundamental anxieties about national survival. Ensuring that a Holocaust
would never happen again to the Jewish people meant that Israel must have
the capability to deter such a calamity, if necessary by threatening to inflict a
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holocaust on its enemies. This attitude led Israel to build infrastructure and
capabilities in all three areas of nonconventional weaponry, notwithstanding
the great effort and cost involved.

It is important to recognize that, as a matter of national policy, Israel’s
pursuit of the nonconventional option has always been a somewhat reluctant
one. This is the other element of continuity and stability in Israel’s nuclear
thinking. Although Ben Gurion believed firmly that Israel must possess
nonconventional options for situations of last resort, he (and other Israeli
leaders) recognized that Israeli interests required that nonconventional
weapons not be introduced into the Arab–Israeli conflict. Because of the fun-
damental geopolitical asymmetries between Israel and the Arab side, Israel
was more vulnerable to nonconventional weaponry than its larger Arab ene-
mies. If Israel’s own pursuit of these weapons led its Arab enemies to obtain
them as well, the search for absolute security would become self-defeating.
Today, more than 30 years after crossing the nuclear threshold, Israel is still
careful to avoid any actions that would confirm its nuclear capability.

The Founding Triumvirate. Two other men were instrumental in making
Ben Gurion’s strategic vision a concrete technological reality. The first was
Professor Ernst David Bergmann, an organic chemist by training, who was
Ben Gurion’s faithful scientific advisor. The second was Shimon Peres, then
young director-general of the Ministry of Defense, who was the administrator–
politician who associated himself with that technological vision. As the archi-
tect of the “special relations” between Israel and France in the mid–late 1950s,
Shimon Peres was the chief executive of the nuclear project during its form-
ative years (until he left the Ministry of Defense in 1965). This triumvirate was
indispensable for Israel’s decision to pursue science-based, non-conventional
capabilities. Without it, such a large-scale national commitment could not
have been set in motion.

Toward Nuclear Opacity

Shimon Peres was the man who negotiated and put together the French–Israeli
nuclear package that became the basis for Israel’s nuclear infrastructure. The
deal was secretly signed in Paris on October 3, 1957. Its details are still
unknown. According to French author Pierre Pean, the most sensitive aspects
of the package were not spelled out in any of the official agreements but were
left as oral understandings.7 In 1958 Israel started excavation and construction
work at the Dimona site. When newly elected French President Charles de
Gaulle learned about the secret project he acted to end French participation in
it, but it took almost a year until his decision was translated into meaningful
action. After de Gaulle finally informed Prime Minister Ben Gurion in June
1960 about his decision to terminate French involvement, Israel decided to
complete the project on its own.8 This was a decisive moment of Israeli resolve.

By early December 1960, some 3 years after the project had been initiated,
the United States finally learned about it and asked Israel an explanation.
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On December 23, 1960, Prime Minister Ben Gurion told the Knesset that
the 24-megawatt research reactor under construction would be “peaceful,”
as it was designed for scientific, industrial, and medical applications. It was
the first and last time that the Israeli government made a public statement
about Dimona project.9 Ben Gurion’s statement was surely meant to be
opaque, quite misleading if not deceptive, but one must keep in mind that it
was made in a time when there were no clear-cut nonproliferation norms, let
alone a Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.

From the outset, the Israeli nuclear case posed a great challenge to
American nonproliferation policy. While President Kennedy’s diplomatic
efforts to halt the Israeli nuclear project ultimately failed, they shaped the
very special manner in which Israel became a nuclear-weapons state. The
United States was not in a position to stop the Israeli nuclear program,
since Israel in the early 1960s was already fully committed to having a nuclear
option. America’s efforts determined the way Israel acquired the bomb:
opaquely, not overtly, in a manner that was highly considerate of American
policies. Israel was careful to avoid openly defying American nonprolifera-
tion policies; similarly, the United States wanted to avoid confronting Israel
publicly over this most sensitive issue. A policy of nuclear opacity was born.

It was during the years of the Lyndon Johnson administration that Israel
crossed the technological nuclear threshold. When Israel completed its
research and development work in 1966, it pledged to the Johnson adminis-
tration that “it will not be the first to introduce nuclear weapons to the
region.” Israel was committed to having some kind of nuclear option, but at
that point it had not necessarily committed to becoming a nuclear weapons
state. In fact, Israel was quite unsure what it exactly wanted and, even
more significantly, how far it would be permitted to go. In those days the
Israeli nuclear project was not yet considered a weapon system, but rather a
technological option to hedge against an unknown “rainy day.”

The 1967 Six-Day War was a major turning point in Israel’s nuclear
history. On the eve of the Six-Day War in late May 1967—Israel’s most trau-
matic “rainy day” period—Israeli engineers improvised a rudimentary, but
operational, nuclear weapons capability.10 It was the first time that Israel actu-
ally assembled a nuclear device and the first time the option was materialized.
Israel’s great victory in the 1967 war created a new political and strategic
reality, as well as domestic changes in Israel itself, that lowered the nation’s
nuclear inhibition. Now Israel could pass the vulnerable transition period
without worrying too much about Arab reaction. There were those in Israel
who suggested that an opportunity was created to expose Israel’s nuclear
capability, but the advocates of caution prevailed. The threshold was crossed,
but Israel decided not to test and expose.

While in the post-1967 era Israel was less concerned about Arab reactions,
a new and important international factor came into the picture in 1968 that
started to shape Israel’s nuclear behavior. The advent of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty in the summer of 1968 was critical for the quiet
American–Israeli dialogue on the nuclear issue. By November 1968, against
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the background of strong American pressure to join the NPT (which was linked
to the sale of Phantom aircraft to Israel), Israel told the United States that, given
its unique security needs and with no American security guarantees, it could not
sign the NPT. President Johnson ultimately approved the Phantom deal with-
out linking it to Israeli concession on the NPT issue. This was another landmark
toward the making of opacity the nation’s permanent nuclear policy.

Less than a year later, in September 1969, Israeli Prime Minister Golda
Meir reached a secret understanding with President Richard Nixon over the
Israeli nuclear issue. Meir explained to Nixon why Israel had been compelled
to develop its nuclear capability, and why it could not sign the NPT, but also
continued to pledge that Israel would not declare itself a nuclear power. Meir
made no formal change in Israel’s declaratory commitment not to be the first
to introduce nuclear weapons to the region. It was understood that opera-
tionally, under the new circumstances, Israel would not test, not declare itself
a nuclear weapons state, and not waive its nuclear status capability for diplo-
matic gains. While Israel would not join the NPT, neither would it defy the
treaty. A commitment to a “bomb in the basement” posture was taken as a
measure of continuity with the past, regardless of the technological changes
on the ground.

In the wake of the Meir–Nixon understandings, the United States ended
its annual visits to Dimona and no longer pressured Israel to sign the NPT,
adopting instead a de facto policy of “don’t ask, don’t tell.” This opaque
policy was perceived by both Israeli and American policymakers as the only
policy, both for Israel and the United States, to address the uniqueness of
Israel’s nuclear case with America’s own commitment to the nonproliferation
regime. To this day, all Israeli and American governments have adhered to
these formal understandings. By July 1970, the New York Times made public
the fact that Israel was considered by the U.S intelligence community as a
nuclear weapon state.11 Shortly thereafter, Israel started to deploy its first
nuclear capable missile, the Jericho I. By the time of the 1973 war Israel was
already a small nuclear power.

The 1973 Yom Kippur War had a nuclear dimension even though the full
drama has not been told yet (or even officially confirmed). It has been
reported that during the early phase of the war Minister of Defense Moshe
Dayan readied the nuclear weapons infrastructure, apparently even proposing
to Prime Minister Golda Meir to arm the weapons, in case Israel reached the
point of “last resort.” Whatever happened during the year, Israel’s nuclear
weapons remained opaque and unacknowledged. In retrospect, the Yom
Kippur War strengthened Israel’s commitment to opacity and its aura of con-
tinuity. Israeli weapons are thought of as the leader’s ultimate shield.

The Golden Age of Opacity: Visible Continuity and 
Invisible Change

Israel’s nuclear history in the period from 1973 until the Gulf War in
1990–1991 can be constructed along two distinct themes. First, it was the
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period in which Israel’s policy of nuclear opacity was transformed from a
short-lived improvisation to a semipermanent strategic posture. In looking
back, the period from 1974 to about 1990 was the golden age of nuclear
opacity. By the end of the period, Israelis had come to view the policy as a
great strategic success because it provided Israel the benefits of existential
deterrence at a very low political cost. Nuclear opacity and its aura of conti-
nuity became an indispensable pillar in the nation’s national security doctrine.
Many Israelis came to believe that the low-profile nuclear deterrent played a
constructive role both in making peace (in the case of Egypt) and in deterring
regional war (in the case of Iraq). Opacity was also critical in removing the
nuclear issue from the American–Israeli agenda, but without restricting
Israel’s freedom of action in this field. Even public disclosure of Dimona’s
secrets in 1986 was politically insufficient to shake Israel’s posture of opacity.

Second, it was a period of a rapid but invisible growth of Israel’s nuclear
arsenal. Israel took advantage of its freedom of action. It is widely believed that
during that period Israel’s nuclear arsenal made a major transformation. Israel
no longer possessed simply a dozen or so low-yield first-generation bombs; it
expanded and modernized its arsenal, which became qualitatively advanced
and numerically sizable. But whatever changes were made, it was done quietly.

Since the mid-1970s Israel expanded and modernized its nuclear infra-
structure in Dimona to be able to reportedly produce new types of advanced
nuclear weaponry, both small and large, and in larger quantities. It is believed
that Israel produced in that period both larger advanced weapons (boosted,
and possibly even thermonuclear) as well as advanced tactical weapons (pos-
sibly enhanced radiation weapons). In parallel, by the mid- to late-1970s
Israel started the development of the Jericho II missile, a ballistic missile with
operational range of 1,500 kilometers or more. The Jericho II was tested in
the late 1980s and it was deployed in the period 1989–1990.12

While Israel expanded its nuclear capability throughout that period, it did
not move to establish a secure second-strike capability. Apparently there were
occasional discussions about doing so; yet costly operational decisions were
deferred. The underlying assumption that guided Israel’s strategic planning
was that Israel’s regional nuclear monopoly was still holding, and if and when
things were to change Israel would have ample time to adjust. This assess-
ment was reinforced by the success of Israel’s attack on the Iraqi Osiraq reac-
tor in June 1981. As a result, Israel assumed that Saddam’s nuclear ambitions
had been removed, at least temporarily. But this assumption was found
wrong by the late 1980s. As the Iran–Iraq War cane to a close, Iraq emerged
as a regional Arab power with strong nuclear aspirations. In 1990, just before
Iraq invaded Kuwait, Israeli strategists realized that Israel and Iraq were on a
collision course over the nuclear issue.

The First Gulf War and After (1990–2003)

The 1991 Gulf War was the third occasion on which Israel placed its nuclear/
strategic forces on alert. In line with its flexible opaque strategy, Israel made
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a deliberate effort to “remind” Iraq of its nuclear capability. Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir pushed the policy of nuclear opacity to its limits
when he issued a solemn warning to Iraq, promising to inflict “terrible and
awful” pain on Iraq if it attacked Israel, but without ever using the n-word. A
“visible” missile test that Israel made in December 1990 meant to highlight
this deterrence message. During the war itself the U.S. secretary of defense,
Richard Cheney, referred directly for the first time ever to Israel’s nuclear
capability if Iraq dared using chemical or biological weapons against Israel.

By the war’s end, some 40 Iraqi Scud missiles had been fired at Israel,
most of them aimed at Israel’s population centers. The fact that Iraq did not
launch a chemicals and biological weapons (CBW) attack at Israel led many
Israelis to believe that their nation’s veiled nuclear threat was effective in
deterring Saddam’s use of nonconventional weapons. This assertion may
have some grain of truth, but it leaves nagging questions: Can nuclear
weapons effectively deter the use of other weapons of mass destruction
(WMD)? Conversely, are there situations in which nuclear weapons cannot
deter a nonnuclear adversary equipped with CBW?

The Israeli threat perceptions of nuclear and other WMD-related develop-
ments during the 1990s in both Iraq and Iran, compounded by the recogni-
tion of the intelligence failure in detecting Iraq’s nuclear program, were critical
in Israel’s strategic decision to establish its own sea-based strategic arm. By
July 2000 Israel completed taking delivery of three Dolphin-class submarines
it had ordered at the Thyssen-Nordseewerke shipyard in Kiel, Germany, in
the early 1990s. It is widely assumed that in doing so Israel has moved sig-
nificantly toward acquiring a survivable second-strike nuclear capability.

By all indications, Israel at the eve of Operation Iraqi Freedom was on the
way to finalizing the restructuring of its nuclear forces into a triad form, like
the other five declared nuclear weapons states. A fleet of three submarines is
believed to be the minimum Israel needs to have a deployment at sea of one
nuclear-armed submarine at all times. Such a survivable deterrent is perceived
essential due to Israel’s unique geopolitical and demographical vulnerability
to nuclear attack, and one that no potential nuclear enemy of Israel could
ignore.

Another related long-term strategic development that began since the late
1980s was Israel’s growing presence in space for strategic purposes, command
and control, and intelligence. Realizing the lessons of the Gulf War, Israel made
a strategic decision to develop independent satellite coverage on countries of
the “third tier” who were perceived as posing a threat with their ballistic missile
and nuclear weapons programs in the 1990s: Libya, Iraq, and Iran.

Operation Iraqi Freedom: The New Geopolitical Context

It is indisputable that Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003 created a new strate-
gic reality, but it is still difficult to tell what that new reality is, let alone the
kind of future trends, processes, and developments it may open the door for.
Major hostilities in Iraq were declared to be ceased in April 2003, but as of
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early 2005 there was still a great deal of uncertainty over key aspects of the
new reality. While in some areas the changes are clear and obvious, in other
areas there is still a great deal of fog.

From an Israeli perspective, Iraq itself is no longer a military threat for Israel,
at least not for the short- and mid-term period. Even prior to Operation Iraqi
Freedom Iraq had lost much—some would say most—of its potential as a
military threat. Since the Iraqi defeat in the first Gulf War, and during nearly
a decade of inspections and military and economic sanctions, most of Iraq’s
military machine that survived the 1991 war had deteriorated badly. By
February 2003 Iraq posed minimal conventional threat to Israel.13 But in the
wake of Operation Iraqi Freedom the Israeli strategic construct known as
the “eastern front” (of which Iraq has always played a major role) collapsed
as well.14

Operation Iraqi Freedom also put an end to the Israeli worst-case scenar-
ios built upon unaccountable Iraqi WMD capabilities, in particular in the
biological field. Since the end of the Gulf war in 1991, and in particular after
the revelations of the full extent of the Iraqi biological weapons (BW) pro-
gram in 1995, speculations about Iraqi unaccountable CBW capabilities fed
a full array of Israeli worst-case scenarios.15 In fact, those scenarios repeated
themselves in virtually every confrontation Iraq had with the UN Special
Commission on Iraq (UNSCOM) in the 1990s. This was particularly true in
February 1998 when it was rumored that the prime minister was considering
nuclear retaliation should Iraq hit Israel with chemical or biological weapons.
Obviously, those scenarios no longer exist today. In this respect, Operation
Iraqi Freedom has improved Israel’s overall strategic situation, not only in
reality, but also in perceptions.

Probably no single issue highlights the potential of historic change in the
region more than attitudes and perceptions toward WMD. The 2003 war
itself and the removal of Saddam and his Baath regime is at the heart of these
changes. It was that regime, with its pursuit of nuclear weapons, that pro-
voked great Israeli anxiety nearly three decades ago—which led Israel to
attack the Osiraq nuclear rector in 1981 as the first preemptive act of unilat-
eral counterproliferation—and also (at least in part) drove Iran to the path of
a nuclear weapons program. While it was often argued that concerns about
Iraq’s nuclear weapon program played a role in pushing the George H.W.
Bush administration to wage the first Gulf War, it was surely concerns
about Iraq’s residual CBW that reinforced the second Bush administration’s
determination to go to war.16

President George W. Bush’s decision to prosecute Operation Iraqi Freedom
almost alone while risking a major rift within the North Atlantic alliance
highlights the U.S. commitment to the proposition that in the age of global
terrorism the United States must not forgo the risk of preempting a hostile
WMD threat. From the perspective of the Arab and Islamic worlds, the war
in Iraq showed that the doctrine of preemption in dealing with emerging
WMD is real and must be taken seriously. This American resolve may rein-
force the perception in the region that the pursuit of WMD, combined with
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harboring terrorism and opposition to the United States, may be a dangerous
combination for any state. And yet different nations can infer different con-
clusions from this very lesson. Enter the nuclear cases of Libya and Iran.

T L N C

While it is still too early to place in full historical context Libya’s decision in
late 2003 to dismantle its nuclear and chemical weapons programs, one thing
is evident: the Libyan move was unexpected and unprecedented. There have
been a few other cases of countries that decided to surrender their nuclear
weapons and/or to submit their nuclear infrastructure to international
inspections out of their own political will, but in all those cases the surrender
was accompanied by a major regime change or at least by a domestic political
transformation. The Libyan transformation is probably the first case of a
state’s dismantling its nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction pro-
grams voluntarily without a regime change or a move toward democracy.17

Regardless of the specific motivation behind Qadhafi’s turnaround—whether
it was a response to American hegemonic policies, the victory of European
multilateral sanctions, or a response to domestic politics—his move has
potentially far-reaching significance, both in the region and the world.

After Qadhafi’s announcement some suggested that the significance of the
Libyan move might have to do with changing perceptions about the value of
WMD programs among Middle Eastern states. In the not too distant past,
the pursuit of WMD was part of the ethos of becoming a regional power.
Such weapons were valued as an attractive asset. The Libyan move may man-
ifest a critical point in a movement toward the devaluation of WMD. This is
exactly what happened in Argentina when the country decided it wanted to
rejoin the civilized world after the overthrow of the military government and
found its unsafe nuclear program an obstacle. Similar motivations existed in
South Africa, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine. But Qadhafi is the first
Muslim ruler who has expressed so directly the understanding that WMD
programs have lost their attraction because they stand in the way of Western
economic assistance and can even provoke active hostility. This dynamic was
not the result of a fruitful process of multilateral arms control in the Middle
East, but was largely a reaction to the exercise of American military might
and economic strength.

Viewed from this perspective, the first signs of this devaluation trend
may have even preceded Qadhafi’s move. Iraq may have given up its pursuit
of WMD after its defeat in the first Gulf War, but Saddam was uncomfort-
able declaring so publicly. Indeed, many now speculate that (counter to
assessments in the prewar period) in response to effective activities in Iraq
by UNSCOM and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
Saddam decided to dismantle much of his banned weapons but could not
bring himself to admit it. Some even suggested in early 2004 that Iran’s
voluntary decision to suspend its enrichment activity is also part of that
trend.
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As for Israel, the Libyan move is all but net gain for Israel. Libya’s nuclear
program was always considered a threat to Israel and its dismantlement is
only good news for Israel. Beyond the Libyan case in itself, a trend toward a
devaluation of WMD in the region is probably the best news Israel has
received for years. But it was also recognized that Israel’s status in the process
is not that of a passive observer. Israel is also a key player. Its reaction to
Qadhafi’s move will be very important, perhaps even decisive, in determining
the direction the process will take. It is plain that the future of any new trend
on the matter of WMD is predicated on Israel’s own reaction to such a devel-
opment. Some states have already proposed that Israel make gestures of its own
in the area of nuclear weapons in response to the Libyan transformations.

Some in Israel have recognized that Israel’s response is essential. The
Israeli Chief of Staff, Lieutenant General Moshe Ya’alon, in what some noted
as a veiled rebuke of governmental silence, referred publicly to the Libyan
move as “serious, very serious.” He noted that this could be part of a “domino
effect” following the U.S. invasion of Iraq, and that combined with Iran’s
agreement last month to accept additional nuclear inspections, it had created
the beginnings of a changed regional landscape and lowered the strategic
threats facing Israel. By late December 2003 the Israeli inner cabinet was
convened by Prime Minister Sharon to consider whether and how Israel
should contribute to these dynamics. While there is a national consensus in
Israel that its nuclear status is nonnegotiable at the present time—prior to
comprehensive regional peace—there are voices in Israel, in and out of gov-
ernment, saying that the nation should join the process of controlling weapons
of mass destruction in a meaningful way.18

T I N C

Within less than a year, however, the focus of the international nonproliferation
community shifted from Libya to Iran. While the fate of the Iranian case is still
a work in progress, Iran represents a very different problem. Notwithstanding
the Iranian abundant talk about “peaceful uses” of atomic energy, as well as
the IAEA lacking a conclusive “smoking gun,” Iran clearly positions itself as
close to having a complete fuel fabrication cycle as the international circum-
stances would allow her.19 Whether Iran has actually a dedicated weapons
program or not—a contested issue of great speculation—it does not change
the fact that Iran has challenged the nonproliferation regime from within to
the fullest extent possible. Iran appears to push to the limits any possible
loopholes in the NPT. In doing so Iran seems to follow the North Korean
and Iraqi path of going nuclear clandestinely within the NPT.

Already prior to the Libyan announcement in December 2003, Iran was
forced to admit that for longer than a decade it had not been declaring all of
its nuclear sites and activities—and had not been subjected to IAEA safeguards.
In response to those damning revelations, and the threat of UN Security
Council sanctions, Iran pledged in early 2004 a voluntary “suspension” of all
its enrichment and reprocessing activities, a move that some observers took
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as a hopeful indication that the combination of international pressure and
rigorous inspections could be effective in halting proliferation.20

But this optimism was short-lived and premature. Only 5 months later, as
the IAEA started to set up a baseline to monitor the Iranian suspension
commitment, Iran notified the IAEA that it was suspending some of those
voluntary suspension measures, and would resume, under IAEA supervision,
manufacturing centrifuge components, as well as assembly and testing cen-
trifuges. For all practical purposes, Iran reversed course and resumed research
and development activities on uranium enrichment. By August 2004 Iran’s
foreign minister openly asserted that his country had a “legitimate right” as
an NPT member to enrich uranium. “We will lobby for our rights in the
international community to deal with the negative atmosphere our enemies
have created against Iran,” Kamal Kharazi was quoted as saying “We will
never allow the enemy to trample upon our legitimate rights enshrined in the
international conventions.”21

An IAEA report indicates that the traces of highly enriched uranium
(HEU) that U.S. officials believed were obvious signs of Iran’s weapon-related
activity could plausibly be traced back to Pakistan, the source of Tehran’s
equipment. To be sure, vital questions remain about Iran’s past enrichment
activities, but nothing points conclusively to a clandestine weapons program.
There is no evidence of a dedicated weapons program. The IAEA report
states that it is still not in a position “to draw definitive conclusions concern-
ing the correctness and completeness of Iran’s declarations,” but that it is
continuing to make “steady progress in understanding” Iran’s nuclear pro-
gram. It faults Iran in delaying the provision of critical information in some
cases, but states that Tehran has continued to act “as if its Additional Protocol
is in force,” providing related information and allowing access to sites on a
timely and forthcoming basis.22 The report is also inconclusive on the nature
of the undeclared activities that took place at the razed site at Lavisan-Shian.23

In response to the Iranian decision to suspend suspension on enrichment,
American officials stated openly that the Bush administration would not rule
out covert military action against Iranian nuclear installations. National
Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice noted that the Bush administration was
considering “many means” to prevent Iran from building a nuclear weapon.
“We cannot allow the Iranians to develop a nuclear weapon,” she said. “The
president will look at all the tools that are available to him.”24

Iran responded with its own escalated verbal threats, as well as with missile
tests, all evidently aimed to deter Israel and the United States. “The entire
Zionist territory, including its nuclear facilities and atomic arsenal, are cur-
rently within range of Iran’s advanced missiles,” Yadollah Javani, the head of
the Iranian Revolutionary Guard’s political bureau, declared.25 In a most bel-
licose statement Iran even noted that, like the United States and Israel, it
reserved the right to preempt American or Israeli strategic targets even prior
to actual attack.

Officially, Israel avoided making any counter threats. While Israel sat tight
and said nothing, it did act in an extraordinary way. In August 2004 Israel
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started distributing “logol” tablets, what are popularly known as “anti-
radiation” pills, to residents near its two nuclear reactors, Dimona and Soreq.
This extraordinary move caused more puzzlement than panic. Israel never had
a known radiation leak from those two facilities. No explanation was given
to that unprecedented decision, except claiming that this is merely a general
measure of precaution in the unlikely case of radiation accident in those
reactors.26 Some observers, however, did not fail to speculate about the link
between this unprecedented Israeli measure and the threats from Teheran.

The fact is that since the inception of the Iranian grand nuclear program
Israel has given very little credibility to the official Iranian talk about peace-
ful uses of atomic energy. Nor is Israel impressed by the IAEA’s lack of evi-
dence. Based on its own history, Israel knows well how deceptive the talk
about peaceful purposes can be. It was Israel’s own nuclear father, Ernst
David Bergmann, who never forgot to remind his listeners that there is only
one “nuclear energy,” to be used for good or ill. Israel also knows how easy
it would be to conceal dedicated weapons activities from international
nuclear inspectors. Even if the Iranian political leadership has not made a for-
mal decision about producing weapons, Israelis know that this is almost
immaterial to the way technological reality is being shaped. The momentum
is there, with or without an explicit decision. For these reasons, Iranian offi-
cial explanations, pledges, gestures, and the like make little impression on the
Israeli assessment.27 Those are no more than delaying efforts, strategies to
split and exhaust Western opposition while the Iranian case is being kept
outside the Security Council.28

From the perspective of Israeli threat perception, the Iranian determina-
tion to acquire full nuclear capability is firm, steady, and unquestioned. What
is not clear is the specific technological route and the political modality Iran
would use to achieve its goal. Like other nations, Iran hedges by pursuing a
multitude of technological avenues simultaneously. Those matters would be
ultimately resolved by utilitarian and opportunistic considerations.29 The
head of Israeli military intelligence told the Knesset’s Foreign Affairs and
Defense Committee that by his estimate Iran would obtain its first nuclear
weapons device in 2006.

It is the nuclear issue that elevates Iran to constituting the highest threat
to Israel. This alarmist Israeli attitude toward the Iranian nuclear program
should be viewed in a larger context. Iran is more hostile to Israel on ideo-
logical and political grounds than any other country in the region. Iran does
not recognize Israel’s right to exist as a state not only de jure but also
de facto. Of all nations in the Middle East, Iran uses the most hostile rheto-
ric to express its rejection of the legitimacy of Israel as a nation-state. It is the
combination of Iran’s pursuit of nuclear weapons (as well as other WMD
programs) and its advanced missile capabilities that elevates the concern over
Iran from being a destabilizing factor in the southern Lebanon frontier to a
strategic threat with existential consequences. It is Iran’s relentless efforts to
obtain ballistic missiles that cover areas far beyond its adjacent neighbors that
forces Israeli strategists to take it seriously as a threat. Over more than a
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decade Iran has been investing billions of dollars in developing a series
of medium-range ballistic missiles, from the operational Shihab-3 (range
1,300 km, 700 kg payload) to its newer experimental derivatives (the Shihab-4,
estimated range 2,000 km, 1,000 kg payload; and the Shihab-5, estimated
range 5,500 km), all of which are believed to have been developed with the
aid of North Korea. As part of its effort to deter Israel from preempting its
nuclear program Iran made it repeatedly explicit that the Shihab-3 can hit any
target in Israel.30

C v C

The Libyan case is a model of nonproliferation success; the Iranian case is a
model of failure. Which case is likely to prevail? Which case is likely to shape
attitudes and perceptions in other nations in the region on the role and value
of nuclear weapons? Is the pursuit of nuclear weapons (and other WMD) in
the region on the decline (as the Libyan case suggests) or on the rise (as the
Iranian case appears to indicate)? As of this writing, nobody can tell for sure.
Israel has an interest in encouraging and promoting the disarmament trend,
but at the same time it must hedge against the armament trend.

Israel is surely not a neutral and detached observer to these cases. Tel
Aviv has much at stake on the question of the future of nuclear weapons in
the region. Israel clearly prefers the Libyan case to be a regional trend, even
if it has to be part of the process. Ultimately, the bottom line is that Israel
prefers a region without nuclear weapons—without any nuclear weapons—
rather than a nuclearized region under mutual nuclear deterrence. The
impact of Qadhafi’s action must be gauged among policy-makers and the
elite of some key regional players—Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and above
all, Iran—but those nations will point their finger at Israel. If so, should
Israel encourage by its own action, say by some arms control initiative, the
Libyan move? If Libya’s unilateral decision has a chance to be the begin-
ning of devaluation of WMD programs in the region, Israel itself must be
part of that process.

However, if Iran creates the bomb—and, of course, depending on the spe-
cific modality by which Iran goes nuclear—then Israel would have to reverse
directions and make its own nuclear capabilities more explicit. Many Israeli
analysts suggest that the advent of the Iranian bomb would inevitably be the
end of Israel’s policy of nuclear ambiguity. A few years ago former Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu hinted that he believed that the time had
come for Israel to rethink its policy of nuclear ambiguity, citing the nuclear
developments in Iran as justification.

Israel is also fully aware that its own reactions and policies in response to
these developments do matter. Israeli action is important to the regional out-
come of these cases. But whether Israel would react or not depends, in turn,
on a strategic assessment of the present situation as well as the outcome of the
action. Is an Israeli response required? What kind of response is needed?
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What is the trade-off of risks and benefits involved in each option, including
no action at all?

There remains a great deal of strategic obscurity. Israel has great concern
over the Iranian situation, but it is unlikely that Israel would do anything uni-
laterally that could compromise a broad diplomatic effort of the international
community to thwart Iran from getting nuclear weapons. Those efforts must
be concluded and exhausted.

There is a great deal of uncertainty not only in the nuclear realm, but also
in two other areas that are quite relevant to the overall Israeli assessment of
its national security. First, the future of the war against global terrorism led
by radical Islam: Will the war against al Qaeda and similar groups of Islamic
terrorists develop into a clash of civilizations, or end with a whimper? The
new threat of WMD terrorism looms high and ties the first uncertainty with
the second. Second, there is the future of Iraq itself: Will Operation Iraqi
Freedom be recognized as a great American success in the Middle East or as
an American failure?

These areas of strategic uncertainty are of utmost concern to Israel, to the
way Israel looks at its own future as a small Jewish–Western enclave in the
Arab Middle East. These uncertainties bear directly on the way Israel con-
ceptualizes its national security situation, both in terms of threat perceptions
as well in terms of the nation’s strategic response to those threats.

These uncertainties also bring us back to the question of Israel’s own
nuclear policy. Not only has Israel’s posture of nuclear opacity been an extraor-
dinary display of stability and continuity, but it also has a certain “schizo-
phrenic” face. Nuclear opacity is an effort to live with somewhat opposite
commitments: resolve and caution. On the side of resolve, small Israel—with
population of less than 2 million when it had initiated its nuclear program—
crossed the nuclear weapons threshold only 2 years after China, at a time
when no other nation in the region was even close to establishing a nuclear
fuel cycle capability, let alone to produce nuclear devices. Israel was deter-
mined to develop a nuclear option. On the side of caution, however, and with
full contrast with the cases of India and Pakistan, Israel did not want to
nuclearize the conflict. The Israeli bomb remains as opaque as it has always
been. Israel has kept its nuclear status veiled, but it does so in a manner that
has shaped strategic perceptions and the actions of others, friends and foes
alike.

If anything, the present uncertainties only confirm and reinforce Israel’s
determination to continue, as long as it can, with its well-established practice
and policy of nuclear ambiguity. This policy is based on stability continuity,
leaving Israel with maximum flexibility for an uncertain future. This policy,
based on quiet resolve and public caution, is the Israeli idea of dealing with
uncertain future in uncertain region. More than two generations ago Israel
felt compelled to prepare itself for a “rainy day,” while at the same time mak-
ing deliberate efforts to prevent a situation of a nuclearized Middle East. For
most Israelis this rationale is still as valid today as it was then.
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Ray Takeyh

As the Bush administration energetically addresses the issue of nuclear
proliferation in the Middle East, Iran has suddenly emerged as one of
Washington’s foremost concerns. Over the years, many Western analysts have
assumed Iran’s nuclear program was largely limited to the Bushehr installa-
tion near the Persian Gulf that operates under the oversight of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The ostensible purpose of this installation is
to provide Iran with an alternative source of energy to gas and oil. Western
concerns were not so much that Bushehr would produce a nuclear bomb,
but that under the cover of a civilian research program Iran was gathering
sufficient knowledge and expertise to achieve a nuclear weapons capacity.

Over the past few years, a series of revelations has shocked the Washington
establishment and forced a revision of previous intelligence assessments.
The first shock came in August 2003 when U.S. intelligence reported that
Iran had built extensive facilities for the enrichment of uranium in Natanz,
approximately 200 miles south of Tehran. The Natanz installation currently
contains 160 centrifuges needed for this purpose, with another 1,000 under
construction. The plan is to have 5,000 operational centrifuges within 2 years.
This would give Iran the capacity to produce enough fissile material for
several nuclear bombs a year.

In addition, it appeared that Tehran was completing another facility at
Arak in central Iran for the production of heavy water needed for the pro-
duction of plutonium. Although initial Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
assessments were that Iran could achieve a nuclear arms capacity within 5 to
8 years, the sophisticated nature of these installations indicates that it may be
able to do so within 3 years. The more alarming aspect of the recent discov-
eries is that, increasingly, much of the technology for assembling a nuclear
device is being indigenously produced.

The enormity of the evidence finally compelled Iran to accept the
International Atomic Energy Agency’s enhanced protocols in October 2003.
Under the auspices of the IAEA, the inspection teams are to conduct inspec-
tions with little notice and undertake extensive environmental sampling to
determine the scope of Iran’s operations. The IAEA process has already
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yielded results, as it has been revealed that Iran’s installations and programs
were even more advanced then initially assessed. From secret facilities to
weapons-grade uranium, the IAEA inspectors have offered ample and alarm-
ing evidence regarding Iran’s intentions and capabilities. However, the IAEA
process has distinct and self-defeating limitations. Even under the auspices of
the IAEA, Iran has the statutory right to enrich uranium, construct heavy
water plants and essentially have an indigenous fuel-cycle capability. In
essence, as a good member of the IAEA, Iran can develop the infrastructure
and installations that can produce nuclear weapons in short order. However
valuable the IAEA inspections process may be, it is not the answer to Iran’s
proliferation conundrum.

T R L  
N P

The alarming reports that have pervaded the international press and the
seemingly dire developments of the past few years need not imply that Iran
will be the next member of the exclusive nuclear club. In Tehran’s corridors
of clerical power, there is in fact a subtle debate regarding the wisdom of
crossing the nuclear threshold. What the Islamic Republic decides to do in
this respect will depend to a great extent on the nature of its evolving rela-
tionship with the United States and the security architecture of the Persian
Gulf. An imaginative U.S. policy can still influence the outcome of Iran’s
deliberations, stacking the scales in favor of those within Iran who seek to
remain within the confines of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT),
to which Iran is a signatory.

However, time is not necessarily on the side of the United States and the
international community. The lessons and history of proliferation in South
Asia offer an ominous pathway for Iran. In the cases of Indian and Pakistani
bombs, as time went on, bureaucratic constituencies and nationalistic pres-
sures conspired to perpetuate the nuclear programs and reinforce the strate-
gic logic that initially provoked the search for the atomic deterrence. Similar
sets of pressure are beginning to be evident in Iran. A vast scientific commu-
nity along with Revolutionary Guards who derive prestige and profits from
the continuance of the nuclear program are emerging as stalwarts of Iran’s
proliferation machinery. As such a bureaucratic constituency congeals, it
would be difficult to divest Iran of its nuclear installations. In the meantime,
the international attention and condemnations have provoked a nationalistic
backlash with the aroused Iranian nationalism pressing for resumption of
prohibited nuclear activities. A highly nationalistic populace is beginning to
coalesce around Iran’s sovereign rights and invoking the all too familiar
slogans of autonomy and superpower double standards. As these twin pres-
sures intensify, it would be difficult for any Iranian leadership to reverse
the nuclear course and effectively dismantle the program, irrespective of the
rewards and penalties proffered by the international community. Iran is not
yet at this point and it is still the strategic arguments that guide nuclear
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deliberations. However, time is not on the side of advocates for cooperation
with the IAEA.

Contrary to Western assumptions, Iran’s nuclear calculations are not
derived from an irrational ideology, but rather from a judicious attempt to
craft a viable deterrent capability against an evolving range of threats. Despite
its dogmatic rhetoric, continuing support of international terrorism, and
defiant opposition to the Israeli–Palestinian peace process, Iran has evolved
during the past decade into a largely circumspect and cautious regional
power whose strategic doctrine is predicated on preserving its independence
and safeguarding its vital interests. This transformation reached its apex with
the election of the moderate cleric Muhammad Khatami to the presidency in
1997. The new president set the tone early on by noting that “making ene-
mies is not a skill; real skill lies in the capacity to neutralize enemies.”1 Under
Khatami’s stewardship, Iran sought to advance its interests through a prag-
matic diplomacy emphasizing trade, reconciliation with erstwhile foes such as
Saudi Arabia, and mutual security compacts. The crude tactic of brandishing
nuclear threats is inconsistent with Iran’s current international orientation
and should not be presumed to be the motivation behind its nuclear policy.
This policy enjoys widespread support through competing sectors of Iranian
politics. Given its trade and security benefits, the conservatives have also
embraced the essential elements of the reformist international orientation.
Iran seems to be moving away from a partisan-based foreign policy where key
initiatives are reversed pending ebbs and flows of domestic politics, to a con-
sensus-based international orientation whereby the state continues with its
policies irrespective of its shifts in the internal balance of power.

On the surface, Iran has ample incentives to acquire nuclear weapons,
given its dangerous and unstable neighborhood. However, despite persistent
chaos on its frontiers, Iran’s nuclear program has always been conditioned by
a narrower but more existential set of threats. Instability in Afghanistan and
Central Asia may be an important concern for Iran’s defense planners, but it
is hard to see how nuclear weapons can ameliorate the handling of these
crises. Since the inception of the Islamic Republic, negating the Iraqi and
American challenges has been the most significant task for Iran’s national
security establishment. These two states have dominated Iran’s threat
perceptions and determined its defense priorities.

Here, it is important to set the Israeli question in its proper context
with respect to Iran’s unconventional weapons aspirations. To be sure, even
a cursory survey of the clerical regime’s declarations would lead one to con-
clude that the Islamic Republic perceives a nuclear-armed Israel as an exis-
tential threat not just to itself but to the entire Islamic world. However, the
invocation of the Israeli military threat is largely rhetorical, employed by the
clerical regime as a means of mobilizing regional and domestic opinion
behind a range of policy initiatives. In the clerical cosmology, Israel is seen
less as an imminent military threat than as an ideological threat, with Zionism
transgressing onto sacred Muslim land. However disturbing the Zionist
threat may be to Iranian clerics, it does not drive Tehran’s pursuit of nuclear
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weapons. Despite its rhetorical fulminations and aggressive posturing, Iran
has opted for a low-intensity challenge to Israel by fueling terrorist actions
against the Jewish state while avoiding direct military confrontation.

The Israeli dimension, however, may alter given the belligerence of
Sharon’s government and its periodic threats to attack Iran’s atomic installa-
tions. The bellicose rhetoric of the hawkish Israeli government and any pre-
cipitous action by Jerusalem can elevate the nature of the Israeli threat that
thus far has been rather limited. Should Israel become more of a security fac-
tor for Iran, it will be even more difficult to reverse Iran’s proliferation path.
In the end, whether Israel will loom large in Iran’s nuclear calculations will
depend on the conduct of the Israeli regimes. A more tempered policy by
Israel can have a salutary impact on Iran’s internal debates on this crucial
strategic issue.

While the Israeli–Palestinian arena may still be peripheral to Iran’s core
interests, the critical Persian Gulf area constitutes Tehran’s most serious
strategic concern. The Gulf is Iran’s most important outlet to international
petroleum markets and essential to the country’s economic stability. During
the past two decades, Saddam Hussein’s Iraq has presented a formidable
threat to Tehran, as the Iraqi dictator sought supremacy in the Gulf and
waged a merciless 8-year war in which he employed chemical weapons against
Iranian troops. The war ended in 1988 with an uneasy cease-fire, which led
neither to genuine peace nor greatly improved relations. The border between
the two states remained unsettled, and both sides continued to sponsor proxy
wars against each other. The fear of a revived Iraq, free of the straitjacket into
which it had been forced, in 1991, after its defeat in the Gulf War shaped
Iran’s defense posture. With Saddam’s downfall in 2003 and the absence of
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in Iraq, the existential threat once posed
by Iraq has diminished. Any successor regime in Baghdad is likely to adhere to
Iraq’s nonproliferation commitments (it is a signatory to the Nuclear NPT)
and may even cultivate favorable ties with the Islamic Republic.

As with Israel, however, the Iraqi factor could once more present Iran with
challenges mandating nonconventional deterrence. Should the United States
resume its early policy of employing its allies to contain non-friendly regimes
the dimension of the Iraqi challenge can alter. A revival of the early 1970s
policy whereby the Nixon Doctrine deputized Iran as the policemen of the
Persian Gulf and offered Tehran all the arms that it needed for this task, this
time making Iraq that strategic partner, could alter Iran’s strategic calculus.
Should Iraq be the cornerstone of the new American doctrine deployed
against Iran, the defense planners in Iran must take account of the reemer-
gence of the Baghdad factor.

With Saddam gone, America has emerged as the foremost strategic prob-
lem for Iran and the primary driver of its nuclear weapons policy. The Bush
Doctrine, which pledges the preemptive use of force as a tool of counterpro-
liferation, combined with the substantial augmentation of American military
power on Iran’s periphery, has intensified Tehran’s fears of “encirclement” by
the United States—or even worse, of being its next target. President
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Bush’s characterization of Iran as a member of the “axis of evil,” and
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s more recent rhetorical support for
regime change, has aggravated an already strained relationship. Iran’s leader-
ship clearly sees itself as being in Washington’s cross hairs, and it is precisely
this perception that is driving its accelerated nuclear program. As Khatami
confessed in April 2003, “They tell us that Syria is the next target, but
according to our reports, Iran could well follow.”2

In the menacing shadow of the American colossus, Iran’s strategic plan-
ners have drawn sobering lessons from Operation Iraqi Freedom. The cleri-
cal oligarchs certainly noticed that Saddam’s much-bruited repositories of
chemical weapons did not prove a deterrent against an American president
determined to effect regime change. As an Iranian official confessed, “The
fact that Saddam was toppled in twenty-one days is something that should
concern all countries in the region.”3 In the meantime, developments on the
Korean peninsula offered their own lessons. The North Korean model sug-
gests that a presumed nuclear capability may not only avert a preemptive
American strike but also generate its own set of economic rewards and future
security guarantees. The paradox of the post–September 11 Middle East is
that although Iran’s security has improved through the removal of Saddam
and of the Taliban in Afghanistan, its feelings of insecurity have intensified.
The massive projection of American power in the region and the enduring
antagonism between Washington and Tehran constitute Iran’s foremost
strategic dilemma and its primary motivation for the acquisition of the
“strategic weapon.” However, as with nearly every other important issue cur-
rently being debated in the Islamic Republic, the notion of crossing the
nuclear threshold is hardly a settled topic. A more adroit American diplomacy
can have an impact on the parameters of this debate.

T G N  N?

It is often assumed that the Islamic Republic has already made its decision
and is relentlessly pursuing a determined nuclear strategy. Ascribing such
cohesion and efficacy to a fractious and polarized polity is too simple. While
much of the political debate in Iran is conducted in public, nuclear discus-
sions are largely held in secret. Nonetheless, at times of intense international
crisis, such as the recent American war in Iraq, the veil of secrecy lifts and the
contours of the debate seep into the pages of newspapers and specialized
journals that often act as surrogates for the various clerical factions.

The first sustained exposure of Iranian nuclear deliberations came when
Pakistan test fired its first nuclear weapon in 1998. The debate in Tehran
focused not so much on whether Iran should pursue a robust nuclear
research program but on the wisdom of crossing the nuclear weapons thresh-
old. The respected journal Payam-e-Emrouz set the parameters of the debate
in stark terms by suggesting that “the dangerous regional situation in which
our country exists reminds us that more than any other time we have to be
thinking of our national interests.”4 The proliferation of WMD on Iran’s
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frontiers, it was argued, mandated development of a more effective deterrent
power. However, the notion that this necessitated the possession of nuclear
weapons did not go unchallenged. The journal Farda, with connections to
the Foreign Ministry, argued against the proposition:

Does deployment of nuclear weapons—if possible and of the weak kind such as
those of Pakistan—bring us security or insecurity against large countries such as
the U.S.? Certainly the answer is insecurity since Iran does not have the supe-
rior military technology of the U.S. and these weapons cannot play a deterrent
and security role against the U.S. On the other hand, Iran has befriended the
small countries of the region and at least for now has no critical problems.
Deploying such weapons not only cannot solve any problems for Iran; it will
further add to its problems.5

In essence, the opponents of a nuclear breakout suggest that such a move
may accentuate Iran’s strategic vulnerabilities by undermining its carefully
cultivated ties with the Gulf States and the international community. The
argument that Iran’s existing international relationships and long-standing
commitment to the nonproliferation treaty act as a constraint on its nuclear
activities should not be easily dismissed. The Islamic Republic has invested
considerable effort in recent years in fostering favorable ties with most of
its neighbors, as well as with Europe and Asia. To be sure, given the recent
projection of U.S. power in Afghanistan and Iraq, the case for achieving a
nuclear deterrent has become measurably more compelling. As one of Iran’s
leading reformist politicians, Mostafa Tajazadeh, said on the eve of the U.S.
invasion of Iraq, “It is basically a matter of equilibrium. If I don’t have a
nuclear bomb, I don’t have security.”6 Others within the Iranian leadership
are frustrated by what they view as an American double standard that would
maintain U.S. strategic supremacy but deny nuclear capability to regional
powers. In the words of the prominent conservative columnist Amir
Mohebian, “The Americans say in order to preserve the peace for [their] chil-
dren, [they] should have nuclear weapons and [we] should not.”7 However,
all is not lost, as those calling for restraint continue to press their case. The
opponents of a nuclear breakout, including reformist politicians and officials
in the Foreign Ministry, maintain the necessity of adhering to the broad con-
fines of the international nonproliferation regimes as the best means of ensur-
ing Iran’s fundamental interests. As Ali Reza Aghazadeh, an important
Khatami advisor on nuclear issues, affirmed recently, “Peace and stability
cannot be achieved by means of nuclear weapons.”8

While the events in Iraq have caused considerable consternation among
the clerical oligarchs, the developments on the Korean peninsula offer a
window of opportunity for an Iranian officialdom that is still prone to come
to an arrangement over its nuclear weapons program. Iran’s planners may be
opting for a variation of the North Korean strategy, namely threatening to
cross the nuclear threshold as a means of fostering better relations with
the United States, including a resumption of economic ties. The economic
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dimension is particularly important as, in the last decade, Tehran has grud-
gingly come to realize that Iran’s tense relations with the United States pre-
clude its effective integration into the global economy and access to needed
technology. Foreign Ministry spokesman Hamid Raza Asefi first unveiled this
strategy in March, claiming, “We are ready for discussions and negotiations,
but we need to know what benefits the Islamic Republic would get from them.”9

Assadollah Saburi, the deputy head of Iran’s Atomic Energy Organization,
dangled the prospect of Iran’s acceptance of additional IAEA inspection pro-
tocols, but said, “We do not want to increase our commitment in the face of
[trade] sanctions that are currently imposed.”10 Given the economic and
diplomatic cost of financing a clandestine nuclear weapons infrastructure,
Iran’s officialdom may be prepared for a grand deal, which would involve
agreeing to limits on Iran’s nuclear activities in exchange for the United
States allowing Iran access to such international lending institutions as the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and permitting American investments
in Iran, particularly in the petroleum sector. At any rate, the real signifi-
cance of these declarations is that there still exists in Iranian official circles a
propensity to negotiate and bargain.

The ultimate fate of Iran’s nuclear program may still rest on the outcome
of the intense power struggle going on inside the country. While there is cur-
rently consensus across the political spectrum with respect to the necessity of
sustaining a nuclear research program, no such agreement is evident on the
issue of actually crossing the nuclear-weapons threshold. The division is not
necessarily between reformers and conservatives but between pragmatic and
hard-line conservatives. Many pragmatic conservatives have embraced the
reformers’ essential foreign policy advocacy and call for engagement with the
international community and adherence to the flexible guidelines of Iran’s
nonproliferation commitments. This is very much a fluid debate and can be
impacted by the scope and successes of the program and the behavior of the
international community. However, in general, conservative hardliners are
more prone to dispense with Iran’s nonproliferation obligations then their
reformist counterparts.

Nonetheless, unlike many aspects of Iran’s foreign policy, the nuclear issue
is particularly vulnerable to internal divisions and rivalries. The hard-liners—
with their suspicions of the United States and indeed of the entire interna-
tional order—have always pressed for a revolutionary foreign policy. A
prominent figure of the right, Ayatollah Muhammad Yazdi, represented this
worldview when he stated, “The enemy wants to westernize the country,
eliminate the Islamic regime, and the Koran with whatever methods [it has at
its disposal].”11 This notion is echoed by another influential hard-liner, the
former head of the Revolutionary Guards, Mohsen Rezai, who deprecates
the reformers’ approach as “submissive policies, weakness and giving unilat-
eral concessions in the name of détente.”12 The truth is that given its ideo-
logical precepts, its suspicions, and paranoia, the Iranian right does not find
international isolation and dogmatic confrontation with the West necessarily
objectionable.
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Moreover, hard-line conservatives are wary of international treaties and
diplomacy when it comes to preserving the vitality of the Islamic Republic.
As Ali-Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, Iran’s powerful former president, said in
the aftermath of Iran’s war with Iraq, “The war taught us that interna-
tional laws are only scraps of paper.”13 Indeed, President Khatami’s declared
policy of détente came under intense criticism, with the commander of the
Revolutionary Guards, Yahya Rahim Safavi, pointedly asking:

Can we withstand America’s threats and domineering attitude with a policy of
détente? Will we be able to protect the Islamic Republic from international
Zionism by signing conventions banning the proliferation of chemical and
nuclear weapons?14

Since the mid-1990s, when the reform movement began in intellectual
and political circles, reformers have endorsed a foreign policy of engagement
and integration in the global society. Khatami has led the charge by insisting
on a “new paradigm of interaction among nations and cultures in a world
that longs for peace and security.”15 This pragmatic reformist diplomacy calls
for protecting Iran’s interests through an interlocking set of commercial and
strategic ties with critical international actors such as the European Union
and the Gulf states. As Khatami has also noted, Iran must respect “the right
of other nations to self-determination and access to the necessary means of
honorable living.”16 Many pragmatic conservatives such as Hassan Rowhani,
Iran’s point man on nuclear negotiations, largely embrace the reformist ideas
and seek to balance Iran’s nuclear aspirations with its quest for international
engagement. As the program develops further and international scrutiny and
pressure intensify, it may be difficult for this faction to maintain its balancing
act. In the next few years, the pragmatic conservatives will face a precarious
crossroads: Whether to persist with the nuclear program in defiance of the
international community or accept restraints and provoke the wrath of their
more hard-line brethren.

At any rate, the Bush administration, which has been dismissive of the
reform movement and shifts within the conservative bloc, would be wise to
recognize that the contest in today’s Iran is not just about the nature of
domestic Islamic rule but also about what type of international orientation
the theocracy will pursue in the future. While the reformers may not yet have
been successful in liberalizing the Islamic Republic, in the realm of foreign
affairs they have been quietly effective in restraining the impetuous impulses
of the hardliners.

W C W D?

Thwarting Iran’s nuclear ambitions has been the aim of successive U.S.
administrations. Over the years, Washington has scored some impressive
gains and managed to delay and frustrate Tehran’s quest for nuclear technol-
ogy. The Reagan administration succeeded in obtaining Europe’s agreement
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to rigorous export controls with respect to dual-use technologies and in get-
ting Germany to abandon its cooperation with Iran’s nascent nuclear
research program. During the Iran–Iraq War, Iran’s nuclear research pro-
gram remained largely dormant and was not reactivated until the early 1990s.
Given Europe’s continued unwillingness to participate, Iran turned to the
Russian Federation, with which it signed a nuclear cooperation agreement
in 1995.

Russia is helping Iran rebuild its two nuclear reactors at the Bushehr instal-
lation, which suffered from neglect during the Iran–Iraq War, and has pro-
vided the Islamic Republic with fuel fabrication technology and, possibly,
even uranium enrichment centrifuge plants. Throughout the late 1990s,
both the Bush and Clinton administrations attempted to deter Russia from
this course by means of warnings, selective sanctions, and promises of expanded
economic ties. A number of compacts were negotiated between the United
States and Russia, most notably the December 1995 accord hammered out
by Vice President Al Gore and Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, in
which Russia agreed to limit its cooperation with Iran to work on one unit of
the Bushehr plant. Russia in essence agreed not to provide additional reactors
or fuel-cycle assistance to Iran. By the year 2000, this arrangement had
unraveled. The meeting between Presidents Bush and Putin at the G8 sum-
mit in Evian, France, did not fully resolve the dispute. President Putin seem-
ingly accepted the need for the international community to check Iran’s
nuclear ambitions, but his economic advisor, Andrei Illarionov, emphasized,
“Iran is a neighbor. We want to have good relations with it, including in the
field of civilian nuclear energy.”17

Persuading Russia to alter its policy has proven difficult because Moscow
has compelling economic and geopolitical reasons for cooperating with Iran.
On the economic front, Russia’s own nuclear research and aerospace indus-
tries have few domestic customers and must look elsewhere for business if they
are to survive. Over 300 Russian firms have participated in the construction of
the Bushehr facility, which has provided approximately 20,000 jobs for
Russians.18 However, Russia has another incentive for continued cooperation
with Iran. As with his predecessor, Boris Yeltsin, Vladimir Putin appreciates
Iran’s influence in the Islamic realm and seeks favorable ties with Tehran as
a means of preventing Iranian mischief in the unsettled states of Central
Asia. The fact that Tehran has largely stayed out of the Islamist struggle in
Chechnya and has been restrained in promoting its ideology in the former
Soviet Republics is a testimony to the success of Russia’s diplomacy.

This was the situation that the Bush administration inherited and quickly
proceeded to make worse. Given that Iran’s nuclear ambitions stem, in large
part, from seeing the United States as a threat, Washington’s conduct has a
material impact on Tehran’s proliferation tendencies. Thus far, the Bush
administration has exacerbated Iran’s strategic anxieties and further fueled its
desire for acquiring nuclear arms. President Bush’s earlier denunciation of
Iran as a member of the “axis of evil” and more recent statements by admin-
istration officials such as Undersecretary of State John Bolton, who called on
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Tehran to “draw the appropriate lesson from Iraq,” only buttress the position
of those within the Islamic Republic’s hierarchy who insist that the only way
to negate the American challenge is through the possession of nuclear
weapons.19 In the meantime, the administration’s focus on missile defense, its
withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABM Treaty), and its rela-
tive disdain for European opinion in the run-up to the war with Iraq have
limited its capacity to gain Russian cooperation regarding Iran.

Moreover, since Iran is increasingly producing much of its nuclear
infrastructure on its own, attempts to derail Tehran’s nuclear activities by
pressuring external actors will yield limited results. It is time for the Bush
administration to remove its ideological blinders and recognize that America’s
central role in Iran’s strategic conception gives it a unique opportunity to
diminish Tehran’s zeal for nuclear arms. Washington should take up Iran’s
recent offer, made by the Foreign Ministry, that it would adhere to additional
IAEA protocols if the United States were to relax its trade sanctions against
Iran. Indeed, the United Nations Security Council could be the venue for
such a discussion.

A more forthcoming U.S. policy of easing economic restrictions on Iran
would be wise for two reasons. It would help induce Tehran to conform to
nonproliferation standards, and it would also help the reformers rehabilitate
Iran’s economy and thus consolidate their power base. Given the fact that
two decades of sanctions and coercion have failed to modify Iran’s objec-
tionable policies—its sponsorship of terrorism, opposition to the Arab–Israeli
peace process, and pursuit of an ambitious nuclear weapons research program—
a more adroit diplomacy and economic engagement may prove more effective
in pushing Iran in the right direction.

While holding out the prospect of dialogue and cooperation, Washington
should also begin assembling a new “coalition of the willing” designed to
exert pressure on Iran should it prove uncooperative. The European Union
and Russia should be induced to make it clear to Tehran that crossing the
nuclear threshold will force them to impose rigorous economic sanctions. At
a time when Iran is in dire need of foreign investment, such a step would make
a significant impression on Tehran. The timing is propitious for Washington
to make such a move since the recent revelations of Iran’s nuclear status
appear to have led many Europeans to move in the direction long desired
by the United States. Dominique de Villepin, the much-maligned French
foreign minister, has taken the lead on this issue, telling Tehran that “it is
essential to continue confidence-building measures, in particular by signing
the additional protocols of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.”20 At the
same time, Washington should press the Gulf states (particularly Saudi Arabia),
with which the United States has close security and economic ties, to make
it clear to Tehran that continued favorable relations will be contingent on
Iran’s adherence to its nonproliferation commitments.

Today, Iran stands at a strategic crossroads and will soon have to make
fundamental decisions regarding its nuclear program. Shrill rhetoric of the
“axis of evil” variety and imperious presidential doctrines are unlikely to
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prevent nuclear proliferation. A more clever diplomacy of carrots and sticks,
offering to integrate Iran into the global economy while holding out the
stark threat of multilateral pressures, can best dissuade it from taking the
nuclear road.
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S WMD P  C

Murhaf Jouejati

I

As part of the shift in U.S. foreign policy from constructive engagement to
deterrence following the tragedy of 9/11, the George W. Bush administration
has exerted global efforts to curb the spread of weapons of mass destruction
(WMD), aggressively pushing those states it calls “rogue” to renounce their
pursuit of WMD. In explaining the new direction, U.S. President George W.
Bush said, “We don’t want the most dangerous weapons in the hands of the
most dangerous regimes.”1 Indeed, the spread of WMD has become a major
security concern, all the more so because these lethal weapons have the
potential to fall into the hands of terrorists.

From a security perspective, it is a good thing that the United States
is actively seeking to make the world a safer place. The problem is that
Washington’s application of punitive measures against some states—regardless
of their motivation and despite the fact that their regional conflicts are
unresolved—neglects the underlying issues that drive these states to pursue
WMD in the first place. Although some states pursue WMD for status or
aggrandizement, other states pursue WMD for legitimate reasons.

This chapter argues that the Bush administration’s across-the-board
punitive measures are not a suitable solution to the problem. The stick the
administration has unilaterally wielded against Syria is one case in point. In
May 2004, Washington imposed economic sanctions against Syria, due in part
to Syria’s pursuit of WMD. The evidence, however, suggests that Syria seeks
neither status nor aggrandizement. Rather, Syria’s pursuit of WMD is a
product of its threat perceptions: Syria is surrounded by American power and
part of its territory is occupied by Israel, Washington’s junior ally in the
region. In light of this, punishing Syria is not sound policy, for in the absence
of peace in the Middle East, and given Washington’s unwillingness to ques-
tion Israel’s own pursuit of WMD, Washington’s aggressive stance toward
Damascus may be counterproductive as Washington’s one-sidedness under-
mines U.S. credibility in the Middle East and further inflames Arab anti-
American sentiment. A more effective approach would be for Washington to
facilitate the peaceful settlement of the Arab–Israeli conflict.
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On May 11, 2004, the Bush administration issued an executive order impos-
ing a range of new economic sanctions against Syria.2 The sanctions prohibit
the export to Syria of most goods (excluding food and medicine); ban com-
mercial air service between the United States and Syria by Syrian-owned air-
craft; and freeze assets and property of individuals who, among other things,
contribute to Syria’s development of WMD. The sanctions also require U.S.
financial institutions to sever relations with the state-owned Commercial
Bank of Syria. According to the letter to Congress that accompanied the
announcement, the U.S. imposed these sanctions in part because Syria’s pur-
suit of WMD was “sufficiently grave to constitute a threat to the national
security, foreign policy, and economy of the United States.”3

Does Syria have WMD?

The claim that Syria constitutes a threat to U.S. national security seems to be
highly exaggerated. So is the claim that “Syria’s development of biological,
chemical and nuclear weapons has progressed to such a point that they pose
a threat to the stability in the region.”4 The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
and other agencies vigorously objected to this assessment, which Undersecretary
of State for arms control John R. Bolton was apparently prepared to tell
members of a House of Representatives International Relations subcommit-
tee in June 2003.5 Parenthetically, Bolton, a leading Bush administration hawk,
set off a similar controversy in May 2002 when he asserted that Cuba had a
biological warfare program. A State Department intelligence expert, Christian
Westermann, later told a closed-door Senate Intelligence Committee hearing
that available intelligence data did not support that assessment.6 According
to news reports, Bolton’s planned remarks regarding the alleged Syrian threat
caused a “revolt” among intelligence experts who thought Bolton inflated
the progress Syria has made in its weapons programs. The CIA’s objections
and comments alone are said to have run to 40 pages, forcing Bolton to
postpone his testimony until September of that year.7

The Monterey Institute of International Studies provides a more likely
story regarding Syria’s WMD program. According to that Institute’s Center
for Nonproliferation Studies, Syria has no nuclear weapons program, nor does
Syria have the capability to produce biological weapons.8 However, Syria does
have the largest and most advanced chemical weapons capability in the
Middle East. That capability is said to include chemical warheads for SCUD
ballistic missiles and chemical gravity bombs for aircraft delivery.9 Syria’s
chemical weapons stockpile is said to be in the hundreds of tons. Syria’s
stockpile is believed to include sarin, VX, and mustard gas, with major
production facilities near Damascus and Homs.10

There is nothing to suggest in the historical record that Syria might
actually use chemical weapons against its foes, Israel included. Unlike
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, which used chemical weapons against Iraq’s Kurdish
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minority in March 1988 and against Iran at various times during the Iran–
Iraq War, Syria never used chemical weapons, either against its internal oppo-
nents (the Muslim Brotherhood in 1982 in Hama) or externally (Israeli
forces during their invasion of Lebanon in 1982). Nor is there any indication
that Syria might willingly transfer chemical weapons to terrorists. In this
regard, the record shows that Syria has kept a very tight rein over the militant
groups it supports. This caution is a product of Syria’s acute awareness that it
would ultimately pay the price for any major terrorist incident it was believed
to be behind, especially against Israel.11

What Motivates Syria to Develop Chemical Weapons?

Although Syria’s development of chemical weapons (CWs) is not in violation
of any international law (Syria is not a signatory of the chemical weapons
convention), the mere fact that Syrian officials deny the existence of a chem-
ical weapons program in their country suggests that Syria is not motivated by
status. Nor can one attribute Syria’s development of CW to aggrandizement.
Other than Lebanon, where until early 2005 Syria maintained a force of
20,000 troops, Damascus has come to terms with its irredentist desire to
recreate “Greater Syria.” In 1970, Syria recognized the Arab state system
(the sovereignty of all Arab states). Syria also recognized Turkey’s annexation
of Iskenderun (“Hatai” for Turks), Syria’s de facto northeastern province.
Syria has even come to terms with the loss of Palestine. Syria’s acceptance of
UN Security Council land-for-peace resolutions as a basis for peace with
Israel and its acceptance of the principle of normalization of relations with
the Jewish state testify to that.12

Syria’s development of chemical weapons is related to its threat percep-
tions. More specifically, Syria develops CW in order to deter Israel, Syria’s
long-term enemy, from engaging in military actions against Syria. To be sure,
Syria’s perception of Israel is, to say the least, not flattering to the Jewish
state. From a Syrian perspective, Israel, a scion of imperialism, is an aggressive,
expansionist, and settler-colonial state. Israel colonized Palestine, tossed out a
segment of its local Palestinian inhabitants, and, at any one time, invaded each
and every one of its neighbors, occupying parts of their territory in flagrant
violation of international law.

That Israel is a nuclear power further increases Syria’s sense of vulnerability.
Israel’s nuclear capability is, by most accounts, quite sophisticated. Most pub-
lic estimates of Israel’s nuclear arsenal range between 100–200 weapons,13

but one analyst, Harold Hough, concludes that “the Israeli nuclear arsenal
contains as many as 400 deliverable nuclear and thermonuclear weapons.”14

Furthermore, Israel has an active CW program, including the production of
mustard and nerve agents, and a biological warfare capability.

In addition to the Israeli threat, Syria feels vulnerable in its US-dominated
regional security environment. A quick glance at the map buttresses this
argument. Syria shares 900 miles of border with Turkey, a powerful North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) ally of the United States, and a state
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with which Syria has traditionally had tense relations.15 Although Syrian–
Turkish relations have improved dramatically since the landmark trip to
Turkey by Syrian President Bashar Assad in January 2004, the underlying
issues that divide the two states have not been resolved.16 Moreover, Turkey
and Israel are strategic allies and, by the terms of their alliance, Turkish
authorities allow the Israeli air force to train in Turkish airspace. To Syria’s
east lies Iraq, with which Syria shares 360 miles of border and where the
United States has deployed 140,000 troops since March 2003. Syria’s Iraqi
challenge predates the United States’ occupation of that country. In addition
to the personal animus between the late Hafez Assad and Iraq’s former leader
Saddam Hussein, and in addition to the ideological competition that pitted
the two rival factions of the Baath Party, Syria and Iraq have for a long time
been caught up in a classic geopolitical rivalry. As a result, the two states tried
to destabilize each other throughout the 1970s and 1980s and came close to
armed conflict on more than one occasion. Moreover, Saddam Hussein’s
willingness to use chemical weapons against Iraq’s Kurdish minority and
against Iran heightened Syria’s sense of threat. To its south, Syria maintains
an often uneasy relationship with Jordan. Although Syrian–Jordanian rela-
tions have recently improved, these have traditionally been on a roller coaster.
Finally, to Syria’s west, there is the U.S. Sixth Fleet. In these circumstances,
it is easy to understand why Syria feels the need to be strong. It is also easy to
understand why Syria maintains a sizeable force in neighboring Lebanon.

Strategic Objectives

Syria’s development of chemical weapons was directly related to its two
interrelated strategic objectives: one is to deter Israel from attacking Syria
and to contain Israel within its 1967 boundaries. Should Israel attack Syria,
Damascus would be in a position to strike Israel’s centers of mobilization and
inflict “unacceptable harm.”

Syria began developing CW in the late 1970s as part of Hafez Assad’s
quest to reach strategic parity with Israel. Assad sought parity with Israel to
strengthen his hand in future negotiations over the terms of peace between
Israel and the Arabs. For Assad, strategic parity did not necessarily mean
matching Israel tank-for-tank and plane-for-plane. To do so in terms of con-
ventional military power was unthinkable as Syria had always been inferior to
Israel. During the 1948 War, Syria could deploy no more than 2,000 poorly
armed personnel along the old Palestine border. In June 1967, the Syrian
army was decimated by Israel’s invading force. In 3 days of combat, Israel’s
army seized the entire Golan Heights. It was not until 1973 War that Syria
could claim some successes against Israel. However, when Egypt, Syria’s
wartime ally, declared a cease-fire just a few days into the war (enabling in the
process Israeli forces to concentrate on the Syrian front), the Syrian army
nearly collapsed as Israel’s army broke through Syrian defenses, reaching the
town of Sa’sa’ 25 miles from Damascus. Israel later withdrew from that
portion of Syrian territory, but only as a result of the U.S.-brokered 1974
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disengagement of forces agreement. In the process, however, the disparity of
power between Israel and Syria brought the message home to Assad that, in
the absence of a deterrent, Israeli forces could easily overrun Damascus. Even
as Assad later tried to bolster the offensive and defensive capabilities of Syria’s
armed forces, the balance of power continued to be lopsided. In 1982 Israel
invaded Lebanon and its army routed Syrian forces there. Although the
retreat of Syrian ground forces was orderly, the Syrian air force did not fare as
well: Syria lost 82 aircraft compared to the loss of one Israeli combat aircraft
in 1 day of dogfights.17

Hafez Assad’s decision to seek strategic parity with Israel was the stepchild
of his earlier attempts to alter the balance of power—all of which failed. Assad
believed that a balance of power could be reached if Arab states worked
together to force Israel to the negotiating table. The first attempt was in
1973 when Syria and Egypt launched a surprise attack against Israel. That
attempt failed because Egypt later engaged in separate talks with Israel that
led to the Egyptian–Israeli peace treaty. The second attempt was in 1979
when Assad sought to build an Eastern Arab front in compensation for the
loss of Egypt from the Arab power equation. That attempt also failed; the
Arab states that made up the front (Iraq; Jordan; in addition to the PLO)
were far too divided among themselves to pursue “joint-Arab action.”

Despite Assad’s efforts to bring Syria’s armed forces on par with Israel,
Syria was not able to alter the balance of power. Syria had to abandon its
quest for parity in April 1997 when, during a visit by Assad to Moscow,
Soviet leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, indicated that the Soviet Union would no
longer support Syria’s quest for strategic parity with Israel. Gorbachev
warned Assad that efforts to achieve parity could not succeed: Israel would
strike preemptively long before Syria attained its goal and, with firm U.S.
support, would come out ahead in any arms race.18 Since the demise of
Syria’s Soviet patron, the asymmetry in conventional power between Syria
and Israel steadily widened, as Syria has not been able to systematically
upgrade its weapons systems. Additionally, Russia, the Soviet successor state,
now demands payment before it will supply Syria’s armed forces with the
spare parts needed to keep Syria’s ageing equipment running—money that
Syria’s stagnant economy is unable to generate.

In these circumstances, the strategic value of Syria’s CW arsenal has, from
a Syrian perspective, multiplied and CW continue to be the choice weapon
with which to deter and contain Israel. In light of this, Washington’s attempts
to persuade Syria to follow Libya’s example and renounce its WMD programs
are unlikely to succeed.

T L M

Many in Washington and elsewhere seem to think that through continued
U.S. pressure, Syria will emulate Libya and renounce its WMD programs.
Libya, a pariah state for decades, drew praise from Washington and London
when it announced in late 2003 that it would abandon its WMD programs
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and allow unconditional inspections of its facilities. The move represented a
shift for a nation long regarded as an outlaw. However, the circumstances
surrounding Libya’s retreat are different from those facing Syria. First, the
burden of 30 years of multilateral economic sanctions against Libya has, accord-
ing to Libyan estimates, deprived its economy of $33 billion (the World Bank’s
assessment is a lower, but still daunting, sum of $18 billion).19 By contrast, the
economic cost to Syria of U.S. sanctions is not heavy. In 2003, U.S. exports
to Syria were around $300 million (as compared to $7 billion in exports to the
EU). Given Syria’s threat perception, the strategic benefit that Syria derives
from its CW arsenal outweighs the economic cost of U.S. sanctions.

Second, Libya is not contiguous to Israel. It is not directly threatened by
Israeli power; nor is any part of its territory occupied by Israel. By contrast,
Damascus is 40 miles from Israel, which occupies Syrian territory. In empha-
sizing the difference between Syria and Libya, President Bashar Assad told
the British Daily Telegraph: “We are a country which is [partly] occupied
and . . . exposed to Israeli aggression.”20 Assad was referring to Israel’s occu-
pation of the Golan Heights and to an Israeli air strike on an alleged
Palestinian training camp inside Syria in October 2003.21 Finally, domestic
opinion makes it difficult for Syria to give up its chemical weapons; doing
so under U.S. pressure and in the absence of the Golan’s return to Syrian
sovereignty would undermine the legitimacy of the Syrian regime.

S’ A P

Ironically, it was Syria that proposed a solution to the problem, and it was the
United States that torpedoed that solution. Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk
Shara’ said his government was willing to sign a treaty making the entire
Middle East free of WMD.22 Syria’s willingness was manifested in the draft
resolution that Syria submitted to the UN Security Council calling for the
implementation of two previous resolutions aimed at freeing the Middle
East region of all weapons of mass destruction.23 The Syrian proposal also
urged Middle East states to sign international treaties barring the spread of
nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons.24 However, according to Syria’s
UN Ambassador, the United States’ delegation lobbied its allies to oppose
the draft resolution and threatened to veto it if the draft reached the stage of
discussion at the Security Council.25 Although the United States favors a
Middle East free of WMD, Secretary of State Colin Powell linked any possible
inspection of Israel’s arsenal to peace with Syria and Lebanon.26

C

This chapter demonstrated that, in the absence of a peaceful settlement of
the Arab–Israeli conflict, the imposition of economic sanctions against Syria
would not dissuade Syria from developing WMD or persuade it to reduce its
existing WMD stockpiles. The strategic benefits that Syria derives from
WMD outweigh the cost of sanctions. Beyond a simple cost–benefit analysis,
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Washington’s aggressive policy vis-à-vis Damascus may be counterproductive.
By imposing economic sanctions, Washington is indirectly delaying the
reforms it would like to see in Syria, as it unwittingly weakens the moderate,
reformist elements within the Syrian administration and gives ammunition to
the radical Old Guard elements of the regime.

Washington’s “get tough” approach also bears negative implications for
the United States beyond the Syrian angle, as it reduces U.S. credibility in the
Middle East. Washington cannot hope to meet its objectives by pressing Syria
(or any other Arab state for that matter) to renounce its chemical-warfare
capability while it turns a blind eye to Israel’s unchecked nuclear power. That
double standard increases anti-American attitudes in the region. In both
cases, the effects of that policy conflict with the postulated U.S. objectives of
enhancing U.S. credibility and winning the hearts and minds of the Arab
street.

To advance U.S. objectives, Washington must use its leverage with both
sides to achieve a just and lasting settlement to the Arab–Israeli conflict. At
this point in time, given the high level of tension in the Middle East, the
mention of a peaceful settlement may seem to be a pipe dream. Yet, the ingre-
dients for peace exist and the parameters of such a settlement are known. The
solution to the Arab–Israeli conflict lies in the land-for-peace equation, embod-
ied in UN Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338. That equation pro-
vides the foundation on which a peaceful settlement stands. Any deviation
from its basic tenets by either side is a nonstarter. Israel is to withdraw its
armed forces from Arab territories it seized by force during the 1967 war in
return for Arab recognition of Israel. The controversy over Israel’s obligation
to withdraw from “all” or “some” territories is solved by the key UN princi-
ple of the “inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by force,” a principle
emphasized in the preamble of Resolution 242.27 If Washington seeks to
enhance its credibility in the Middle East, Washington must make it clear to
both sides that it is serious about the implementation of relevant UN Security
Council Resolutions.

Ultimately, it is only through this approach that the United States can
change Syrian behavior. Indeed, a just and lasting settlement of the Arab–
Israeli conflict means that Syrian leaders can no longer justify the imposition
of martial law in Syria, continue hosting radical Palestinian organizations, or
seeking to deter Israel. Syria, then, would no longer have any use for WMD.
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I

Syria has been described as one of the leading proliferators of chemical and
biological weapons (CBW) in the Middle East. Syria is the last Arab power
that confronts Israel militarily. Syria owes its emergence as a military power to
President Hafez al-Asad who ruled the country from 1970 to 2000.1 Syria’s
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) capabilities are aimed specifically at its
neighbor and primary enemy, Israel, the most powerful nation in the Middle
East and with whom no bilateral peace has been achieved. Its CBW arsenal
has come under close scrutiny in recent months for political reasons. Both
the United States and Israel have begun to focus on Syria’s possession of
weapons of mass destruction as a destabilizing factor in the region even
though Damascus has neither threatened any of its neighbors, including
Israel, with its WMD capabilities nor has it made any startling breakthroughs
or major acquisitions in nonconventional weaponry. The Israeli Prime
Minister urged the United States to exert “very heavy diplomatic and eco-
nomic pressure” on Syria shortly after the United States had toppled Saddam
Hussein.2 In the wake of the stunning success of the United States in the war
against Iraq in 2003, Israeli Defense Minister Shaul Mofaz reportedly stated
that “we have a long list of issues we are thinking of demanding of the
Syrians, and it would best be done through the Americans.”3 Remarkably,
even the British government, which has supported a Middle East free of
WMD, seems to have jumped on the U.S.-Israel bandwagon. In early 2004,
an unnamed senior British official stated that “Israel is in a unique position as
the only state whose existence is threatened.”4 This was followed by an
equally remarkable statement by a senior Western diplomat who said “They
[the Syrians] have to make a decision about whether the chemical weapons
will make much of a difference against the Israelis, or whether they would not
be in a better position by saying ‘we are giving it up and now we want a
Middle East free of weapons of mass destruction.”5
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From the perspective of many Arab observers not only are the Arabs being
told that they cannot have certain categories of weapons but that also the
Anglo-American powers, in concert with Israel, have decided on behalf of
those Arab countries that they no longer face any national security threat, or
that even if they do still feel threatened that such weapons will not help them,
and that they must put their faith in the norms of nonproliferation.6 Not sur-
prisingly, Syrian leader Bashar al-Asad responded that “unless this applies to
all countries, we are wasting our time.”7

Clearly, for the Syrian leadership the Libyan model of “coming clean” on
its entire WMD program, which was hailed by the West as a good example of
voluntary Arab disarmament, is not an applicable model. The attempts of
ostensibly disinterested strategic observers such as Avner Cohen and George
Perkovich to instill in the Arabs the virtues of the devaluation of Arab WMD
capabilities are seen as one-sided.

The renewed focus on Syria’s WMD capabilities requires an updated
analysis of its origin’s motivations and future. This chapter is a study of the
Syrian WMD arsenal. First, it provides a conceptual framework for an under-
standing of the nature of military power in the Middle East. Second, the
chapter addresses the evolution of the WMD arsenal over the years. We have
very little accurate information in the open sources concerning the Syrian
WMD programs but an attempt will be made to provide a chronological
analysis. Third, it examines the strategic rationale and context for the Syrian
WMD program.

S’ CBW C

Development of Chemical Weapons Capabilities

It is difficult to know with any degree of certainty when Syria first acquired
chemical weapons (CW). Some reports claim that Egypt provided Syria with
CW from its own stocks in the early 1970s. Strategic analysts Seth Carus and
Anthony Cordesman, as well as Jane’s Sentinel Security Assessment-Eastern
Mediterranean, note that Syria may have first acquired chemical munitions in
1972, on the eve of the October War of 1973.8 All the sources refer to the
acquisition of limited quantities of mustard gas by Damascus in that time
frame. During that war both Egyptian and Syrian troops were allegedly
equipped with defensive and offensive CW gear and their armored vehicles
were designed to operate in a chemically contaminated environment. Such
preparations for CW operations raise an interesting question: Why did
these two countries forgo the use of CW during the October War of 1973,
particularly in the latter stages of the war when both were losing on the
battlefield?

First, in the initial stages of the war when they were winning, Egypt and
Syria probably felt that they had no reason to use CW. Possession but nonuse
of such weapons acted as a brake on Israel’s ability to mount extraordinary
retaliatory strikes. In short, CW were to be held in reserve.
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Second, in the latter stages of the war when Egypt and Syria were suffer-
ing significant battlefield reverses, the answer could be that the Israelis were
not doing as well as they claimed. Neither Egypt nor Syria may have felt a dire
threat to their most critical centers of gravity that would have necessitated
their use of CW. It is also possible that Egypt and Syria hoped that they could
rely on their superpower patron, the Soviet Union, to use its diplomatic and
military muscle in the international arena to get the United States to restrain
Israel if the danger of an overwhelming defeat akin to the Six-Day War of
1967 existed.

Other sources have claimed that Syria began efforts to acquire CW in
earnest after its defeat in the Lebanon War of 1982. Syria first concentrated
on the build up of a surface-to-surface missile force. After acquiring Scud-Bs
from the Soviet Union, Syria began to consider the problem of how to equip
its ballistic missiles with chemical munitions. By 1983 Syria had begun to
manufacture nonpersistent nerve agents and commenced extensive training
of its troops to operate in chemically contaminated combat environments.
In the mid-1980s a flurry of reports surfaced about the nature of Syria’s
secretive CW arsenal. In 1985, Syria was reputed to have the most advanced
chemical-warfare capability in the Arab world with the possible exception of
Egypt’s. It was generally accepted that Syria had CW warheads on its ballistic
missiles as early as in 1986. In 1988, noted American CBW expert Matthew
Meselson declared that while Iraq had a greater stockpile of CW Syria’s was
more advanced. This analysis was generally taken to mean that Syria had
chemical warheads on its ballistic missiles as early as 1986.9

By the late 1980s, Syria was reported to have at least two facilities pro-
ducing CW, one near Damascus and the other near Homs. These facilities
reportedly produced blister and nerve agents.10 Israel believes that most of
Syria’s chemical arsenal is composed of the nerve agent sarin. The Syrian CW
effort has relied extensively on outside help. In 1992 Syria acquired several
tons of trimethyl phosphate—a nerve-gas precursor—from an Indian com-
pany, United Phosphorus, which processed the shipment because it had no
evidence that the chemical would be misused. William Webster, a former
director of the Central Intelligence Agency, stated in prepared testimony that
“Western European firms were instrumental in supplying the required pre-
cursor chemicals and equipment. Without the provision of these key chemi-
cals, Damascus would not have been able to produce chemical weapons.”11

Ironically, the Soviet Union—Syria’s most important supplier of conven-
tional weapons and onetime supplier of early model Scud ballistic missiles
during the Cold War—may never have supplied Syria with an offensive CW
capability. In fact, the Soviet Union may have tried to restrain Syrian efforts
in that direction, as it clearly recognized the dangers of chemical warfare in
the context of the Arab–Israeli conflict. In March 1988, Colonel General
V.K. Pikalov, the head of Soviet chemical warfare forces, went to Syria to
warn Damascus that the Soviet Union would not support Syrian use of CW
in combat against Israel. This was in stark contrast to Soviet indifference to
extensive Iraqi use of CW against Iran during the Iran–Iraq War of 1980–1988.
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The changes meant that the Soviet Union would no longer support an offen-
sive Arab military option against Israel and would thus no longer provide
Syria with more weapons than were necessary for defensive purposes.

The Soviet warning came too late. By the early 1990s the consensus was
that the Syrians had respectable CW production and operational capabilities.
Syrian companies had by then developed a clandestine procurement network.
The main Syrian organization involved in the procurement of dual-use tech-
nologies for CW and ballistic missiles is the Center for Scientific Studies and
Research, known by its French acronym, CERS. While it is officially a civilian
research center with ties to other scientific research centers around the world,
it is heavily involved in weapons research. Syrian CW efforts are also said to
rely on a large network of state-run pharmaceutical firms.12 But Syrian efforts
to continue developing chemical weapons capability was reflected in their
attempt in 1993 to get several hundred pounds of chemical precursors out of
Russia with the aid of a retired Russian army general, Anatoly Kuntsevich,
who, ironically was Russian President Boris Yeltsin’s top chemical weapons
disarmament official.13

Syrian Development of Biological Weapons

Our knowledge of the extent of the Syrian Biological Weapons program is
very limited. Syria did sign the Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological and Toxin
Weapons in April 1972, but it has refused to ratify the BWC. Biological
agents consist of living infectious organisms such as bacteria, fungi,
Rickettsiae, and viruses that reproduce within the host to cause an incapaci-
tating or fatal illness; and nonliving toxins such as botulin, ricin, and tri-
chothene mycotoxins that do not reproduce within the host. Very little is
known about Syria’s Biological Weapons program. Indeed, as one source put
it: “the bulk of open source references to Syrian BW activity is unclassified
statements by U.S. or Israeli government officials, most claiming that there
are reasons to believe that an offensive BW program exists in Syria.”14 No details
are provided to back up assertions that have been made about Syrian BW. As for
the Syrians, apart from a long and rambling paper on general BW themes by
a former defense minister, Mustafa Tlas, where he says that such weapons
have been used in the past against those who cannot retaliate, the Syrians
have not said much about such weapons.15 Syria does clearly have a national
capability in the pharmaceutical and biotechnological fields to develop offen-
sive BW. Whether it has made a decision to do so, and how it would
weaponize and use a BW arsenal, is not clear.

Syrian Non-Development of Nuclear Weapons

Syria has never had any serious or focused aspirations to be a nuclear weapons
state. There is some debate on whether the notorious black-market nuclear
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network operated by the Pakistani nuclear scientist Abdul Qadir Khan
helped Syria.16

Syria has routinely castigated the United States and Israel’s efforts to deny
the Arab world in general the benefits of nuclear research. In 1987 the gov-
ernment party paper Al Ba‘th had the following to say about the perceived
frenzied efforts on the part of the U.S. and Israel to prevent Arab mastery of
the nuclear arena:

The cooperation between U.S. intelligence quarters and Mossad via the setting
up of special units to monitor research in the atomic field by Arab students in
Western universities is perhaps the best proof of the enemy’s great fear of the
Arabs shifting from the agricultural mentality to the multifaceted scientific
mentality which could usher in their possession of the secrets of the future, in
which case the Zionists will be divested of their power.17

The claim often made by Arab leaders and thinkers that both the United
States and Israel sought to deny the Arabs the fruits of scientific and technol-
ogy progress by putting obstacles in the way of their acquisition of nuclear
power was repeated in detail by the Syrian government’s official paper,
Al Thawrah in 1995:

With its monopoly on nuclear weapons and its refusal to sign the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), Israel and those who stand behind it are try-
ing to prevent the Arabs from acquiring nuclear technology for civil, scientific
and medical purposes.18

But Syria itself has not been on a focused quest for either a large nuclear
energy program or even a nuclear weapons program hidden within an
allegedly peaceful nuclear power program. This is quite surprising in light of
the fact that it faces a serious threat from Israel. A realist theory of nuclear
proliferation would argue since Syria faces acute insecurity vis-à-vis its pow-
erful neighbor it would seek to redress that imbalance. There is no evidence
that Syria has developed a cohesive politico-military and scientific community
or constituency in favor of the development of nuclear weapons.19 Several
years ago in an extensive interview with the Kuwaiti newspaper Al Qabas,
Hafez al-Asad indicated that notwithstanding Israeli possession of nuclear
weapons, it would not be easy for that country to use such weapons because
the international community would not stand idly by. Moreover, he argued,
a nuclear-armed power can be challenged and defeated by a nonnuclear
armed power. It is interesting that Asad, a man who recognized the impor-
tance of power as a currency in international affairs, became a believer in
the moral force of the international community that “could not remain idle
if the atomic bomb were used, not for our sake but for their sake and for the
sake of human life.”20 Over the years, however, Syria has continued to insist
that the international community should persuade Israel to adhere to the
Non-Proliferation Treaty.
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  CBW P

Why has Syria acquired extensive CBW capabilities? In the case of Syria, we
can state from the outset that prestige is not a motivating factor. Prestige is
an important currency of international interaction, but it has generally been
neglected in the theoretical study of international relations. Moreover, the
issue of prestige has almost invariably been misunderstood by those in the
nonproliferation community, who use it as an all-embracing explanation for
the acquisition of nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) weapons by
regional powers. The other explanation for the acquisition of such weapons
is, of course, the security dilemma. However, if we want to be accurate, pres-
tige does not come primarily from the possession of untried military power,
it comes primarily from the successful use of that military power. If a country
does not brag about or tout a particular weapon in its arsenal, its decision-
makers are clearly not concerned by prestige as a major factor. As a former
Syrian diplomat put it

prestige can be discounted as a prime motivation because the Syrian CW
program is veiled in secrecy (i.e. prestige requires transparency or “showing
off” of a capability). Instead, national security requirements appear paramount
in this area.21

There is one certainty applicable to Syria’s CBW program: the country’s
acquisition and deployment of CBW is due to the political vision, iron deter-
mination, and political and military experiences of Hafez al-Asad.22 While he
did not become president until 1971, the starting point for understanding
Syrian national security is 1970 when Asad overthrew the discredited left-
wing government of Salah Jadid. Until then it was hardly possible to discern
a coherent national security concept for the Syrian state. The period between
independence in 1946 and the “corrective revolution” in 1970 was charac-
terized by rampant domestic instability, endless coups d’etat, and interfer-
ence by outside powers in Syrian domestic affairs. Syria was not a player but
a plaything on the regional and international arenas. Asad changed this.

Al-Asad and the Impact of the Six-Day War

In order to fully understand Asad’s views on the nature of power and the role
of military power in particular, one must begin with the traumatic Arab defeat
in the Six-Day War of 1967. As defense minister, Asad knew how ill prepared
for deterring or fighting a war the Syrian army was in 1967. As noted Syria
expert Patrick Seale put it: “it was a poorly-trained, under-officered force
some 50,000 strong which had been equipped on the cheap by the Soviet
Union with weapons being phased out of the Red Army.”23 Yet Asad played a
central role in the miscalculations that led up to the war. However, the shock
of defeat “woke him up as nothing else could and transformed the parochial
putschist into a student of strategy and international politics.”24
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Not surprisingly, during the extraordinary and acrimonious Tenth
National Congress of the Baath Party in November 1970, which ended with
Asad’s total seizure of power, the future Syrian leader stated “territory can-
not be liberated without capable and efficient armies which are equipped
with all kinds of weapons.”25

Moreover, more than any other Syrian ruler before him, Asad was aware of
the fact that of the three major Arab military powers—Egypt, Iraq, and
Syria—his country had traditionally been the weakest. Unlike Iraq, which
had been marginal to the regional balance until the 1970s, Syria had always
been central to the Arab–Israeli military balance because of its geographical
position as a direct confrontation state. This factor also highlights Syria’s seri-
ous strategic weaknesses with respect to its Israeli adversary. Egypt and Iraq
had intrinsic strengths that Syria could not match. Egypt’s strengths were its
demographic weight, its strong state, and its large army that was the best
equipped and best trained in the Arab world. In the case of Iraq, its strengths
derived largely from oil power and the resulting financial wealth, its relatively
large (but fractious population), and its relative distance from the front lines
of the Arab–Israeli battlefield. Moreover, both Egypt and Iraq were the only
two Arab powers that had some success in creating large—if inefficient and
dependent—arms industries.

Syria’s one intrinsic strength that gave it a centrality in the inter-Arab sub-
system was that it was the cradle of Arab nationalism as an ideological force.
But Asad realized that ideological forces without military underpinnings do
not constitute a fungible currency in international relations. This was a situa-
tion that Asad sought to change by building Syrian military power in the
aftermath of defeat in 1967. But Asad like many Arab rulers in the aftermath
of 1967 had been transformed into a realist. While most Arabs were in no
mood to accept the defeat of 1967, they were ready to jettison grandiose
dreams of eliminating Israel. The Arabs simply did not have the capability for
such a task and in any case would be prevented from carrying it out. Both
Egyptian leader Gamal Abd al-Nasser and Asad came to that conclusion in
the late 1960s. Views toward Israel did not become any less benign: it was
perceived as an expansionist entity bent on establishing a greater Israel. Its
conquest of Arab lands in 1967 was merely proof. The immediate operational
concern was to reverse this disgrace and regain occupied lands.

T O  E 
S P  C

The Role of Arab Solidarity in the Balance of Power

In the lead-up to the fourth Arab–Israeli War (October War, 1973) both
Asad and Egyptian leader Anwar al-Sadat recognized the limitations of their
respective countries and of their armies. Rebuilding conventional power to
face the Israelis, shake the regional and international status quo with regard
to the Arab–Israeli conflict, and wipe out the disgrace of 1967 were perceived
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as the primary tasks. Nonconventional capabilities were not central to the
quest to regain territory, honor, and to force the world to sit up and take
notice of the petrified conflict. In this context, Syria managed to create an
effective conventional capability that gave a good account of itself during the
October War of 1973. Syria at that time however, was minimally equipped
with WMD. Any offensive chemical weapons capability in its arsenal was neg-
ligible. Nor did Syria have a ballistic missile capability with which to deter or
retaliate against Israeli Air Force attacks that were directed at Damascus
during the height of the war.

Ironically, Israel was perceived as a greater threat in the aftermath of the
1973 war by both Egypt and Syria. First, it had overcome the shock of initial
defeat by turning the tide on both Egypt and Syria in the latter stages of the
war. Second, after 1973 its armed forces were liberally equipped by modern
U.S. weapons. Third, its arms industries began to take off dramatically. And
last, but not the least, its covert nuclear capability took on a greater degree of
salience in the Arab–Israeli strategic balance.

Each major Arab country dealt with this reality in its own way. For Asad
acquisition of a WMD capability was to play a central role in his post-October
War strategy vis-à-vis Israel. In the lead up to the war of 1973 Syria had based
its strategy of military action on coordination with other Arab parties.
Indeed, the October War was conducted by a trilateral alliance of Egypt,
Syria, and Saudi Arabia. While the first two had provided the soldiers and the
equipment, Saudi Arabia provided the financial wherewithal.

In the aftermath of the October War, Egypt proved to be a fickle ally from
Asad’s perspective. At the Arab summit in Rabat in 1974 Asad first uttered
his conception of “strategic parity,” which was to be based on the continua-
tion of a solid Cairo–Damascus axis. In 1975 Asad was profoundly disturbed
by Sadat’s signing of a quasi-permanent ceasefire with Israel in the Sinai that
left Syria isolated in its confrontation with its neighbor. Egypt, traditionally
the single most important Arab military power facing Israel, removed itself as
a front-line state when it signed the 1979 Camp David peace accords. This
was a major coup for Israel, whose southern front became demilitarized.

Asad looked around for and sought an Arab front—minus Egypt—that
could be headed by Syria. The prospects were not good. As for Jordan, it has
never had a serious impact on the Arab–Israeli military balance. Although
Jordan has traditionally had well-trained and well-motivated military forces,
it has never had the technological / demographic infrastructure or an arms
relationship with a major arms supplier to emerge as a serious military con-
tender in the region. Moreover, over the past two decades Jordan has not had
the financial wherewithal to keep up with its more powerful neighbors.

Iraq was traditionally a marginal player in the Arab–Israeli confrontations.
While it always managed to send forces to the front to fight Israel, it was
never a strategic player on the scene until Saddam Hussein endeavored to
alter this fact by engaging in a massive conventional and nonconventional
arms buildup from the mid-1970s to the early 1980s. This was designed pri-
marily to ensure that Iraq took a leading political and strategic role in the
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Arab–Israeli conflict by taking Egypt’s place. In 1979 there was hope that
a Syrian–Iraqi rapprochement would go some way to restoring the balance
between the Arabs and Israel via the creation of an “eastern front.” Saddam
wanted to be the leading partner in this alliance but Asad was not about to
countenance the subordination of Syria to Iraq’s boundless ambitions.26

Unfortunately for Saddam, the outbreak of war with Islamic Iran detracted
attention away from the Arab West and the Arab–Israeli conflict for eight
long years. The lack of Arab solidarity in the battle with Israel led Asad
to lament that fact quite forcefully in an interview with the Kuwaiti paper
Al Ra‘i al-‘Amm in December 1981: “The eastern front is Syria. This is a
fact. We had hopes in Iraq . . . we tried to expand matters to establish what
we can call the eastern front in which we and Iraq would be one state.”27

The Impact of the Lebanon War of 1982 on Strategic Parity

The Lebanon War of 1982, which was initiated by Israel against Syrian and
Palestinian forces, was one of the defining strategic events for the Syrian lead-
ership. Syria put on a respectable showing in the ground fighting against
the Israel Defense Force.28 But the air war resulted in massive and embar-
rassing losses that highlighted Syrian backwardness in the arena of high-tech
conventional warfare.29

Under Asad, Syria tried to move strategic parity from the realm of concept
to implementation, that is to say, the attainment of a military, economic, and
technological balance vis-à-vis Israel. It is best to let its chief architect, Asad,
and then other Syrian official sources expound upon it in some detail. In
1981 Asad told the Arab media that

The current situation in the area and that between us and Israel make it
impossible to achieve a just peace. Peace cannot be attained in the absence of
a comprehensive strategic balance between the two combatant sides, us and
the enemy, nor can it be attained between the strong and the weak. A peace
concluded between the strong and the weak is bound to dictate a state of
capitulation, not a state of peace.30

In 1981, Asad mentioned an aspect of strategic parity that is rarely men-
tioned. Syria, he argued, did not seek a balance with Israel merely in order to
go to war. Only through a military balance of power can countries enter
peace negotiations. And only through a balance of power can the peace
be maintained. He argued quite correctly and logically that in a situation
where one of two cobelligerents enters into negotiations with a stronger
side, the result is capitulation. Moreover, he asks, why is it that Israel and its
ally, the United States, always argue that Israel can enter peace negotiations
with the Arabs only if it is strong? This speech—made in front of Syrian
Special Forces units in Latakia—is worth quoting at length because it res-
onated in the Arab world and continues to resonate in both Syria and the rest
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of the Arab world, which is facing enormous pressures to disarm.

It is inconceivable to have peace in the presence of a disequilibrium. Comrades,
peace cannot be established between weak and strong persons. We should all
understand that if military balance is needed to liberate land and repel aggres-
sion, it is equally necessary for the achievement of a just peace. Without a bal-
ance, there can be no peace . . . A few days ago, the U.S. Administration made
several statements insulting our intelligence and belittling us by asserting that a
strong Israel is necessary for peace. Comrades, Arab citizens: Does this not
mean that the weakness of the Arabs is necessary for peace as understood by the
United States? Why did they not say once that Arab strength is necessary for
peace? Why did they not say once that military balance between the Arabs and
Israel is necessary for peace. They say only that Israel’s strength is necessary for
the achievement of peace.31

The mid-to late 1980s constituted the apogee of Syria’s military power
vis-à-vis Israel.32 In 1986, Abdel al-Halim Khaddam, then vice president,
confidently stated that “let us affirm that an attack on Syria will no longer be
a picnic. Syria will repel that attack with its resources. We realize that
Israel’s policy—and this is part of their strategy—is based on aggression and
expansion.”33

The official Syrian paper Al-Thawrah argued quite vehemently that only
with the attainment of strategic parity could Syria (and the Arabs) gain their
rights; only the strong are respected in the international arena.

Strategic parity is the one option to attain just and comprehensive peace in the
area, the one guarantee to deter Israeli aggression and confront the threat it
poses to the entire Arab region . . . the world now reckons only with the
strong, the weak cannot impose just and comprehensive peace, as they lack
the muscle to force an acceptance of right and justice upon the enemy. The
strong . . . can make peace and realize their military and political goals. Syria is
making every effort toward strategic parity with the Zionist enemy, as it
knows only too well that such a balance is the only guarantee for liberating
the occupied Arab lands and restoring usurped Palestinian rights. This is the
sound approach to protect and buttress the Arab existence against hostile
expansionist Israeli ambitions.34

In summary, it could be argued that in the short to medium term, the
acquisition of WMD capabilities provided Syria with a modicum of parity that
was meaningful in an operational context against Israel. Even though there
were major transformations going on in the Soviet Union and the Eastern
Bloc in the late 1980s, it did seem for a while that the Soviet–Syrian arms
relationship would continue despite a greater Soviet emphasis on the need for
diplomatic solutions to the Arab–Israeli conflict and criticism of the regional
arms race by the Soviet foreign minister, Eduard Shevardnadze.35 There was,
however, a distinct lack of coordination and Arab solidarity in the political,
strategic, and economic fields to confront the enemy. In the long-term,
strategic parity depended on a profound scientific, technological, and
economic transformation within Syria.
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Asad’s grim determination and Khaddam’s optimism were misplaced on
almost all fronts. Syria’s strategic position and conventional military capabil-
ities eroded rapidly in the 1990s. Its poor economic situation in that decade
meant that it could not afford to engage in a massive conventional modern-
ization. The putative and elusive Arab front receded further as a result of a
major regional and international crisis in 1990–1991.

Impact of the Kuwait Crisis 1990–1991 & 
Collapse of the Soviet Union

With the end of the Iran–Iraq War it looked like Iraq was about to enter the
arena of the Arab–Israeli conflict in a big way. It had ostensibly defeated Iran
and its military power had surpassed that of Syria.

Once again, however, Iraq was distracted by Saddam’s megalomaniacal
ambitions, this time directed against Kuwait. Of course, with the end of the
Gulf War in 1991 Iraq’s military power was destroyed and the country sub-
jected to stringent sanctions. Despite the historically nasty relations between
Damascus and Baghdad and Asad’s bitter denunciation of Saddam’s adven-
ture in Kuwait, the Syrian leadership saw the destruction of Iraqi military
power by the U.S.-led coalition of 1991 benefiting Israel. One anonymous
Syrian political source close to the government put it in the following man-
ner in the summer of 1991: “Saddam Hussein is to blame for the Gulf war.
But Iraq’s defeat is a defeat to the whole Arab order. Victory in the region
went to America, and consequently to Israel . . . the balance of power has
changed. The Soviet Union is no longer helping us.”36

The military lessons of Operation Desert Storm in 1991 had a tremendous
impact on Syrian views of the future of conventional warfare. A Syrian officer,
Karim Daghir, offered a Syrian assessment of what was coming to be referred
to as the Revolution in Military Affairs in the early 1990s.

A major advance in the technology of weaponry occurred in recent years which
led to a major advance in all varieties of weaponry and guided anti-tank rock-
etry projectiles which were made specifically for the battle against tanks . . . The
technological advance in the realm of weaponry rapidly changes the nature of
battle and the character of combat.37

The slow but steady decline of the Soviet Union ended with collapse in 1991.
Although bilateral relations between Syria and Mikhail Gorbachev’s Soviet
Union had cooled, the actual disappearance of the superpower ally was yet
another catastrophe for Syria.

In an interview with Time in 1992 Hafez al-Asad felt obliged to give a
forthright answer to the question about Syrian possession of ballistic mis-
siles: “what is the purpose of keeping these kinds of strategic weapons?”
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He responded by asking why the same kind of question is almost never posed
of Israeli leaders:

What is strange about this? We had these missiles 20 years ago . . . We are a
country in a state of war, and we need the means to defend ourselves. Israel is a
pioneer in the field of armament. It has many times more weapons than Syria.
Israel has chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons. We are in a state of war
with Israel, so why should we not have missiles? These missiles are not new, but
Israel acquires new weapons every day. The question about weapons should be
directed to Israel. Why does it obtain all these weapons . . . ? Why does it have
the atomic bomb?38

Not only are Israel and Syria two heavily armed neighbors; their mutual
relationship over the past decade has been filled with tension and missed
opportunities for resolving their differences. The verbal war of words between
two neighboring countries armed with extensive arsenals of nonconventional
weapons could have led to serious miscalculations. Of course, one could
argue that both sides were trying to establish the parameters of a deterrence
relationship. Syria and Israel failed to sign a peace treaty between 1992 and
1996 when the latter was under the stewardship of Prime Ministers Yitzhak
Rabin and Shimon Peres.

The fragmentation of Arab solidarity and collective action in the 1990s,
which was a result of Iraq’s aggression against Kuwait in 1990, remained a
focus of lament on the part of the Syrian leadership. The issue of military
power and WMD capabilities played a key role in the Syrian perception of the
kind of peace Israel wanted. Indeed, Walid al-Muallem, onetime Syrian
ambassador to the United States, put it well when he stated that the Israeli
conception of peace depended on the following formula: that in order to
return the Golan, Syria must be disarmed. Syria, clearly, was not going to
grant Israel its wish for the simple reason that the Syrians believed that the
Israelis wanted domination. They had been unsuccessful at getting it through
war; now they wanted that domination enshrined by means of the peace
process. This was cogently put by Abdel Halim Khaddam, the Syrian vice
president: “they want a peace based on security, that is, Israeli military power
should dominate the region, which is out of the question.”39

The defeat of Peres and the Labor Party in the Israeli elections of 1996
and the rise of the more hard-line Likud Party under Benjamin Netanyahu
led to the virtual collapse of Israeli–Syrian peace negotiations and a reversion
to heightened mutual animosity between Arabs and Israelis in general and
between Damascus and Jerusalem specifically. The traditional war of words
between the two sides erupted once again.

In the summer of 1996 the Syrian chief of staff, General Hikmat Shehabi,
warned that if the Netanyahu government did not implement the Oslo agree-
ments with the Palestinians, there would be no way to avoid war between
Israel and Syria. As he put it “the Syrian military is now operating in a
state of supreme readiness. It will be ready to conduct war after war on the
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Palestinian issue.”40 In late 1996 it was the turn of a senior Israeli defense
official, Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai, to threaten Syria whom he
accused of developing lethal nerve gas with Russian help. Mordechai began
by saying

We are not threatening anyone, and certainly not the Syrians. But if someone
dares carry out a threat against us, a missile threat, and certainly a threat of
chemical weapons, they need to know that we have all the forces and capabili-
ties to reply with a devastating war. If someone dares to use (chemical) weapons
of this kind against us, it is clear that we will respond with all means at our dis-
posal and we will inflict a hard blow on Syria, whose regime would probably be
at risk.41

Both sides have had a tendency to succumb to hyperbole and dire verbal
utterances that were never meant as indications of active hostile intent. This
happened in 1986 when statements and counterstatements uttered by offi-
cials of both countries led to fears that the neighbors were sliding toward
open warfare. In 1997, after yet another of the innumerable Syrian–Israeli
verbal confrontations over the explosive situation in southern Lebanon,
Abdel Halim Khaddam, the Syrian vice president, stated that while Syria was
determined to restore the moribund peace process “. . . the Israeli side, it
has—as we have seen—been escalating the media campaign here and there.
However, I believe that resorting to detonating the military situation is
liable to result in great dangers for all. A military detonation is not a com-
fortable vacation for anyone.”42 Indeed, given the deterioration in the polit-
ical situation many observers believed that the prospects for war between
Israel on the one hand and Palestinian forces and Syria on the other were
quite high in 1999.43

However, much of the tough talk from Syria in the later 1990s must be
seen as designed for Arab and domestic consumption as its conventional mil-
itary posture vis-à-vis Israel was quite weak, particularly in the air. At the end
of the 1990s Syria sought to reestablish its conventional arms relationship
with Russia when it tried to acquire $2 billion of modern aircraft and tanks.44

The Arab world in general was well aware of the enormous technological
advantages that Israel had over any one or combination of Arab countries.
Moreover, they were also well aware of the tremendous strides that Israel—
sometimes with U.S. help and sometimes relying on its own innovative and
resourceful indigenous capabilities—was making in military research and the
Science and Technology field.45

The worsening of the bilateral conventional military balance, particularly
in the air, in the late 1990s explains the greater Syrian focus on accelerating
the country’s offensive ballistic missile capability.46

Further complicating Syria’s weakening national security situation in the
1990s was the entry of Turkey into the strategic equation. The emergence of
a Turco-Israeli axis in the mid-1990s was viewed as a dire threat by Syria,
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which discounted the official statements out of Ankara and Jerusalem that
the de facto alliance was not directed at anyone in particular. In the words of
the former Syrian Defense Minister, Mustafa Tlas,

The Israeli–Turkish alliance came as the completion of the conspiracy against
Syria and the Arab nation . . . the alliance is an attempt to undermine the prin-
cipled and unwavering Syrian stands, serve the Israeli scheme, and force Syria to
accept the Israeli conditions and dictates away from the foundations of a just
and comprehensive peace which the peoples of the region aspire for.47

The military balance between Israel and Syria as the Middle East transi-
tioned from the twentieth into the twenty-first century was probably best
summed up objectively by the Israeli military’s chief of Intelligence, Major
General Amos Malka.

The Syrian army is not in the best shape. Army to army the Israeli Defense
Forces (IDF) stands out qualitatively over the Syrian Army and if war broke out
between them the IDF would be victorious. But to jump to the extreme
conclusion . . . that Syria doesn’t have any military option and that its army is
collapsing is too far reaching and dangerous.48

R T  I I 
 E P

The twentieth century ended on a gloomy note for Syria. The pressures it
faced in the last decade of the twentieth century seem to pale in comparison
with the pressures it faces in the first decade of the twenty-first century.
Indeed, from the perspective of the Syrian political elite never has the regional
strategic environment looked more threatening to their national security.49

National Security Considerations vis-à-vis Israel

The emergence of Ehud Barak as prime minister under a new Labor govern-
ment signaled renewed vigor in peace negotiations between the two neigh-
bors; observers believed that the two countries were “on the brink of
peace.”50 The Syrian leadership even softened its consistently harsh views of
Israel and of its leadership.51 However, the whole process collapsed between
January and March 2000.

From that date onward a number of dramatic events occurred that seemed
to curse any progress in the Israeli–Syrian track. Syrian President Hafez al-
Asad died in June 2000. His son, Bashhar, who had been groomed to suc-
ceed him, was quickly accepted as the new president by the Syrian political
elite.52 National security considerations began to take up much of the young
Syrian president’s time from the end of 2000 onward. As the United States
and Iraq moved toward confrontation, the Syrian leader returned to the
time-honored Syrian approach of seeking solidarity with Arab and non-Arab
states. He began building up bilateral ties with neighboring and regional
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states.53 This is not to say that domestic issues such as political and socioeco-
nomic reforms fell by the wayside; rather they began to be seen from the lens
of national security considerations.

The second Palestinian Intifada broke out in September of that year and
Ehud Barak was replaced by the hawkish Ariel Sharon as Israeli prime minis-
ter in February 2001. Following the Republican victory in the U.S. elections
of November 2000, the solidly pro-Israeli U.S. administration of George W.
Bush was completely unsympathetic to Syrian strategic concerns as it was
dominated by officials who seemed determined to take Syria to task for its
alleged support of terrorism, its occupation of Lebanon, and its quest for
weapons of mass destruction.54

Operation Iraqi Freedom and 
Syrian National Security Considerations

The U.S. war with Iraq worsened the bilateral relationship between Syria and
the United States. The latter accused Syria of allowing foreign infiltrators
into Iraq and of extending support to former regime elements by providing
them with sanctuary. Syria feared that if the United States succeeded in
imposing its will in Iraq that it would be next in line for regime change;
ambiguous statements by senior U.S. officials did nothing to allay that fear.
For example when U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld was asked if
other countries in the region were potential targets of U.S. military action, he
replied: “It depends on people’s behavior. Certainly I have nothing to
announce.”55

A senior Syrian Foreign Ministry spokesperson, Buthaina Sha‘ ban
expressed Syria’s fear that military action against her country was part of the
Bush administration’s design to reconfigure the Middle East in accordance
with U.S. and Israeli strategic interests: “This war is part of an effort
to reshape the region. They [the United States] want acceptable types of
behavior . . .”56 Syria professed not to be worried by U.S. threats that were
uttered at the height of U.S. success in Iraq. Indeed, its leadership predicted
that the United States would face problems in occupied Iraq in the aftermath
of the conclusion of conventional military operations.57 In this context, it
is not surprising that Syria was secretly relieved and indeed, relatively
happy that the United States found itself in a quagmire in Iraq, because the
situation in Iraq eased direct military pressure on Syria.

But the pressure by the United States did not end. Even though direct
threats about regime change declined as the Bush administration focused its
attention on the precarious situation in Iraq, the United States and Israel
brought up the issue of Syrian possession of WMD. Bashhar made it plain
that there would be no negotiation over Syria’s quest for a balance of power.

Do not forget that we are at a time of war and in a state of war . . . with Israel
and we cannot give up any weapon in defending ourselves . . . We know that
Israel is backed by the United States and all the arsenals are open to it. There is
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no longer a Soviet Union. The balance in the world is different . . . A single
state in the Arab region cannot achieve a balance, not even a political balance.
The issue is no longer of military balance only. I believe the more serious
problem is political balance and balance of power in the general meaning—
economic, technological, social and other powers. This what we should strive
for on the Arab level, and Syria alone cannot achieve this.58

For the Syrians in general the West’s focus on its small arsenal of WMD
while Israel continues to modernize its military capabilities across the border
is baffling.

Zionist officials of the US Administration seek to maintain and develop Israel’s
military superiority and justify Israel’s right to enjoy this superiority on the pre-
text that it is targeted and it has the right to possess weapons to protect and
defend itself . . . Observers watch with great astonishment Israel’s continuous
hostility, military preparedness, and possession of all types of weapons of mass
destruction . . . This at a time when “democratic states” deliberately diverted
their attention away from this destructive state.59

I  D P/P 
E  S N S

Syria may be an authoritarian state, it definitely is not a totalitarian one.60

Like any normal regional state set up as a republic, Syria has the formal power
structures that include the presidency, the cabinet, the people’s assembly, and
the ruling party, the Baath Party. The president needs to take into considera-
tion the views of several, sometimes competing, core groups. The key group,
composed of senior personalities known as the “Alawi Barons,” has always
been in charge of the top echelons of the formal power structure.61 Moreover,
they have developed an extensive economic patronage system that made
many of them quite wealthy.62

Bashhar came into power taking into greater consideration the views
of the Syrian intellectual, middle and merchant classes—the reformers—for
whom the present state of Syria’s political and socioeconomic system is a
massive obstacle in the way of the country’s economic progress and modern-
ization.63 At the time of Bashhar’s accession to power, Syria was stagnating in
socioeconomic terms.64 For some reformers Israel’s huge military advantage
is not the only thing that worries them. So do Syria’s internal weaknesses,
which help magnify Israel’s advantages.65

But their putative alternate vision of national security did not have a
chance to germinate. By the end of 2001 Bashhar found himself faced with
pressures on the domestic front from the “old guard” or the conservative
political elite that frowned upon his support for reformists, whose vocal
calls for reform the conservatives have attempted to stifle, and with external
pressures from the United States.66 With the devastating terrorist attacks
of 9/11 on the U.S. homeland, this lack of sympathy turned to hostility
despite the fact that the relatively new regime of Bashhar al-Asad had
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rendered considerable support in the struggle against terrorism by Islamic
extremists.67

The Damascus Spring of 2001 when reform seemed to be in the air was
stamped out.68 The traditional national security complex flexed its muscles
and reasserted its influence over the direction of the country as early as 2002,
even before the heightened pressures exerted by external forces.69 For this
group politics is not only about maintaining privileges and positions, it is
about warding off threats, whether domestic or foreign in the only way they
know—by military means.
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I

Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan appeared on television screens across Pakistan on
February 4, 2004. The tone of his highly choreographed presentation was
immediately clear to the audience at home and around the world. Khan
announced that, “It is with the deepest sense of sorrow, anguish, and regret
that I have chosen to appear before you in order to atone for some of the
anguish and pain that has been suffered by the people of Pakistan on account
of the extremely unfortunate events of the last two months.” His speech was
strangely detached and passive. He acknowledged that a Pakistani govern-
ment investigation “has established that many of the reported [proliferation]
activities did occur, and that these were inevitably initiated at my behest.”
Having been “confronted with the evidence and the findings,” Khan said he
had “voluntarily admitted that much of it is true and accurate.” Though
Khan offered his “deepest regrets and unqualified apologies,” he said that all
of his activities “were based in good faith, but on errors on [sic] judgment
related to unauthorized proliferation activities.”1 There is no explanation for
how Pakistan’s sensitive nuclear technology could have been transferred
“in good faith,” while saying later in the speech that “there was never any
kind of authorization for these activities by the government.”2 Where did the
confusion come from? His subordinates apparently were not responsible.
Khan claimed they were also “acting in good faith” and on Khan’s instruc-
tions. Nevertheless, Khan took full responsibility for his actions and asked for
a pardon. The pardon was approved, conditional on Khan’s continued coop-
eration with the probe—cooperation the government of Pakistan has said
might not have occurred if Khan had not been pardoned.3

The decision to blame Khan publicly was a difficult one: even with a public
apology and even after months of international news stories pointing toward
his complicity. In a speech the next day, defending his decision, Musharraf
noted, “He has committed mistakes, but he is our hero.”4 This reference was
one of over a dozen times in which Musharraf referred to Khan as a “hero,”
even if a flawed one.
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The Pakistani investigation had revealed the flaws of the national celebrity.
Khan had, Pakistan admitted, provided nuclear technology, designs, and
components to Iran, North Korea, and Libya. In doing so, he raised grave
questions over Pakistan’s nuclear stewardship. This chapter explores the con-
ditions that allowed A.Q. Khan, director of one of the most prestigious
strategic laboratories in Pakistan, to be the hub of a truly global proliferation
network. It will present the best available information on what Khan trans-
ferred to whom, when the transaction occurred, and what motivations there
might have been. It is difficult if not impossible to determine whether Pakistani
leaders authorized Khan’s nuclear assistance to Iran, Iraq, North Korea, and
Libya. Instead, it is possible to make assumptions about probabilities and
likelihoods. It appears that some sort of official consent was likely given in the
Iranian and North Korean cases, less likely in the Iraqi case, and least likely in
the Libyan case.

N M

From around 1987 to 2003, Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan was moonlighting.
During the day, he was the venerated head of Khan Research Laboratories
(KRL) and self-styled “father” of the Pakistani nuclear bomb. At night, he
was dispensing nuclear technology and information to both Pakistan’s friends
and enemies. For these 16 years, Khan—as either sanctioned head of KRL or
unsanctioned head of an illegal proliferation network—ticked his way down
the list of states of proliferation concern, making contact with Iran, Iraq,
North Korea, Libya, Syria, and Saudi Arabia.

Khan did not create the world marketplace for dual-use and proscribed
goods, but he may be the most successful individual ever to tap into it. Khan
had been enmeshed in the European nuclear scene during the 1960s and
1970s.5 He studied briefly in Germany at West Berlin’s Technische Universität,
received a master’s in metallurgical engineering at the Technische Hogeschool
in Delft, the Netherlands, and received his doctorate in metallurgy from the
Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium.

From May 1972 to December 1975, he worked for Fysisch Dynamisch
Onderzoekslaboratorium (FDO, or Physical Dynamic Research Laboratory),
a subsidiary of Verenigde Machinefabrieken (VMF, or United Machine
Factory). FDO was, in turn, a major subcontractor to Ultra-Centrifuge
Nederland (UCN), which itself was the Almelo-based contractor to the
Anglo-Dutch–German uranium enrichment consortium, URENCO.

By late 1975 Dutch authorities had grown concerned about a number of
suspicious incidents involving Khan. He was removed from work on gas cen-
trifuge development in October and, shortly thereafter, went home to
Pakistan on vacation. He never returned to work, and resigned his position in
March 1976. Khan had been asked by Pakistan Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali
Bhutto to stay and assist in the nuclear weapons effort.6 He brought with
him stolen centrifuge designs and, perhaps more importantly, a list of dozens
of companies that supplied centrifuge parts and materials. After a brief stint
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within the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission structure, he moved to the
Engineering Research Laboratories, setting up a uranium enrichment plant
in Kahuta. Within 4 years of returning home, his progress was significant
enough that President Muhammad Zia ul-Haq renamed the facility. Khan
Research Laboratories (KRL) was born.

Almost immediately upon his return, Khan began to gather as many
components and as much information as he could from the network he had
established during his years abroad. He contacted former coworkers, inquir-
ing about difficult technical processes and urging them to visit Pakistan,
where he could arrange for technical consulting.7 One FDO employee
reportedly did travel to Pakistan in 1976.8

Pakistani firms or embassy personnel contacted several European firms
about purchasing specialized components. Many of these goods were shipped
to Pakistan, slipping through the porous export controls of several European
countries. Even as the Dutch government was investigating the A.Q. Khan
affair, one Dutch company was manufacturing and shipping thousands of
tubes made of a “special hard type of steel.”9 The frustration and impotence
of the Dutch authorities is evident in the government report to the national
legislature: “The great majority of it has been exported . . . despite repeated
oral and written warnings not to do so.”10 Other Dutch firms sold more
tubes to Pakistani firms. Some were made out of aluminum. More blatantly,
a large order was made for high-carbon, low-corrosion martensitic steel, an
alloy used almost exclusively for jet engines and gas centrifuges.

This was part of a broader and clear Pakistani strategy. Khan later said, “I
took full advantage of the willingness of western companies to do business
and decided to make purchases from the open market.”11 In Switzerland,
Pakistan purchased key components for a uranium enrichment capability,
including a massive unit to gasify and solidify uranium hexafluoride so it
could be fed into the centrifuges as well as high-vacuum valves. In Germany,
Pakistani diplomats purchased vacuum pumps and gas purification equip-
ment, along with rolled rods and thousands of specially welded aluminum
parts. In France, Pakistani buyers may have been able to buy bellows for
ultracentrifuges by routing the shipment through Belgium and away from
stricter French customs officials. In Britain, Pakistan purchased high-frequency
inverters through a British front company, sometimes using a West German
commission agent.12

Khan’s timing could hardly have been better. Khan Research Laboratories
was just one portion of a much larger Pakistani nuclear effort. When Zulfikar
Ali Bhutto initiated the nuclear weapons program in 1972, he also appointed
a new head for the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC), Dr. Munir
Ahmad Khan, who had worked for the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) on nuclear power. Munir Ahmad Khan’s PAEC began taking
Pakistan down a plutonium route for nuclear weapons production. But after
India’s nuclear test in 1974, the international community took decisive
action to ensure that Pakistan would not follow India’s lead. Canada refused
to supply nuclear fuel, heavy water, or spare parts for the Karachi Nuclear
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Power Plant.13 The Gerald Ford administration put intense pressure on
Germany and France to stop cooperation with Pakistan, leading quickly to a
German agreement to halt construction of a heavy-water production facility.
France also abandoned an agreement to build a plutonium reprocessing facility
for Pakistan in 1978.

These three body blows to the PAEC occurred in conjunction with
A.Q. Khan’s return to Pakistan with centrifuge designs and connections. As
Ashok Kapur has noted,

A.Q. Khan’s approach was innovative. In the reprocessing route, Pakistan’s
approach was to acquire a major facility, e. g. a reprocessing plant, and to
deal with the major nuclear suppliers. A.Q. Khan’s approach was entirely
different—viz. to get bits and pieces (components) of enrichment technology
and equipment from small, high technology Western firms who deal with individ-
ual components; to bring the components together so as to achieve mastery over
the enrichment cycle—from acquisition of yellowcake, gasification/solidification
units and centrifuges to their operation; and to do the design work and the
assembly of imported components in Pakistan by Pakistanis with some foreign
technological assistance by selected foreign personnel from Europe and North
America.14

Martin J. Brabers, Khan’s old professor from the University of Leuven,
explained Khan’s success when he stated, “in buying equipment, he knew all
the companies, he knew so many people abroad in many countries. . . . Why,
he knew so many languages, and he is so charming [that] he managed to buy
many things that other Pakistanis would not manage to buy.”15

Khan and his network were working against time. The export control sys-
tem was initially ignorant of the threat and then lethargic in reacting against
it. From the beginning of Pakistan’s buying spree, the red flags were raised
one by one. In Switzerland, the Pakistani buyers asked specifically for high-
vacuum valves for a centrifuge enrichment plant. There was no attempt to
hide the intent, but the London Club of nuclear exporters had not placed
such high-vacuum valves on the “trigger list” of restricted exports, and so
their sale proceeded. The gasification and solidification unit—again with a clear
nuclear intent and again not controlled by the supplier cartel—also left
Switzerland, without even the requirement of an export permit. The unit was
so large it had to be hauled away in three specially chartered C-130 transport
planes. The Dutch government attempted to stop a large order of hardened
steel tubes, only to be ignored by the Dutch supplying firm. After the first ship-
ment of British high-frequency inverters, Pakistani engineers sent an extended
message requesting extensive and complex modifications to the finished prod-
uct. This sophistication only further undermined Pakistan’s cover story that the
inverters were for a textile factory.16 Upon reflection, Khan noted the eagerness
of European firms to do business with the Pakistani program and to respond to
its needs, as he noted, “They literally begged us to buy their equipment. We
bought what we considered suitable for our plant and very often asked them to
make changes and modifications according to our requirements.”17
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Pakistan’s luck, however, was not limitless. People were starting to notice.
As governments were pressed from inside and out to control this trade in
nuclear sensitive goods, they slowly roused themselves to the task. A British
member of parliament, Frann Allaun, raised the issue of inverters in the press
and on the floor of parliament. He noted, “These converters are of the same
kind, and have the same frequency, as those ordered by the British Atomic
Energy Authority. . . . They are unsuitable as a control system in a textile
factory.”18 The shipment of inverters, however, took place anyway. The
British government could not reexamine its export controls in time to stop
the shipment.

The doors were closing for Pakistani procurement agents. While British
inverters were on their way to Pakistan, the American branch of the same
company denied the sale of similar inverters to a Pakistani buyer. A Pakistani
request to a German firm to purchase 10 to 15 tons of uranium yellowcake
from South Africa was turned down by Germany and South Africa. The
Dutch government launched an investigation into Khan’s employment with
FDO and the selling practices of Dutch companies to Pakistani buyers. They
recommended strengthening security in the nuclear industry, refashioning
export controls, and launching a criminal prosecution against Khan. The
British launched an extensive investigation, and reported their findings to the
other URENCO partners (France and the Netherlands) and to the London
Group of nuclear supplying countries. The United States reexamined its own
export controls and also put pressure on other Western countries, and started
applying mild pressure directly on Pakistan.19

The supplier cartels were battling horizontally and vertically. Bilaterally
and through multilateral organizations, states slowly harmonized export con-
trols to prevent Pakistan and others from seeking and exploiting the weakest
national regulations. Simultaneously, state regulators sought to establish con-
trol at the lower levels of the chain of production. Initially, Pakistanis were
buying entire systems (as in the massive Swiss gasification and solidification
unit), then they began buying subsystems, then major components, and then
finally materials useful in engineering the components themselves. As U.S.
journalists Steve Weissman and Herbert Krosney observed, “The clever
Pakistanis were staying a step ahead of the game by buying the individual
parts and assembling more and more of the equipment themselves in
Pakistan itself.”20

Khan’s procurement network was paying important dividends. By the
mid-1980s, within a decade of Khan leaving his URENCO offices, Pakistan
had enough highly enriched uranium for a weapon.21 Further, Khan had
created a network of middlemen, financiers, importers, and front companies
that would remain largely intact until recently.

K’ F C: I

At some point in the mid-to-late 1980s, Khan appears to have altered his
procurement methods. He was still bringing in material and components for
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his nuclear enrichment process, but he seems to have ordered more than
what Pakistan needed.22 At the same time, Khan Research Laboratories was
maturing. Starting in 1987, KRL scientists published papers on constructing
more difficult centrifuges of maraging steel, rather than the earlier aluminum-
based designs. In 1991, KRL scientists published details of how to etch
special grooves into the bottom bearing of the centrifuge to incorporate
lubricants.23 Both trends—over-ordering and technological innovation—left
Khan with excess inventory. An anonymous American official marveled at the
accomplishment: “First, he exploits a fragmented market and develops a
quite advanced nuclear arsenal. Then he throws the switch, reverses the flow
and figures out how to sell the whole kit, right down to the bomb designs, to
some of the world’s worst governments.”24

The first nation to receive material from Khan was Iran. Reportedly, in
1987, three Iranian officials met several members of Khan’s network in
Dubai, perhaps including an uncle–nephew team of Sri Lankan businessmen,
Mohamed Farouq and Buhary Syed Ali Tahir, and a German engineer named
Heinz Mebus.25 Tahir would gain international notoriety in 2003 when
President George W. Bush called him the Khan network’s chief financial
officer.26 Khan’s intermediaries apparently presented a one-page document
outlining a five-point, phased nuclear weapons development plan. Though
this was Khan’s first offer, he apparently hit the ground running. According
to the IAEA,

This document suggests that the offer included the delivery of: a disassembled
sample machine (including drawings, descriptions, and specifications for pro-
duction); drawings, specifications and calculations for a “complete plant”;
and materials for 2000 centrifuge machines. The document also reflects
an offer to provide auxiliary vacuum and electric drive equipment and uranium
re-conversion and casting capabilities.27

The Iranians may have outsmarted Khan, however. Using Khan’s document as
a shopping list, IAEA employees believe that Iran instead went to European,
Russian, and Chinese firms to purchase the equipment and technology at
lower prices.28 Iran’s ability to continue to purchase from Western companies
is a key indicator that efforts to improve export controls were only partially
successful.29

Even if the Iranians did not purchase Khan’s “package deal,” they appar-
ently did buy centrifuges, designs, and centrifuge technology. Cooperation
began in 1987,30 though Khan reportedly visited the Bushehr nuclear facility
in February 1986.31 At that time, in addition to inadvertently providing a
shopping list, Khan apparently provided Iran with designs for the P-1 alu-
minum rotor centrifuge and sample components for that centrifuge.32

Between 1994 and 1996, Iran received an apparently duplicate set of P-1
designs along with components for 500 centrifuges.33 It seems that these
components were from models that Pakistan had previously used to enrich
uranium, perhaps explaining most—if not all—of the enriched uranium
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contamination found on Iran equipment.34 Additionally, between 1994 and
1996, Iran received designs for the more advanced P-2 centrifuge, though
Iran claims it did not work on this design until early 2002.35 Anonymous
IAEA officials have been quoted in the press saying they also suspect Iran
received a nuclear weapons design from the Khan network.36

Why would Khan sell nuclear technology to the western neighbor of
Pakistan? The Iranian case appears to be an odd and ambiguous confluence
of a misguided sense of national interest, an ideological opposition to the
Western export control regime, and the personal greed of Khan and his
cronies. First, Khan may have received permission from Pakistan’s national
leadership to begin nuclear cooperation with Iran. Once the door for limited
nuclear collaboration was open, even a crack, Khan may have used such pol-
icy approval to barge through it.

Pakistani journalist Kamran Khan has quoted retired Pakistani scientists
saying that President and Army chief Zia ul-Haq had opened the door to
both peaceful and “non-peaceful” nuclear cooperation before his death in
1988.37 One anonymous scientist described Zia’s intent as “to play around
but not to yield anything substantial at any cost.”38 This seems somewhat
dubious given Zia’s pro-Sunni, anti-Shia credentials.

Khan’s opening to Iran does seem to coincide with the elevation of Mirza
Aslam Beg to the position of Vice Chief of Army Staff in March of 1987 and
his subsequent tenure as Army chief from 1988 to 1991. Beg held peculiar
views of a Pakistani–Afghan–Iranian (and possibly Turkish) alliance that
could act in “strategic defiance” of the West.39 Strategic defiance was never a
very clear notion, but it seemed to involve “strengthening collective defenses
of regional Muslim countries” through joint training, defense production,
and perhaps formal agreements.40 In particular, Beg seemed to hold particu-
lar regard for Iranian thinking on matters of international security.41

There are more reasons than just old security views to implicate Beg.
Former U.S. assistant secretary of defense for International Security Affairs,
Henry Rowen, has claimed that in January 1990 Beg presented Rowen with
a very clear threat: “if Pakistan was cut off [from U.S. military assistance] it
might be forced to share nuclear technology with Iran.”42 An unnamed
“Pakistani investigator” has claimed that Beg was “in the picture” regarding
Khan’s assistance to Iran, though he most likely did not know how extensive
such cooperation was. Pakistani investigators have reportedly found evidence
that Khan informed Beg of the transfer of outdated equipment to Iran in
1991.43 More recently, Beg wrote an op-ed in one of Pakistan’s leading
English newspapers floating the bizarre notion that Pakistan and India should
jointly provide nuclear weapons to Iran under some sort of custodial arrange-
ment similar to that used within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO).44 Beg has denied any wrongdoing, but his denials have focused
more on the lack of evidence against him than in denying support for such a
policy. In fact, he pointedly refused to say that what occurred was illegal.45

Other Pakistani press accounts have noted the important role of Ghulam
Ishaq Khan, chairman of Pakistan’s Senate from 1985 to 1988 and president
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from 1988 to 1993. As one anonymous Pakistani official put it, “If A.Q. Khan
is the father of Pakistan’s nuclear bomb, Ghulam Ishaq Khan was the
grandfather.”46 Ghulam Ishaq Khan worked closely with A.Q. Khan in the
1970s, 1980s, and early 1990s.47 For instance, as finance minister in 1981,
Ghulam Ishaq Khan gave tax-free status to the Bank of Credit and
Commerce International (BCCI) Foundation, the nonprofit branch of a par-
ticularly complex and corrupt financial empire. In the late 1980s, BCCI
returned the favor by funneling $10 million worth of grants into the Ghulam
Ishaq Khan Institute of Engineering Sciences and Technology, which at that
time was directed by A.Q. Khan and widely considered to be a front for Khan
Research Laboratories.48

Finally, at least one press account placed blame on the now deceased
Major General Imtiaz Ali for pressuring Khan into supplying enrichment
equipment and designs to Iran.49 Imtiaz, who is referred to by his first name,
was military secretary to Zulfikar Ali Bhutto’s government when A.Q. Khan
returned to Pakistan and had a key role in liaising with Khan as he set up
Pakistan’s enrichment facility.50 Later, he was military advisor to Benazir
Bhutto during her first term as civilian prime minister from December 1988
to August 1990.

This unique constellation of political personalities—Beg, Ghulam Ishaq
Khan, and Imtiaz—may all have been inclined to give Khan permission to
proceed with some sort of cooperation with Iran. While there is no definitive
evidence, it seems plausible that Zia, perhaps at Beg’s behest, allowed for
very limited, non-substantive nuclear cooperation with Iran in 1987 or 1988.
It also seems likely that Beg permitted or ordered expanded cooperation with
Iran as part of a broader policy of strategic defiance. It seems unlikely that
either Ghulam Ishaq Khan or Maj. Gen. Imtiaz, both having worked inti-
mately with Khan for over a decade, would have opposed such cooperation if
they had learned about it. Additionally, there is at least one press report that
Imtiaz actually encouraged such cooperation.

Analysis of the Iranian Case

A number of things do not make sense about the cooperation with Iran.
First, why was Khan’s opening bid so large—essentially offering the Iranians
a “turnkey” nuclear program? It seems unlikely, though not impossible, that
even this group of policymakers would want a fourth nuclear-armed neigh-
bor on Pakistan’s border.51 If the scale of the cooperation was not approved
by top officials, then Khan’s nuclear moonlighting began almost the moment
he had an opportunity to sell. This may explain the second incongruity with
the Pakistani–Iranian cooperation: its more than decade-long persistence.
Iran admits to meeting 13 times with “the clandestine supply network”
between 1994 and 1999.52 Strategic defiance was never a national policy;
it was more of a fuzzy idea being hawked by Beg and his close associates.
After Beg, Ghulam Ishaq Khan, and Imtiaz left the scene one would have
expected the cooperation to whither away. Instead, starting in 1994, it was
reinvigorated, with another set of P-1 designs and components as well as
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designs for the P-2. This expanded relationship occurred precisely as the
Pakistani–Iranian relationship was growing more troubled over the conduct
of the Afghan civil war.53

The 1990s were a tumultuous time for Pakistan as it experimented with
varying levels of democratic rule. Khan, an adroit bureaucratic operator, may
have been able to use the infighting amongst political leaders to create space
in which his burgeoning nuclear enterprise could expand and prosper.54 It
seems that while the initial opening to Iran may have had the approval or
acquiescence of a few key policymakers, Khan went dramatically beyond his
mandate in his cooperation with Iran.

Khan may have continued his nuclear dealings with Iran for money and, to
a lesser extent, ideology. Khan’s “money man,” B.S.A. Tahir, has admitted
that he was paid $3 million for two containers of used centrifuges, and that
he then delivered two briefcases full of money to A.Q. Khan’s guest house in
Dubai.55 The international investigations of the Khan network have report-
edly demonstrated that millions of dollars went from Iran into the bank
accounts of Pakistani nuclear scientists and that these nuclear scientists,
including Khan, held tens of millions of dollars of undisclosed assets in
Pakistan and abroad.56 Khan’s lavish home, regular foreign travel, and
extensive charitable giving were well known around Islamabad.57 However,
Pakistanis say with some credibility that they expected Khan earned his extra
income from corruption, and many are still upset that he was not content
with skimming from the top of KRL’s books and instead supplemented his
income with nuclear smuggling that damaged Pakistani security.

Khan also had lesser ideological motivations. He was intensely opposed to
the Western export control regime. He sought to pierce the “clouds of so-
called secrecy” that such a regime sought to create.58 These views appeared to
have been amplified as they related to Muslim countries. In a 1995 speech,
Khan lamented Western “efforts to curtail the development of the Muslim
World which the Western powers unjustifiably see as a potential threat to their
monopoly. Development made by certain Muslim states in the restricted tech-
nologies does not trickle down to others because of international pressure and
lack of coordination and cooperation among the Muslim countries.”59 Khan
continued by calling for greater collective efforts amongst Muslim countries,
and in particular for increased joint defense research and development.
Together, Khan’s greed and ideological inclinations may have pushed him to
assist other countries, with or without formal approval from policymakers.

O K C: I,
N K,  L

Iraq

As A.Q. Khan’s nuclear enterprise was making opening entreaties to Iran, it
may well have also been trying to sell to Iran’s western neighbor. According
to an October 6, 1990 memo obtained by IAEA investigators in 1995, an
intermediary of A.Q. Khan contacted Iraq “regarding the possibility of
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helping Iraq establish a project to enrich uranium and manufacture a nuclear
weapon.”60 According to the memo

1. He is prepared to give us project designs for a nuclear bomb.
2. Ensure any requirements or materials from Western European countries

via a company he owns in [Dubai].
3. Request a preliminary technical meeting to consult on the documents

that he will present to us. . . . There is a possibility of a meeting with the
intermediary we have connections and good relations with in Greece.

4. The motive behind this proposal is gaining profits for him and the
intermediary.61

The same personalities that may have played a critical role in the Iranian
decision—Beg, Imtiaz, Ghulam Ishaq Khan—were largely in place in
October of 1990. Only Imtiaz had left the scene, when the Benazir Bhutto
government was replaced by a new Nawaz Sharif-led coalition. In fact, it was
during this time that Beg made public statements of admiration for Saddam
Hussein’s defiance of the West. However, Khan portrayed the potential sales
in terms of personal benefit. In related documents, Iraq notes that there was
an up-front cost of $5 million as well as a 10 percent overhead on all materials
acquired by the proliferation network.62 Iraq apparently thought the oppor-
tunity was too good to be true and that it was an elaborate trap by the United
States using its sometimes ally Pakistan.63

North Korea

Pakistani–North Korean cooperation on ballistic missile technology began
perhaps as early as 1992. Benazir Bhutto has admitted publicly that she
obtained guarantees for missile technology during her December 1993 visit
to Pyongyang.64 However, she has denied that any formal missile-for-nuclear
technology swap occurred, as when she stated, “We did not obtain missiles in
exchange for nuclear technology. Whatever the technology was, we bought it
with money.”65 More interestingly, Bhutto also said that individuals around
her were suggesting nuclear-technology sales as a means to generate “a huge
amount of money” and escape from the dictates of the international financial
system.66 Bhutto is a savvy and self-serving politician, whose statements
should be taken with a grain of salt. Nevertheless, there is scant evidence to
contradict her version of events. One anonymous Bush administration official
described the nuclear-for-missile technology swap as a proliferation “urban
legend.”67 In fact, Bhutto’s narrative is somewhat bolstered by her willing-
ness to admit that Pakistan acquired Nodong missile technology from
North Korea, while Pakistan maintains that the Ghauri missile relies only on
indigenous technology.

Analysts suspect a swap rather than just Khan’s malfeasance for three
reasons, none wholly convincing. First, it is intuitive. North Korean–
Pakistani cooperation on missiles was well known by every key Pakistani
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policymaker—several of whom traveled to Pyongyang to ensure its continua-
tion. It seems likely, analysts reason, that if nuclear cooperation was occurring
it would also occur with the approval of the Pakistani civilian and military lead-
ership. Second, perhaps Pakistan could not pay outright for the nuclear mis-
siles. Third, Khan and his friends have reportedly said that the Pakistan military
was aware of the nuclear assistance. Khan has claimed, according to the anony-
mous “investigators” and “friends of Khan” that dot the press reports out of
Islamabad, that three different Army chiefs were aware of his nuclear deals with
Pyongyang: Gen. Abdul Waheed (1994–1996), Gen. Jehangir Karamat
(1996–1998), and Gen. Pervez Musharraf (1998–present).68

It is impossible to say with certainty whether decision-makers in Islamabad
and Rawalpindi knew of the nuclear cooperation with Pyongyang. There are
three reasons to think that they did not. First, as noted above, Benazir
Bhutto has claimed that the missile cooperation was based on cash payment,
rather than nuclear barter. Second, while it is true that foreign reserves sank
to dire levels in 1996, it is a long leap to assume that Pakistan could find no
other way to finance missile acquisitions than by a technology exchange.
After all, in 1997, the Pakistani defense budget was nearly $3 billion, much
of which was destined to purchase foreign goods of one sort or another.
Third, Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence agency did apparently raid a
North Korea-bound chartered aircraft in 2000 and did not find anything
proving Khan’s malfeasance.69 This seems to be a strange exercise to go
through if authorities were well aware of Khan’s cooperation with North
Korea. If one were going to have a staged raid to find evidence, it would be
best if one actually found evidence.

Pakistan has been surprisingly open, however, about the nature of its
nuclear cooperation with North Korea. A.Q. Khan, in a signed statement,
reportedly accepted responsibility for “supplying old and discarded cen-
trifuge and enrichment machines together with sets of drawings, sketches,
technical data and depleted Hexaflouride (UF6) gas to North Korea.”70

Khan may also have provided North Korea with the “shopping list” of all of
the equipment necessary to produce the machines.71 One can wonder
whether it is the same list that Iran used to avoid paying the high prices in
Khan’s package deal and go directly to the European, Chinese, and Russian
suppliers. The timing of the cooperation between Khan and Pyongyang is
uncertain. Third-hand reports—Khan supposedly tells Pakistani investigators
who then inform U.S. officials who then leak it to the press—have said that
Khan first approached North Korea in the late 1980s, but did not begin
major shipments until the late 1990s. This coincides with Pakistani state-
ments that the first “orders were placed for the production of components
for centrifuge machines” starting in 1999.72

Libya

Starting in 1997, Khan launched his most ambitious program of cooperation
with Libya. Unlike Iran, Iraq, or North Korea, Libya had a limited indigenous
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nuclear infrastructure. In the early to mid-1980s, Libya had shopped around
European, Soviet, and Japanese suppliers for a uranium conversion facility,
and eventually received a modular pilot-scale facility from a Japanese firm in
1986. From the late 1970s until the mid-1980s, Libya also received nuclear
material, including over 2000 metric tons of uranium yellowcake and rela-
tively small quantities of uranium hexafluoride, as well as equipment and
training from European firms and the Soviet Union. The program lay rela-
tively dormant throughout the late 1980s, but in July 1995, according to the
IAEA, “Libya made the strategic decision to reinvigorate its nuclear activities,
including gas centrifuge enrichment.”73

In 1997, two Libyans met with Khan and Tahir in Istanbul to ask Khan to
supply centrifuge units to the Libyan nuclear program.74 Starting that year,
Libya imported 20 complete L-1 aluminum centrifuges from Khan’s
network, along with most of the components for an additional 200 L-1
centrifuges. Significantly, the network apparently was unable or unwilling to
provide the aluminum rotors and magnets necessary for these 200 unassem-
bled units. Pakistan had used at least one of these centrifuges until 1987. In
2000, Libya imported two test L-2 maraging steel centrifuges from Pakistan.
Both of these centrifuges had been used in the Pakistani nuclear program, and
were contaminated with highly enriched uranium particles. Libya placed an
order for 10,000 additional L-2 centrifuges, with the first deliveries of the order
arriving in December 2002.75 The complexity—and audacity—of this order
has been captured by David Albright, who notes that 10,000 centrifuges with
100 components each, means that a supplier network would have to procure or
manufacture over a million components and ship them all to Libya.76

Some of these components must have been difficult for Khan to procure
through his traditional means. After all, in the Iranian, Iraqi, and North
Korean cases, Khan had only supplied designs, a few hundred used compo-
nents, and perhaps quantities of uranium hexafluoride. The Libyan enterprise
was literally orders of magnitude more difficult. Khan and Tahir responded
by turning the existing front companies and procurement vehicles into more
robust organizations with a capability to train foreign scientists and manufac-
ture certain products. In Libya, Peter Griffin and his son Paul were impli-
cated in the establishment of a workshop, called Project Machine Shop 1001.
They were accused of purchasing and delivering furnaces and lathes to assist
in the manufacturing of centrifuge components and arranging training in
Europe for Libyan personnel.77

Khan’s biggest innovation—and his downfall—was to establish factories in
third-party states. Workshops in Turkey served as European mini-hubs, from
which they could procure and supply centrifuge motors, power supplies, and
ring magnets, some of these from inside the web of pan-European export
controls. In South Africa, firms and individuals with connections to the now-
defunct South African nuclear program attempted and failed to produce
maraging steel rotors for the L-2 centrifuge.78

The most publicized facility, however, was located in Shah Alam, Malaysia.
The factory, established in 2001, employed about 30 people. The plant was
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operated by Scomi Precision Engineering (SCOPE), a subsidiary of Scomi
Group Berhad, a Malaysian oil and gas firm. Scomi claims with some credi-
bility that they were unaware they had become part of the nuclear black
market.79 Starting in April 2002, Urs Tinner, son of a longtime Khan associate
Friedrich Tinner, began consulting for SCOPE’s factory at Tahir’s request.
Tinner arranged for the import of lathes as well as cutting, turning, and
grinding machines. The company made progress in machining some of the
components necessary for a centrifuge. Between December 2002 and August
2003, 14 types of components were manufactured and shipped to Dubai.
However, one should not overstate the capabilities of the plant. After all,
only 14 of the approximately one hundred types of components in a cen-
trifuge were manufactured in the plant. As the Malaysian police bluntly state,
“As of now, no factory in Malaysia is capable of manufacturing a complete
centrifuge unit, what more, the construction of hundreds or thousands of
centrifuges.”80

Why Libya? In Iran and Iraq, we could point to a doctrine—strategic
defiance—to which influential policymakers subscribed, which might explain
state approval for limited cooperation. In North Korea, there was a multi-
year strategic relationship on ballistic missile development that could perhaps
justify nuclear bartering. But in Libya, analysts were able to come up with few
reasons the Pakistani state would want to assist Tripoli. Estimates of Libyan
payments to KRL of between $50 and $100 million seem insufficient for the
risk the Pakistani government would be taking.81 Instead, it appears that
Khan was primarily motivated by personal greed, and perhaps to a lesser
extent out of some misguided desire by Khan for pan-Muslim comity. His
Swiss, South African, Turkish, and British partners, however, seem to have
been squarely and solely motivated by a desire for financial gain.

T P S S

The Pakistani state hoped to provide A.Q. Khan with as much flexibility and
autonomy as possible, so that it could quickly secure a nuclear deterrent in its
intense security competition with India. Pakistani authorities felt that Khan,
a man who had devoted his entire life to Pakistan, could be trusted with inde-
pendence and power. Pakistan made a tremendous and profound mistake. In
the words of one mid-level government spokesman, “his devious and inimi-
cal mercenary behavior” abused “the great honor and trust the Pakistani
nation had bestowed on him.”82

It appears that most—but perhaps not all—of A.Q. Khan’s proliferation
activity was nuclear freelancing. There are two primary reasons to suspect
Khan was a dangerous rogue actor within the Pakistani system, rather than an
unwitting fall guy for a broader Pakistani policy of proliferation profiteering.
First, the problem was confined almost solely to Khan Research Laboratories
and its various front companies and middlemen, only a sliver of Pakistan’s
overall nuclear effort. The Pakistani nuclear weapons complex is vast, with
62,000 employees, 6,500 of them scientists.83 Only a handful of these
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employees have been implicated by internal and international parties and all
of these known cases involve KRL employees.84 By the late 1990s, Pakistan
had more to offer the international proliferation marketplace than just
uranium enrichment technology. It had years of experience at converting
uranium into uranium hexafluoride, it had worked on developing ballistic
missiles with North Korean and Chinese assistance, and had done work on
creating reentry vehicles for those missiles. There is no evidence from the
Libyan, Iranian, or Iraqi cases that any of these other suites of technologies
were being offered on the international market. Why? The most parsimo-
nious answer is that KRL was the problem. KRL was responsible for uranium
enrichment and KRL sold that technology abroad for the financial benefit of
Khan and his close associates. All of the other technologies were the respon-
sibility of the PAEC or the National Weapons Complex, distinct strategic
organizations with stricter accountability.85

Second, the potential national interest does not neatly align with the
level of cooperation, except perhaps in the North Korean relationship. For
instance, in the Libyan relationship, Khan was receiving $100 million, but it
is difficult to gauge what benefit the Pakistani state achieved through the
deal. By the time components were being delivered to Libya in 2002 and
2003, Pakistan’s current account balance had righted itself and it was freshly
afloat with aid from the global war on terror. Why would Pakistan endanger
this aid “gravy train” for a slow dribble of hard currency from Libya? The
simple answer is that it would not knowingly do so and that Khan was the
problem.

This analysis does not free Pakistan of blame. To miss some of the indica-
tors of malfeasance—purchasing a hotel in West Africa and renaming it after
one’s wife for instance, as Khan did—requires that the regulatory regime to
have bungled badly. There appears to be two reasons for the regulatory
breakdown at Khan Research Laboratories: government autonomy, which
led to a culture of impropriety, and a regulatory system that failed to capture
top managers.

First, the Pakistani government gave Khan Research Laboratory wide-
ranging government autonomy so that it could more rapidly and more
secretly provide Pakistan with a nuclear deterrent force. Musharraf has
emphasized the small number of individuals with knowledge of the program,
rhetorically asking, “What is the best way of hiding things from the world and
moving forward?”86 Regulators would have slowed the operation down and
would have endangered its secrecy. Musharraf still believes such an approach
was necessary, as he remarked, “Security was under the organization itself.
No one was monitoring them. Money, total financial; there was no external
audit. They had their own local audit, internal audit. And this was the cor-
rect approach I tell you. Otherwise, we would have been unable to move
ahead.”87 However, this diminishes the ability of the PAEC to operate in an
environment with far less autonomy. Aslam Beg has noted, “The KRL had at
its disposal funds which were not subject to auditing. The Atomic Energy
Commission was given funds which were audited.”88 This difference in
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flexibility is significant for it goes a long way in explaining why the problem
appears to have been KRL-specific.

Second, in this environment relatively free of government oversight, it
appears that a culture of impropriety developed. In defending KRL, Aslam
Beg demonstrates this sort of moral slippery slope:

If a scientist is given 10 million dollars to get the equipment how would he do
it? He will not carry the money in his bag. He will put the money in a foreign
bank account in someone’s name. The money lies in the account for some time,
and the mark-up that fetches may probably have gone into his account. It is a
fringe benefit. It is very logical that somebody contacts a scientist telling him
that ARY Gold determines gold [prices] in the region, so why not invest a
million dollars or have it invested on his behalf? This may have happened. Is it
a crime? No.89

In this sort of environment, no one questioned when Khan’s former son-in-
law and Khan’s uncle received profitable contracts to procure materials
significantly over market rates.90

Third, the few oversight functions that did exist were largely beholden to
Khan directly. While all those entering the nuclear establishment were rigor-
ously screened by four different Pakistani agencies (Inter-Services Intelligence,
Military Intelligence, the Intelligence Bureau, and the Strategic Plans Division),
top officials were screened by their organizations alone. Khan, in effect, was
in charge of vouching for his own activities and those of his closest deputies.
The overseers faced problems endemic for regulators everywhere. For instance,
they appointed military officers approaching retirement to watch over secu-
rity at Khan Research Laboratories. These officers were already planning for
their postretirement income, and were vulnerable to giving Khan autonomy
in an attempt to secure follow-on employment. Khan was able to co-opt the
few key officers that operated within KRL and convince them to look the
other way.91

C

New nuclear states are likely to value the flexibility and speed that comes with
providing a wide-degree of autonomy to their nuclear-weapons establish-
ment. During the early years, nuclear-weapons procurement networks need
to have extensive and quick funding, and extensive auditing can be difficult
when meeting with shady middlemen and corrupt businessmen in out-of-
the-way hotels in Istanbul, Casablanca, or Athens. This programmatic insula-
tion also helps safeguard the nuclear program from external and internal
opponents during early years when the nuclear decision may be controversial.
As Avner Cohen and Benjamin Frankel have noted, “This concealment of a
nuclear weapons program behind the veil of R&D is a bureaucratic device to
avoid hostile scrutiny by critics in the government.”92

This flexibility both has benefits and costs. The KRL, particularly in the
1970s and 1980s, was able to get the job done, while the PAEC seemed
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slower and less able to adapt to international policy shifts. But Pakistan now
must face a western neighbor with a significantly more advanced centrifuge
enrichment program, in no small part because of Dr. A.Q. Khan’s actions. Its
nuclear program has also undergone intense international scrutiny because of
Khan’s actions. Today, because of the flexibility they gave Khan in the past,
the Pakistani government’s freedom to maneuver on nuclear matters has
been constrained. They are captive to Khan’s past promiscuity and now must
demonstrate exemplary nuclear stewardship.

More must be done in private, sensitive circles to learn the lessons of
A.Q. Khan. The United States must also think of creative strategies to help
new nuclear states avoid the mistakes that Pakistan made. Techniques for
materials accountancy and personnel reliability may have prevented Khan’s
nuclear moonlighting, while still allowing for operational flexibility in young
programs. The United States has difficulty, however, in sharing this sort of
information with new states, out of understandable national security con-
cerns and out of a desire to advance international nonproliferation norms.
How do you assist a new nuclear weapons state secure its arsenal without
condoning it? How do you secure a program’s nuclear facilities and person-
nel without increasing risks that arsenals will be placed on higher states of
readiness? How do nations talk about the most sensitive security matters
without endangering their capabilities? The Khan fiasco has stimulated this
discussion. We know now some of the questions. We do not yet know the
answers.
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Throughout much of 2003, 2004, and 2005 the international community
watched in morbid fascination as Iran and the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) waltzed through a halting, reluctant slow-dance, with each
side alternatively pushing the other away in response to unwanted entreaties,
only to then re-embrace in the halting partnership. Chaperoning the
encounter are the European Community, acting as a supportive partner, with
the United States and Israel providing a more darkly threatening partner as
part of the encounter. The song is still playing, though it remains unclear
whether each side will decide to stay until the end of the dance. Many inter-
ested parties await the outcome: the Israelis, the United States, and indeed
the entire Middle East wait in rapt anticipation.

While the international community remains rightfully transfixed on the
prospect of a nuclear-armed Iran, another regional concern now shimmers on
the radar screens of observers watching the unfolding specter of nuclear pro-
liferation in the Middle East. Periodic press reporting throughout 2003–
2005 assert that Saudi Arabia is also seriously considering the acquisition of
nuclear weapons as part of a general reexamination of the assumptions that
have driven the Kingdom’s quest for security over the last 50 years.
Reporting on this issue in April 2005 indicated that the Saudis had begun
talks with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) about the
agency’s “Small Quantities Protocol.” As it has for other states, the protocol
would allow the Saudis to admit the possession of allowable quantities of ura-
nium and plutonium and provide requisite assurances that the material was
not stored in a nuclear facility. Under the protocol, the material would not be
subjected to routine IAEA inspections.1

The prospect of a nuclear-armed Saudi Arabia has been dismissed by many
observers. If realized, however, it would represent a profoundly unwelcome
development for regional security. The fact that the Saudis appear interested
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in a systematic look at the Kingdom’s security strategy is in many ways a
healthy and welcome development. During the 1990s, the United States
unsuccessfully sought to build a structured dialogue with the Kingdom to
address long-term security strategy and the role that the Saudis might play in
a broader regional framework. The Persian Gulf and Middle East have remained
largely impervious to any efforts to promote a more integrated framework of
regional security. Indeed, today’s system of regional security can be best
described simply as American hegemony. In addition to American predomi-
nance, there are many reasons why the region’s states have not organized
themselves in an overarching regional security construct: continued interstate
disputes, lack of a common threat perception, and simple inertia have to be
at the top of any list. Outside halfhearted, but well-intentioned efforts by
the Sultan of Oman, none of the region’s states have assumed the mantle of
leading the region toward military integration and collective security.2

Perhaps times are changing. Saudi Foreign Minister Saud Al-Faisal told
an audience in Bahrain in December 2004 that a new regional security frame-
work needed to be constructed around the following four pillars: (1) a strong,
vibrant Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) in which the members are inte-
grated economically, politically, and militarily; (2) Yemen should be drawn
into the regional framework; (3) a stable and unified Iraq; and (4) the inclu-
sion of Iran in arrangements to maintain security.3 Saud Al-Faisal noted that
the security of the region should not depend on the United States, but
should instead come from guarantees “. . . provided by the collective will of
the international community through a unanimous declaration by the Security
Council guaranteeing the sovereignty, independence, and territorial integrity
of all the countries of the Gulf and promising to act forcefully against
any external threats.”4 Whether or not such soaring rhetoric will be turned
into meaningful action remains to be seen, but the past actions of the GCC
and the Saudis provide little cause for optimism. Indeed, the speech was fol-
lowed by a GCC summit notable for the Saudis’ lack of high-level participa-
tion due to their reported unhappiness with Bahrain’s free-trade agreement
with the United States. The GCC, it seems, is the same as it ever was.

With the region’s largest military boasting a large percentage of the most
modern U.S. defense equipment sold to foreign customers, it seems logical
that Saudi Arabia would seek to insert itself in a leadership role to work with
the region’s smaller and less populous states to fashion a more coherent secu-
rity framework. Saud Al-Faisal’s words notwithstanding, the Saudis’ lack of
enthusiasm for regional collective security has only been confirmed in per-
sistent press reporting, which indicates that they are instead considering a
route taken by other regional states: the acquisition of weapons of mass
destruction (WMD) or nuclear weapons. One particularly interesting report
indicates Saudi interest in three options for ensuring the Kingdom’s security:
(1) seeking the declaration of states in the region to forsake WMD, thus cre-
ating a WMD free zone; (2) acquiring nuclear weapons; and (3) aligning
themselves with an existing nuclear power and placing themselves under that
power’s nuclear umbrella.5
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The Kingdom’s review of these issues—as evidenced by Saudi Al-Faisal’s
December 2004 speech and the related press reports over the previous
36 months—reflects the House of Saud’s obvious reactions to fundamental
changes in the regional security environment. While the Persian Gulf and
wider Middle East has always been noted by strategists for their chronic insta-
bility, events over the last several years have made a bad situation worse. The
Saudis, it seems, have noticed these changes and are taking stock.

Changes to the region’s security environment flow from a variety of
interrelated forces. First came the September 11 attacks, and the unwelcome
attention (at least from the Saudi perspective) in the American press about
alleged Saudi financial support for al Qaeda. At the same time, stories sur-
faced of Saudi sponsorship of religious extremism through the funding of
madrassas in Pakistan and elsewhere preaching a “Wahhabi” fundamentalist
version of Islam to receptive Muslim audiences. The situation seemed partic-
ularly acute in Pakistan, where Saudi financial support for the Madrassas and
the Jihadists during the war in Afghanistan morphed into the Taliban, which
eventually took over Afghanistan and provided al Qaeda with a geographic
base to build an infrastructure to support terrorist operations around the
world.6 While the press and the public justifiably focused on the fact that 15
out of the 19 attackers on September 11 came from Saudi Arabia, this focus
alone might not have been so serious but for the wider context of the U.S.-
Saudi relationship. That wider context was framed by a decade of drift in the
relationship, highlighted by the obvious discomfort of the House of Saud
with the continued presence of U.S. operational forces operating out of Prince
Sultan Air Base. With the presence of these forces seized upon by emerging
domestic political forces in the Kingdom, the House of Saud found it could
not quietly conduct business with the Americans as it had in the past. Moreover,
despite various critics pointing to an alleged cozy relationship between the
Bush family and the House of Saud, it seemed unclear after 9/11 whether
the Bush administration was prepared to continue conducting the relation-
ship on a “business as usual” basis. These strains converged to undermine the
U.S.-Saudi relationship, although just how seriously remains to be seen.7

The March 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq and the declaration by President
Bush that one of the principal objectives of using force in Iraq is somehow to
transform the region into more transparent societies with fundamentally dif-
ferent political and economic systems portends fundamental change that is
anathema to the founding principles of the Kingdom. Rumors accompanied
the Iraq invasion that the United States also sought to establish a military
partnership with a reconfigured Iraq that would act as a potential alternative
to the strained relationship with the House of Saud. Iraq and its 112 billion
barrels of oil reserves could, some argued, replace Saudi Arabia as the United
States’ leading strategically vital partner in the region. The United States is
reportedly developing a number of military facilities in Iraq that could serve
as operational hubs similar to the facilities now in use in Kuwait, Bahrain,
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Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, and Oman.8 On the political front, Bush
administration policy initiatives being advanced under the rubric of the
Middle East Partnership Initiative (MEPI) seek to create new governmental,
political, and economic institutions that will embrace transparency and
accountability. The Saudis have not signed up for any of the MEPI programs
and have not embraced the Bush administration’s broader calls to transform
the region. Perhaps not surprisingly, forcible regime change in Baghdad has
not exactly been embraced in Riyadh. Indeed, a new Shiite government in
Baghdad represents a potential threat to the Kingdom. While important in
and of themselves, the limited municipal elections in February 2005 did not
represent a rush to fundamentally alter the political status quo in the Kingdom
in ways that meet the overarching U.S. goal of advancing the cause of
freedom and democracy in the region.

Unfolding revelations by the IAEA that Iran is engaged in a comprehen-
sive and systematic program to develop fissile material outside of interna-
tional oversight had been long suspected by many. There appears little doubt
in some quarters that Iran intends to develop its own nuclear weapons, going
the route of other regional states—Pakistan, Israel, and India. This program,
in conjunction with its development of long-range missile capabilities, pro-
vides Tehran with the means to hold a variety of regional capitals at risk,
opening the door to a coercive political and military framework designed to
support Tehran’s regional objectives. The prospect of a nuclear-armed Iran
with long-range missiles promises to establish a new strategic factor of con-
cern for states throughout the region seeking to ensure their own security.

Last, but not least, is an emerging and complicated domestic political
landscape within the Kingdom that is forcing the ruling family to play to its
variegated “publics” at the same time it is waging an increasingly active war
against an entrenched militant infrastructure. The impact of internal politics
and the battle against al Qaeda are both factors that are difficult to gauge in
the context of the House of Saud’s decision-making process on how to
ensure its long-term security. Western observers are often quick to dismiss
Saudi domestic politics per se, which are indeed dominated by the House
of Saud. But the House of Saud governs by consensus and has done so suc-
cessfully since the inception of the Kingdom. The process of maintaining
consensus—a process that is largely opaque to all but the best-informed
observers—has become increasingly complicated for the Saudi leadership
over the last decade. The impact of these domestic complications on security
issues is difficult to discern, but can and should be subjected to some
informed speculation by governments that are interested in trying to forestall
the Saudis from acquiring new and threatening military capabilities—be they
long-range missiles or nuclear weapons.

In short, strategic, regional and domestic factors are all combining and/or
overlapping to create a profound security dilemma both for the regime and
the nation. Seen within this framework, it is not surprising that the Saudis
would be giving serious thought on the best and most appropriate way to
ensure the security of the Kingdom in the new century.
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Growing Saudi concern over its security dilemma can be discerned in the
wafts of smoke surrounding this issue, which started appearing in the fall of
2003, with further wisps throughout the winter and spring of 2004. Following
the September 18, 2003 story in The Guardian reporting on the different
options under consideration to ensure Saudi security, the London-based
Saudi daily Al Sharq al-Awsat published an editorial on October 8 titled “Yes,
We Fear Iran’s Uranium.” The editorial, penned by editor Abd Al-Rahman
Al-Rashad, dismissed the idea that the Iranian nuclear program was directed
at threats from the United States and Israel: “The Iranians are enriching ura-
nium to produce nuclear weapons aimed, essentially, at its neighbors, mainly
Pakistan. However, the danger encompasses the other neighboring countries
as well, such as Saudi Arabia, Oman, Iraq, Afghanistan, Turkmenistan and
Azerbaijan.”9 The editorial further opined that

We fear Iran’s intentions in producing nuclear weapons because we understand
very well, given the history of conflicts in the region, that Iran will push us
toward one of the two tragedies: The simpler tragedy is that Iran will ignite the
spark of the nuclear arms race in our poverty-stricken region, whose govern-
ments will begin to purchase these ecologically dangerous toys at an unbeliev-
ably high price. The second tragedy is that the arms race will result in putting
these insane weapons to use.”10

Following the Al Sharq al-Awsat editorial, UPI reported in October 2003
that Saudi Arabia and Pakistan had concluded a “secret agreement on nuclear
cooperation” following a visit by Crown Prince Abdullah to Pakistan.11

According the report, Abdullah and Pakistani leader President Musharraf
agreed to exchange Saudi oil for Pakistani nuclear “know how and expertise.”12

The leaders also reportedly discussed the possibility of Pakistani troops deploy-
ing to the Kingdom, presumably to provide added assurance against external
threats. Other reports went further, suggesting that agreement was reached
during these meetings to station Pakistani nuclear weapons on Saudi soil.13

During meetings in Islamabad in October 4, 2004, Pakistani and Saudi dele-
gations were rumored to have discussed “ways to undertake a joint venture
in the production of arms and ammunition, armored fighting vehicles, mis-
siles and tanks.”14 All recent activity seems consistent with previous Saudi
support for an interest in Pakistan’s nuclear and missile programs, consisting
of alleged Saudi royal family representation at a Pakistani ballistic missile test
in May 2002 and a visit by Saudi Minister of Defense and Aviation Prince
Sultan in May 1999 to the Pakistani uranium enrichment facility at Kahuta.15

Some allege that Saudi Arabia provided Pakistan with critical funding and
other support to help Pakistan absorb the substantial costs of building its
nuclear capability.16

Further commentaries have emerged highlighting the Saudi–Pakistani
connection, as well as a rumored Sino–Saudi connection, stemming in part
from the $3–3.5 billion Saudi acquisition of 40–50 Chinese CSS-2 missiles in
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the late 1980s. Given China’s past history of involvement with the Pakistani
missile and nuclear programs, it is argued, a Sino–Saudi–Pakistani connection
becomes even more plausible.17 A further twist on this line of reasoning has
been offered, noting that Saudi Arabia is now China’s primary source of
imported oil—a relationship that will only become more pronounced over the
next 20 years, assuming the International Energy Information Administration’s
(EIA) projections provide an analytically sound baseline.18 The president and
chief executive of Saudi Aramco, Abdallah Jumah, in fact recently indicated
that the world’s largest oil company would work hard in the years ahead to
increase exports to China.19 The EIA projects that China may be importing
up to 10 million barrels of oil per day by 2020, with most of this coming from
Saudi Arabia and other Gulf producers, a significant increase from today’s
levels of approximately 500,000 barrels per day from Aramco.20 These fac-
tors, in combination with Saudi Arabia’s dangerous neighborhood, might
combine to make a more robust military Sino–Saudi security relationship
attractive to the Al Saud leadership in the years ahead.21 Some analysts go fur-
ther, suggesting that China aspires to replace the United States as the guar-
antor of Gulf security and wants to craft a strategic partnership with the
Saudis as part of such a plan.22

So what is to be made of this reporting? Which of these issues constitute
just smoke, and which are actual fires? Sorting through this flurry of analysis
provides national security academics and professionals with a useful vehicle to
analyze the Kingdom’s security predicament in the new century. The task is
admittedly difficult. There is no open public debate within the Kingdom
about Saudi Arabia’s security strategy, and senior House of Saud princes
rarely talk about these issues in public except to repeat shop-worn statements
of policy. The opaqueness of the issue makes it difficult for analysts to engage
in anything but informed speculation when writing on this issue. Discerning
and deducing Saudi signals and intentions is an at best haphazard process,
but must be attempted nonetheless if the United States and the international
community are to address what may be the next, and arguably most crucial,
proliferation challenge in the region. As part of this process, the Kingdom’s
search for security needs to be framed in a broader context, which can guide
analysts and policymakers to understand the interrelationships between vari-
ous Saudi motivations and interests. Constructing such an analytical frame-
work can then inform strategy and policy aimed at addressing the potential
issue of Saudi proliferation.

The public Saudi position on proliferation and nuclear weapons is clear.
High-ranking officials in the Kingdom have repeatedly renounced interest in
acquiring nuclear weapons, pointing to Saudi Arabia’s accession to the
Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) in October 1988 and its consistent
position calling for the creation of a WMD-free zone in the Middle East.
A press release posted on the Saudi American Embassy website summarily
states: “Reports that Saudi Arabia is considering acquiring nuclear weapons
are baseless and totally false. Saudi Arabia has long advocated for a Middle
East that is free of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and there is no
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basis to change current policies.”23 Deciding to acquire nuclear weapons
would clearly place Saudi Arabia outside its NPT commitments. Recent Saudi
statements confirm these positions. Saud Al-Faisal flatly denied that the
Kingdom would develop nuclear weapons in response to Iran acquiring such
a capability, stating, “We do not believe that it gives any country security to
build nuclear weapons.”24 Such statements have not ended the speculation.
In fact, they seem at odds with indications that the Saudis have expressed
interest in the IAEA small quantities protocol, which would free the Saudis
from reporting up to 10 tons of natural uranium, 20 tons of depleted uranium
(depending on enrichment levels) and 2.2 pounds of plutonium.

Looming CSS-2 Replacement Decision

The Saudis face a near-term “wedge” decision into the proliferation issue:
whether to replace and/or upgrade CSS-2/DF-2 missiles bought from the
Chinese in the late 1980s. The missiles are believed to number between 50
and 60 with conventional warheads, plus a dozen or so transporter erector
launchers that are deployed at two sites with four to six launch pads per site.
The Saudis purchased the missiles in the aftermath of the war of the cities in
the Iran–Iraq war, when the world observed the protracted strategic bom-
bardment of both Tehran and Baghdad. While of limited military utility,
these attacks had a profound psychological impact on the leadership of both
states. The missile purchase followed a decision by the United States not to
sell the Kingdom surface-to-surface missiles. In going to the Chinese, the
Kingdom demonstrated its interest in diversifying its arms sales relationships,
also evidenced in the Saudi purchase of advanced Tornado aircraft from the
British after repeated difficulties in acquiring F-15s from the United States in
the 1980s. But while the Tornado purchase made sense in terms of Saudi
security requirements (given the preeminent role of the Royal Saudi Air
Force in defending the Kingdom), the link between the CSS-2 and legitimate
military requirements always seemed more tenuous. With a 2,650 kilometer
range and a reported circular error probable of nearly a kilometer, it was always
difficult to identify the military utility of such a conventionally armed missile.
This led various commentators to suggest that the missiles were meant to
carry nuclear payloads.

Whatever the reason for the purchase, the Saudis face a looming decision
on whether to replace this aging system. The Chinese are fielding a second
generation, solid propellant missile (DF-21A), which means that training and
support for the liquid-fueled CSS-2 will become increasingly more difficult
and expensive.25 The Saudis thus face a decision on whether to allow the
CSS-2 lapse into obsolescence or replace it with a next-generation system.
The Saudis face a number of different options: (1) phase out the CSS-2
from the force structure and abandon the long-range missile program;
(2) upgrade to a new missile and conventional warhead; (3) upgrade to a
new missile with a nuclear warhead; and (4) opt for a new missile with an
unconventional warhead.
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Choosing among these options forces the Saudis to confront the Kingdom’s
increasingly complicated security dilemma—the heart of which is arguably
the state of the U.S.-Saudi partnership.

A Weakened U.S.-Saudi Partnership

The relationship with the United States has remained at the heart of Saudi
Arabia’s quest for security since the Kingdom’s founder, Ibn Abdul Aziz al
Saud, met with President Franklin Roosevelt in the Great Bitter Lake in
February 1945. That meeting placed a political face on the growing com-
mercial relationship (dating to an oil concession granted to Standard Oil of
California in 1932) and Saudi Arabia’s gradual emergence as the dominant
player in the world’s oil markets.

As it evolved over the second half of the twentieth century, the U.S.-Saudi
partnership became built around a number of critical political, economic, and
military pillars. Some U.S. companies—the ARAMCO partners—would exploit
Saudi oil reserves and build out the Saudi energy infrastructure. At the polit-
ical level, the United States would regard the security of the Kingdom as a
“vital” interest—a commitment conveyed to the House of Saud on a number
of occasions in the post–World War II era—and would use force and / or deploy
forces to the Kingdom if necessary on those occasions when the House of
Saud and the U.S. political leadership agreed that the situation warranted.
The United States would seek to develop Saudi internal and external security
capabilities through sales of defense equipment and training, supported by
the presence of advisory elements to help manage the complicated process of
program management and day-to-day training activities. In return, the Saudis
would use their influence as the dominant supplier within Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and world oil markets to ensure
that crude reached the market in a relatively predictable stream. The Saudis
would generally support U.S. interests in the region, such as the Middle East
Peace process, though it would not take the lead publicly in supporting these
interests. And the United States would not push the Kingdom to implement
substantial internal political or economic reform, leaving the House of Saud
to fill its part of the tacit bargain.

All the central elements of this partnership now appear in question. While
one hears various high-level Bush administration officials make the usual
supportive diplomatic statements about the U.S.-Saudi relationship, there is
little doubt that various parts of the Bush Administration’s national security
bureaucracy—mostly located in the Defense Department—are now openly
questioning the value of the Saudi partnership. Moreover, the constituency in
the State Department’s Near East Asia Bureau that provided important inter-
nal bureaucratic support for the relationship has eroded and been gradually
subsumed by the bureaucratic constituency pushing the Arab–Israeli peace
process.26 Saudi Arabia now has few friends in Congress, and protection of
Saudi territorial integrity and the maintenance of the House of Saud are
no longer routinely described as it was in the past—as a “vital” U.S. interest.
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To be sure, the U.S.-Saudi relationship has always been a marriage of
partners that could not be more culturally and historically dissimilar. But
both parties made a conscious decision to ignore these incongruencies and
work around them to build a security partnership that has actually proven
remarkably durable.27 The partnership arguably reached its nadir in the
1980s when, backed by the CIA and the White House, both countries
embarked on the war in Afghanistan and various other adventures around the
globe to combat an illusory communist menace. Since then, however, the
partnership has drifted into decline as the United States during the 1990s
increasingly focused on solving the Arab–Israeli dispute and containing Iraq
and Iran. This subjected the House of Saud to growing domestic political
pressures stemming from the prolonged presence of operational forces in the
Kingdom.

The September 11 attacks unleashed a torrent of unflattering stories about
the Kingdom’s alleged support for terrorists around the globe, stemming
partly from the fact that most of the hijackers came from Saudi Arabia. But
such stories also grew from the apparently unregulated financial support for
charities suspected of links to al Qaeda. The formulation of these stories iden-
tifies the Saudis as the source of the extremist Wahhabi religious ideology,
which has been aggressively exported throughout the world with active Saudi
political and financial support. Thus, the Saudis, as supporters of extremism
and terrorism, are now regarded as the enemy in the global war on terror.28

The constant battering of the Saudis in the press has taken its toll on those
within the Kingdom’s leadership that would continue to support a strong
U.S.-Saudi strategic partnership.

The Bush Administration’s repeated and forceful enunciations of a strat-
egy to transform the Middle East into a series of democratic states place
additional pressures on the deteriorating Saudi–United States partnership.29

Indeed, one of the implicit understandings of the partnership throughout the
post–World War II era was that the United States would not overtly push the
House of Saud to institute political and economic reforms. Clearly this
understanding is no longer operative, and the Bush administration appears
determined to actively push all countries in the region toward fundamental
political and economic reforms. This places the absolutist monarchy on a
long-term collision course with the United States.

A D R E

At the same time the U.S.-Saudi relationship has been drawn into question,
regional developments have taken a dramatic turn for the worse—at least
from the Saudi perspective. While the death of Yasir Arafat and the emer-
gence of the democratically elected Abas is a welcome step, the last 4 years
has seen the emergence of militant hard liners on both the Israeli and
Palestinian sides that appear uninterested in reconciliation and accommoda-
tion. The sway of these groups, in combination with the United States’ de
facto abandonment of its policy of acting as an “honest broker” in the peace
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process, has created a seemingly permanent landscape of conflict and blood-
shed that feeds a radicalizing (and anti-U.S.) mass psychology that regimes
throughout the region must deal with in their internal and foreign policies.
This is as true in Saudi Arabia as it is in states throughout the region.

The U.S. invasion of Iraq represents another building block on this
already troubled regional landscape. However much the Saudis may have
disliked Saddam Hussein, the prospect of a Shia-led confederated pseudo-
democracy in Iraq (a best-case scenario) can hardly be any less palatable in
Riyadh. The Saudis would face the prospect of a potentially powerful neigh-
bor representing a profound political and religious threat to the Kingdom. A
politically successful Iraq that will inevitably be administered by the Shia
majority would place the Saudi monarchy in a difficult position politically,
putting them under pressure to speed up their own political reform process.
The emergence of a Shia-dominated Iraq also promises to exacerbate the
Saudi regime’s strained relations with Shias throughout the region, but
particularly in the Kingdom’s Eastern Provinces.

Variations on other scenario in Iraq are hardly much better for the Saudis.
The potential splintering of the country into a series of fiefdoms defined
along ethnic, tribal, and sectarian lines creates the prospect of one massive
headache along Riyadh’s unpoliceable northern frontier. The prospect of an
Iraq consumed with ethnic, tribal, and sectarian warfare that also provides a
base of operations for money, men, and materiel that can be funneled into
al Qaeda’s infrastructure in the Kingdom is another facet of the potential
negative outcome of regime change in Baghdad. In sum, it’s difficult to see
an outcome in Iraq that will reduce Saudi Arabia’s threat perception and
enhance the Kingdom’s sense of security.

But if the day-to-day violent spiral in Iraq is cause for concern in Riyadh,
Iran’s apparently inexorable march toward developing its own nuclear capa-
bility represents an even more serious challenge. Iran’s intentions seem clear
to most observers. It has built a redundant and hardened nuclear infrastruc-
ture that is all but impervious to an Osirak-type attack, and its hard-line reli-
gious leadership has repeatedly stated it will neither abandon its nuclear
program nor place it under meaningful international oversight. When placed
in the context of Iran’s mature and apparently successful long-range missile
program, Iran appears positioned to eventually become the world’s next
nuclear power, with the ability to deliver a nuclear weapon out to a range of
1,250 miles. Iran’s August 2004 test of an enhanced Shehab-3 medium-
range missile capable of carrying a 2,250-pound warhead confirmed Tehran’s
capability to reach targets throughout the region, including Riyadh.30 Iranian
officials have repeatedly claimed that its nuclear program is intended to sup-
ply fuel for reactors that can generate up to 7,000 megawatts of electricity by
2020, when Iran’s oil reserves will start to decline.

It is unlikely that the House of Saud would find any solace in the hollow-
sounding claims by Iran’s leadership that it is only developing nuclear power
for peaceful purposes.
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The May 12, 2003 attacks in Riyadh on Western housing compounds and the
ensuing violence over the next 2 years left no doubt that the House of Saud
had finally awakened to the serious threat posed by al Qaeda. The extent
of the al Qaeda network in the Kingdom, which apparently exists throughout
the country from Riyadh, to Medina, to Qasim province as well as the Eastern
Provinces, serves as a cruel reminder that al Qaeda continues to pursue one
of its core missions as articulated by Osama bin Laden: to destabilize the
Kingdom and remove the apostate House of Saud from power. The emer-
gence of an activist militant infrastructure is a complicating factor for the
regime as it contemplates growing uncertainties in the domestic political
environment.

The fight against al Qaeda comes as the royal family is engaged in delicate
negotiations with a variety of different stakeholders inside the Kingdom to
determine the nature and pace of internal political and economic reform.
Petitioners pushing a reform agenda met with Crown Prince Abdullah in
January 2003 in a meeting that was widely publicized, and a copy of the
petition was released to the press.31 These petitioners called for a constitu-
tional system of government with an elected legislature, an empowered and
separate judiciary, and an acknowledgment by the government of a variety of
different rights, including free speech and freedom to form associations, and
an acknowledgement of the expanded role women could play in Saudi
society. While attention within the Kingdom has undoubtedly been diverted
by the internal security situation over the last 24 months, the issue of reform
remains very much in play.

Domestic Politics and National Defense

The complexities of the Saudi domestic political environment and the chal-
lenges facing Crown Prince Abdullah and the Saudi royal family cannot be
underestimated as they mobilize the fight against al Qaeda while simultane-
ously preserving consensus within the royal family and negotiating among
the important players on the political landscape to nudge the Kingdom toward
meaningful reform.

Crown Prince Abdullah has cautiously initiated a domestic political process
that seeks to address the many difficult issues facing the Kingdom: the role of
women in society, a lack of economic diversification, the role of the religious
establishment in governance and reform, and the Kingdom’s role within the
region and its relationship with outside powers. Internal discussions over the
nation’s external security issues are absent from the “national dialogue”
forums held over the last 2 years. Interestingly, however, some of the “peti-
tions” presented to Abdullah by so-called reformers have linked the necessity
of internal reform with the changing external environment. In February
2003, petitioners presented Abdullah with a “National Reform Document”
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that complimented the Crown Prince for stimulating an internal debate:
“It is a commendable course that generated support among a score of your
brothers and sons among the citizens, who are worried about the dangers
facing their country since September 11, 2001. For instance, international
and regional conditions, which its heart our country occupies, are threatened
with military action, intervention in internal affairs and redrawing the whole
regional map.” The petitioners further stated their solidarity with the ruling
family “in facing all dangers which threaten our country’s present and future.
And they see that those dangers require serious reforms to strengthen rela-
tions between the leadership and community.”32 Another related group of
pro-reform petitioners reiterated their concern about the growing terrorist
threat to the Kingdom in their September 24, 2003 letter to Abdullah called
for a rejection of “all kinds of extremism and violence and terrorism” in the
Kingdom.33 It is clear from these and other passages in the petitions that cer-
tain parts of the Saudi domestic political Diaspora recognize the link between
security (both internal and external) and governmental reform and want the
issue openly discussed as part of the process of political reform.

The process of domestic political reform will place security issues as part of
a broader domestic political bargaining framework as the House of Saud nav-
igates between competing constituencies that include rumored internal
schisms within the royal family itself. And while the regime may seek to limit
treatment of an issue that has always been limited to dialogue between senior
members of the House of Saud, it seems clear that the outcome of the strug-
gle for domestic political reform—or retrenchment—could have a profound
impact on the Kingdom’s approach to security strategy.

While the removal of U.S. operational forces from Prince Sultan Air Base
removed a domestic political irritant for the regime, broader treatment of the
status of the U.S. relationship must logically appear at the top of any list of
important domestic political issues. While Saudi Arabia has relied on U.S.
protection for most of the twentieth century due to a conscious commitment
by the royal family, it is unclear that the royal family retains consensus on
this issue. Moreover, it is almost certainly the case that powerful domestic
political constituencies do not want to continue the U.S.-Saudi relationship
on the same basis. Public opinion forms a supporting backdrop on this issue,
in which a variety of different opinion polls show overwhelming disapproval
of U.S. policies and more generally of the United States. The religious estab-
lishment and dissident clerics seem united in this perspective. Consistent
with doctrine of Tawhid, these actors are said to endorse the view that the
United States must be ejected from the region as an apostate, infidel regime
that is engaged in a war on Islam. There is much common ground here
between al Qaeda’s objectives and those of certain elements of the religious
establishment. There are also rumored splits in the family on this issue,
pitting Interior Minister Prince Nayef and others against Crown Prince
Abdullah.34

Recent pronouncements by a collection of dissident clerics calling for the
ejection of the United States from the region bring an added layer of
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complexity to the domestic political landscape.35 In November 2004, these
clerics released a fatwa urging support for the jihadist forces in Iraq battling
the U.S. occupation. The fatwa stated that resistance to the U.S. occupation
in Iraq was legitimate: “. . . resistance is a legitimate right. In fact it is a reli-
gious duty.”36 Several prominent Sunni scholars signed the fatwa, including
Awad Al Qarni, Salman Al Awdah, and Safar Al Hawali. This fatwa followed
a May 2004 pronouncement by Saudi dissident cleric, Nasser bin Hamed Al
Fahad, that provided al Qaeda with a legal justification for using WMD, stat-
ing that “If the nonbelievers are not going to be pushed away from Muslims
unless weapons like WMD are used then it legal to use such weapons to kill
them all and destroy their crops and offspring.”37

These clerics represent new and powerful actors in the Kingdom’s domes-
tic politics, and it is becoming increasingly difficult for the regime to simply
throw these dissident clerics into jail, the regime’s preferred course of action
over the last decade. Two of the main clerics, Saffar al-Hawali and Salman Al
Audah have carved out a role for themselves at the national level. The clerics
are said to represent certain strands of thought that resonate within the state-
sponsored religious establishment and broader conservative elements in
Saudi society.38 While these clerics differ in terms of their support for the
regime, they are more united in their pronounced xenophobic message,
which is both strongly anti-Shia and anti-Western. If the clerics are not united
on the outlines of domestic political reform, they are united in opposition
both to the prospect of a Shia-dominated government in Baghdad and the
United States’ presence in the region, which they believe is aiding and abet-
ting the ascent of the Shias on their doorstep. The House of Saud eventually
must address the contradictions between its partnership with the United
States and the arguments for ending the relationship being advanced by a
powerful domestic political constituency that has been a central pillar of the
regime’s governing structure. The confluence of positions between the dissi-
dent clerics and the religious establishment restricts the House of Saud’s bar-
gaining room on domestic and international issues, since the regime’s
legitimacy stems from its historic pledge to uphold the conservative tenets of
Wahhabi Islam in coordination with the religious establishment.

The shrinking domestic political maneuvering room may be playing a role
in the caution being shown by the Saudis in placing new military orders with
the United States, with no major arms sales since the 1997 purchase of F-15
fighter aircraft. The deteriorated U.S.-Saudi political partnership cannot but
lead to the reemergence of the doubts frequently voiced by the Saudi leader-
ship during the early 1980s, calling into question the reliability of the United
States as a supplier of advanced weaponry. The issue of U.S. reliability
becomes critical given the dependence of the Saudi Arabian Armed Forces
(SAAF) on the continuous flow of spare parts and logistical support from the
United States and the accompanying phalanx of U.S. contractors. Any dis-
ruption in the flow of spare parts and training from the United States will
quickly lead to a deterioration of the Kingdom’s ability to defend itself with
conventional military force.
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The regime’s dependence on the U.S.-supported and supplied Saudi
National Guard (SANG) constitutes another difficult issue. The SANG’s pri-
mary missions of providing regime security and protection of the oil fields
may be even more important to the regime’s survival than combat capabili-
ties of the SAAF. Altering the U.S. security partnership in any way that
leads to a deterioration in the conventional military capabilities provided by
the Ministry of Defense and Aviation (MODA) and Office of Le Program
Monage for Le Saudi Arabia National Guard (OPM-SANG) organizations
only increases Saudi Arabia’s vulnerability to external and internal threats,
making asymmetric capabilities that much more cost effective as a potential
tool to provide security.

House of Saud decision-making on issues related to external defense and
national security traditionally have been exercised by a relatively few actors in
the ruling family. It remains unclear how the senior leadership will address
these new domestic political pressures and the plethora of emerging actors
from across the political spectrum. But all these factors mitigate against a
business-as-usual approach in the Saudi quest for security and suggest a new
and more complicated set of factors that will shape the Kingdom’s security
strategy in the years ahead.

Policy Implications

The opposition of the United States to WMD proliferation is unequivocal,
and a decision to proliferate by Saudi Arabia obviously would have disastrous
consequences for the U.S.-Saudi partnership and the security of the wider
region. The critical question for policymakers and the international commu-
nity must be to identify the instruments of national power that can usefully
influence the House of Saud’s decision-making calculus to prevent a decision
to proliferate. At the outset of considering how to approach the issue, it is
important that U.S. experts recognize a salient but vital issue: openly
acknowledging the gaps in knowledge about the motivations and intentions
of the members of the senior leadership (and other important domestic
actors) that will play a role in shaping Saudi Arabia’s approach to protecting
the Kingdom. The difficulties of penetrating what is largely an opaque decision-
making environment cannot be underestimated as the United States thinks
about fashioning an effective counterproliferation policy. Nevertheless, a few
obvious steps suggest themselves as starting point in shaping such a policy:

� Any approach must address both the internal and external security
environments within the Kingdom to reduce its sense of insecurity.

� Coercive diplomacy and rhetoric directed at Saudi Arabia is likely to back-
fire, providing further ammunition to internal actors calling for a reduced
U.S.-Saudi security partnership. Instead, the United States should quietly
assist the regime’s internal battle against al Qaeda, which can help provide
the House of Saudi with the space to manage the process of internal
political evolution while simultaneously battling the militants.
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� Successfully forestalling Iranian acquisition of fissile material that could be
used for nuclear weapons is obviously a central issue affecting the security
of all regional states, including Saudi Arabia.

� Successful transition to a democratic Iraq must be carefully managed. The
transition should include a no WMD pledge from the Iraqi regime as a
confidence building measure for other regional states.

Placing the U.S.-Saudi partnership on a new footing, based on a realistic
appraisal of the interests of each party, could see a healthier, long-term rela-
tionship emerge. As part of a partnership, the United States should engage
the House of Saud in sustained dialogue on proliferation and security issues.
Such a dialogue might help ease security concerns of the regime as one
element in an integrated approach to discourage proliferation.

C

Saudi Arabia has it own particular nuances that on some levels make it differ-
ent from the other proliferation cases of the modern era: North Korea,
Iran, Libya, Syria, and Iraq. These nuances stem from a variety of factors: the
changed context of the U.S.-Saudi security relationship, a highly unstable
regional security environment that could quickly deteriorate due to events in
Iraq and Iran that are leading to a sense of insecurity in Riyadh, or an unfold-
ing process of domestic political evolution that is making it more difficult for
the House of Saud to govern by its traditional process of maintaining con-
sensus. An appreciation for these nuances is central to crafting a mosaic of
policy initiatives at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. Integrating
these levels, as opposed to a piecemeal-uncoordinated approach, offers the
best chance of success and forestalling a decision by Saudi Arabia to acquire
new unconventional capabilities.
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I

Rumors that Saudi Arabia has acquired or is intending to acquire nuclear
weapons pose a conundrum. Clearly, Saudi Arabia possesses latent nuclear
capability through its nuclear energy program.1 Approaching this conun-
drum through the traditional route of denying a rogue state capability is
redundant because the Saudis can afford to procure a weapon off-the-shelf
and, thus, do not necessarily need to engage in a protracted indigenous nuclear
weapon program. However, no solid evidence has yet appeared that Saudi
Arabia has acquired nuclear weapons.2 To the best knowledge of Western
intelligence, Saudi Arabia has not been a nuclear-armed state since its acces-
sion to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) on October 3, 1988.3

Saudi Arabia is also a proponent of a Middle East Nuclear Free Zone and is
actively involved in the NPT 2005 Review Conference.4 Moreover, the
Saudis have been good to the West. They used their surplus oil capacity
to break the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
embargo in 1974, during the protracted Iran–Iraq war (1980–1988), during
the Gulf War (1990–1991) to make up for the loss of Iraqi and Kuwait oil,
and, most recently, in September, 2001 by sending 9 million barrels of oil to
the United States over a period of two weeks to stabilize the financial markets
against inflation. Despite this act, in 2002, the Defense Policy Board, which
advises the Pentagon, named Saudi Arabia as the key element in the spread of
terrorism from the Arab world, saying that “it is central to the self-destruction
of the Arab world and the chief vector of the Arab crisis and its outwardly
directed aggression.”5

Unsubstantiated rumors and hesitancy aggravate the conundrum since it
is well known that Saudi Arabia has acquired delivery systems for nuclear
weapons, such as CSS-2 missiles from China and F-15 aircraft from the
United States.6 Furthering the conundrum are rumors that Saudi Arabia was
implicated in the funding of Pakistan’s nuclear program and the proliferation
activities of Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan, the former head of the Pakistani nuclear
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weapons program.7 Piecing together these rumors shows that Saudi Arabia
could rapidly become a nuclear weapon state should either domestic or exter-
nal factors, in the perception of Saudi rulers, necessitate such action.8 It fol-
lows, then, that the conundrum is multifaceted for the West on whether
Saudi Arabia has nuclear weapons, how to handle such a situation if it does,
and how to prevent Saudi Arabia from obtaining nuclear weapons if it does
not, and, also, for Saudi Arabia, the key question is whether or not to acquire
nuclear weapons if it has not yet done so.

S M

Saudi Arabia could decide to go nuclear based on one of numerous motives.
The most likely motive would be a deteriorating political and military situa-
tion throughout the Middle East. Clearly, arms control anywhere, including
in the Middle East, is dependent upon the longevity of state leadership and
political systems. A change in leadership either way in any state could change
the status quo. Consequently, deliberations on state leadership are at the
forefront of arms control initiatives. To place the Saudi nuclear conundrum
in perspective of regional acceptance of arms control agreements is also to
note that a nuclear option may be a response to other states’ moves toward
violating treaties. Such treaties reflect the notion of biological and chemical
weapons as being the poor-man’s option to nuclear weapons.9 For example,
Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and Yemen are parties to the Biological
Weapons Convention (BWC), yet Iran, Iraq, and Yemen have contemplated
violating or actually violated the Convention.10

A Saudi decision to go nuclear would be closely linked to its geopolitical
location. Saudi Arabia sits close to the Indian–Pakistani conflict in Asia and
is implicated in the rift in the Islamic world between the Shia and Sunni
sects. Arguably, Asian nuclear instability promulgated Middle Eastern nuclear
instability with the Pakistani nuclear tests of 1998, the creation of the
“Islamic Bomb.”11 The bomb’s existence generates a psychological strength
to the Muslim Middle East that highlights how risks have increased in inten-
sity.12 The existence of such risks is heightened given that Saudi Arabia is in
range of aircraft and missiles already in the arsenals of Iran, Syria, and Israel.
Iran is especially threatening due to its failure to adhere to the numerous
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) requests to monitor its nuclear
energy program.13 If Iran were to acquire nuclear weapons or propose
nuclear ambiguity, then the Saudis may perceive a need to establish a balance
of deterrence through similar acquisition.14 Such a policy decision would
require a follow-on decision on targeting to bolster political/diplomatic
signaling and negotiations. A positive note is that there currently are no
plausible targets for Saudi nuclear weapons. Perceptions, misperceptions,
and paranoia based on the inability to attain 100 percent deterrence and
the inability to secure guaranteed target determination and destruction
could lead to an arms race in the fashion of the Cold War second-strike
philosophy. The United States has cited these developments as evidence of
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the need to increase the salience of global arms control agreements and
institutions.15

A more plausible, longer term Saudi perception of the necessity to acquire
nuclear weapons may well emanate from a global shortage of oil and/or a
dramatic increase in the price of oil due to volatility amongst other oil-
producing states. Entities, whether state or terrorists sponsored by other states,
may wish to seize control of Saudi oil. Although Saudi Arabia has more than
80 active oil and natural gas fields, and more than 1,000 working wells, half
its proven oil reserves are contained in only 8 fields. Ghawar is the world’s
largest onshore oil field and Safaniya is the world’s largest offshore oil field.
Subversive attempts to gain control of these fields could fail, leaving simulta-
neous disruptions on a few sensitive points “downstream” in the oil system.
This could effectively put the Saudis out of the oil business for a prolonged
period and generate a negative effect on oil availability to the West. Such
sensitive points exist on more than 10,000 miles of pipe, both onshore
and offshore, through which oil moves from wells to refineries and from
refineries to ports. Nuclear weapons clearly cannot defend a specific point
but could be perceived as a means to deter a wide range of potential state or
state-sponsored aggressors from even contemplating attacking the Saudi oil
infrastructure.

Clearly, an oil-dependent United States is eager to assure Saudi Arabia of
protection either directly, through the presence of American forces, or indi-
rectly, through an American nuclear umbrella. Such protection, however, is a
double-edged sword and may well be refused in the future. The domestic sit-
uation in Saudi Arabia is unstable due to the presence of al Qaeda terrorists,
Islamic fundamentalists, and segments of the population that are anti-Western.
The survival of the House of Saud as rulers of Saudi Arabia may thus rest on
a nuclear conundrum. Saudi Arabia is apprehensive of an American offer of
nuclear protection due to the lack of evident pressure from Washington directed
against Israel’s nuclear arsenal, even though there is no sign of planning for
an Israeli attack on Saudi Arabia. The various ambiguities in the Israeli pro-
gram and the strength of American forces may well force Saudi leaders to
contemplate the futility of attempting to develop a nuclear option. There is
clearly a lack of valid offense, defense, or deterrence roles for Saudi nuclear
weapons. Hence, the Saudi case for nuclear weapons might revert to a mat-
ter of status and prestige. Such a scenario would pose a further conundrum,
this time for Saudi leaders. The acquisition of nuclear weapons for regional or
global prestige would no doubt invoke antagonism from the international
community, particularly from the United States, which opposes nuclear pro-
liferation and promotes a doctrine of preemption against rogue states. Saudi
possession of nuclear weapons coupled with the intense presence of al Qaeda
in Saudi Arabia would be tantamount to political suicide for the House of
Saud. It was thus no surprise when Saudi Deputy Foreign Minister Prince
Turki Bin-Muhammad dismissed such rumors, noting that Saudi Arabia has
always been known for its position in support of making the Middle East free
of weapons of mass destruction (WMD).16
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Domestic Challenges to the House of Saud

It would be possible to dismiss rumors of Saudi nuclear intent outright were
it not for a singular plausible domestic rationale for the procurement of
nuclear weapons and associated delivery systems. This rationale is based on
the vulnerability and instability of the House of Saud that threatens the very
continuity and stability of the Saudi sovereign state. Nuclear weapons would
not be the first option for the House of Saud to retain control of the Saudi
state, nor would they be the first and only option for succession within the
House of Saud. Frustration and escalation, however, coupled with readily
available resources, could rapidly lead a senior prince to procure a nuclear
weapon off the shelf, perhaps from Pakistan or Russia.

The Saudi economy and its inherent corruption is institutionalized in the
royal family. Rank and office are not the only things that matter within the
House of Saud. Genealogical stratification plays a key role, as well, determin-
ing wealth, influence, and power. The younger and lesser princes tend to
take bribes from construction firms (mostly the Bin Laden family) seeking
government contracts, getting involved in arms deals, expropriating prop-
erty from commoners, and selling Saudi visas to guest workers. This situa-
tion cannot continue indefinitely. Saudi Arabia is running a budget deficit
for the 21st consecutive year, projecting for 2004 a deficit of $15 billion—
11 percent of its gross domestic product (GDP), a public debt of 150 percent
of annual income, a $5 billion aid package from Abu Dhabi, and a per capita
income drop from $28,600 in 1981 to $6,800.17

Such a financial situation has exacerbated the anarchical nature of Saudi
society, alienating Saudi’s traditional merchant class and fledgling middle
class. Thousands of Saudis joined the Fedayeen in Afghanistan and in Iraq.
Furthermore, about a quarter of Saudi Arabia’s population, and more than a
third of all residents aged 15 to 64, are foreign nationals. In Saudi Arabia,
70 percent of all jobs and close to 90 percent of all private-sector jobs are
filled by foreigners, some of whom have openly courted the fundamentalist
Wahhabis and the Taliban and backed radical Islamic causes.18 This popula-
tion has contended that the country’s leaders have failed to protect fellow
Muslims in Palestine and elsewhere and that the House of Saud has let Islam
be humiliated.19

Suspicions about the intent of the Saudi kingdom intensified in 2003 when
the Bush administration blocked the release of a 28-page section of a con-
gressional report on the 9/11 attacks believed to focus on terror funding in
Saudi Arabia. The report identifies Saudi Arabia as the primary source of al
Qaeda funding: “Al Qaeda found fertile fund-raising ground in the kingdom,
where extreme religious views are common and charitable giving is essential to
the culture and, until recently, subject to very limited oversight.”20 A conun-
drum will thus arise for the United States should dissidents in the House of
Saud acquire nuclear weapons to serve as an umbrella for such dissidents.

In response to American pressure, the House of Saud started cracking down
on terrorism. In retaliation, al Qaeda has carried out a concerted bombing
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campaign since May 2003. One crucial, unanswered question is how many
armed militants exist in Saudi Arabia. Authorities claim there are few and that
they are increasingly successful in hunting them down. One Saudi cleric who
claims links to the militants advances a different explanation, suggesting that
there are thousands of militants and the police are being overwhelmed. He
concludes that the Saudi royal family—far from crushing the militants with
an iron fist as King Fahd has promised—will have no alternative but to
negotiate.21 Although the Saudis have rounded up more than 600 suspects
and killed a number of men on a wanted list, attacks by al Qaeda supporters
have continued. Officials say six terrorist cells were identified in the last year,
consisting of about 25 to 30 members each. Perhaps the darkest aspect of
these terrorist incidents is the suspicion of collusion between the attackers
and Saudi security forces.22

Saudi Arabia is ripe for revolution. On June 14, 2004, U.S. Secretary of
State Colin Powell said the recent killings of foreigners in Saudi Arabia were
a direct attack against the Saudi regime and warned that terrorists “were
coming after” the Saudi royal family, trying to destabilize the oil-rich country.
He cautioned on NBC’s Meet the Press program that “It’s not unraveling,
but it’s certainly a dangerous situation.”23

Disputes over succession within the House of Saud are exacerbating the
country’s domestic instability. Similar to the Iranian situation in 1978, the
Saudi government began to fall apart when its leader fell ill. Abdul Aziz ibn
Saud’s son Fahd, who has been king since 1982, suffered a near fatal stroke
in 1995. The royal family went into a panic since most lived off his largesse in
the form of royal stipends. They feared that Crown Prince Abdullah, Fahd’s
half brother, a 71-year-old reformer who was next in line for the throne, would
cut back on their stipends or even eliminate them if Fahd died. Furthermore,
Abdullah has called publicly for democratic reforms, the reining in of the
conservative clergy, and military disengagement from the United States. For
the moment, Fahd lives on with Abdullah in daily control and the rest of
the royal family while financially stripping the country and any worthwhile
private enterprise.

In any power struggle within the House of Saud, the prince that holds a
nuclear weapon and/or missile is likely to be the next king. The lesson thus
learnt is that in order to remain in power, the House of Saud needs protec-
tion and, to become king, a prince needs absolute power. Therefore, the
notion that the House of Saud may seek nuclear weapons, the ultimate tool
and symbol of power as a last resort measure, is not far-fetched. However, a
nuclear device in the hands of the wrong type of prince, such as one who has
close ties to al Qaeda, or even a newly-crowned king without such connec-
tions, would give the United States cause for concern. Hence, the United
States must actively engage potential heirs to the throne and suggest to the
Saudi royal family that a viable alternative to the ambiguity of a Saudi nuclear
program is the maintenance of or entrance into an alliance with an existing
nuclear state that would offer protection.
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The riddle of Saudi Arabia’s Chinese-made CSS-2 missiles has exacerbated
the nuclear conundrum and intensified the need to enforce arms control and
cooperative security. The Chinese-made CSS-2s are the biggest (70 tons)
and longest-range missiles deployed anywhere outside the known nuclear-
armed nations.24 Saudi Arabia may have obtained one or both CSS-2 ver-
sions,—the basic version with a 1,600-mile range or the improved, 2,200-mile
model.25 Either way, the missiles could reach Russia, India, the Balkans, and
Israel. Although the CSS-2’s accuracy is far from pinpoint, the fact that the
warheads will not be conventional still presents cause for anxiety. However,
these volatile, liquid-fuelled missiles have to be maintained to keep them
from rotting and, indeed, will need replacement at some stage. On the one
hand, the possession of such missiles coupled with the lack of information on
their warheads and their whereabouts generates an ambiguity that helps deter
others from threatening Saudi Arabia without necessitating that it actually
possess nuclear weapons. On the other hand, the lack of information on the
location, command, and functionality of these missiles generates a cause for
concern in Washington and London. Neither is overtly optimistic about the
presence of al Qaeda in Saudi Arabia, which could conceivably take control
of any such missiles.

This missile procurement generates a real cause for concern, demonstrat-
ing that Saudi Arabia has the money and connections to purchase any form
of weapon openly or on the black market. Part of the concern stems from the
vulnerability of the House of Saud. This vulnerability may well have caused
Saudi elites to contemplate that they could not trust air-force pilots to under-
take certain missions and, therefore, chose to procure missiles that could not
be recalled once launched and could well be unstoppable.26 Similarly, another
cause for concern is the possibility that the House of Saud lacks the command
and control mechanism to communicate to the missile crews when to use
the missiles. Unsubstantiated rumors that the missiles are still manned by
Chinese missile crews further heighten concerns. Officials in Saudi Arabia are
not providing any clues. In fact, they have said little since 1988, when they
tersely confirmed reports they had bought CSS-2s from the Chinese, to help,
they said, in “propagating peace.”27

Washington was not overtly surprised at the deal to procure such missiles
from China. The West knows full well of the idiosyncratic nature of weapons
trade with Saudi Arabia, where arms merchants try to sell to the Saudi royal
family, a limited company with 200 shareholders. The Chinese deal came as
Washington procrastinated on a Saudi request to buy improved F-15 aircraft.
A frustrated Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the Saudi ambassador in Washington,
flew to Asia and reportedly handed over $2.5–3.5 billion to the Chinese for
60 of the aging, relatively inaccurate “East Wind” missiles.28 Clearly, the Saudi
Prince was: (1) aiming at leverage over America; (2) taking out an insurance
policy should such leverage not succeed; or (3) really convinced that missiles
were a good alternative to manned aircraft. Foreign policy objectives and
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diplomatic continuity with the United States seemed to be of secondary
significance. Such reality provides rationale that the purpose of any nuclear
weapon or delivery system procured by the House of Saud would be to retain
power in the Saudi state—or by a prince who wished to become king.

These scenarios follow a typical Cold War policy of the United States, link-
ing the defense capability of states in the region to the extra-regional provi-
sion of weapons, spare parts, components, and training. Such a supply of
weapons is a traditionally powerful mechanism for the supplier country to
control the military activities of countries in the Middle East and elsewhere.
To be sure, at one stage Saudi Arabia had more fighter aircrafts than trained
pilots. The technological sophistication of U.S. and British weapons has
placed the United States and United Kingdom at the top of its list of suppli-
ers.29 This is of mutual benefit for the provider and recipient. For example,
the BAE sale of Tornado fighter-bombers, known as the Al Yamamah agree-
ment, could total close to £50 billion over its 20-year period.30 However, the
supply of weapons is a limited means of international control by a superpower
over a lesser state. Indigenous manufacture and modifications are difficult to
control, as is the propensity of states to turn to alternative suppliers.31 Clearly,
the lack of solid open-source evidence makes it difficult to draw decisive
conclusions on the presence of any delivery systems.

Even where there is such evidence, there is no second source corrobora-
tion. This could negate the value of the information or it could generate an
ambiguity. An example of this came from the Saudi defector Mohammed
Khilevi, who was first secretary of the Saudi mission to the United Nations
until July 1994. He has claimed that Riyadh has sought a bomb since 1975.
Khilevi claimed that Saudi Arabia had provided financial contributions to the
Pakistani nuclear program, and had signed a secret agreement that obligated
the Pakistani government to provide positive security assurances to Saudi
Arabia. Khilevi has also produced documents in support of his charges that,
between 1985 and 1990, the Saudi government paid up to 5 billion dollars
to Saddam Hussein to build a nuclear weapon.32 According to Khilevi, these
payments were made on the condition that some of the bombs be transferred
to a Saudi arsenal if the Iraqi project were successful.33

Some credence to such a link between Saudi Arabia and Pakistan emerged
in May 1999 when rumors surfaced that a Saudi defense team, headed
by Defense Minister Prince Sultan Bin Abdul Aziz, visited Pakistan’s highly
restricted uranium enrichment and missile assembly factory.34 Reportedly,
Prince Sultan was also briefed by Dr. A.Q. Khan.35 Khan subsequently vis-
ited Saudi Arabia in November 1999 to attend a symposium, “Information
Sources on the Islamic World.”36 The following week, Dr. Saleh al-Athel, pres-
ident of King Abdul Aziz City for Science and Technology, visited Pakistan to
work out the details for cooperation in the fields of engineering, electronics,
and computer science. In 2003, Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf paid a
visit to Saudi Arabia, and Pakistani Prime Minister Mir Zafrallah Khan Jamali
visited Saudi twice. Concerns over possible Saudi–Pakistani nuclear coopera-
tion intensified after the October 22–23, 2003 visit of Saudi’s de facto ruler,
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Crown Prince Abdullah bin Abdulaziz, to Pakistan. Following this visit,
The Washington Times reported that Pakistan and Saudi Arabia had con-
cluded an agreement on nuclear cooperation that would provide the Saudis
with nuclear-weapons technology in exchange for cheap oil. This led Major
General Aharon Zeevi, a senior intelligence officer of the Israeli defense
forces, to claim that the Saudis had gone to Islamabad with the intention of
buying Pakistani warheads to be placed on Saudi land-based missiles.37

Such a Pakistani–Saudi link would fit well within an Israeli evaluation since
Pakistan’s fears of an Israeli–Indian alliance are well known and out in the
open. As India now has a modest nuclear aresenal, this theory posits that
Pakistan is seeking an equalizer to deter India, and weapons located outside
India’s targeting reach offer that possibility. At the same time, because
Pakistan’s other oil sources are located in areas that might be unreliable, a
deal with Saudi Arabia eases fears of an energy boycott or blockade in time of
crisis. Another consideration is that a Saudi nuclear deterrent might also
check Iran, with whom Pakistan has issues, especially over Afghanistan. Thus,
a Riyadh–Islamabad axis would offer both countries a way to check India and
its allies or partners. Furthermore, if one looks at the history of Pakistan’s
nuclear program, there immediately arises the question of Pakistan’s assis-
tance to North Korea. Adding Saudi Arabia to this chain of proliferators
only extends the process of secondary or tertiary proliferation by which new
nuclear powers assist other nuclear “wannabes” to reach that state. To close
the circle, there is also the role of China to consider in Saudi’s nuclear conun-
drum. Beijing has been the main foreign supplier to Pakistan, in addition to
supplying missiles to Saudi Arabia.

The various rumors of linkages between Saudi Arabia and Pakistan with
side-links to China, North Korea, and even Iraq have prompted formal diplo-
matic complaints from the United States. Both the Saudi and Pakistani
governments have denied these allegations. Ahmad Khan, spokesman for the
Pakistani Foreign Ministry, responded by stating that Pakistan’s nuclear
deterrent was for defensive purposes only and was directed toward India.38

S  A C

Given the Saudi nuclear conundrum, the United State is actively pursuing
steps toward regional arms control initiatives. This effort is linked to the ulti-
mate purpose of international arms control regimes throughout the Middle
East: to prevent the use of any form of WMD in the region, to restrict any
regional conflict from escalating outside of the region (such as the launching
of ballistic missiles against European or North American targets), and bring-
ing about an amelioration of local conflicts.39 Such international arms control
regimes rest upon formal diplomacy for their success.40 Saudi Arabia is par-
ticipating in such efforts. It has signed the NPT Treat, it is a proponent of a
Middle East Nuclear Free Zone, and it was actively involved in the 2005
NPT Review Conference. All other Muslim states in the Middle East have
also signed the NPT.
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Despite this positive step, there are also negative steps that could negate
the positive ones and entail escalation toward nuclear weapon acquisition.41

Saudi Arabia has signed the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) but has
procrastinated on participation in the BWC. Saudi Arabia is not alone in
these positions; few states in the Middle East are signatories to these conven-
tions and treaties while even fewer have ratified and adhere to them.42

Problematically, even if all Middle East states had signed and ratified all these
global systems, their value could only be measured in relation to viable means
for verification and monitoring and, indeed, the continuity of the regime that
had signed them. Certain realities cannot be ignored. Equality in conven-
tional capability has not led to mutual deterrence, nor have arms control ini-
tiatives within the region attained a level of cooperative security that would
reduce the frequency and intensity of conflicts.43 The UNSCOM experience
in Iraq clearly demonstrated that, even with the most intrusive inspection and
verification systems44 in the history of arms control, closed totalitarian states
are capable of concealing weapons and facilities for many years.45 Hence, the
dichotomies of mixed signals regarding participation in arms control of
nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons and the rumors surrounding the
Saudi nuclear conundrum pose several questions: Who is actually in control
of Saudi Arabia? Does the right hand know what the left hand is doing? Is this
ruler aware of the mixed signals received in the West? And, most importantly,
does Saudi Arabia already possess nuclear weapons?

C

Of paramount significance in answering these questions, is acceptance of the
fact that Saudi Arabia and its neighbors are not at ease with each other and
that there is not a clear succession in the House of Saud. On the one hand,
the House of Saud could seek an external scapegoat to alleviate its domestic
woes to unite its population. This could lead, on the other hand, to a regional
arms race and escalation with or without actual conflict. In both cases, due to
the necessity of Saudi oil, the seemingly oblivious West continues to prop up
the House of Saud with increasingly sophisticated weaponry. This accentu-
ates the conundrum in a vicious circle. The growing domestic religious fer-
vor in Saudi Arabia mirrors that in prerevolutionary Iran. Part of the
ill-content of the populace has been the nature of Western protection for the
House of Saud. Saudi Arabia, for decades, has permitted the stationing of
American forces on its soil to protect against other bellicose states in the
region such as Iraq and Iran, and to prop up its internal regime. Saudi Arabia
hosts thousands of popular preachers who call openly for a Holy War (Jihad)
against the West. Although the House of Saud is the politically recognized
government, such preachers are accorded popular governance. This places
Saudi Arabia, as an irrationally governed state, on the same level as the
Colombian government. The central government possesses little, if any, con-
trol over large stretches of land and population within its sovereign borders,
yet it commands large amounts of American assistance.
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There is a need to build upon successes and find methods to reverse fail-
ures and strengthen weaknesses. Approaching the 2005 NPT Review
Conference, one sees an overwhelming desire for a Middle East Nuclear Free
Zone. There is an overwhelming desire by certain elites in Saudi Arabia to
participate in this process.46 The failure to get Saudi Arabia to adhere to bio-
logical and chemical controls, and to restrictions and transparencies in these
processes, remains a cause for concern. Understandably, hindering any turn-
about on nuclear proliferation issues are the provocations by neighboring
Iran and Syria, in addition to growing fundamentalist activity in Saudi Arabia
and a dysfunctional House of Saud.

The Saudi nuclear conundrum rests on the following considerations:
struggling arms control approaches by states within the region and by the
global arms control regime; the geopolitical location of Saudi Arabia; such
location vis-à-vis American military forces; the ability of Saudi Arabia to
deliver and target nuclear weapons should it acquire them; the ability of
America to negate such nuclear capability; the positive steps that Saudi Arabia
has taken toward the NPT Treaty and a Middle East Nuclear Free Zone; the
apprehensions of slow progress toward biological and chemical weapons pre-
vention in the Middle East; the domestic vulnerability of the House of Saud;
the threat of the Saudi State to global stability through the relevance of oil;
and specific scenarios that need to be considered should Saudi Arabia decide
to acquire nuclear weapons. If the Saudi oil spigot is shut off—by terrorism,
by a political revolution, or by a regional conflict—the effect on the global
economy, and particularly on the economy of the West, would be devastating.
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Libya’s announcement in December 2003 that it was giving up its weapons
of mass destruction (WMD) and MTCR-class (Missile Technology Control
Regime) missile programs took most nonproliferation practitioners and
observers by surprise. The regime of Colonel Muammar al-Qadhafi had long
been suspected of possessing chemical and, potentially, biological weapons
capabilities. Moreover, the regime’s desire to acquire nuclear weapons was
well documented despite Libya’s status as a nonnuclear weapon state signa-
tory to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and its Safeguards
Agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The gov-
ernment of King Idris had signed the NPT and joined the IAEA in 1968. The
Qadhafi regime later ratified the treaty in 1975 and Libya’s Safeguards
Agreement with the IAEA took effect in 1980.1

Prior to Libya’s announcement there had been a general consensus of
opinion amongst governmental and nongovernmental assessments that—in
the absence of significant injections of foreign technology and assistance—
the country’s technical and scientific capabilities were too underdeveloped to
enable the development and production of nuclear weapons. However, inves-
tigations by the IAEA over the first 6 months of 2004 showed that Libya was
much further advanced in the nuclear realm than previously thought.

The decision to disarm provides an interesting research opportunity. By
comparing what was known about the country’s nuclear program through
open sources prior to December 2003 with the information that has since
entered the public domain, this chapter seeks to cast some light on the value of
open sources in tracking WMD-related issues in the Middle East. It begins
with a brief consideration of open sources in the Libyan context. This is fol-
lowed by an examination of pre-December 2003 assessments of both the intent
and capability underlying the nuclear program. The chapter then proceeds with
a summary of the main revelations that have emerged in the first 6 months of
2004 with the aim of offering a retrospective view of previous assessments.
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The collection and analysis of open-source information can offer certain
advantages to governments and international organizations that seek to pre-
vent proliferation. In particular, open-source analysis can provide a resource-
friendly means to provide contextual awareness, to respond quickly to
unpredicted developments, and to guide to further investigation. However,
the use of such sources also brings with it certain risks, including the poten-
tial for inaccuracy, bias, and disinformation. Obviously, this is a more signifi-
cant issue in countries where the media is subject to state control, as in the
case of Libya.

In the nuclear field, open sources can be useful in assessing both the intent
and capability underlying national nuclear programs. In terms of intent, valu-
able light can be cast on a country’s threat perception and strategic objectives,
the context for nuclear decision-making, as well as relevant bureaucratic and
economic issues. On the capability front, insights can be gained with regard
to the nuclear fuel cycle (including nuclear-related research), weaponization,
delivery options, and supporting industrial infrastructure.

Libya has long been a difficult target for open-source analysis because of
the relatively closed and non-transparent nature of Libya’s society. Historically,
this has translated into a relative lack of English and Arabic sources with rel-
evant and/or significant detail on nuclear-related issues, and a great deal of
repetition across the available material. The dearth of open sources has been
compounded by the fact that nuclear issues are treated with great sensitivity
by governments in all countries regardless of their democratic credentials or
otherwise.

Peaks and Troughs

It is possible to discern peaks and troughs in available open sources from
the 1970s through to 2003, and these appear to reflect different periods
in the development of Libya’s nuclear sector. From the mid-1970s through
the 1980s, for example, a reasonable amount of information was available on
Libyan intentions and capabilities in the civil nuclear sector. This is probably
explained by the Qadhafi regime’s significant efforts during this period to
establish a civil nuclear program through importing the requisite technology
and expertise from abroad. In the field of nuclear research, for example, the
Soviet Union concluded an agreement with Libya in the mid-1970s to set up
the Tajura Nuclear Research Centre (TNRC), including the installation of
the IRT-1 research reactor.2 The Soviet Union rapidly became the “major
force determining the nature and extent of nuclear technology acquisition”
by Libya.3 For its part, the Soviet Union made the reactor deal conditional on
Libya ratifying the NPT and concluding a Safeguards Agreement with the
IAEA.4 In addition to Tajura, Libya also sought the assistance of several
companies and countries to construct a nuclear power plant during the
1970s and 1980s. Particular attention was focused on securing assistance
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from the Soviet Union and companies in Belgium and West Germany.5

Ultimately, Libya’s efforts in the field of nuclear power generation proved to
be unsuccessful.

From the late 1980s to 2003, open sources dried up somewhat in terms of
specific information (although Libyan authors continued to write research-
related papers for science and technology journals). One likely explanation is
that Libya’s nuclear activities went increasingly underground, and further out
of sight, because foreign governments were not prepared to permit the trans-
fer of ostensibly civilian technology and expertise due to Qadhafi’s frequently
stated desire to acquire nuclear weapons. Since Libya’s decision to disarm in
December 2003, a significant amount of highly pertinent material has
entered the public domain due to the publication of findings from various
investigations involving the IAEA and the Royal Malaysian Police.6

P-D  
O-S A

Open sources provided some useful context for understanding the intent and
underlying capabilities of Libya’s nuclear program prior to December 2003.
Although there was a general consensus of opinion that Libya was a “state of
concern” in the WMD field, most assessments concurred that the country’s
ambitions had been hindered by a lack of the necessary industrial infrastruc-
ture.7 A study by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace published
in 2002 stated that, “The true extent of Libya’s nuclear ambitions remains
unclear.”8 This assessment appears to have reflected the regime’s occasional
statements on the desirability of acquiring nuclear weapons, its contradictory
position on nonproliferation and numerous reports that Libya was continu-
ing to pursue the acquisition of nuclear weapons-related technology and
expertise.

Assessments of “Intent”

Qadhafi began to pursue the acquisition of nuclear weapons almost immedi-
ately after he seized power from the government of King Idris in a military
coup in September 1969. However, it was not until the mid-1970s that his
regime began to make specific statements about the desirability of doing so.
In 1976, for example, Qadhafi was reported to have said that, “[a]tomic
weapons will be like traditional ones, possessed by every state according to its
potential. We will have our share of this new weapon.”9

Libya’s pursuit of nuclear weapons was primarily driven by a perceived
security imperative (deterrence), but also for influence and prestige within
the Arab world and on the international stage. In terms of security, the
regime identified Israel’s nuclear weapons and long-range delivery capability
as a significant threat. This was reflected by frequent references to a nuclear-
armed Israel as justification for acquiring nuclear weapons. During a televised
speech to Libyan university students in June 1987 Qadhafi said that,
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“The Arabs must possess the atomic bomb to defend themselves until their
numbers reach one billion, until they learn to desalinate seawater, and until
they liberate Palestine.”10 In November of the same year, the Libyan leader
called for “the manufacture of an Arab atomic bomb, since the Israelis, with
assistance of the United States, France, western nations, and Britain possess
it and target it against every Arab country.”11 The security imperative was
bolstered following U.S. air strikes against Libyan targets in 1986. The
regime became concerned about similar attacks further down the line and it
appears that nuclear weapons were seen as one way to strengthen the coun-
try’s limited ability to deter external aggression.12 In reference to the 1986
attacks, Qadhafi stated in April 1990 that “If we possess a deterrent—missiles
that could reach New York—we would have hit it at the same moment.
Consequently, we should build this force so that they and others will no
longer think about an attack.”13

Libya’s interest in nuclear weapons, and Qadhafi’s frequent calls for the
Arabs to acquire the atomic bomb, also demonstrated the regime’s desire to
increase its influence both in Arab politics and more widely. Following his
seizure of power in 1969, Qadhafi established a political system that has been
described as a combination of socialism and Islam (“The Third International
Theory”) and during the 1970s he began to use oil revenues to promote his
ideology outside Libya.14 Qadhafi promoted Libya as “a defender of Islamic
ideals against Western imperialism” and as a champion of Pan-Arabism
(although in more recent years the regime has increasingly promoted Pan-
Africanism over Pan-Arabism).15 During the 1970s and 1980s in particular,
the Qadhafi regime pursued its ambitions by employing various belligerent
means including regional destabilization.16 The regime sponsored interna-
tional terrorism against American and Western interests, including support
for the Irish Republican Army and the Palestine Liberation Organisation, and
the terrorist bombing of Pan Am 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland in 1988 (for
which UN sanctions were imposed in 1992).17 The regime also espoused
anti-Israel policies and actions, and actively pursued the acquisition of WMD
and ballistic missiles. In doing so, the regime sought to present itself as a
defender of the Arab world against Israel.18 Additionally, according to
Cirincione et al., Libya espoused “the cause of radical Arab nationalism” in
its pursuit of WMD.19 In June 1995, for example, Qadhafi called for the
acquisition of “Arab” nuclear weapons to counter U.S. hostility and Israel’s
nuclear arsenal. Specifically Qadhafi said, “Peace will also be in danger as long
as there is no balance and nuclear deterrence in the region, in that the Israelis
possess more than 200 nuclear warheads while the Arabs do not have a single
one. The Arabs should posses this weapon to defend themselves. It would be
legitimate and for the sake of peace.”20 This statement was made in response
to the indefinite extension of the NPT and reflected similar views espoused
by the Syrian regime.

From the late 1990s, the regime made very few specific statements about
Libya acquiring nuclear weapons. This appeared to reflect the regime’s
efforts to reintegrate Libya into the international community and to achieve
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a rapprochement with the West by moving away from its belligerent past.
However, at least one exception was an interview with Qadhafi in March 2002
on Al-Jazirah in which he said, “We demanded the dismantling of the weapons
of mass destruction that the Israelis have; we must continue to demand that.
Otherwise, the Arabs will have the right to possess that weapon.”21

The most notable example of the regime’s increasingly moderate approach
on the international stage was its decision to give up the two suspects in
the Pan Am bombing. This move resulted in the suspension of UN sanc-
tions in April 1999. In September of the same year, Libya further demon-
strated its desire to engage positively with the outside world by hosting the
Organization of African Unity conference. The United States Department of
Defense reported in January 2001 that Libya’s moderation reflected the fact
that Libya’s economy “has suffered from the cumulative effects of years of
socialist-oriented policies that allocate substantial resources to grandiose
industrial schemes, low worker productivity, and a weak non-petroleum
industrial base.”22 Following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001,
Qadhafi made several antiterrorist statements and Libya has reportedly pro-
vided intelligence to the United States on al Qaeda.23 By September 2003,
Libya had sufficiently modified its behavior for the UN Security Council to
lift UN sanctions against Libya, although France and the United States
abstained from the vote. One of the final pieces in the jigsaw of Libya’s
rehabilitation had been the regime’s recognition of responsibility for the
Pan Am bombing and an agreement to pay compensation to the victim’s
families.24

The regime’s efforts to reintegrate Libya into the international commu-
nity help to explain the relatively few statements made by the regime on
nuclear weapons since the late 1990s. In addition, two specific developments
appeared to demonstrate that the regime might have begun to moderate its
ways on WMD. In November 2002, Libya decided to join the International
Code of Conduct Against Ballistic Missile Proliferation (ICOC), the only
country of proliferation concern to do so. ICOC requires its signatories to
provide annual declarations on ballistic missile and space-launch vehicle poli-
cies, as well as advance warning of rocket launches.25 Moreover, during an
interview with the American news network ABC in August 2003, Qadhafi
invited inspections from international organizations, including the IAEA, to
visit Libyan industrial sites that could be used to make biological or chemical
weapons. Qadhafi said this was the “correct approach.”26

Assessments of “Capability”

Prior to December 2003, it was widely believed that Libya had not, despite
more than three decades of effort, proceeded particularly far in acquiring a
nuclear weapon capability. To a large extent, the country’s relative lack of
progress in developing a robust nuclear infrastructure—by importing tech-
nology from abroad—was a result of the regime’s contradictory position on
nuclear weapons possession.
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While open sources provided some useful context on underlying capabili-
ties, the illicit activities associated with the reinvigoration of Libya’s nuclear
program from 1995 onward were buried too deeply and did not register on
the open-source radar screen, until revealed in 2004.27 Nevertheless, pre-
December assessments drew attention to Libya’s two-track approach to
nuclear-weapons acquisition pursued from 1969 to 2003.

The first track involved attempts to purchase a nuclear-weapon capability
“off-the-shelf” from foreign governments as well as from the black market
during the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. According to available open sources,
Libya reportedly approached the following governments at various times:
China (1969–1971),28 France (1976),29 India (1978)30 and the Soviet Union
(late 1970s). Other reports also drew attention to Libyan efforts to acquire
nuclear weapons via the black market in 1976,31 1981,32 1992,33 and 1994.34

The second and most significant track involved Libya’s efforts to acquire
the technology and assistance from overseas to build the domestic infrastruc-
ture required to develop a nuclear weapon indigenously. This approach was
pursued from the mid-to-early 1970s through late 2003. It focused primarily
on procuring key elements of the nuclear fuel cycle (notably uranium enrich-
ment and plutonium separation/reprocessing capabilities) and the nonnu-
clear components required for weaponization and delivery. However, there
was a general consensus of opinion among governmental and nongovern-
mental assessments that, in the absence of significant and sustained injections
of technology and assistance from overseas, Libya’s technical and scientific
base was too underdeveloped to enable the development and production of
nuclear weapons. There were numerous examples of such assessments.35 For
example, the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment noted in 1984 that,

Despite Libya’s well-advertised intentions to acquire nuclear explosives and its
willingness to use oil money to purchase any type of nuclear technology possi-
ble, its nuclear ambitions are severely limited by the weakness of its technical
manpower base and lack of coherent planning and research programs.36

Over a decade later in 1997 the U.S. Department of Defense noted similarly
that,

Libya’s nuclear program remains in the embryonic stage . . . Since it is unlikely
that Tripoli could produce a weapon without significant and sustained foreign
technical assistance, Qadhafi reportedly is trying to recruit nuclear scientists to
assist in developing nuclear weapons.37

In 2001, a report by the U.S. Defense Threat Reduction Agency noted
that Libya fell into the ranks of

Countries that are believed to harbour interests in nuclear weapons but lack the
necessary technical and/or financial resources to acquire or develop
them . . . For Libya to acquire nuclear capabilities and build a nuclear infra-
structure, it would take a great deal of foreign assistance.38
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Numerous open source reports prior to December 2003 referred to
various attempts by Libya to secure nuclear-related technology and expert-
ise from abroad. Some pertinent examples from the available literature
included procurement efforts targeted on the following countries: India
(1977–1978),39 Venezuela/Lebanon/Italy (1980),40 Brazil (1984),41 West
Germany/Belgium (1988),42 United States/West Germany/Italy (Late
1980s),43 Greece/United Kingdom,44 Germany (1991),45 United States/
Netherlands/Germany (1991–1992),46 China (1992),47 Tajikistan (1992),48

Kazakhstan (1995),49 Turkey/Switzerland (1996),50 Malta (2000),51 Iraq
(1995, 1998, 2002),52 North Korea (2002)53 and Iraq/North Korea (2002).54

There were also numerous reports on Libyan–Pakistani collaboration in the
nuclear field.

Reports about Libyan–Pakistani interactions are particularly interesting
given recent revelations about the role played by the proliferation network of
Pakistani scientist A.Q. Khan in supplying Libya. It appears that the two
countries began to discuss potential nuclear collaboration in the period
1973–1975. One source noted, for example, that Libya signed “some form
of nuclear accord with Pakistan” in 1973.55 However, another source claimed
that talks between the two countries on nuclear cooperation began in
1974–1975.56 There was a consensus of opinion about the nature of this
cooperation in the second half of the 1970s. In short, it appeared that Libya
wanted to obtain technology and expertise from Pakistan that was relevant to
the development of nuclear weapons and, in exchange, Libya was prepared to
provide financial assistance to Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program as well as
quantities of yellowcake originating from Niger. Several open-source reports
suggest that cooperation between the two countries during the mid-to-late
1970s was based on the solid relationship that developed between Qadhafi
and then Pakistani President Ali Bhutto.57 However, relations between the
two countries deteriorated subsequently and nuclear cooperation reportedly
stopped after President Bhutto was overthrown and executed in a military
coup.58 According to a study published in 1988, Libyan cooperation in the
nuclear field lapsed after Bhutto’s execution although there were attempts to
resurrect it afterward.59 Writing in 1981, Rodney Jones noted that there may
have been “a secret, personal agreement between Bhutto and Qadhafi, which
expired with Bhutto.”60

It appears, then, that cooperation between Libya and Pakistan diminished
significantly in the late 1970s or early 1980s. Moreover, it was unclear
exactly what Libya actually received from Pakistan during this early period.
According to one report, for example, Libya tried to secure Pakistani assis-
tance in acquiring “hot cell technology and training in order to acquire a
capability to extract plutonium from uranium that was irradiated in a reac-
tor.”61 Another source noted a steady increase in the number of Pakistani
nuclear scientists visiting Libya from 1975 onward.62 A subsequent agree-
ment reached between Libya and Pakistan in 1989 reportedly covered
exchanges of information and cooperation in the sphere of nuclear research.
The agreement reportedly provided for Pakistani nuclear engineering
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specialists to work at the TNRC and for Libyan personnel to be trained in
Pakistan.63 A later report referred to the training of 18 Libyan engineers at
the Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology.64

There was limited open-source information available prior to December
2003 on whether Libya was developing either a clandestine uranium enrich-
ment capability or an illicit plutonium separation capability. Most of the infor-
mation available related to reports about potential foreign assistance. In the
enrichment field, reports focused on potential assistance from foreign countries
including Pakistan (late 1970s to early 1980s),65 Belgium (1982–1986),66

Argentina (1983),67 Tajikistan (1992)68 and Iraq (1995).69 In September
2002, information on an ongoing nuclear link between Libya and Pakistan
and North Korea was leaked to the media by the Israeli government. It was
reported in Ha’retz on September 12 that Israeli “experts” believed Libya
may be cooperating with Pakistan and North Korea in its effort to acquire fis-
sionable material, for nuclear weapons purposes through, uranium enrich-
ment using centrifuges.70 A week earlier it had also been reported that Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon had said, “[t]here might be Saudi money
involved” in Libya’s nuclear [weapons] program, but this had not been con-
firmed.71 Further, reports of Israeli-origin, in September 2002, noted that
Libya and North Korea had signed an agreement for the “mutual develop-
ment of nuclear weapons” at a meeting in Tripoli between North Korean
representatives and Qadhafi in July.72

Similar to enrichment, there were very few open sources that drew atten-
tion to Libya’s potential interest in developing a plutonium separation capa-
bility, and the available information was dated and limited in scope. Some
reports referred to the regime reportedly approaching several countries at
different times to acquire technology and knowledge applicable to separa-
tion. These countries included Argentina (mid-1980s),73 India (late 1970s)74

and Pakistan (late 1970s to early 1980s).75 While these particular reports
were short on detail, it was known through open sources that the TNRC
housed hot-cell facilities associated with the Soviet-supplied IRT-1 research
reactor, which could potentially be used for plutonium separation.76

A R V

Since Libya’s decision to disarm, a significant amount of very specific infor-
mation has entered the public domain vis-à-vis the country’s nuclear program.
The IAEA, the Royal Malaysian Police, and various national governments
have released the majority of this information into the public domain as a
result of investigations.

Revelations since December 2003

In the first half of 2004, it emerged that Libya had been engaged in unde-
clared nuclear activities for over 20 years and that these activities were rein-
vigorated in July 1995. Libya has benefited substantially from the acquisition
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of technology and expertise from the transnational proliferation network
established by Pakistani scientist A.Q. Khan, although, other suppliers have
also been implicated.

In the enrichment field, Libya had been pursuing the development of gas-
centrifuge technology from the early 1980s. In 1997, thanks to the A.Q. Khan
network, the country began importing 20 preassembled L1 centrifuges
and components for an additional 200 L1 machines. In late 2000, Libya
began progressively installing three L1 centrifuge cascades (comprised of 9,
19, and 64 units) at its Al Hashan facility. For security reasons, the cascades
were dismantled in April 2002 and then boxed and moved for storage at
Al Fallah. Subsequent testing identified low enriched and highly enriched
uranium contamination on the floor of the L1 test area at Al Hashan, as well
as on centrifuge parts and equipment. In September 2002, Libya also acquired
two L2 centrifuges. Moreover, the initial components of an order for 10,000
L2 centrifuges began to arrive in Libya in December 2002. It has also been
revealed that foreign experts had trained Libyans on centrifuges.77 In addi-
tion, Libya had imported uranium hexafluoride from foreign countries,
including North Korea.78 On the plutonium front, it has emerged that
between 1984 and 1990 Libya fabricated several dozen gram-scale uranium
oxide and uranium metal targets and irradiated them in the IRT-1 research
reactor at the TNRC. Thirty-eight of the targets with about 1gram of ura-
nium each were dissolved and radioisotopes extracted using ion-exchange
methods, or solvent extraction, at hot cells in the radiochemical laboratory at
TNRC. (Forty additional targets were irradiated but not processed.) Very
small quantities of plutonium were separated from at least two of the tar-
gets.79 It has also been revealed that Libya acquired in late 2001 or early
2002—via the A.Q. Khan network—documentation on nuclear weapons
design and fabrication, including engineering drawings related to nuclear
weapon components.80

With the revelations of the past 6 months, it is useful to compare what was
known through open sources about Libya’s nuclear program and ambitions
prior to December 2003, and what has since entered the public domain.
Prior to the decision to disarm, open sources certainly provided some useful
context for understanding the intent and underlying capabilities of Libya’s
nuclear program. However, the illicit activities pursued primarily from 1995
onward were buried too deeply and did not register on the open-source radar
screen. The only exceptions were in 2002, with limited reports of Israeli-
origin on the potential role of Pakistan and North Korea in providing nuclear
assistance to Libya.

Open-source indicators were somewhat contradictory in the 18 months
prior to December 2003. On the intent side, there were relatively positive
indicators in that the regime continued to pursue its policy of reducing
Libya’s international isolation, including the decision to join a security
and confidence building measure in the form of the ICOC. However,
recent revelations about Libya’s procurement activities since the mid-1990s
demonstrate that, while the regime was continuing to reengage with the
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world, it was also seeking to move forward with the development of nuclear
weapons.

Information on the A.Q. Khan network, which emerged in 2004, has val-
idated the pre-December general assessment that Libya would have to receive
significant and sustained injections of foreign technology and assistance to
make real progress on the nuclear front. Indeed, it is now evident that Libya’s
procurement of technology via the network was enabling the country to
begin initiating a step-change in its program to develop the capability to
produce fissile material for nuclear weapons purposes.

Shortly after the decision to disarm was announced, a BBC report referred
to Western diplomatic sources believing that Libya “had been trying to kick-
start its nuclear program by gathering a team of nuclear experts from ex-
communist states in Eastern Europe.”81 It is worth noting that several open
sources had previously cast light on Libya’s nuclear connections with such
states. A 1984 report noted that because of its lack of facilities for advanced
study in nuclear fields, Libya would be dependent on study programs abroad,
particularly in East Bloc nations, for many years to come.82 Moreover, a report
in February 1986 said that a “group of East German nuclear engineers was
reported to have arrived in Libya” to work at the TNRC.83

Relevant information on several of the organizations and facilities visited
by the IAEA since December 2003—because of their actual or potential role
in Libya’s nuclear weapons program—was also previously available in open
sources. Although this information did not indicate any illicit activities, it did
provide some useful context for understanding Libya’s potentially relevant
scientific and technical infrastructure. Notably, open sources provided some
information on the National Board for Scientific Research (NBSR), which the
IAEA has recently identified as the “entity in charge of the nuclear weapons
programme” in Libya.84

The NBSR was formerly known as the National Authority (Academy) for
Scientific Research (NASR), which was set up in 1981 “to formulate and
supervise” national research policy, to “fill in gaps in research not tackled by
any existing research institutes and centres,” and to “technically coordinate
research carried out at research centres.”85 Several research centers estab-
lished under NASR (NBSR) were also investigated by the IAEA: the Industrial
Research Centre (IRC), the Centre for Remote Sensing and Space Science
and, more obviously, the TNRC. Open-source information on all of these
organizations was also available prior to December 2003. For example, the IRC
was set up in 1984 to develop industrial research and to manage the country’s
mineral resources. The organization includes several laboratories and also
has its own website.86 Moreover, the website of the TNRC provided useful
information on its scientific and technical capabilities.87 Additionally, personnel
based at the center also published relevant research in various journals.88

The NBSR also acts as the umbrella organization for the Arab Development
Institute (ADI).89 Although not mentioned in the recent IAEA reports on
Libya, the regime reportedly focused much of its nuclear activities during the
1970s and 1980s on the ADI. According to one source published in 1983,
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the ADI reportedly recruited scientists from Baghdad, Beirut, Damascus,
Cairo, and other Arab science centers by attracting them with large salaries,
housing, and excellent work conditions.90 Another source noted that the
“Libyan-funded” ADI of Beirut reportedly hosted a conference in October
1981 on nuclear technology in developing countries.91

C

Prior to Libya’s announcement that it was giving up its WMD programs,
there was a general consensus of opinion among open-source assessments
that, in the absence of significant and sustained injections of foreign technol-
ogy and assistance, the country’s technical and scientific capabilities were too
underdeveloped to enable the development and production of nuclear
weapons. This opinion was certainly validated as a result of IAEA investiga-
tions in Libya during the first 6 months of 2004. Indeed, Libya was much
further advanced in the nuclear realm than previously thought. It can be con-
cluded from this case study that, even in relatively closed and non-transparent
societies, open sources can provide useful insights into the political, strategic,
and economic context in which national decisions are taken on nuclear-
related issues in both the civil and military sectors. Moreover, such insights
can generate important knowledge and understanding of the various factors
(security, military, economic, cultural, and regional) that can be addressed to
reduce the threat posed by regional proliferators, such as Qadhafi’s Libya.
However, care must also be taken not to take open sources at face value. For
example, while it was evident in the open sources that Libya was moderating
its ways vis-à-vis the international community from the late 1990s onward,
this was also the period during which the regime was beginning to make
significant progress in its nuclear weapons program.

The Libyan case also demonstrates that open sources are more limited in
tracking and understanding activities related to the most sensitive aspects of
nuclear-weapons programs including uranium enrichment, plutonium sepa-
ration, and weaponization. While it is possible to generate pertinent informa-
tion on legitimate civil capabilities and activities that may underlie a nuclear-
weapons program (as in the case of Libya), most key proliferation-relevant
transfers and activities are likely to be buried too deeply and therefore beyond
the scope of open sources. In this respect, it seems that on-site verification
and unrestricted access to all potentially relevant sites are the only ways to
reach conclusive assessments of peaceful intent in the nuclear or broader
WMD fields.
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C   R?

Robert S. Litwak

The year 2003 was a watershed in which two important precedents for
nonproliferation policy were set. In March, U.S. and British military forces
invaded Iraq to coercively disarm that country of its presumed weapons of
mass destruction (WMD) stockpiles. In undertaking this action after a bit-
terly contentious United Nations Security Council showdown, the George W.
Bush administration made the explicit argument that nothing short of
complete regime change could achieve this objective because of Saddam
Hussein’s unrelenting intention to acquire these unconventional capabilities.
The Iraq war was the first historical instance in which regime change was
employed as the means to achieve nonproliferation ends.

In the immediate aftermath of “major combat operations” in Iraq, admin-
istration statements suggested the possible continuation of this muscular
approach in dealing with Iran and other “rogue states.” But in December,
only 8 months after the fall of Baghdad, the British and U.S. governments
jointly announced a startling revelation: that secret negotiations had yielded
a commitment by Libyan leader Mohammar Qadhafi to verifiably relinquish
his country’s covert WMD capabilities. President Bush stated that, by this
commitment to conform to international nonproliferation norms, Libya had
“begun the process of rejoining the community of nations.”1 Administration
officials were quick to link the Libyan development to the Iraq war, arguing
that the decisive use of force to topple the Hussein regime had precipitated
Qadhafi’s decision.

Two alternative nonproliferation models were manifested in these 2003
cases: in Iraq, a change of regime; in Libya, a change in a regime. What are
the lessons and implications of these precedent-setting experiences for the
future development of effective nonproliferation strategies—most immedi-
ately, to address the Middle East region’s ongoing nuclear crisis in Iran?
Such analysis must be grounded in a thorough understanding of two key
concepts and the policies that have flowed from them. The first is the concept
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of “rogue states” in U.S. post–Cold War foreign policy, a problematic
category whose core group has included Iraq, Libya, and Iran. The second is
the important, but nebulous concept of “regime change,”—a term that came
into public prominence during the contentious debate leading up to the
2003 Iraq war.

R S, R C,
 P

Rogue States

Although the contemporary usage of the term “rogue state” gained currency
in the 1990s, its conceptual and policy antecedents date to the Cold War era.
Prior to 1980, the term, as well as its synonyms “outlaw” and “pariah” state,
was used to denote those countries, such as Idi Amin’s Uganda and Pol Pot’s
Cambodia, that violated international norms relating to the treatment of
their own people. Thus, rogue status was rooted in internal behavioral crite-
ria. A shift in these defining criteria began in 1980, however, when the State
Department inaugurated its list of state sponsors of terrorism. In addition,
the 1980s witnessed the increased proliferation of WMD and their means of
delivery to third world countries, most notably in the Middle East, where
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq used chemical weapons and ballistic missiles against
Iran in its attritional 8-year war. These two factors relating to a country’s
external behavior—the use of terrorism as an instrument of state policy and
WMD acquisition—emerged in the 1980s as the key criteria defining “rogue
state” status. After the Gulf War, a hot war that coincided with the end of the
Cold War, Iraq was the archetypal “rogue state.”

With the demise of the Soviet threat, U.S. defense planning focused on
“major regional contingencies” in the Persian Gulf and Northeast Asia
involving rogue states. Moreover, the William Clinton administration ele-
vated the concept by integrating it into its overarching foreign policy frame-
work. That grand strategy was a classic Wilsonian policy, pursued under the
rubric of “engagement and enlargement,” by which the United States would
seek to forge a pacific international order through the global proliferation of
democratic political systems with market economies. Within this framework,
Clinton administration officials enunciated a four-tier typology of states in
the post-Cold War international system: advanced industrial democracies,
emerging democracies, failed states, and, finally, “rogue states.” Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright stated that “dealing with the rogue states is one of
the great challenges of our time . . . because they are there with the sole pur-
pose of destroying the system.”2

The Clinton administration’s policy of lumping together and demonizing
a disparate group of states was pursued primarily as a political mobilization
strategy to build support both at home and abroad for tough measures
against these regimes. But it suffered from three major liabilities. First, the
term “rogue state” was an American political rubric without standing in
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international law. Because it was analytically soft and quintessentially political,
this pejorative label was applied selectively and inconsistently. Syria, for example,
was a state that met all of the stated criteria for “rogue” status: it possessed
WMD capabilities and was on the State Department’s terrorist list. Yet, Syria
was pointedly not referred to as a rogue state because of its importance to the
Middle East peace process. Second, the rogue state approach incurred signif-
icant political costs. During the second Clinton administration, the policy
emerged as a major source of contention with America’s closest allies:
Europe, Japan, and Canada. The focal point of this dispute was the use of
extraterritorial sanctions in U.S. legislation, such as the Iran–Libya Sanctions
Act (ILSA), against foreign firms doing business with “rogue states.” Third,
the translation of the rogue state concept into policy sharply limited strategic
flexibility. The assertion that these countries constituted a distinct class of
states, and the use of this ambiguous term for political mobilization purposes,
pushed policymakers toward a one-size-fits-all strategy of comprehensive
containment and isolation. Once a country was branded a “rogue” or
“outlaw” state and placed in that category, critics viewed any deviation from
hard-line containment as tantamount to appeasement. In practice, however,
the rogue state approach came up against hard political realities. In the case
of Iran, for example, reformist President Mohammed Khatami’s surprise
election in May 1997 transformed the political context within that country.
Khatami proposed a “dialogue between civilizations” in January 1998, and
Secretary Albright responded favorably the following June with a call for
the two sides to develop a “road map” to improved relations. The designa-
tion of Iran as a rogue state reduced the Clinton administration’s political
space to respond to developments in the country and alter its approach
toward the Tehran regime from comprehensive containment and isolation.

On balance, the strategic liabilities of the rogue state policy outweighed
whatever utility it had as an instrument of political mobilization. In June
2000, the State Department announced its decision to expunge the term
“rogue state” from the U.S. foreign policy lexicon in favor of the infelicitous,
but more diplomatically sounding “states of concern.”3 In explaining this
shift, spokesman Richard Boucher stated that “the [rogue state] category has
outlived its usefulness. . . . It’s not really a change in behavior or policy or
what we’re doing as much as it is finding a better description, or a better
description because a single description, one size fits all, doesn’t really fit any
more.”4 The Clinton administration’s jettisoning of the concept as a basis for
policy was intended to facilitate the development of an alternative approach:
differentiated strategies of containment and engagement that would take
into account the unique circumstances of each of these countries relegated to
the rogue state category.5

The newly inaugurated Bush administration restored “rogue state” to the
U.S. diplomatic lexicon in February 2001 in the context of its advocacy of
national missile defense, but did so without specifying which particular states
fell under that category.6 In the Bush administration’s pre-9/11 policies, two
important underlying assumptions, earlier articulated by Condoleezza Rice
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in a 2000 Foreign Affairs article, were evident. The first was a political prog-
nosis concerning their future trajectory and long-term prospects for survival.
Rice observed that the historical process of democratization and the exten-
sion of market economies have unfolded, “some states have been left by the
side of the road.” She argued that “[t]hese regimes are living on borrowed
time, so there need be no sense of panic about them.” The second was that,
in addressing the threat posed by rogue states, “the first line of defense
should be a clear and classical statement of deterrence—if they do acquire
WMD, their weapons will be unusable because any attempt to use them will
bring national obliteration.”7 After the September 11 terrorist attacks, these
threshold assumptions about rogue states would be viewed differently—as
Secretary Rumsfeld put it, “through the prism of 9/11.”8 In his January
2002 State of the Union address, President Bush further upped the political
ante when he identified Iraq, Iran, and North Korea as an “axis of evil.”9

National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice stated that, despite the grouping
of these states under this emotive rubric, the United States did not have a
“cookie cutter” policy in addressing their diverse challenges. But critics ques-
tioned whether the administration had a mindset that would preclude mean-
ingful policy differentiation.

Regime Change

At the heart of the debate over policy differentiation is the question whether
the United States objective is regime change or behavior change vis-à-vis this
disparate group of states. The policy tension between these two objectives
has been evident in the U.S. debate over “rogue states” since the end of the
Cold War. The Iraq war reinforced the widespread, but misleading connota-
tion of regime change as representing a sharp split between old and new.
Instead, for policy analysis, the term should be viewed as embodying a
dynamic process that occurs along a continuum of change. Total change,
whether through war (as with Germany and Japan in World War II) or revo-
lution (as in China and Iran) that not only removes the regime leadership but
also transforms governmental institutions is rare. More commonly, the
degree of change is limited as when a newly elected political party undertakes
a significant policy shift or when one leader supplants another in an authori-
tarian regime. Leadership is perhaps the key determinant of change, affecting
its pace and extent, or indeed influencing whether it will be undertaken at all.
Strikingly, the most important instance of regime change in the latter half of
the twentieth century was accomplished through neither revolution nor war
in the Soviet Union under President Mikhail Gorbachev. Gorbachev’s grand
strategy, a form of regime change by internal evolution, was to integrate a
transformed Soviet Union into the liberal international order forged after
World War II from which the USSR had been substantially isolated.

This dynamic view of regime change in rogue states has important implica-
tions for strategy development. George Kennan’s containment strategy took
for its premise a concept of political change in the Soviet Union: containment
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was essentially a balance-of-power exercise to check Soviet power until the
internal contradictions of that society precipitated internal change. Likewise,
U.S. strategies toward “rogue states” must be informed by realistic assess-
ments of the alternative political trajectories that these states might take and
the probabilities of those trajectories. Is regime collapse imminent? Can it be
externally induced? Is a “soft landing” to reintegrate a nation into the inter-
national system possible? These various concepts of societal change create a
critical threshold assumption for strategy development and implementation.
For U.S. policymakers, the dilemma is that the issue of WMD proliferation,
which may require urgent near-term attention, is embedded in the broader
one of the future evolution of those countries. The nonproliferation compo-
nent must be consistent with that broader strategy for political change in the
target state, but the two approaches are likely to be operating on different
timelines.

The link between the issues of regime change and proliferation raises a
fundamental question. Is the character of a rogue state regime the key deter-
minant of proliferation? In the case of Iraq, the Bush administration made the
explicit argument that the achievement of durable nonproliferation was con-
tingent on the overthrow of the Saddam Hussein regime. But the proposi-
tion that proliferation is linked to the character or type of the target state’s
regime is refuted by history. Proliferation is not unique to a particular type of
regime, whether democratic, authoritarian, or military. The current roster of
nuclear weapon states, as well as those seeking to acquire nuclear weapons,
represents the full range of regime type. Democratization, which some have
argued is a constraint on proliferation, can increase political transparency and
accountability, as well as facilitating open debate and scrutiny of motivations,
but will not, of itself, restrain proliferation. Indeed, a majority of the states in
the nuclear club are established democracies. Proliferation arises not from
regime character but from a range of domestic and international or systemic
factors that affect a regime’s motivations and, thus, its intentions. Regime
intention, not regime type, is the lead proliferation indicator.

I: N  
R C

After the “axis of evil” speech and the fall of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan,
the Bush administration made the case for military action against Iraq. The
President’s September 2002 speech to the UN General Assembly endeavored
to make the case for war based on international law, specifically the Iraqi
dictator’s flouting of multiple Security Council resolutions. But the war was
eventually undertaken without the legitimacy that UN authorization would
have provided because of political deadlock over the inherently contentious
issue of regime change. Rather, the war was often framed in the public debate
in terms of the Bush administration’s September 2002 National Security
Strategy document, which had elevated military preemption against terrorist
groups to official U.S. doctrine.10
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Since the end of the 1991 Gulf War, which ejected Iraqi forces from
Kuwait but left Saddam Hussein in power, the question of regime change had
been at the heart of the U.S. debate over Iraq. The widespread belief was that
the Iraqi dictator’s defeat in Kuwait would lead to his ouster from internal
forces, such as a military coup. Contrary to that threshold assumption about
the post–Gulf War period, Saddam Hussein’s unexpected political survival
exacerbated over time the tension between the competing goals of regime
change and policy change in U.S. strategy. The crux of this tension was UN
Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 687, which established a ceasefire and
mandated Iraq’s WMD disarmament, but did not authorize regime change.
Both the Clinton and the Bush administrations believed that the achievement
of the disarmament provision of UNSCR 687 would necessitate regime
change, but knew that this ambitious objective went far beyond the interna-
tional consensus. Their dilemma was how to reconcile the contradiction
between the twin goals of UN-mandated behavior change and U.S.-preferred
regime change in Iraq. The effort to do so led to tortured formulations such
as the one offered by President Bush during the contentious UN debate
preceding the 2003 Iraq war: “the policy of our government . . . is regime
change—because we don’t believe [Saddam Hussein] is going to change.
However, if he were to meet all the conditions of the United Nations . . . that
in itself will signal the regime has changed.”11

The policy tension between the objectives of behavior and regime change
turned on the core issues of state sovereignty and the legitimacy of external
intervention, and is the key factor accounting for the profound differences
between the 1990 and 2003 UN debates on Iraq. A broad international con-
sensus within the Security Council and beyond to expel Iraqi forces from
Kuwait was forged with relative ease because Saddam Hussein had trampled
on the cardinal norm in international relations: protecting state sovereignty.
In comparison, the notion that the Security Council would authorize military
action in 2003 was highly problematic because the United States and Britain
were arguing that the enforcement of Security Council resolutions would
necessitate regime change. In short, the 1991 Gulf War was waged to restore
Kuwaiti state sovereignty, while the 2003 war entailed the precedent-setting
negation of Iraqi sovereignty. Viewing Iraq “through the prism of 9/11,”
the Bush administration made the contentious decision to shift U.S. strategy
from comprehensive containment to rollback.

While the question whether Iraq’s WMD disarmament necessitated
regime change was a matter of major contention before the 2003 war, a con-
sensus existed that Saddam Hussein would order the use of whatever WMD
capabilities he possessed to counter a regime-change invasion by the United
States. This thinking was informed by the 1991 experience, when Iraq
deployed chemical munitions and Saddam Hussein, according to postwar
information received by UNSCOM (the United Nations Special Commission),
may have pre-delegated authority to commanders to use this unconventional
capability in certain contingencies. In 1991, Saddam Hussein may well have
concluded that his WMD capabilities had deterred the U.S.-led coalition
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from marching on Baghdad to overthrow his regime.12 In the 2002–2003
debate, this analysis of the Iraqi dictator’s decision-making, as well as
UNSCOM’s final January 1999 report detailing WMD stocks whose
destruction could not be verified, led to the conclusion that Saddam Hussein
possessed unconventional weapons and would use them to preserve his
regime. The assessment that Iraq possessed unaccounted WMD stocks was
shared even by those states, including France and Russia, which opposed the
war option. The twin surprises of the 2003 war were that Iraq did not use
WMD against the U.S.–U.K. invasion, even in the defense of regime survival,
and that, after Saddam Hussein’s ouster, no WMD caches were discovered.
Among the various hypotheses offered to explain the absence of WMD stocks
in Iraq, former UNSCOM chief Rolf Ekeus offered the highly plausible
explanation that Saddam Hussein retained only a “breakout capacity” to per-
mit rapid production of biological and chemical weapons, which are difficult
to store for long periods.13 This explanation is consistent with the interim
report of the Iraq Survey Team, which offered a similar explanation. David
Kay, then directing the team, concluded that Saddam Hussein never gave up
his intention to acquire WMD and was attempting to circumvent UNSCR
1441, the Security Council’s final disarmament resolution, which had threat-
ened “serious consequences” in the event of Iraqi non-compliance.14 A
related hypothesis, extrapolating from the 1991 experience, is that Saddam
Hussein actively sought to maintain ambiguity about the state of his WMD
capabilities, rather than fully comply with UNSCR 1441, because he believed
that such uncertainty might provide deterrence against a U.S. attack.

Although WMD stocks were not discovered in Iraq after the 2003 war, no
one seriously disputed that Saddam Hussein retained the intention to acquire
unconventional weapons when circumstances permitted. The major question
bearing on Iraq’s long-term disarmament is whether the ouster of the Iraqi
dictator has likewise removed the motivations that might lead a successor
regime to reconstitute that country’s WMD programs. In brief, were Iraq’s
WMD programs a manifestation of Saddam Hussein’s megalomania (as man-
ifested in his pervasive cult of personality), or did they arise from deeper
sources embedded in Iraq’s strategic culture that might affect a successor
regime’s calculus of decision? A strategy to achieve durable WMD disarma-
ment in Iraq must distinguish between proliferation motivations specific to
Saddam Hussein and broader factors derived from the country’s “strategic
personality”—the long-term geographical, historical, and cultural forces
that uniquely shape each state’s worldview.15 Saddam Hussein’s ouster
from power was therefore a necessary, but not sufficient condition for the
achievement of durable nonproliferation in Iraq.

U.S. Policy Prescriptions

The full panoply of policy instruments, which has historically played a vital
role in stemming global proliferation, can be employed to prevent the
reactivation of Iraq’s motivations to acquire WMD. A critical element of this
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strategy, one that should accompany the appropriate reconstitution of Iraqi
conventional military forces, would be U.S. security assurances. Such moves
with Iraq to address the long-term proliferation challenge must also be com-
plemented by efforts to positively shape the broader regional security envi-
ronment. Most notably, Iran’s acquisition of nuclear weapons would create
“a regional prisoners’ dilemma” that would compel a counterresponse from
any Iraqi successor regime regardless of its political character. A new regional
security framework will be needed to stem long-term proliferation pressures.
An opening for a U.S. security dialogue was created by the overthrow of
Saddam Hussein, whose regime long constituted Iran’s proximate threat,
but domestic political impediments on both sides have precluded that possi-
bility. Washington continues to regard Iran’s behavior as confirmation of its
status as an “axis of evil” country while, for Iran’s theocratic regime, the
administration’s demonizing rhetoric, in tandem with the major U.S. mili-
tary deployments in the region, provides cause to maintain its clandestine
nuclear-weapons program.

The war for regime change in Iraq was regarded by some Bush adminis-
tration officials as a demonstration exemplifying the new National Security
Strategy. That attitude was reflected in one official’s assertion that “Iraq is
not just about Iraq. . . . It is of a type.”16 But that begged the question as to
what lessons others should draw from the conflict in Iraq.

The administration’s message has been mixed because of the persistent
internal policy divide over whether the U.S. objective toward “rogue states”
should be regime change or behavior change. Hard-liners regarded the Iraq
war as a stark example that could compel other “axis of evil” members to give
up their WMD capabilities to avoid Saddam’s fate. By contrast, administra-
tion pragmatists viewed this preventive war not as an application of the new
National Security Strategy’s preemption doctrine, but as an extraordinary
remedy for a unique case. Their concern was the characterization of the Iraq
war as “of a type” could create an incentive in Iran and North Korea to con-
tinue, and even accelerate, nuclear weapons production in order to deter a
U.S. attack to achieve regime change.

In an important April 2003 speech just after the fall of Baghdad, President
Bush continued to emphasize the regime change theme. “By a combination
of creative strategies and advanced technology,” he declared, “we are redefining
war on our terms. . . . In this new era of warfare, we can target a regime, not
a nation. . . . Terrorists and tyrants have now been put on notice, they can no
longer feel safe hiding behind innocent lives.”17 The Bush administration’s
claim about “redefining war” was based upon a revolutionary military capa-
bility that can eliminate a state’s ruling regime without inflicting major civil-
ian casualties. Other administration statements to increase pressure on North
Korea, Iran, and Syria accompanied Bush’s speech. Syria was dubbed an “axis
of evil aspirant,” according to a senior State Department official, and was
publicly accused by Secretary Rumsfeld of “hostile acts” for supporting the
Saddam Hussein regime.18
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In the aftermath of the 2003 war, administration hard-liners signaled their
support for regime change strategies. One official told the Los Angeles Times
that the message from Iraq for Iran’s theocratic leadership was “Take a
number.” Yet despite this visceral preference, the administration faced seri-
ous practical constraints—military, geopolitical, economic, and domestic
political—that preclude the replication of the Iraq model elsewhere. The fail-
ure to find WMD caches in Iraq triggered a profound credibility crisis for the
U.S. intelligence community that will affect attitudes, particularly in the UN
Security Council, in future crises. The hard reality of these constraints has
prompted the Bush administration, reluctantly, to execute a pragmatic pivot
in policy: a shift from its preferred strategy of regime change and preemption
to the alternative of deterrence and reassurance of regime survival. The Iraq
war set a precedent as the first instance of nonproliferation objectives being
pursued through regime change, but may also well be the high water mark of
the Bush administration’s National Security Strategy.

L: N  
C   R

The surprise December 2003 announcement in Washington and London
that Libya would disclose and dismantle its WMD programs has prompted
debate over the contending explanations for Qadhafi’s action. Realist
proponents of the Iraq war, and the muscular approach to nonproliferation
underlying it, pointed to the demonstration effect of the United States’
regime-changing “shock and awe” military campaign that had “redefined
war.” Liberal internationalists emphasizing the importance of the nonprolif-
eration treaty regime and traditional nonmilitary policy instruments attrib-
uted Qadhafi’s move to a decade-long desire to end his pariah status and reap
the tangible benefits of reintegrating Libya into the world community.
Because Libya is an opaque society and decision-making resides in the hands
of one man, the attribution of causality is inherently problematic. The ana-
lytical challenge is to employ the qualitative methods of target state analysis
to gain a more thorough understanding of Libya’s “strategic personality.” In
the particular context of the 2003 announcement, the identification of the
key internal and external determinants can permit an assessment of the rela-
tive importance of specific external and internal factors, as well as their com-
plex interaction, in Libyan decision-making.

After seizing power in a 1969 coup that abolished the Libyan monarchy,
Qadhafi moved to consolidate unchallenged domestic political power, while
pursuing an activist foreign policy that burnished his reputation as a third
world firebrand. The United States imposed unilateral economic sanctions in
1973, and Libya became a charter member of the State Department’s list of
state sponsors of terrorism when it was inaugurated in 1979. During the
1980s, Libya continued activities in the two key areas—terrorism and WMD
acquisition—that would later lead to its designation as a “rogue state.” The
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Ronald Reagan administration had a tough declaratory policy backed by
strong action. President Reagan called Qadhafi “evil” and dubbed Libya and
the other state sponsors of terrorism as an international version of “Murder
Incorporated.” Libyan complicity in a Berlin discotheque bombing that
killed an American serviceman triggered a U.S. bombing strike against
targets in Tripoli and Benghazi. Reagan administration claims that the Libyan
raid would deter Qadhafi were dashed by the bombing of Pan Am 103 in
December 1988, a terrorist action whose investigation took some time to
link directly to Libya. Qadhafi’s refusal to extradite two suspects in the
bombing led to the imposition of limited UN economic sanctions to exert
pressure. These multilateral sanctions had the advantage of political legiti-
macy and collective action, but did not go as far as the United States advo-
cated. The Europeans and other states dependent on Libyan oil rebuffed the
tougher U.S. proposal for a total oil embargo. The UN sanctions had a lim-
ited economic effect, but the ban on commercial air travel heightened Libya’s
isolation and tangibly symbolized the country’s international pariah status.
The UN sanctions regime took effect as Qadhafi was adjusting to another
major external shock: the demise of the Soviet Union, Libya’s superpower
ally, and the emergence of the United States as a “hyperpower” in the
post–Cold War era.

These systemic developments were unfolding as Qadhafi faced both reli-
gious and secular political opposition during the 1990s.19 As in other Middle
East countries, notably neighboring Algeria, Islamists, such as the Islamic
Martyrs’ Movement and the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group, mounted a
destabilization campaign to topple the regime. The secular opposition was
fueled in large measure by the economic downturn triggered by the sharp
decrease in the global price of oil and by the regime’s gross incompetence in
delivering basic governmental services. This mismanagement was com-
pounded by Qadhafi’s major expenditures in support of various revolution-
ary and liberation movements around the world. The Libyan regime’s
financial inability to maintain adequate state support for core societal interest
groups—the Army, young technocrats, and the urban poor—led to civil dis-
content, which occasionally manifested itself publicly (as during a 1996 soc-
cer match and a 1993 military coup attempt). Qadhafi effectively utilized his
internal security forces to brutally suppress the regime’s opponents.

Libya’s religious and secular opposition posed a significant challenge to
the regime in the 1990s, but did not fundamentally threaten its ouster.
Qadhafi recognized, however, that revitalizing the country’s stagnant econ-
omy could dampen political opposition, at least from secular groups moti-
vated by basic standard-of-living concerns, even if the Islamists remained the
regime’s implacable foes. Western analysts of Libyan foreign policy behavior
widely attribute this domestic economic exigency, further exacerbated by the
United States’ adoption of additional unilateral sanctions under ILSA, as a
basic motivation underlying Qadhafi’s policy reevaluation. This process
resulted in Libyan dictator’s concerted diplomatic efforts in the late 1990s to
resolve the Pan Am 103 case and, more broadly, end his regime’s links to
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international terrorism. In 1999, Libya expelled the Abu Nidal organization
from Libya and accepted a deal negotiated by the UN Secretary General to
turn over the two indicted suspects in the Pan Am 103 bombing for trial in
The Hague that, in turn, led to the suspension of UN sanctions. Qadhafi had
reportedly first offered to surrender the suspects in return for the normaliza-
tion of relations with the United States, a condition rejected by the United
States and Britain as falling outside the pertinent UN Security Council reso-
lution. This linkage proposal apparently reflected a fundamental concern on
Qadhafi’s part, perhaps exacerbated by the “rogue state” rhetoric, with
respect to the United States’ basic objective vis-à-vis Libya: behavior change
or regime change?

Libya’s Change of Heart

The 9/11 attacks offered an opportunity for Qadhafi to further improve rela-
tions with the United States on the basis of their shared interest in opposing
al Qaeda and other Islamic extremist groups. A month after the attacks, U.S.
and Libyan officials met in London to explore possible cooperation on
counterterrorism. The post-9/11 thaw created a favorable political environ-
ment in which the Pan Am 103 case could move to resolution. In August
2003, the Libyan government told the United Nations it “accept[ed]
responsibility for the actions of its officials,” one of whom had been
convicted in The Hague, and offered $2.7 billion in compensation to the
victims’ families. This move led to the lifting of UN sanctions, but the U.S.
and British governments retained some bilateral sanctions that affected the
Libyan oil sector. The Pan Am 103 resolution occurred against the backdrop
of secret negotiations in London over Libya’s WMD programs, which
had begun in March 2003 following the invasion of Iraq.20 Qadhafi seized
the opening to improve relations, and Libya’s WMD programs were an
impediment to that process coming to fruition.

Libya’s compliance with terrorism and nonproliferation norms was a pre-
requisite for that country’s full reintegration into the international system.
Those tangible economic carrots for compliance contrasted starkly with the
stick of regime change employed in the Iraq war. According to Italian Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi, Qadhafi admitted in a phone conversation, “I will
do whatever the Americans want, because I saw what happened in Iraq, and
I was afraid.”21 Additional pressure came from the Bush administration’s
Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI), which led to the interdiction of a ship,
the BBC China, bound for Libya with nuclear components procured
through rogue Pakistani physicist A.Q. Khan’s smuggling network. This
operation compelled Libyan officials to acknowledge the existence of a clan-
destine nuclear program, which they had previously denied in the London
talks. In its December 19, 2003 announcement, Libya agreed to verifiably
dismantle its chemical and nuclear program, to accede to International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspections, and to join the Chemical
Weapons Convention (CWC). In March 2004, Prime Minister Tony Blair
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visited Tripoli to meet Qadhafi and, a month later, the Bush administration
lifted economic sanctions.

Lessons from the Libyan Case

The Libyan agreement was noteworthy in four key respects. First, the nego-
tiation was an example of “conditional reciprocity” in which a benefit or con-
cession conferred by one party will be reciprocated by the other. But in this
case, significantly, the process of implementation was completely front-
loaded on the Libyan side. That is, Libya disclosed its WMD capabilities and
completed the process of dismantling them before the United States and
Britain responded with their promised reciprocal action.

Second, this nonproliferation decision, whether influenced by external
events or not, was taken indigenously on the basis of a change of intention on
Qadhafi’s part. He evidently concluded that the utility of relinquishing
Libya’s WMD capabilities was greater than the benefits of other possible
proliferation motivations, such as prestige or the need for a deterrent. It is
difficult to envisage circumstances under which a Qadhafi successor regime
would revisit this issue.

The central issue of proliferation intention leads to the third major point.
The crux of the December 2003 agreement was an assurance of regime sur-
vival by the Bush administration to Qadhafi. One can logically posit that the
accord could have unfolded in the absence of the demonstration effect of
the Iraq war. Target state analysis of Libya reveals significant domestic factors
that for several years had prompted Qadhafi to seek an exit from the sanctions
regime. But one cannot logically argue that the breakthrough would have
occurred in the absence of a U.S. security guarantee. The United States, in
the words of one observer, was “willing to take yes for an answer” and eschew
the objective of regime change in return for this profound change in the
regime’s behavior. External pressure, such as sanctions and the PSI, which
raised the costs of Libyan noncompliance with nonproliferation and terror-
ism norms, were a necessary but not sufficient condition for change. Indeed,
if the Bush administration had rejected the provision of a security guarantee
to Qadhafi, his incentive would have cut precisely in the opposite direction,
toward the retention and perhaps even acceleration of his nuclear program to
deter a U.S. attack.

Fourth, a key component of strategy development is the concept of social
change in the target state upon which it is based. So, in the transformed con-
text of U.S.-Libyan relations, what is that concept of social change anchoring
current strategy? The answer has not been explicitly stated by administration
officials, but is implicit in President Bush’s statement about Libya having
“begun the process of rejoining the community of nations.” That implicit
strategy to promote social change in Libya is classic engagement. In this
conception, the very process of reintegration (or, in Alexander George’s
term, “resocialization”) will entail economic interaction with the outside
world, necessitating the extension of the rule of law and modes of political
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transparency, which will promote a positive societal evolution. In the case
of Libya, a successor generation, which includes Qadhafi’s own son (who
reportedly played a supportive role in Libya’s recent diplomatic turn) and a
rising cadre of young technocrats, could lead this change in the country’s
civil society. Qadhafi will no doubt attempt to manage this process in order
to attain the economic benefits of reintegration while attempting to control
its political consequences. A “soft landing” for Libyan society could well
mean a “hard landing” for the Qadhafi regime and those associated with it.

P I

The Iraq and Libya cases set important nonproliferation precedents. Whether
they lead to durable outcomes remains to be seen. History indicates that
regime intention rather than regime type is the leading proliferation indica-
tor. Thus, the overthrow of the Saddam Hussein will not necessarily yield
long-term nonproliferation if other non-regime-specific motivations are not
addressed. Indeed, one could make the argument that those non-regime-
specific factors are more likely to affect a successor regime in Iraq, which is
situated in a rough regional neighborhood, than in Libya, which faces no
proximate regional threat.

The Iraq model of coerced disarmament through externally imposed
regime change does not resolve the issue of long-term intention. Despite the
muscular rhetoric from some quarters of the Bush administration immedi-
ately after the fall of Baghdad, major military and political constraints on the
United States’ ability to employ this approach in other hard cases, notably
Iran and North Korea, soon became evident. Those constraints have led to
the pragmatic pivot in Bush administration policy from a strategy of preemp-
tion and regime change to the alternative of deterrence and reassurance of
regime survival.

The Libyan case is an example of that approach and may have lessons
applicable in other cases. Perhaps the most important lesson Libya could pro-
vide is that successful reintegration is possible. The United States’ willingness
“to take yes for an answer”—to forego the objective of overt regime change
in the face of meaningful behavioral change—could affect the calculus of
decisions with other “rogue” regimes watching this process play out. The
Libyan breakthrough has been followed by a dichotomized public policy
debate in which that outcome has been attributed either to the Iraq war or to
domestic factors affecting the Qadhafi regime. The central importance of the
U.S. carrot in the form of a security assurance is logically unassailable. The
Iraqi dictator would have had no incentive to forego his WMD programs in
its absence. But, such analysis should not dismiss the importance of U.S.
coercive instruments in the form of multilateral sanctions and WMD inter-
diction through the PSI, which significantly raised the costs for Qadhafi to
persist in behavior contravening international norms.

The twin Iraq and Libyan cases have important implications for how U.S.
policymakers implement strategies of coercive diplomacy in the post–9/11 era.
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Since nonproliferation challenges are embedded in the broader question of
the long-term political trajectories of the target states, those strategies must
be informed by sound concepts of societal change. Those concepts constitute
critical threshold assumptions for strategy development.

In the case of Iran, for example, the Bush administration has given up on
President Khatami as an agent of change and has focused instead on the
country’s energized civil society. Some officials even suggest that Iran is in a
proto-revolutionary state comparable to Eastern Europe in 1989 or Iran
itself in 1979. But Iraq in the 1990s is a cautionary counterexample where a
regime managed to retain political power despite predictions of its overthrow
or collapse. An alternative strategy for Iran is premised on target state analy-
sis concluding that the reformers may eventually gain the political upper hand
or that “pragmatic hard-liners” within the theocratic regime may be willing
to cut a deal to ensure regime survival. In short, strategy must be premised
on a hard analysis of the target state’s plausible future trajectory, not on the
vain hope of regime collapse.

In addressing Iran’s nuclear challenge, because the Iraq model is not a
practical option and regime collapse is not imminent, the Tehran regime
should be presented with a structured choice and not be pushed into a choice
through U.S. rhetoric and actions. That choice is between the tangible ben-
efits of behavior change and the penalties for noncompliance. This mix of
incentives and penalties for noncompliance with international norms should
be used to induce Iran to choose the option of behavior change. Leaving the
regime a political exit by providing a security guarantee of nonaggression and
noninterference would be a central element of this strategy. The remaining
open questions are whether the United States could win multilateral support
for punitive measures in the event of Iranian noncompliance and whether the
Tehran regime, as a member of the “axis of evil,” would find credible a U.S.
assurance of regime survival.
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Michael Friend

While the formal treaty-based nonproliferation regime has been in effect in
the Middle East since its inception—Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Libya, for example,
all signed the NPT in 1968—efforts to deal with the growing threat of the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in the Middle East
were considerably intensified after the Iran–Iraq War of 1980–1988 and the
Gulf War of 1991. Only a few years later, however, frustrations with the lim-
itations inherent in multilateral and diplomatic approaches to the problem
led the William Clinton administration to develop the set of policies and
programs dubbed “counterproliferation.” Both nonproliferation and coun-
terproliferation techniques have been tested recently, most obviously in Iraq.
However, the lessons of Iraq should not be analyzed in isolation. Muammar
Qadhafi’s extraordinary and welcome decision to end Libya’s WMD programs
voluntarily and the alarming revelations about undeclared Iranian nuclear
activities require that this extraordinarily complex set of developments be
examined comparatively. Are Iraq and Libya two entirely different cases?
What can they tell us about the relative utility of counterproliferation measures
and the classic nonproliferation regime?1 How can they assist us in dealing
with the challenge posed by the alarming progress of the Iranian nuclear
program and the potential Syrian WMD threat?

Counterproliferation seeks to find proactive ways to achieve what the
diplomatic and international legal means, afforded by classic nonproliferation
instruments, do not or cannot. The 1996 Department of Defense (DoD)
policy directive, which largely remains in effect today, covers a spectrum of
activities ranging from bolstering the effectiveness of existing nonprolifera-
tion activities to measures that would be necessary in the event of actual
use of WMD by an adversary state or terrorist group. In spirit, counterprolif-
eration seeks solutions outside the multilateral diplomatic framework of
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nonproliferation treaties and export control regimes. Originally, however,
counterproliferation was seen as complementing and strengthening classic
nonproliferation measures. Yet, given the frustrations and failures of the
nonproliferation regime over the last 15 years, an understandable temptation
arose to rely heavily on counterproliferation and to deemphasize the impor-
tance of classical nonproliferation measures. Thus, current U.S. national
strategy to combat WMD, as outlined in NSPD-17, is premised on a view
that “traditional nonproliferation has failed,” and that we are now “going
into active interdiction.”2 More recently, however, the Bush Administration
has begun to pay greater lip service to “the diplomatic track.” It is placing
counterproliferation efforts, such as interdiction, in the broader context of a
“comprehensive nonproliferation strategy.”3

I

Iraq is perhaps the most important case study for the purposes of this
argument. This is because efforts to control Iraq’s WMD program have, over
time, seen the use of nearly the full range of nonproliferation and counter-
proliferation techniques. Long viewed as exhibit A in the case against the effi-
cacy of the purely nonproliferation approach to the problem of WMD, the
discovery of Saddam’s Hussein clandestine chemical, biological, and nuclear
weapons programs, after the first Gulf War, was probably the single most
important factor behind the Clinton Administration’s development of coun-
terproliferation policy. Moreover, the bitter experience of United Nations
Special Commission (UNSCOM), pointed incontrovertibly to the conclu-
sion that classic nonproliferation regime-based norm building and inspec-
tions were not the real answer to the global WMD proliferation problem.
This conclusion was drawn because of discord among UN Security Council
members whose unity was essential for effective management of the Iraqi dis-
armament effort and the frustrations experienced on the ground with Iraqi
noncooperation and dissembling. If real disarmament could not be fully
achieved under the exceptional circumstances afforded by Iraq’s military
defeat in 1991, how could conventional voluntary treaty-based nonprolifera-
tion measures be relied upon? At that time, no one with experience and knowl-
edge of the Iraqi WMD program seriously doubted that after UNSCOM
inspectors left in 1998 Saddam would rebuild his weapons capabilities, likely
in ways designed to be much harder to detect.4 The limitations of diplomatic
and multilateral approaches to threat reduction were very clear. Even if one
believed that the containment regime, designed to keep Saddam “in his
box,” was proving reasonably effective, the long-term political unsustainabil-
ity of these arrangements coupled with the logical near-certainty that Saddam
was using his post-UNSCOM grace period to rebuild WMD capabilities
made a compelling rationale for the threat to use force. This force was
indented to, at a minimum, compel compliance with UN disarmament reso-
lutions and Iraq’s NPT obligations, if not to “roll back proliferation where it
has occurred.”
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With the publication of the final report of the Iraq Survey Group, it is now
clear that prewar assessments were almost completely inaccurate and that the
1991–1998 UNSCOM and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
and 2002 UN Monitoring and Verification Commission (UNMOVIC)
inspection teams, coupled with international sanctions, were astonishingly
effective in preventing Saddam from reestablishing his WMD programs.5 The
colossal intelligence failure—due, in large extent, to a classic case of worst-
case estimation on the part of Western intelligence analysts, exacerbated by a
lack of reliable reporting after UNSCOM left Iraq in 1998—underscores the
need for improved intelligence. This need is cited in the National Strategy to
Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction as one of the elements critical to a
successfully integrated approach to combating WMD.6 The strategy’s pre-
science on this point could hardly have been more starkly underscored by the
Iraq experience.

The final report of the Iraq Survey Group does, however, provide consid-
erable support for the argument that the sanctions regime was politically
unsustainable over the long run and that Saddam intended to reconstitute his
WMD programs eventually. Following this logic, the use of force was neces-
sary precisely because sanctions and inspections, however effective, could
only be temporary. However, it is highly noteworthy that the George W.
Bush administration started by attempting to use the broader nonprolifera-
tion regime to set up its goal of disarming Iraq by force. Even if one believes
that at no time was the administration interested in making the UNMOVIC
work, they felt it necessary to pay lip service to nonproliferation norms and
UN resolutions in order to marshal international support for the use of force.
At the same time, UNMOVIC would never have been allowed into the country
absent the direct threat of military force from the United States and Great
Britain. The fact that Saddam bowed to international pressure and accepted
UNMOVIC, seen at the time in some circles in Washington as yet another
case of his typical “cheat and retreat” tactics can also be seen as a perfect
example of U.S. unilateralism coming to the rescue of the multilateral system.
In other words, the highly credible threat of muscular counterproliferation
was effective in restoring the nonproliferation system to functioning status.

Iraq was, at least initially, a case where U.S. willingness to threaten the use
of force—applying a counterproliferation approach to the problem—brought
immediate results in restoring the effectiveness of nonproliferation instru-
ments. That this was possible was due not only to the credibility of the threat
by the United States, but also to its widely accepted legitimacy. Unfortunately,
the United States chose to move too rapidly to military operations, and
the turmoil in Iraq today and the failure to find the WMD have further
obscured the real lessons of this highly significant accomplishment.

Another counterproliferation success may be discerned in the demonstra-
tion of the United States’ willingness to attack Iraq despite what U.S. com-
manders believed was a real probability that Saddam might order the use of
chemical weapons against coalition troops.7 Thus, the potential for states to
asymmetrically deter the use of ground troops by the United States, via the
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presumed possession of chemical weapons, was successfully met by DoD
counterproliferation programs intended to equip and train U.S. (and allied)
troops to fight in a nuclear, biological, or chemical (NBC) environment.
While procurement of the most modern equipment under these programs
had not been fully implemented by early 2002, U.S. officials were assured
that available suits and systems were sufficient to protect against any use of
chemical and biological weapons (CBW) agents.8 In addition, warnings were
issued to Baghdad against the use of WMD, as in the first Gulf War.9

However, given the apparent absence of any WMD in Saddam’s 2003 arse-
nal, it is difficult to call this threat a counterproliferation success, although its
first Gulf War predecessor undoubtedly was. Nevertheless, that Iraq does not
appear to actually have had deployed chemical weapons in the spring of 2003
does not alter the fact that the coalition was prepared to proceed despite what
no one doubted was a real threat from chemical weapons and possibly bacte-
riological weapons as well.10 This demonstration should have a positive
impact on other states’ calculations as to the utility of acquiring chemical
(and bacteriological) weapons, although it will likely also spur more interest
in weapons agents capable of defeating current NBC protection.

On balance, counterproliferation achieved a success in Iraq, albeit one that
may prove to be self-limiting. Iraq’s potential for future reconstitution of its
full-scale program was eliminated by force, while a useful lesson was sent to
other states. This lesson demonstrated that Saddam’s tactics might not, in all
cases, be a defense against sanctions under the multilateral nonproliferation
regime.

On the other hand, the political, financial, and diplomatic cost, coupled
with the loss of credibility in U.S. intelligence, will tend to have a limiting
effect on future employment of this kind of robust counterproliferation. At
the same time, Iraq has been revealed to be far more of a nonproliferation
success than previously imagined. It shows that under certain circumstances,
robust inspections can be extremely effective in containing and limiting the
progress of clandestine WMD programs and even more so in conjunction
with sanctions that have the effect of limiting the universe of legitimate
imports. Here the experience of Iraq is clear—when the international com-
munity is prepared to enforce nonproliferation norms, by force, if necessary,
they can be highly effective in restraining proliferators. Unfortunately, the
Iraq experience also points to the difficulty of reproducing these conditions
elsewhere.11

L

No sooner had a surprised world received the news in December 2003 that
Libya had promised to renounce its clandestine weapons programs and open
key facilities to inspection than the proverbial thousand fathers of victory
began to claim their child. President Bush strongly implied that U.S. demon-
stration of resolve against Saddam had been essential in dissuading Libya’s
mercurial leader from the pursuit of WMD.12 Others have made this claim
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more explicitly. Some claimed Libya’s decision as a clear validation of the
effectiveness of patient diplomacy.13

In analyzing the respective roles for classic nonproliferation and counter-
proliferation in the case of Libya, it is clear that the show of force in Iraq was
at best an added inducement for Muammar Qadhafi to follow through on a
decision on which he had already made. In fact, Libya started to seek nor-
malized relations with the United States in the late 1990s, and by early
2003—before hostilities in Iraq commenced—Libya, the United States, and
Britain were engaged in negotiations to have all sanctions removed in
exchange for a complete renunciation of terrorism and Libya’s WMD
programs.14 Thus the credible use of diplomatic persuasion—the carrot and
the stick—anchored in multilateral and bilateral sanctions was the driving
force in helping Qadhafi make up his mind. But along with the crippling eco-
nomic effect of sanctions, the importance of international norms against the
use or possession of WMD in the Libyan case should not be underestimated.
Libyan Prime Minister Shukri Ghanem observed that

For a small country like Libya, with limited resources and big power oppo-
nents, your thinking is to defend yourself by all means . . . But then you find
out that they’re eating all your money. Israel is pampered by different countries;
(North) Korea went into starvation. So economically it’s not wise to develop it.
Guns are costing you more every day and you find out that in this international
atmosphere, this is taken against you. So economically and politically it
becomes a burden. Then you find out you can’t use these weapons. Even the
US used them only once, so it doesn’t make any sense. It gives you a false sense
of power. Can Israel use this arsenal? And there are internal problems of how to
guard them: if someone steals them or misuses them. They make you even
more crippled. Logically they are not useful.15

Another factor that may have played an important part in Qadhafi’s
decision to renounce both terror and WMD is the very force that is moving
to make the Islamic world a breeding ground of anti-American terror—
Islamist fundamentalism. Qadhafi has seen the ideology of his youth—
secular Nasserite Arab nationalism—all but totally eclipsed in the Arab world
by a pan-Islamic religious fundamentalism that is intensely hostile to secular
Islamic rulers and that, given the continued stagnation of the Libyan econ-
omy, threatened to be very attractive to Libya’s youth. Given the choice,
Qadhafi chose to take a chance on renewing links to secular Arab regimes and
opening up his economy to the West.16

While it is difficult to say to what degree the growing evidence of U.S.
determination to use force against Iraq might have influenced Qadhafi, some
credit must be given on the counterproliferation side of the ledger to the use
of interdiction. One of the few successful instances of naval interdiction
under the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI) in operation, British and
American ships intercepted a German ship heading to Libya from Dubai car-
rying a cargo of centrifuge parts that were reportedly based on Pakistani
designs and manufactured in Malaysia. The interception of the ship seems to
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have been, if not the decisive factor, at least a turning point in negotiations,
helping to convince Libya that it could not achieve its goals of improved
relations and ending sanctions without completely abandoning its WMD
program.17

Despite this undoubted success, however, Libya’s disclosures over the past
year and the revelations about the extent of the Pakistani nuclear supply net-
work under A.Q. Khan have made it abundantly evident that interdiction
must be given much greater political priority, material resources, and inter-
national cooperation if it is to play a major role in preventing other states in
the future from acquiring significant weapons-making capacity.

On balance, Libya appears to be a case where a comprehensive nonprolif-
eration strategy was successfully employed, albeit one where the balance of
the credit must go to classic diplomatic and multilateral tools. The effective-
ness of counterproliferation tools such as interdiction rests on solid multilat-
eral foundations, such as international norms banning certain weapons and
the superstructure of international law necessary to marshal international
support for robust action. Contrary to considerable skepticism from both
liberals and conservatives about the utility of sanctions in general, Libya
shows that effective sanctions and economic pressures can have highly bene-
ficial results if applied consistently and multilaterally.18 Finally, the Libyan
program showed that despite Libya’s ability to acquire large amounts of
sophisticated equipment, uranium feed stocks, and even a bomb design, all
their WMD programs were reportedly plagued with technical problems due
to sanctions.19 In a world newly awakened to the dangers of WMD prolifer-
ation, the necessity of maintaining a unified front in enforcing sanctions
should be obvious.

Finally, the likelihood that Qadhafi’s calculations were affected by the
threat posed to regimes such as his from Islamic fundamentalism raises an
interesting question: can the tension between secular Islam and fundamen-
talist Islamism in the Middle East be exploited to promote positive outcomes
in countries such as Syria and Iran?

T R L  I  S:
A F

In attempting to derive policy conclusions from the examples of Iraq and
Libya, much depends on how one frames the basic question: What is the
threat to the United States and the West? Clearly, the old model—if it was a
model—of the “unstable dictator fires off missile with WMD warhead at the
U.S.” is not among the most imminent threats. More realistic concerns
remain:

1. WMD will provide these states the ability to deter U.S. regional action in
support of .U.S interests or of friends and allies.

2. Terrorist acquisition of WMD either via deliberate assistance or inadver-
tent acquisition.
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3. Sales to others (as with Pakistan or North Korea).
4. Neighboring states’ worsening threat perceptions will lead to further pro-

liferation and a spiraling regional arms race along with major instability.
5. Further regional proliferation could so damage the nonproliferation

regime that broader efforts to restrain proliferation are gravely impaired.

For some of these concerns, the Iraqi and Libyan cases demonstrate the
real value of counterproliferation tools. Interdiction stands out most clearly
in helping to control WMD exports and imports, for example. But all of
them demonstrate the necessity of a truly comprehensive nonproliferation
strategy.

Another key factor for analysis must clearly be the internal political con-
text. What might work on true dictatorships, such as Iraq or Libya, may not
be as effective with states—like Iran—where the relationship between leader-
ship and populace is more complex. The proliferating state’s security percep-
tions will be critical. Among the factors in Qadhafi’s decision appears to have
been the realization that WMD was not ultimately necessary for Libya’s secu-
rity. Despite the very different circumstances in states such as Syria or Iran,
finding ways to affect these states’ security self-perceptions must be an essen-
tial part of any successful nonproliferation strategy.

I  T R

With the exception of interdiction, Iran would seem to be a case where coun-
terproliferation methods have limited applicability. Iraq has shown that pre-
emption is highly problematic and that intelligence can be maddeningly
imprecise, not to mention the potential for willful misinterpretation. Even as
a useful object lesson for other states, the Iraqi example is problematic. The
North Korean case leads to different conclusions. One can draw two oppo-
site conclusions from this case: either proliferation must be stopped early or
it will be too late to stop it at all, or on the contrary, overly aggressive
attempts to stop proliferation will result in the very result it sought to avoid.

One of most serious threats posed by Iran’s nuclear program is that long-
term inability by the international community to rein it in could lead Israel to
take matters into their own hands, with the potential for extremely grave con-
sequences in terms of stability in the Middle East and U.S. anti-terror efforts.
Not least of these is the potential that Israeli preemption would spur other
states to accelerate their WMD weapons acquisition programs, or even with-
draw from key treaties such as the Nuclear (Non-Proliferation Treaty) NPT,
and gravely damaging the global nonproliferation regime.20 Jerusalem is on
record that it will not allow Iran to become a nuclear weapons state.21

If counterproliferation has limited applicability, nonproliferation too has
demonstrated weaknesses, particularly given that under the NPT, Iran has a
right to nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. The Iranian mistake was, in a
technical sense, not in building the capability to produce weapons-grade
plutonium and highly enriched uranium, but in not having declared these
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inherently dual-use facilities to the IAEA. Teheran has pursued a course of
bluff, denial, and partial cooperation in an attempt to buy time and in the
hope that the international community will lose focus and cohesion, a strat-
egy for which the multilateral nonproliferation regime provides numerous
opportunities. At the same time, Iran appears to be a case where international
pressure can have a positive effect, given Iran’s self-perception as an ancient
culture deserving of respect and its desire not to be treated as an international
pariah like North Korea.

Given the difficulties of a pure counterproliferation approach, the current
involvement in Iraq and recognizing the potential utility of multilateral pres-
sure, the Bush administration has adopted a pragmatic strategy of working
within the IAEA and with Russia, the UK, France, and Germany to put pres-
sure on Teheran.22 As Iran saw that its key outside partners and interlocutors
were more united than expected, this strategy bore fruit, as Teheran signed
the IAEA’s additional protocol on strengthened safeguards in December
2003 and agreed voluntarily to suspend uranium enrichment. Hopes were
further raised in May 2004 when Iran signaled it might be prepared to com-
promise on retaining a national uranium enrichment capability.23 Unfortunately,
Iran subsequently threatened to suspend cooperation unless the IAEA’s
“nuclear file” was swiftly closed, which the IAEA has refused to do. Dark
warnings that Iran might withdraw from the NPT have also emerged from
hard-line members of Iran’s parliament, warnings that the United States and
others have thus far treated as bluff.24 Subsequently, the June 2004 IAEA
Board meeting produced a compromise document that was far more critical
of Teheran than Iran had hoped or expected, but did not call for UN sanc-
tions, as the United States had urged. Iran reacted with more bluster, threat-
ening not to ratify the additional protocol and declaring it had resumed
production of centrifuges and commenced large-scale production of uranium
hexafluoride feedstocks while proclaiming its commitment to exclusively
peaceful uses of the atom.25 Teheran continued in its pattern of alternating
conciliation and provocation until the September 2004 IAEA board meeting,
offering to suspend centrifuge production. Since then, despite continued
diplomatic efforts by the European Union (EU), Teheran appears to have
hardened its position, declaring that it will never give up its “right” to
enrich.26 Even so, conflicting signals continue to emerge from Teheran in
response to EU overtures and also Russian pressure, indicating that a nego-
tiated way out of the impasse remains possible.27

It is difficult to see what else can be done, given the practical impossibility
of a more muscular approach while Iraq remains in turmoil and with U.S.
credibility in disrepair after the failure to find WMD there. Moreover, a
global perception that Iran has been given more than a reasonable doubt will
make it easier to marshal support for tough sanctions and, in the longer term,
any tougher measures that may be necessary. In effect, this may be the Iraq
model reapplied with due regard for multilateral and diplomatic niceties.
Given the likelihood that Iran’s theocratic government will attempt to continue
its game of alternating overtures to the West with bluff and nationalistic
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bluster, this might be a reasonable strategy. Certainly, if Teheran came to
believe that U.S. military action had become practically and diplomatically
possible, one outcome might be more thorough cooperation with the IAEA,
just as Saddam allowed UNMOVIC into Iraq. But Iran is a long way from
having Iraq’s unique post-1991 pariah status, without which a multilateral
coalition would be extraordinarily difficult to assemble. Moreover, unlike
Iraq, public opinion in Iran is a factor that cannot be ignored. An aggressive
counterproliferation strategy that appears to validate the Teheran hard-liners’
appeals to nationalism could easily backfire, and carries the risk that Iran will
go further down the road toward NPT breakout and popular alienation.
Absent major provocation, the mullahs know that there would be little sup-
port for radical steps. In 2002, for example, an Islamic Republic News
Agency poll in Teheran showed 74.7 percent of people aged 15 and over
favored negotiations with the United States, and 17.5 percent opposed. This
embarrassing result caused the polling organization to be closed.28

Changing the Internal Debate

Beyond the kinds of trade-offs outlined above, some observers believe that
Iran is a state whose long-term proliferation motivations—unlike those of
Libya—must be addressed. They note that Iran’s nuclear ambitions go back
to the Shah’s regime and that they might well continue even in the event of
regime change in Teheran. As then-CIA Director George Tenet observed
“No Iranian government, regardless of its ideological leanings, is likely to
willingly abandon WMD programs that are seen as guaranteeing Iran’s
security.”29 This line of thinking leads to the conclusion that security guarantees
or assurances would be necessary to change Iranian threat perceptions. Some
have argued for such assurances in the context of a larger resolution of the
Middle East problem.30 Others have argued that Iran’s implicit claim to need
nuclear weapons has all but vanished with the end of Saddam Hussein and
that fostering an informed debate in Iranian society about the validity of
Iran’s energy claim for the full range of nuclear facilities will be vital to help
undermine the hard-liners’ position.31

There are indications reinforcing the view that the best approach to the
nuclear issue is to encourage a change in the terms of political debate within
Iran. Strikingly, Iran’s former IAEA ambassador Ali Akhbar Salehi has remarked

I am not among those who believe that nuclear weapons bring prestige. I mean
we have to assess the situation of a country. A country like Iran cannot have
prestige by acquiring nuclear weapons. I think a country like Iran would raise
more threats against it, not get security, by having nuclear weapons. We cannot
buy more security with nuclear weapons; only invite more threats against
ourselves.32

To dismiss such statements as intended purely for Western consumption is a
mistake. Such views are also reflective of a genuine debate within Iran’s elites
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as to the utility of nuclear weapons is made clear by the hard-liners’ efforts to
remove and silence those holding such views. Even though reformers are
now largely absent from positions of power in Teheran, the combination of
diplomatic pressure and renewed and visible efforts to offer Iran a way out of
isolation has real potential to help Iranians to come to the conclusion that
nuclear weapons are not in their long-term security interests.33

Nonproliferation approaches to the Iranian problem thus look to be mod-
erately promising. Unfortunately, a strategy of patient diplomacy, while buy-
ing time for change within Iranian society, also buys time for the hardliners
to string along the international community and press forward to achieve a
nuclear breakout capability. The other risk of such a policy is that even in
the apparently unlikely event that the mullahs are thrust aside by a populace
eager for social and economic change, the country may be so far along
the path to nuclear weapons status that it will be difficult to change. Simple
national pride may make it extremely difficult for even a post-Khamenei Iran
to abandon nuclear weapons given the almost nonexistent pressure on Israel
to do the same.

If, however, continuing to pressure Iran through sanctions and the IAEA
and reaching out to the Iranian public’s desire to move beyond their coun-
try’s current image doesn’t lead to Iranian nuclear disarmament in the near
term, the United States and its allies will then be in a better position to take
stronger action—even if it means that Iran in the meantime moves farther
toward acquiring a nuclear weapons capability. Here the Iraqi example is
illustrative of how firm application of both nonproliferation and counterpro-
liferation approaches can be mutually reinforcing. The threat of force made
against Iraq, by the United States, mobilized a previously torpid international
community into taking the Iraqi WMD threat seriously and today, despite the
international ill-will engendered by the Iraq experience, the necessity of
enforcing multilateral nonproliferation norms has been strengthened. While
some in Teheran argue for taking the North Korean option, others who may
ultimately not wish to alienate the Europeans, are willing to test the waters to
see if they can be bluffed into backing away from a confrontation over the
nuclear issue. It is to the great credit of the three European states concerned
(France, Britain, and Germany) that they have not done so and have instead
played an extremely valuable role in providing pressure that cannot be dis-
missed as American strong-arm tactics.34 The case against Iran rests not on
American intelligence but on the impartial evidence of NPT noncompliance
unearthed by IAEA inspectors.

Initially, the Iraq experience has had a perversely positive effect: for the
countries who doubted the necessity of the use of force against Iraq, the onus
rested all the more strongly to demonstrate the effectiveness of multilateral
mechanisms and the need for Western unity in the face of a real proliferation
threat. Sadly, the results of the diplomatic efforts in Iran have, to date, not
met European expectations. At some point greater pressure in the form of
diplomatic isolation, economic sanctions, and possibly even the threat of
force will have to be applied, if nonproliferation norms are to be upheld and
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this emerging threat contained. Now more than ever, the ability of the inter-
national community to remain united in the face of this crisis will depend
greatly on the perception that every opportunity for diplomacy has been
thoroughly explored.

The time is ripe for the United States and the EU to switch the roles of
“good cop” and “bad cop,” with the Europeans taking a harder line about
the commercial and diplomatic consequences of continued Iranian intransi-
gence and the United States offering credible carrots.35 Such an approach
would help increase the credibility of any future sanctions or other necessary
pressure. Teheran knows it risks isolation and pariah status if it goes too far,
so it is unlikely to openly declare itself a nuclear weapons state. But without
some sharp change in the current dynamic, Teheran is equally likely to con-
clude that it can play the game indefinitely. Properly managed, the mullahs
and the Iranian people can be shown that if they continue down the path of
nuclear intransigence, Iran risks becoming a Libya or a North Korea.

S

Syria appears to be a case where the Libyan model, with some important dif-
ferences, would be applicable. Since the rout of the Syrian army by Israel in
1973, Syria’s rulers have limited their foreign ambitions to asserting control
of Lebanon and supporting anti-Israeli terrorist organizations such as
Hezbollah. Despite Syrian WMD programs, there is no evidence or reason to
believe that Hezbollah or other terror groups linked to Syria have or will
obtain WMD from Damascus. The only reason why the status quo, with
respect to Syrian-backed terrorists, might change is if the Baath regime of
Bashir Assad felt immediately threatened. Moreover, Assad must expect that
were any Syrian-affiliated group to be suspected of the possession of WMD,
much less their use, the barriers to retaliation would be very low. Of course,
as with any WMD-possessing state, the failed state scenario is a potential
problem, but one that is more likely in the event of deliberate destabilization.
Thus there is little reason to believe that continued isolation and contain-
ment, coupled with strong incentives against transfer, would not suffice to
contain the problem. Interdiction to prevent imports or exports of materials
or weapons will of course be an important part of this equation.

As with Libya, a sanctions regime is in place. Syria is already under U.S.
sanctions pursuant to the Syria Accountability and Lebanese Sovereignty
Restoration Act of 2003. Syria is also under pressure from Europe, which, for
example, accounted for 60 percent of its total exports in 2002. To offset the
impact of U.S. trade sanctions, Syria has tried unsuccessfully, due to an EU
policy linking trade agreements to nonproliferation behavior, to conclude
negotiations with the European Union to join the Euro-Mediterranean
Partnership. This status would have given Syria reduced tariffs and duties and
greater access to European financial markets.36

Many of the sticks are already in place. It is the carrots that are missing. Is
Syria a good candidate for the Libyan approach? According to former
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National Security Council (NSC) official Flynt Leverett, the Syrians have
made overtures in this direction:

senior Syrian officials—including President Bashar Assad himself . . . have told
me that they want a better strategic understanding with the United States. To
achieve this, however, Washington needs to be willing to spell out what Syria
would get in return for giving up its ties to terrorists and its chemical weapons
and ballistic missiles. As Assad told me, Syria is “a state, not a charity”—if it
gives up something, it must know what it will gain in return.37

Little harm will come from testing the potential of a Libya-like deal, even if
Assad is insincere. Moreover, there are few alternatives. Unlike Iran, Syria has
no real civil society to appeal to in the hopes of moderating the regime’s
behavior. Either Assad must change his mind or Assad must go and forcing
the latter militarily would seem an unpalatable option in the aftermath
of Iraq.

In helping Assad to change his mind, the other factor that cannot be
ignored is that of Israel. Addressing the Syrian WMD issue is greatly compli-
cated by the question of Israeli weapons and the Golan Heights issue. In
April 2003, Syria renewed Arab proposals for a nuclear free Middle East,
which were of course not taken seriously by either Israel or the United States.
The longstanding U.S.- and Israeli position is that the Middle East can only
become free of WMD in the context of overall resolution of broader security
issues. While correct, if the United States is not also seen to be promoting
that outcome more vigorously its position against Syrian WMD vis-à-vis
Israel’s is all too easily dismissed as hypocrisy. Where Qadhafi had little tacit
claim to need his WMD as an Israeli deterrent. Assad’s claims are more plau-
sible, which in turn raises the political costs of giving them up. Without
underestimating the difficulties involved, a successful U.S. policy should
work to undermine sympathy in the Arab world for Assad’s security claim to
require WMD.

N U.S. N W: A U
C T?

A deterrent against acquisition (as opposed to use) might conceivably be
more credible if the United States deployed new weapons specifically
designed for the counterproliferation role. The Libyans suspended work on
the underground chemical weapons facility at Tarhuna in 1996 after Clinton
administration officials suggested that they would not rule out bombing it—
perhaps with the B-61 variable-yield nuclear weapon newly modified for
earth penetration.38 This apparent nuclear threat-based counterproliferation
success does indeed raise the question as to whether other proliferating states
might be deterred from pursuing WMD programs by more capable bunker
busters than the weapons currently available along with other dedicated
counterproliferation weapons and a more forthright declaratory policy.
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On the one hand, the Tarhuna example would seem to validate the potential
utility of this strategy. There are reasons, however, to doubt whether it is
applicable elsewhere. The United States’ threat to destroy Tarhuna was
inherently more credible than it would be elsewhere for several reasons:
(1) conventional bombs could have, if not destroyed it, then rendered it
unusable; (2) having been bombed by the United States in 1983 Qadhafi had
reason to believe the United States would not shy away from doing so again;
and (3) Libya is a dictatorship where public opinion is irrelevant to national
security decisions.39 Thus Qadhafi could not count on nuclear self-restraint
by the United States to preserve Tarhuna. Whether U.S. officials considered
the collateral damage issue in making the nuclear threats, given Tarhuna’s
location only 40 km away from Tripoli, is not clear. Nevertheless, the Bush
administration initially stated it needed a low-yield weapon to destroy deeply
buried or hardened facilities located near population centers with minimal
fallout. Given the technical difficulties, however, the administration now
envisions its robust nuclear earth penetrator (RNEP) as a high-yield weapon
of as much as one megaton.40 Unless the United States is willing to make
clear that it no longer regards nuclear collateral damage as a moral impedi-
ment to action, the RNEP does not appear to offer a technical solution to the
credibility problem for deterring construction of deeply buried or hardened
underground facilities.

Leaving aside for a moment the broader debate, it is worth examining
whether such weapons might be of use in the specific cases of Iran and Syria.
How, for example, would new nuclear bunker busters aid in countering
Iran’s nuclear weapons program? The Iranian problem that we are aware of
today is either above ground or not deeply buried and presumably could have
been preemptively destroyed with conventional weapons at any time.41 The
conclusion is that the mere fact that a state like the United States has
the capability to destroy suspected WMD facilities is not enough to deter
construction—more or less specific and credible threats are required, as with
Tarhuna. Thus if Iran or Syria is building or already has deeply buried or
hardened WMD facilities, beyond the presumed reach of U.S. conventional
bunker buster munitions and the B61-11 nuclear bunker buster, then in
order to deter further construction the United States would have to declare
its willingness, indeed, readiness to attack such facilities preemptively with
the new more capable weapons. Such a declaratory policy inevitably entails
the risk of what has been called the “commitment trap,” in which use of these
weapons would seem to be necessary to avoid undermining the policy’s
future credibility.42 In an Iranian context, even if collateral damage could be
reduced—no small task given the location of many of these facilities near
population centers—it is hard to imagine how the counterproliferation gains
of such a preemptive strike would be worth earning the hatred of a nation of
69 million people. Moreover, the potential for any preemptive attack that
achieved anything less than complete destruction of Iran’s WMD arsenal
to prompt a decision to distribute any remaining weapons or materials to
terrorists cannot be ignored. On the other hand, multilateral diplomatic
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pressure is making some headway, and unlike the Libyan case, a successful
rollback campaign in Iran must take public opinion into account. The explicit
threats of preemption necessary to attempt credible acquisition deterrence
against Iran would play into the mullahs’ appeal to nationalism and destroy
any possibility of success on the diplomatic front. For the price of a largely
unusable new nuclear weapons capability the United States will have deprived
itself of essential diplomatic tools. While Syria presents more political similar-
ities with Libya, it would be extremely difficult to use nuclear threats against
Damascus without knock-on consequences in Teheran.

Whether such weapons would have utility in enhancing deterrence against
the use, as opposed to acquisition, of WMD by Iran or Syria, or their distri-
bution to terrorists is another matter. It is conceivable that they would
increase the options available to a president for credible, indeed, almost pro-
portional retaliation. In this role they might also have some counterprolifer-
ation utility in clearing out suspected facilities, but this marginal benefit over
existing capabilities must be weighed against the likelihood of increasing U.S.
adversaries’ motivation to obtain capabilities to deter U.S. action, and the
undermining of nonnuclear use and nonproliferation norms that increased
U.S. reliance on nuclear threats could foster.

C

On balance, counterproliferation has had a decidedly mixed record in the
Middle East. The forcible removal of Saddam must be counted a success for
counterproliferation—unless the missing weapons turn up eventually in ter-
rorist hands. The real potential for eventual reconstitution of the Iraqi pro-
gram has been eliminated and the United States has demonstrated its
resistance to asymmetric deterrence in the form of a chemical weapons threat.
Unfortunately, the political, military, and economic cost of the Iraq opera-
tion is such that it will be extremely difficult to reproduce elsewhere.
Additionally, the United States’ credibility to lead future counterproliferation
efforts of the military “roll-back” variety has been gravely weakened in the
absence of an Iraqi WMD and the ongoing difficulties of the counterinsur-
gency effort there. As a result, U.S. ability to affect change by threatening
“rogue states” with forcible regime change now looks weak. Moreover, not
only will the United States be in a poor position to unilaterally make such
threats in the future, the prospect of international coalitions of the willing
doing so, much less of UN-sanctioned efforts, is at an all-time low. Iraq,
sadly, may be doing for the use of military force to enforce nonproliferation
norms what Somalia did for humanitarian intervention. The result could be
the nonproliferation equivalent of Rwanda, where a far greater disaster is
essentially ignored by an international community too divided and politically
exhausted to countenance another effort. The obvious candidates are Iran
and North Korea, where, to be sure, the options for a robust use of force
were never as clear as they were in Iraq. At the same time, diplomatic efforts
in Iran, and to a lesser extent North Korea, are now being undertaken with a
greater sense of purpose and unity that would have otherwise have been the
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case. This positive development does hold out the possibility for renewed
multilateral cooperation in enforcing nonproliferation norms—but that out-
come will require considerable diplomatic skill, patience, and a greater com-
mitment to the spirit of the nonproliferation regime on the part of the
United States.

On the positive side, Iraq and Libya both demonstrate that sanctions,
when multilateral and effectively sustained, can play an important role in sev-
eral ways. By limiting the technical progress of would-be proliferators and
providing an incentive for negotiation they at least help to limit the problem
and can both buy time and set the stage for a diplomatic resolution. The chal-
lenge is for an all too-often fractious international community to orchestrate
them effectively.

The most promising new development in the counterproliferation toolbox
is likely to be interdiction, where the PSI has already demonstrated its poten-
tial to help prevent illicit transfers of WMD materials and technology.
However, to be more effective, the PSI will need strengthening and expand-
ing. Since the PSI is by nature a cooperative international undertaking—
indeed, one that explicitly seeks to achieve its aims within the confines of
international law—this important counterproliferation initiative can only
benefit from a greater attention to strengthening respect for international
law. While interdiction measures such as the PSI must of necessity remain
outside the multilateral nonproliferation framework, they gain immeasurably
in effectiveness if they are seen to be the actions of countries acting in sup-
port of classic multilateral nonproliferation norms.

Nonproliferation, on its own, tends to fail in preventing determined
cheaters from using diplomatic delaying tactics to obfuscate their clandestine
activities. Counterproliferation on its own lacks any legitimizing principle
other than the immediate national security interest of the state or states prac-
ticing it. A prime example would be the Israeli destruction of the Iraqi reac-
tor at Osirak in 1981. However justified at the time, in terms of depriving
Iraq of a nascent nuclear weapons capability, the Osirak attack had no legiti-
macy in international law and is highly problematic as a model for serious
peacetime counterproliferation efforts. The United States’ sole foray into this
kind of preventive action, the cruise missile attack on the suspected chemical
weapons plant in Khartoum in 1998, proved self-limiting as the doubts raised
after the fact about whether the target was involved in any way in chemical
weapons production point to the kind of intelligence problems posed by
preventive/preemptive action seen much later in Iraq. By contrast, the United
States had a legitimate claim on the international community to authorize the
use of force in the face of long-term Iraqi intransigence. Iraq paradoxically
shows this, as President Bush was able to justify a massive “roll-back” opera-
tion in Iraq on the grounds that Saddam had massively and consistently vio-
lated his international obligations under the NPT and under a number of UN
Security Council resolutions. Had the Iraqi WMD been found, there would
be little debate today about the validity of the United States contention that
muscular counterproliferation can be necessary to impose international will.
Counterproliferation efforts thus stand only to gain in effectiveness and
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legitimacy if the United States acts to strengthen multilateral nonprolifera-
tion instruments. Traditional nonproliferation has not failed, but it does need
serious attention from the international community. Such commitment is
also the best way to make “active interdiction” a success.
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I

The spread of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) technologies, materials,
and manufacturing processes to the developing world has overtaken many
issues on the U.S. national security agenda, at least as measured in human
resources (intelligence, diplomatic, and military), technological innovations,
military procurements, and the formal statements of U.S. strategy docu-
ments. Globally, it has become the central focus of heated debates about
international stability, security, and prosperity in the post–Cold War world,
both in United Nations circles and in European and Asian capitals. Since
Saddam Hussein made the fateful decision to expand the Iraqi state via
aggressive military means in 1990–1991—backed up by committed WMD
programs that were either weaponized or very near to producing a working
weapon—the “WMD proliferation threat” has replaced the nuclear balance
between the United States and the Soviet Union as the central planning con-
cern of the U.S. national security community. The subject also dominates
many meetings and debates within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) in Brussels, and it has led to the creation of a new European Union
WMD nonproliferation strategy with the imprimatur of European Union
President Javier Solana.1

We argue that this obsessive focus on WMD proliferation constitutes an
obstacle to a more holistic approach to security policy, especially concerning
the stabilization of highly volatile regions such as the Persian Gulf. In brief,
the narrow functional goal of stemming proliferation of nuclear weapons has
become the “silver bullet” security solution that officials and analysts claim
will stabilize the world, or, at the very least, stop the world from entering a
new era of uncertainty, fear, danger, and chaos. According to these argu-
ments, if nuclear weapons spread, all is lost. But, if nuclear weapons are kept
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within the writ of the Permanent Five (P-5) United Nations Security Council
members and the de facto nuclear states of Israel, India, and Pakistan, then
the world will be a much better place in which to live, trade, and travel.

Thus, counterproliferation and nonproliferation (including associated
programs such as missile defense) have gone beyond the status of mere tac-
tics, policy tools, or initiatives to assume the mantle of national and global
grand strategy. In contrast, little research has gone into basic questions about
the actual effect and role of WMD in creating security or insecurity, stability
or instability. If nuclear weapons were to disappear tomorrow, what would
the world look like? Would the global economy and its inter-connected sys-
tem of trade, information, and travel be secure? Would the United States be
secure? Would key strategic regions such as the Persian Gulf or Northeast
Asia be secure? And even if inter state relations are stabilized by the removal
of latent nuclear threats between important regional rivals, what does this say
about nontraditional or transnational threats, which may be based on domestic
instabilities and intra-national socioeconomic rifts?

In this regard, there are actually three grand geopolitical levels of concern
that planners face in today’s world: the global level of security, the regional
level, and of course, the national level. Every nation is simultaneously a mem-
ber of a given region, with its own unique, defining characteristics, and a
member of the global community as a whole. Thus, global security, regional
security, and national security are all pursued in some form or another by
nearly every nation in the world and for superpowers such as the United
States they are tightly intertwined.

In the twenty-first century, can one imagine a secure globe if the oil sup-
plies of the Persian Gulf region were severely disrupted?2 And, could one
imagine a secure United States if there was a global economic meltdown?
Conversely, could one imagine a healthy global economy if the U.S. economy
took a major downturn for an extended period of time? In the pre–World
War II world, one might have imagined scenarios in which, say, East Asia
was beset by international or intra-national conflicts, with no severe effects
on Europe, the United States, or other regions or countries outside of the
affected area. Or one could imagine a secure United States with the rest of
the world going to pieces. But, in large part due to U.S. political leadership
and the growth of transportation, finance, and information technologies the
global economy is intimately connected.3

This overview of the security landscape raises a simple but usually unstated
question: how would a successful counterproliferation or nonproliferation
mission contribute to global, regional, and national security, especially for the
United States as the leading global power? This question is especially perti-
nent for highly strategic areas such as the Middle East and Persian Gulf, which
contain the central energy resources used by the global economy and which
also contain ethnic, religious, and territorial conflicts that could have ripple
effects well beyond the region’s borders. For instance, the widespread per-
ception that there is a growing “civilizational” dispute between Muslims
and Christians reflects the fact that the local dispute between Israel and the
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Palestinians, or between the United States and Iran, has global cultural impli-
cations that could undermine the U.S. presence in far-flung areas such as
Southeast Asia where Islam far outnumbers Christianity and other forms
of world religion. Thus, the ideologies of regional disputes can be broadcast
through media and through ethnic and religious groups to assume extra-
regional, global proportions.

The overarching argument of this chapter is that planners must subordi-
nate the goal of stemming nuclear proliferation to a more nuanced, macro-
level view of security within the Persian Gulf. They must incorporate other
security goals, requirements, and threats into a larger strategic vision that has
the stated purpose of stabilizing and legitimizing the regional security system
for all states, including rogues such as Iran. While the United States might
make purely tactical, short-term gains by stopping nuclear proliferation in
Iran—possibly through preemptive military strikes against Iranian facilities—
long-term strategic goals may suffer. These goals include stabilizing the Persian
Gulf as a whole, creating a reliable and low-priced supply of oil and natural
gas so as to allow economic development in poorer regions of the world, and
lessening the growing rift between the United States and the Arab world.
This rift could lead to new regional wars in the Persian Gulf, new types of
global transnational terrorism, heightened domestic turmoil in key Gulf
states, and the possible growth of other transnational threats such as drug
smuggling, criminal cartels, and illegal arms transfers.4

A corresponding part of this analysis is the contention that the United
States must stop defining its national security (and global security as a whole)
in terms of the U.S. strategic position within the international system—
namely, as a nuclear state that has superior security policy options over weaker,
nonnuclear states. The implicit presumption of counterproliferation and non-
proliferation efforts is that if the United States can keep its current supreme
global position (“primacy”) within the world, then it can stabilize regions in
a better manner and ensure a functioning global economy. Nuclear weapons
are, of course, known as the “great equalizer” among nations in the world
today, at least in terms of military variables. But would the loss of the United
States’ preeminent strategic position really undermine both global stability
and U.S. national security? And does preservation of global strategic primacy
automatically create a secure and predictable Persian Gulf? Is it not the
case that the pursuit of global strategic primacy threatens to conflate vastly
different regional threat environments, such as that between the Persian Gulf
(the Iranian proliferation threat) and Northeast Asia (the North Korean
proliferation threat)?

C   U.S. S
S   P G

Many regional experts and analysts are confused with the lack of strategy in
the current U.S. approach to the Persian Gulf, an approach which is based on
a failing occupation in Iraq alongside bilateral military arrangements with
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Gulf Arab monarchies and the complete isolation of Iran. In fact, the United
States does have a strategy, one that intertwines counterproliferation and the
Bush Administration’s “war on terror.” It is nonsensical to talk about
nonproliferation goals and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
within the current writ of U.S. policy. Counterproliferation is not nonprolif-
eration, and it is based on many contrary assumptions and contrary legal and
moral requirements.5 Counterproliferation, intertwined with counterterrorism,
has definitely displaced nonproliferation and/or balance-of-power realpolitik in
the Bush Administration’s foreign and security policies, both globally and
regionally.

What exactly are counter- and nonproliferation?6 And how is global secu-
rity intertwined with regional security in the Persian Gulf, or, indeed, other
Asian regions? Currently, the U.S. national security policymaking agenda is
defined by two apparently contradictory and conflicting philosophies:

� A military-based counterproliferation approach based upon a flexible mix
of deterrence, compellance, coercive diplomacy, global military superiority,
and the preventive or preemptive use of military force.

� Legal, regime-based nonproliferation approach that stresses cooperative,
binding multilateral agreements, and verification mechanisms at the global
and regional levels as the best routes to peace and stability.

Since the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11,
2001, the Bush administration has also sought to link the counterprolifera-
tion approach (that stresses the threat of “rogue states” like Iraq or North
Korea) with a “war on terrorism,” or counterterrorist approach that stresses
the future threat of transnational terrorist cells to the U.S. homeland. The
State of the Union address of January 29, 2002, in which President Bush
connected the global transnational terror threat to an “Axis of Evil” (a set of
rogue states comprising Iran, Iraq, and North Korea), along with the
Administration’s National Security Strategy of the United States released in
September 2004, seeks to define, defend, and emphasize this linkage
between counterproliferation (aimed at traditional sovereign state actors)
and counterterrorist military actions (aimed at transnational terror networks
abroad).7

A broad counterproliferation/counterterrorist strategy involves several
aspects:

� Dissuasion of competing military buildups by potential state adversaries
like China, Iran, Russia, or others through the solidification of indefinite
U.S. global military superiority. This will presumably convince rising mid-
dle powers in key regions to embrace U.S.-style liberal democracy and
forego military expansion in their own spheres of influence.

� Deterrence of those rogue states or future “near peer competitors” who
manage to acquire WMD or significant conventional forces that challenge
U.S. hegemony at the regional level in the Middle East, Persian Gulf,
South Asia, Southeast Asia, and Northeast Asia.
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� Deterrence of transnational terrorists by threats to strike their networks
within the boundaries of failed states.

� Preventive/preemptive military strikes or the threat of such strikes through
coercive diplomacy in the event that dissuasion and deterrence are not fea-
sible or desirable. This includes covert aid to those third world states per-
ceived to be too weak to effectively police their own territory and rid
themselves of threatening terrorist cells without U.S. intervention.8

In turn, each of the above elements could be seen as an overall strategy of
compellence, in that the presumed superiority of U.S. values, culture, politi-
cal institutions, economy, and global military power will act together as a
combined package to compel (or convince) others to embrace secular, liberal,
capitalist democracy for their own future development and forego threats to
U.S. leadership in key regions of the world. Or, as lucidly summarized by one
former Reagan defense official, “The goal of previous Presidents was to make
the world safe for democracy. The goal of the Bush [National Security
Strategy] is to make the world democratic.”9

As defined operationally by the U.S. government since the early 1990s,
counterproliferation consists of technology denial methods directed at the
developing world (export controls) as well as new methods of deterrence,
defense, and preemption (precision-guided and more lethal conventional
munitions alongside the existing nuclear arsenal). The perfection of defense,
deterrence, and preemptive policy options has become the major goal of the
national security planning community, incorporating such advances as

� Better targeting through increased surveillance and reconnaissance.
� Seamless integration of all information to provide a flawless picture of the

battlefield.
� Better long-range intelligence.
� More accurate and flexible (usable) nuclear and conventional weapons.
� Better detection of hostile biological or chemical agents in regional battle-

grounds.
� The invention of both small and large unmanned aerial vehicles for auto-

mated intelligence missions and “standoff” strike capabilities.
� If all else fails, missile defense against WMD strikes.10

Alternative Perspectives to Security

Under the counterproliferation approach, the economic sphere and the mili-
tary sphere are integrated only in the narrow sense of military operations. In
the larger sense of politics, international development, and diplomacy they
remain separate, with the fist of military power protecting the open hand of
the free market. In fact, the counterproliferation vision of the world is much
like that of eighteenth- or nineteenth-century diplomacy. Traditional alliances
(both multilateral like NATO and bilateral like South Korea and Japan) will
ensure collective security for “friends and allies” against unfriendly enemies,
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while at the same time protecting trade routes, international financial hold-
ings, and technological advances from disturbance or exploitation by ene-
mies. Under this vision of global politics, globalization of the free market is
selective, insofar as dual-use commercial advances with military applications
are to be uniformly denied to developing countries that may use them to gain
political strength or military power. Security is therefore seen in cooperative,
multilateral, or mutual terms only with regard to friends and allies, those who
band together in their economic and military relations to defend against
intractable and potentially irrational enemies. Both ideological and resource
competition are seen as endemic to international relations and as an unavoid-
able reality that necessitates improved methods of control to minimize
unpredictability and uncertainty in relations with potentially hostile actors.

The counterproliferation approach views U.S. diplomatic relations largely
in terms of discrete bilateral and multilateral relationships, that is, in terms of
formal alliances or informal security understandings among friends. Examples
of such friends include NATO, South Korea, Japan, Israel, Australia, non-
allied Southeast Asian countries such as Thailand and Singapore, and the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states in the Middle East, all of whom
receive preferential U.S. aid, trade relationships, military technology-sharing
arrangements, and, in the case of GCC states, large sales of off-the-shelf,
high-technology military items.11 From this perspective, technological diffu-
sion and development are positive only insofar as they occur within this circle
of friends and allies. Security is a fungible good that can (and should) be
divided among opposing camps. Moreover, according to this approach, the
sovereign nation-state is still the primary actor, insofar as transnational terror
networks are thought to be produced, guided, funded, encouraged, equipped,
or otherwise supported by rogue-state actors like Iran or failed states such as
Afghanistan.

In marked contrast to the counterproliferation approach, the nonprolifer-
ation or cooperative security school of thought incorporates far different
assumptions about world politics and the place of the United States in it. The
central idea is that all nation-states seeking to protect themselves from the
same threats, and that states seeking to lend certainty, predictability, and sta-
bility to their security situations will find greater relative security through
mutual obligations to limit their military capabilities than through unilateral
or allied attempts to gain dominance. Within this approach, it is not only
“friends and allies” who participate in security regimes. The cooperative secu-
rity outlook assumes that enemies or potential enemies will accept the same
constraints on behavior as friends, despite the existence of substantial mutual
suspicions and mistrust. It is also assumed that these constraints will be mutu-
ally advantageous and mutually verifiable. Security is guaranteed not through
dominance but through the outlawing of policy options that have the goal of
achieving dominance over the opponent. Stated simply, unilateral gain is not
the goal of nonproliferation and cooperative security arrangements.

Hence, the nonproliferation/cooperative approach does not officially
separate states into categories of friends, allies, and enemies, but, instead,
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treats all actors as equal partners in the quest for mutual security. Security is
increasingly defined as a collective, indivisible good. This is due largely to the
globalization of social and economic trends and the diffusion of new tech-
nologies with dual-use applications. Therefore, the cooperative security
viewpoint believes that security is best pursued with other states rather than
against them, even in those cases where the states in question have starkly
different value systems and ideological goals.

Overall, three schools of thought, or strategic approaches, are now vying
for adherents within the U.S. foreign policy and national security discourse.
The traditional, competitive, realpolitik model of international security can
be thought of as a balance of interests based upon a rough balance of power.
The more recent U.S. strategic evolution can be thought of as an imbalance
of power and interests (hegemony) based upon both offensive (compellent)
and defensive (deterrent) threats used in combination. Finally, the relatively
recent cooperative model, which includes the tenets and goals of the interna-
tional nuclear nonproliferation regime and the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), can be thought of as a balance of interests based upon
mutual reassurance.

As it happens, two of these strategies have a great deal in common with
each other: the traditional, balance-of-power strategy is similar to the coop-
erative security strategy in each school’s insistence on a balance of interests;
they differ, however, in their preferred form of guaranteeing this balance.
The realpolitik school relies largely on implicit threats as seen through eco-
nomic and military power (and temporary alliances to build up power), while
the cooperative school relies instead on promises, reassurance, and verifica-
tion of legal agreements. Both of these schools, in turn, differ dramatically
from the evolving U.S. approach of counterproliferation, which is increas-
ingly focused on the establishment of an authoritative value system based on
a network of friends and allies who largely share the foreign policy goals of
the United States. In short, the hegemonic, counterproliferation approach
assumes that the deleterious effects of competition are best addressed through
the elimination of competition itself, that is, through the persistent weaken-
ing of those actors who harbor opposing goals, views, and values. In marked
contrast, the balance-of-power and cooperative security schools both guaran-
tee each actor that their national interests will be met at some minimal level—
assuming that a balance of power does not break down or that cooperative
promises can be reliably verified and enforced.

C I  GLOBAL
S V A  R

Current U.S. counterproliferation policy is not actually focused on regional
security at all. Perhaps more accurately, it subsumes regional security under a
grander global vision of spreading liberal democracy and preventing the rise
of a strategic competitor, whether that competition is defined technologi-
cally, militarily, or ideologically.12 This is the context within which WMD
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takes on so much importance. Only WMD, and especially nuclear weapons,
can pose a traditional, cross-border, interstate strategic threat to the United
States’ preeminent position within the global system. Implicitly, if not explic-
itly, it is this global preeminence (in political/ideological as well as military
terms) that the Bush administration is defending.13

For instance, if one reads the 2002 National Security Strategy of the
United States, one sees that the cooperation between great powers that it
posits is not based on straightforward multipolarity involving a combined
Chinese–European definition of the global order alongside the United States
as equal partners, but rather on a presumed U.S. leadership role in which
both Europe and China are expected to agree with the U.S. duty, obligation,
and responsibility to create global peace through spreading liberalization.14

In short, this strategy places the issue of competition with potential great
powers such as China “in China’s court.” The question is not whether the
United States will give up its superior military programs and doctrines—it
most certainly will not—but rather whether China will stop competing with
the United States and accept the U.S. definition of global order. The choice
is left up to China as to which direction it would like to head. Although the
beginning text of the U.S. National Security Strategy does posit that an
inherent agreement on broad socioeconomic and political goals exists
between great powers in today’s post–Cold War international system, the
question is whether China understands this objective global reality and is
prepared to act on it.15

It is within this context that we must examine the U.S. approach to the
Persian Gulf. The U.S. global strategic position becomes the de facto and pri-
mary factor motivating regional security practices throughout Asia. The
United States is not intent, at the moment, on creating a stable regional order
based on the sovereign preferences of all Persian Gulf states as they currently
exist. That would be a strategy of realpolitik or cooperative security as outlined
above, with realpolitik focused on the military balance-of-power, and cooper-
ative security focused on reassurance measures to ease the security dilemma
between nation-states with competing national development agendas. In
other words, the United States is not overly interested in either a rough bal-
ance of power or a rough balance of interests (based on reassurance measures)
at this point in time. It is instead intent on a larger counterproliferation mis-
sion that is simultaneously regional and global, military and ideological, eco-
nomic and social. Its goal is to prevent the emergence of a nuclear-capable
competitor with an ideological mission or identity that is antithetical to the
presumed objective global goal of spreading liberal capitalist democracy as
the path to prosperity, peace, and stability within all regions of the globe.

C WMD P 
M  U R S

Inherent in this strategic worldview is the assumption that regional security
cannot exist in the presence of competitive WMD programs, especially
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nuclear-weapons programs. This unstated, but very real, driving assumption
of U.S. policy is rather strange from a historical point of view. History has
shown that Chinese and U.S. arsenals, based on mutual-assured destruction
calculations and on second-strike forces, can very comfortably coexist along-
side quite positive economic, social, and diplomatic relations. One might
wonder why no one in Washington is therefore comparing, as a serious
academic exercise, the U.S.-Iranian case with the U.S.-Chinese case.

Instead of making such comparisons, the overriding U.S. assumption
(never clearly stated) is that the Persian Gulf will not, cannot, and should not
be secure, prosperous, and stable in the presence of nuclear proliferation. In
short, the unstated assumption is that a nuclear Iran will upset Persian Gulf
stability and security, will be aggressive, will try to resort to its old goals of
spreading the Islamic vision of statehood within the region, and will give its
WMD to questionable politico-terrorist groups such as Hezbollah. Or, more
to the point, a nuclear Iran will undermine the overall strategic position of
the United States, both globally and regionally, in a way that clearly has not
been the case with a nuclear China.

It is hard to see how these unstated assumptions are automatically true,
however ingrained they may be in all of our various government policies
toward the region. Iran is, in fact, more democratic than China is or ever was,
despite the corruption of the recent parliamentary elections in Tehran. At the
very least, Iran has a much freer press than China (despite periodic attempts
by conservatives to shut major news outlets down), and its citizens are gen-
erally more pro-Western and pro-United States. Iran also does not have the
Taiwan dispute muddying the waters. Although Iran has retained the three
strategically placed islands in the straits of Hormuz (Abu Musa and the
Greater and Lesser Tunbs) that the Shah so blatantly annexed and occupied
in 1971, and although Iran has placed naval and other military equipment
and personnel on them—and even threatened to use the islands as a base
from which to completely shut down Persian Gulf shipping and possibly lob
missiles toward U.S. forces and its Arab neighbors in the event of a heated
crisis—it is clear that Iran’s hold on the islands does not have nearly the
intense identity-based concerns tied to it that China attaches to Taiwan.16

However, to be fair to the persistent GCC concerns of Iranian hubris and
hegemony, Iran does believe that it should have influence roughly commen-
surate with its geostrategic position, its rich cultural and religious heritage,
and its important economic resources (particularly oil and gas).17 Obviously,
Iran does not have this influence, and has not had it, since the Shah was
deposed. Whether the Iranian wish for increased influence is based on arro-
gant desires for hegemony, as many Arab Gulf analysts argue,18 or whether it
can be interpreted as just another example of the historical desire of states to
be given their due, is largely beside the point. Iran is a major regional state,
and it will always wish for influence commensurate to its geopolitical weight,
whatever the domestic or regional political context.

It is under this fervent Iranian desire that nuclear weapons fall. Simply
stated, neoconservative visions of a radically Islamic, theocratic, and
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transnational-terrorist-supporting Iran wielding nuclear weapons to cow
neighbors and commit indirect terrorist attacks abroad (including on U.S.
soil) are wild beyond imagination. Iran, like China over the past 30 years,
desperately wants to integrate with the global economy. It desperately wants
its Islamic/democratic experiment to succeed, and it requires much more
economic growth and prosperity to do so, at least if it wants to appease its
restive, increasingly cynical youth population.19 Iran wants global and
regional recognition as a contributor to religious philosophy and civiliza-
tional evolution within the Middle East. And, it desperately wants to be free
from existential threats to its current Islamic identity, whether from Israel,
the United States, or from a newly radicalized, Taliban-ized Afghanistan and
Pakistan.

This is why the world should be much less worried about an Iranian
nuclear fuel cycle and more worried about getting an accurate, comprehen-
sive declaration to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), as
required legally by the NPT regime framework. Given the realities outlined
above, we argue that Iran wants a “light switch” latent nuclear capability, not
an arsenal of bombs ready to explode on the territory of infidels. What Iran
wants is what Japan already has: a set of credible security assurances that allow
it to develop without having to weaponize.20 Obviously, Iran will never get
security assurances in the form that Japan has them: U.S. nuclear threats
against Japan’s potential enemies and coverage by the U.S. nuclear umbrella.
But, Iran can credibly demand that its Islamic regime finally be recognized by
the West, and by the United States in particular, and that any high-tech
weapons deployments by the GCC states (or by the United States within
GCC states) be purely defensive in nature (just as the GCC and the United
States have a right to demand that Iranian military deployments be defensive,
not offensive, in nature). Iran’s pursuit of a full fuel cycle, especially a low-
enriched uranium (LEU) fuel cycle, is essentially an insurance policy, very
similar to the insurance policy that Japan currently has with its overflowing
plutonium stockpiles. It is also similar to India’s various nuclear programs in
the 1950s and 1960s, before India decided it was indeed isolated in the world
with a hostile and arrogant China on its Himalayan doorstep and needed to
weaponize its latent option.21

Finally, Iran’s pursuit of an LEU capability is directly related to hyperbolic
domestic political trends in Tehran. The Iranian nuclear program has become
a political football, and both sides want to score the same touchdown. The
International Crisis Group (ICG) commissioned polls that, when analyzed by
an Iranian ICG expert alongside other domestic polls in Iran, showed deci-
sively that most of the Iranian public (and many officials) do not want a
nuclear bomb.22 However, they do want a full nuclear fuel cycle for prestige
as well as for scientific, economic, and identity-based concerns. Nuclear tech-
nology, in the Iranian collective psyche, means symbolic sovereign equality
and international respect.23 And, unlike in Europe and the United States,
this pronuclear majority in Iran does not see an automatic connection
between a fully monitored, internationally safeguarded energy program and
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a nuclear-weapons capability. A majority of Iranians would point out that
Japan and others also have this latent capability and are legally monitored and
verified by the IAEA, just as Iran will be, so what is the big deal?

We also believe that Iran’s relationships with Hezbollah and other groups
indicate that it will never share WMD with non-state actors. Surrendering
control over its strategic assets could bring worldwide condemnation upon
Iran and effectively nullify any conceivable chances of economic integration
with its neighbors or with the world. Iran recognizes that it is safe from U.S.
military strikes only if it sticks to truly local, politically motivated terrorism
based on Shiite irredentist goals vis-à-vis Israel and avoids aiding transna-
tional, apocalyptic zealots whose goal is to bring down the entire global eco-
nomic system. Hezbollah does not equal al Qaeda; Hezbollah is not a “scream
against globalization,” to use the words of one prominent Washington secu-
rity analyst.24 Al Qaeda, in contrast, is indeed very publicly against the
prevailing global order. Iran does not provide significant aid to the latter type
of terrorists (beyond harboring some under tight domestic conditions for
a bargaining chip with the United States), and Iran certainly would not
countenance handing them a nuclear weapon.25

W C C F:
R P  S F

The U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq has cemented a strategic reality that
has been evolving for three decades: the rise of the United States as an exter-
nal guarantor of Persian Gulf security. U.S. military bases, ports of call, troop
deployments, and extensive sharing of high-tech weapons technology now
define the Persian Gulf environment. By design or by accident, the so-called
rogue states in the region (Syria and Iran) are completely surrounded by U.S.
deployments in and around the Middle East and Central Asia.26 However,
although U.S. military dominance may be unquestioned, the U.S. occupa-
tion in Iraq, combined with increased terror attacks and domestic instability
in Saudi Arabia, has created an unprecedented legitimacy crisis within the
region, raising fundamental questions about the future of Persian Gulf security.

As U.S. power and predominance have risen in the Persian Gulf, to the
point that the region is mainly dependent on the United States for its secu-
rity needs, the differences between the United States and regional actors in
political outlook, purported national and international interests, and threat
assessments have multiplied and undermined mutual trust. As the United
States has become more important to the region, so has the region become
more suspicious of U.S. goals and critical of U.S. influence. These differences
have arisen over several issues: overall diplomatic and economic relations with
Iran, the conditions and parameters of peace talks between Israel and the
Palestinians; counterproliferation efforts vis-à-vis Iraq and Iran, and domes-
tic political developments within Gulf societies. However, one key factor
underlies all of these divisions—whereas before 9/11 the United States
viewed regional threats as emanating from divisions between states within the
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region (as seen in the threats by Iraqi and Iranian governments toward their
neighbors), now, after 9/11, the United States has adopted an existential
view of threats that pictures every state and society within the region as a
potential long-term challenge to U.S. security and U.S. values. The very
character of Persian Gulf states, including their domestic political practices, is
now being seen as a target of U.S. policy. Instead of deterring regional
aggressors on behalf of status quo states in the Persian Gulf, the United
States is now trying to transform political practices throughout the Gulf,
even those of friends and allies.

Ironically, despite this purported focus on domestic realities in Persian
Gulf states, Washington has consistently failed to recognize the importance
of domestic factors in Gulf leaders’ threat perceptions, and it has failed to
change its focus from WMD counterproliferation to one of ensuring regional
security as a whole. Because of the pressures of globalization and the vast
increase in open media sources within Persian Gulf societies, the greatest
danger in the Gulf is not a nuclear Iran or a traditional threat of conventional
invasion, but rather internal socioeconomic and political changes that might
be increasingly hard for leaders to direct or control.27 Regionally, the great-
est threat is not strategic WMD attacks, but Saudi fragmentation and weak-
ening of the central state, Iraqi revolution or dissolution, growth in
transnational violence and terrorism, and loss of control in general. These
will strategically threaten the United States and its allies as they will affect the
ready availability of oil at predictable prices. Furthermore, such dynamics
could also easily create new opportunities for the growth and empowerment
of radical transnational groups utilizing terrorist methods.

A successful counterproliferation mission in the Persian Gulf is not suffi-
cient to secure the larger U.S. and global goals of regional stability, prosper-
ity, and overall developmental progress of nations in the Gulf. Other strategic
goals include dramatically lessening the hatred, or at least the mistrust, of the
United States in the region today;28 keeping the oil supply stable and pre-
dictable at reasonable prices; and supporting positive trends in domestic lib-
eralization and reform over time, in all Persian Gulf states, but in a way that
is not tremendously destabilizing.

T S: S  T R 
S,  C

Absolute nonproliferation is irrelevant if, by nonproliferation, one means that
Iran does not get a nuclear fuel cycle, and that the United States quickly signs
the required disarmament and arms control pacts such as the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) to fulfill its NPT Article VI disarmament commit-
ments. Iran will, and the United States will not. If threatened, Iran may even
flip the switch and turn its latent nuclear capability into a real weapons
capability. Latent nuclear proliferation is inevitable in the Persian Gulf. The
question is: What can the United States do about it?
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Obviously, the NPT legal commitments do matter to some extent, and, in
particular, it matters whether or not Iran believes that the pressure being put
on it is norm-based pressure (to change its behavior) rather than pure coercion
(to change its identity). In this sense, the United States could do a lot to
show Iran that it accepts the Islamic Republic for what it is, even if it does not
like what Iran is currently doing across several issues. Nor is this long-term
European approach morally bankrupt, “soft,” or politically unrealistic, as
many in Washington, DC contend. While Iran remains a proud and prickly
country that rarely conforms to Western expectations in its foreign and
domestic behavior, the undeniable fact remains that Iran is the most evolved,
pluralistic political system in the region.

So, a first policy prescription is simply to accept Iran’s current domestic
socioeconomic and political configuration in all its complexity and contradic-
tions, and a second policy prescription is to adopt the European approach of
carrots tied to very specific sticks in a way that empowers the IAEA rather
than indirectly undermines its mission. (A de facto U.S. policy of regime
change and counterproliferation does undermine the IAEA’s effectiveness as
a supposedly neutral international institution). Once the United States
becomes more European in its outlook—which means accepting domestic
governments for what they are and working for smaller changes and man-
agement of tension over longer periods of time—both the United States and
Europe can truly get behind the nonproliferation goal of an Iran that has rat-
ified the Additional Protocol and is abiding by it. The international commu-
nity should aim at halting Iranian nuclear activities at a level that satisfies
Iran’s desire for security, prestige, scientific achievement, and energy produc-
tion and simultaneously meets minimum U.S. and global nonproliferation
concerns.29 This would involve a viable, verifiable, and sustainable proliferation
compromise (assuming that a nuclear “zero option” is no longer a realistic
policy goal).

Nor is this intermediate, interim goal completely unrealistic from a political-
strategic perspective. In fact, the somewhat chaotic domestic political debate
in Tehran could be influenced to support such a compromise solution, both
on the left and the right of the political spectrum. Iranian academic Nasser
Hadian, who draws on his own contacts in the Foreign Ministry and political
circles in Tehran, has argued that there are four general categories of thought
on the nuclear energy/weapons program in Iranian public debates. The two
extreme categories of officials and analysts are relatively straightforward, and
in fact represent “ideal types” that are recognizable in U.S., European, and
South Asian domestic politics as well. At one extreme, the most progressive
school of thought believes that Iran should not even try to acquire nuclear
energy due to economic and environmental concerns, while at the other
extreme, the most hard-line school of thought believes that Iran should pub-
licly pursue a fully weaponized capability, officially deployed by military
forces and backed by a nuclear doctrine of some kind (much as in the case of
Pakistan and India after their May 1998 nuclear tests).30
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The options the United States has would be limited indeed if these two
schools of Iranian strategic thought were the sum-total of political argu-
ments in Tehran today. In essence, the United States would have to follow
Undersecretary of State John Bolton’s proffered policy of treating Iran as an
absolute rogue intent on full weaponization. In that case, it should try to iso-
late Iran to weaken the hard-liners currently in charge and empower those
more sensible Iranian officials who want to eschew nuclear power altogether—
and who harbor much less extreme preferences vis-à-vis the U.S. role in the
world and the security of Israel. This broad policy recommendation also exists
within the research arm of the Republican Caucus on Capitol Hill.31

However, as much as the Bush administration and its independent sup-
porters want to paint this as domestic political reality in Tehran, it is an
incomplete picture that does not do justice to the array of policy options truly
available to the United States. The two extreme Iranian schools of thought
are very much in the minority, neither commanding much attention nor respect
from the majority of both conservatives and progressive reformers in the
Iranian system. Instead, the majority of thought (as always) falls somewhere
in the more messy middle of the spectrum. This dominant middle is filled
with officials, citizens, and analysts who share one thing in common: the
belief that Iran has the right and the need to pursue a fully indigenous fuel-
cycle capability, including the current path toward uranium enrichment.

The difference between the Iranian right and the left on this score is
largely semantic from the view of policy options for external powers such as
the United States and Europe. The more progressive or reformist side of this
debate argues that nuclear weapons should never be pursued and that the
strictest of inspection provisions should be accepted and enforced by Iran in
cooperation with the international community. The more conservative side
sees this nuclear energy program as a “latent” nuclear capability that could
conceivably be weaponized if Iran found itself facing a security crisis of major
proportions—for instance, a Talibanized and nuclear-capable Pakistan bent
on destruction of Shiite Islamic thought, or a United States intent on military
strikes and regime change.32

The ultimate consequence of either of these two schools “winning” the
domestic debate in Tehran is ultimately the same: the creation of a fully
indigenous fuel-cycle complex. The only question, at that point, would be
how closely this nuclear complex is monitored and verified according to inter-
national nonproliferation standards, and more broadly, what regional security
environment faces Iran’s anxious decision-makers on a day-to-day basis.

Therefore, the way to stop a fuel cycle from becoming a weapon is nei-
ther through counterproliferation methods nor nonproliferation regimes.
Nonproliferation regimes, backed up by counterproliferation threats, are indeed
necessary to influence, verify, and monitor Iranian activities. But such monitor-
ing does not ensure that Iranian decision-makers never make a strategic political
decision to “flip the switch” and make a latent capability into a real arsenal.

The way to stop the switch from being flipped toward weapons capability
is simple: make Iran feel secure within its own region, vis-à-vis its neighbors
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and vis-à-vis the United States. Given the complex, subtle, nuanced reality of
Iran’s security perceptions and domestic nuclear debates, the United States
should adopt a demand-side approach to regional security that seeks to cre-
ate a stable, largely cooperative Persian Gulf security scene. This scene should
be based on the equal sovereign status of all states and the security of small
Persian Gulf states such as Kuwait alongside an Iran that feels it is being given
its geopolitical due. The goal should be to lessen the anarchical nature of the
Persian Gulf security environment for all participants, especially for Iran.

Taking a demand-side approach to lessening the anarchy of the Persian
Gulf security environment would likely stop an Iranian fuel cycle from turn-
ing into an Iranian nuclear bomb. A less hegemonic U.S. approach to the
region might also stop domestic political situations from getting markedly
worse in Arab Gulf states, in terms of rabid anti-Americanism and radical
Islamic terrorism. Therefore, a multilateral security framework in the Persian
Gulf, based on traditional norms of sovereignty and balance of power along-
side new cooperative security precepts ensuring mutual trust and a credible
balance of interests, is a prerequisite for both U.S. and Israeli national
security as well as global security—both from transnational and traditional
state-level threats.

C: M  
 D S  S

The Bush Administration’s current hegemonic, counterproliferation strategy
does not deviate from U.S. policies in previous periods and thus risks policy
failure. Bilateral ties, by themselves, will neither solve outstanding political
conflicts nor prevent new conflicts from arising among the Persian Gulf
states. In fact, dependence on the United States is only going to increase the
domestic pressures against current Arab regimes. In stark contrast to the
approach of hegemony and counterproliferation, a principled multilateral
approach to Persian Gulf security would have the following attributes:

� Gulf security would be inclusive. Even if Iran were not integrated into the
collective military structure of U.S. allies, Iran would still be included
through myriad economic or security ties as opportunities for common
action arose.

� Gulf security would be built on a rule-based order in which universal prin-
ciples would apply to all actors in the Persian Gulf, including the United
States.

� There would be basic recognition of the inherent right to legitimate meas-
ures for self-defense on the part of all states in the region, whether or not
the United States considered those states to be friends or allies. Thus,
Iran’s right to self-defense, including the maintenance of a viable military,
would be recognized and allowed. The demand side of WMD proliferation
would be addressed because every actor’s security concerns would be taken
into account.
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� The goal would not be to end competition through regime change, but
rather to manage competition between all governments as they are currently
constituted.

� WMD would be viewed as a general problem requiring equal rules and
constraints that apply to all parties, including the United States, Israel,
Pakistan, and India.

� WMD would not be the defining criteria of U.S. policy toward the Persian
Gulf. Rather, the effects of WMD proliferation on regional security would
be factored into a broader U.S. policy geared toward creating a stable,
prosperous, and predictable regional environment in which WMD is
just one of many troublesome issues. Environmental concerns, domestic
socioeconomic development, transnational threats, and lingering distrust
between small and large states in the Persian Gulf would all get an equal
share of attention.

� Iraq would not be used as a giant U.S. military base, intelligence platform,
and covert operations headquarters against local enemies.

In general, the central assumption of the strategy of cooperative multilat-
eralism is that security is sought with other states, rather than against them,
and that domestic developments in the Persian Gulf will follow a more bene-
ficial course if all states are gradually intertwined in a web of military and
economic agreements that create strong interdependence. Another assump-
tion of this school of thought is that the current global diffusion of dual-use
technologies, materials, and processes (along with new political ideas and
ideologies) mitigates any attempts to draw neat dividing lines between those
who seek absolute security and those groups who are made absolutely inse-
cure as targets for regime change. Global diffusion means that regional secu-
rity is a collective good that is non-fungible. Unlike during the Cold War,
dividing lines such as the Iron Curtain cannot easily be drawn between
pure allies and pure enemies and technological diffusion cannot be blocked
wholesale at the borders of friends and allies. Since ideas, technology, mate-
rials, and even ideologies are now diffusely spread without real and effective
government control, security itself (at the national, regional, or global levels)
cannot be apportioned like pieces of pie, rewarded to some and denied to
others.33

In summary, the United States needs to quit caring about regional security
defined as maintaining U.S. strategic dominance and instead start caring about
regional security from the standpoint of the regional governments themselves.
It must somehow learn to separate regional concerns from traditional, strate-
gic, global security concerns such as nuclear-weapons proliferation. Regional
security concerns—overall stability, prosperity, political development of exist-
ing states, reassurance measures, and multilateral cooperation toward a com-
mon regional security goal—must become the overriding goal of U.S. policy,
rather than WMD counterproliferation alone. Because if the United States
stops WMD, but the region falls apart due to “non-traditional” threats ema-
nating from political instability, financial bankruptcy, transnational terror,
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and criminal rings, the United States will be much less secure than if it
stabilizes the region, but fails to stop an Iranian bomb.

Paradoxically, when WMD counterproliferation, U.S. strategic dominance,
and the implicit U.S. wish to spread its own value system cease to become
the overriding goals of U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf, the world will
become more secure and less threatened by WMD developments over time.
The question is whether the United States has the fortitude, patience, and wis-
dom to commit to this much more nuanced approach to WMD nonproliferation
in the Persian Gulf at the beginning of the twenty-first century.

N
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Rose Gottemoeller

Cooperative threat reduction (CTR) programs have proven themselves in
Russia and the former Soviet Union as the most effective tool of nonprolifer-
ation policy to come along in a long time. Over the past decade, they have
locked up nuclear weapons and materials and eliminated nuclear weapon sys-
tems. They have also helped nuclear scientists, engineers, and technicians to
move into non-weapon work. In this way, they have prevented nuclear
weapons and know-how from falling into terrorist hands and posing a dire,
unpredictable threat to the United States.

“Cooperative threat reduction” refers to all programs, whether adminis-
tered by the Defense, Energy, or State Departments, that are designed to
help other countries enhance physical protection of weapons of mass destruc-
tion (WMD) and their components; dispose of or eliminate weapons and
components; and transition scientists, engineers, and technicians away from
weapon work, thus preventing loss of expertise, the so-called brain drain.
Indeed, cooperative threat reduction programs may be administered by other
agencies such as the Department of Health and Human Services; they may
also receive funds from private entities such as the Nuclear Threat Initiative.

This chapter explores CTR programs from the perspective of three differ-
ent groups: the United States, the originator of the programs; the Russian
Federation and other newly independent states (NIS) of the former Soviet
Union; and countries and regions beyond the borders of the NIS. It focuses
on the current concept and content of the programs with a view to their
potential for future development as tools for achieving nonproliferation
goals. In particular, this chapter examines the potential of these programs in
helping to resolve proliferation “tough cases” such as Iran and North Korea.

U.S. P

President Bush’s budget request for fiscal year (FY) 2005 illustrated how
stable CTR programs have become in the U.S. context. The request totaled
about $1 billion for CTR, of which $472 million were for programs in the
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Department of Energy, $409 million for Defense, and $108 million for State.
These solid numbers are a far cry from the FY 1992 to FY 1994 period, when
the government had the authority to spend $400 million of Defense
Department funds but no appropriation occurred. Thus, the program man-
agers had to negotiate with the Defense comptrollers to find funds in other
programs that were not being utilized. This “robbing Peter to pay Paul”
approach made the programs deeply unpopular in the Department of
Defense. Thus, the current budget of $1 billion, backed up as it is by a pres-
idential commitment to continue spending at least a billion dollars a year
through 2012 (or $10 billion over 10 years), is a pleasant change. In the con-
text of the G-8 Global Partnership against the Spread of Weapons and
Materials of Mass Destruction, other countries will match that amount with
a minimum of $10 billion, for a total of $20 billion. Not only is the United
States committed to CTR programs, but it also has an array of partners to
join in the initiative. Moreover, the commitment of all the partners is
currently long-term and fairly stable.

Experts and government officials are debating, however, whether $20 billion
is enough. Some argue that the U.S. government should be spending much
more to keep nuclear weapons and other WMD out of the hands of terror-
ists. In 2001, for example, a bipartisan task force convened by the secretary
of energy called for much higher appropriations. Named the Baker–Cutler
Study after its two chairmen, former Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker
and former White House Counsel Lloyd Cutler, this task force’s report out-
lined an expenditure of $30 billion over 10 years to achieve rapid success
in securing nuclear materials and warheads.1 Others argue, however, that
enough funds have already been appropriated, and they cannot be spent fast
enough. Therefore, they argue for more modest increases or even holding
the line against new appropriations.

While the nuclear security problem is not one that can be solved by simply
throwing money at it, the tempo of CTR programs could be increased
through judicious increases in funds coupled with improvements in their
management. Implementation has become significantly more routine in
recent years with more and more successes racked up by project managers
and agency officials and fewer and fewer occasions to appeal to political leaders
and decision-makers for breakthroughs on implementation. Even on very
difficult and persistent issues such as facility access, some progress has been
made on the basis of arrangements arrived at on the working level, or
through direct agency-to-agency contacts.2

This success in U.S.-Russian project implementation has not always
extended to the other members of the G-8 Global Partnership, however.
Countries that are newly working with Russia on threat reduction projects
have often found the learning curve steep and difficult. Contracting and
project management methods that are well-accepted in their own contexts
have not translated well to the Russian environment with the result that both
the Russian participants and their G-8 partners have become frustrated with
the slow pace of implementation. In the case of Japan, the national legislature
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has threatened to remove funding from the Japanese G-8 budget if real
progress in cooperation cannot be shown. Therefore, developing a way to
communicate the success of the U.S. experience to other G-8 partners should
be an important goal of the United States and G-8 policy.

But, this is not to say that all U.S.-Russia problems have been solved.
Indeed, new political barriers have been thrown up to make the programs in
some cases more difficult to implement. For example, issues raised concern-
ing liability protection in the context of cooperative threat reduction have
essentially halted the plutonium disposition program, despite very strong and
continuing support from key leadership figures such as Senator Peter
Domenici. Another key program, the Nuclear Cities Initiative, has found
itself subsumed into other, less well-designed programs to manage the tran-
sition of nuclear scientists, engineers, and their facilities to non-weapon work.

All in all, however, cooperative threat reduction programs have become
well-established as a tool of U.S. policy toward Russia and the NIS. Likewise,
the prognosis for the future seems fairly stable with a predictable amount of
funding planned until 2012. Some questions still need to be pursued, how-
ever. Can the programs be implemented faster in Russia and the NIS and are
more funds needed for that purpose? If the programs do not achieve a faster
pace of implementation, will the commitment to their funding become
shakier? Will some countries withdraw from the Global Partnership? By con-
trast, if progress continues to be good in Russia and the NIS, should the
United States encourage the programs to expand into new territory beyond
the borders of the former Soviet Union? Can they serve broader goals of U.S.
nonproliferation policy?

R P

Russian political players are of two minds on CTR and on taking CTR pro-
grams to a larger international stage. Russian Minister of Defense Sergei
Ivanov, for example, strongly denied that Russian warheads need better phys-
ical protection during a nuclear emergency response exercise conducted in
August 2004: “Unfortunately, in different regions of the world the myth is
propagated that Russian nuclear weapons are guarded badly and weakly. This
is a myth . . . We give this question the highest priority because Russia under-
stands its responsibility to protect nuclear weapons and to prevent possible
accidents.”3 At the same time, Russian officials have insisted that all funding
in the G-8 Global Partnership continues to be needed in Russia—including
for better physical protection of warheads. The official Russian position is
that G-8 funding should not go to other countries in the NIS, never mind
third countries in other regions of the world.

However, it is worth noting that some Russian players, particularly those
who have been active subcontractors implementing CTR programs, under-
stand that establishing new cooperative projects in countries outside the NIS
could be a growth direction for CTR. If such growth is going to occur, they
would like to have the opportunity to participate.
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Different attitudes are found in other NIS countries. In Kazakhstan, for
example, President Nazarbayev has taken the position that his country’s
positive experience in denuclearization should be developed as a model for
other countries to follow. He and his senior ministers would like to see
Kazakhstan in a position of leadership, working with new countries in new
regions on CTR.

Russia’s overall perception of its role in the programs is also changing
sharply. In the 1990s, the Russians acquiesced to an assistance relationship,
essentially letting the United States set priorities and take the lead in manag-
ing projects. In the past 2 years, the Russian participants have increasingly
demanded a partnership relationship, by which they mean that Russia will
bring resources to the table to pay for projects, and will also take part in set-
ting priorities and managing projects. This switch in roles from an assistance
to a partner relationship means that a number of implementation mecha-
nisms, such as real-time communications, would have to be improved. It also
means that U.S. managers would have to expend more time and energy
working with their Russian counterparts on priority-setting and manage-
ment. Because of the potential for more delays and difficulties, the possibil-
ity of stronger Russian partnership is not greeted positively by some U.S.
managers.

It is worth noting, however, that something akin to full partnership has
developed at various times in the cooperative programs. The international
nuclear safety program, which was designed to improve the safety of
Chernobyl-style reactors after the disastrous accident of 1986, provides an
example. In the early years of the program, the United States and Russia
developed a routine arrangement for making funding decisions and deciding
which projects should be priorities. This process was possible because of the
existence of an up-to-date, web-based database to which all the responsible
parties had real-time access. All participants, Russians and Americans alike,
felt like they had a role in the technical and other decisions associated with
project funding.4 This is the type of partnership relationship to which the
Russians currently aspire across the board in cooperative programs.

Another question that is raised frequently about the Russians is the firm-
ness of their commitment. Continuing problems with access to facilities and
uncertainty stemming from the constant reorganization of the Russian
bureaucracy have lent persistence to this question. Related issues stem from
the resurgence of the Federal Security Service (FSB) and the weakness of the
presidential administration. Does President Putin want these programs to
succeed or not? Sometimes he tends to hand problems with programs back to
his bureaucracy, even though it was not able to resolve them in the first place.

Nevertheless, Russia has steadily, if slowly, allowed the reach of these
programs to extend into increasingly sensitive facilities. From the early days
of CTR, when the United States was only able to work in non-Ministry of
Defense and non-Ministry of Atomic Energy facilities, the programs now
extend into sites in the bailiwick of both agencies. The United States has even
been able to embark on a pilot project to secure facilities at a serial production
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plant for nuclear warheads—the most sensitive of sites in the Russian nuclear
weapons complex. When this trend is combined with Russian resources and
on interest in partnership; they point to a considerable Russian commitment
to these programs. It is not a perfect situation, however, as continued Russian
bureaucratic resistance and procedural roadblocks make clear.

“I”  
C T R

As mentioned at the outset, CTR programs have proven themselves in Russia
and the NIS as the most effective tool of nonproliferation policy to come
along in a long time. We should now begin to develop this effective nonpro-
liferation tool for use in other countries and regions. This goal was supported
in the 2005 Senate defense authorization bill, which provided a “far-reaching
amendment to improve and accelerate U.S. efforts to secure and remove
dangerous nuclear and radiological materials and related equipment from
vulnerable and insecure facilities around the world.”5 The “Global Threat
Reduction Initiative” announced by Spencer Abraham in May further
embodied this goal.6 It called for $450 million over the next decade to
remove highly enriched uranium from vulnerable sites around the world.
These “global clean-out” efforts are the leading edge of internationalization.

However, such an expansion of CTR programs has to be undertaken care-
fully and must include engaging key elites in the countries involved and
developing their cooperation and buy-in. Otherwise, attempts at cooperation
will fail. Mutual confidence has grown slowly in U.S.-Russia cooperation,
and there is no reason to think that it will grow more quickly in other
settings. In essence, the United States is seeking to engage countries in areas
that affect their most sensitive security interests.

This process, however, can be facilitated. For example, engagement can be
developed and then expedited through projects with utility and appeal to key
elites. In the U.S.-Russia case, the Department of Energy worked with the
Ministry of Atomic Energy and the Ministry of Emergency Situations to
develop “situation crisis centers,” 24/7 watch centers available to provide
emergency communications in the event of a nuclear accident or incident.
The Russian ministry leaders had a great interest in such cooperation because
they wanted to improve on the communication system that proved inade-
quate following the Chernobyl disaster in 1986. Cooperation with the
United States enabled them to solve a difficult problem in a way that was vis-
ible and comprehensible to important political elites in Moscow. The confi-
dence gained through that cooperation, in turn, paid dividends for future
U.S. cooperation with these two ministries.

Other confidence-building techniques are available and have proven their
utility in joint U.S.-Russian cooperation. For example, starting slowly with
“pilot projects” and engaging local companies as subcontractors to carry out
the work have proven to be successful ways to heighten interest and build
confidence among Russian participants. Another method, which might be
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especially useful in countries with which the United States does not have
good relations, would be to use “buffers” to carry out the cooperation. For
example, projects might be run through the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) rather than on a bilateral basis.7

I P M 
I

The United States should be planning now for how it might adapt threat
reduction techniques to address the proliferation “tough cases” of Iran and
North Korea. A good example of an existing adaptation process is the work
that has been done to develop programs for scientists, engineers, and techni-
cians in Iraq and Libya. This process has not tried simply to transfer the expe-
rience in Russia to these settings, but has considered what other issues need
to be addressed through joint cooperation. Therefore, the transformation of
Iraq or Libya has assumed at least as much importance as the traditional
“brain drain” goals of preventing scientists and others who are knowledge-
able from taking their skills to countries or terrorist groups of proliferation
concern. For example, once the security situation improves in Iraq, the
scientific and engineering elites will be engaged through this program in the
repair and reconstruction of their country’s infrastructure.

But it is wise to be cautious about adaptation since the situation in other
countries and regions is clearly very different from that in the Russian
Federation and the NIS—even while granting that the lessons learned there
are useful. Proliferation tough cases are not all alike, and U.S. policy goals
may be very different in different circumstances. Thus, as policymakers con-
sider expansion, they should be very precise about what they are trying to
achieve with threat reduction programs.

Returning to the example of Iraq and Libya, where programs to redirect
scientists and engineers have focused on transformation: can Iraqi or Libyan
scientists and engineers be engaged in these programs in a way that will help
reconstruct and transform their industries and national infrastructures? Can
they be engaged in helping to renew the educational system, especially sci-
ence education? These are very different roles than the role that such pro-
grams played in the former Soviet Union. There, the United States was more
worried about ensuring that former Soviet weapon scientists received ade-
quate funding so that they would not be tempted to seek employment in
countries of proliferation concern. The United States was not involved in
reconstructing Russian industry or infrastructure.

If the United States has the opportunity to embark on such a program
with Pakistan or India, however, the focus might be closer to what was done
in Russia than what is planned in Iraq. Goals with Pakistan and India might
involve a long-term effort to engage key elites in order to create a sense of
shared responsibility for nonproliferation goals, such as protecting nuclear
materials and not engaging in nuclear commerce. It also would be impor-
tant to create a long-term commitment to arms control and reduction pro-
grams, including the eventual elimination of nuclear weapons on the Indian
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subcontinent. To accomplish this, the United States might wish to develop
joint projects under lab-to-lab or scientist-to-scientist arrangements, focus-
ing, for example, on technologies to enhance physical protection of warheads
or nuclear materials. Discussions on best practices for such protection could
be part and parcel of such joint projects. Thus, the policy goals for scientist
redirection that would be front and center in Pakistan and India would be
much different from those in Iraq and Libya.

North Korea provides a second example. Unlike Russia and the NIS,
North Korea is one of the most closed societies on earth. As a strategic matter,
North Korea’s regional partners and the United States are trying to effect a
sea change there. In this case, it is important to stress that CTR cannot bear
the whole burden of the effort, but must be fitted into a coherent plan that
includes economic, energy, humanitarian, and other types of assistance. If the
North Koreans are willing to take the steps that are being asked of them to
shut down and eliminate their nuclear program, then the broader steps in this
plan can swing into action.

In these circumstances, the U.S. threat reduction cooperation would ben-
efit from close cooperation with partners with whom the North Koreans are
familiar and perhaps more comfortable. The Russians, for example, have
always been closely involved in the North Korean nuclear program, and
could be called upon to take the lead in removing the plutonium and fuel
rods from the country for storage in Russia. The Kazakhstanis, also with a
close historical tie to Korea—extending even back to czarist times—might be
called on to use their experience gained shutting down the Aktau reactor on
the Caspian to help shut down the Yongbyon reactor in North Korea. The
United States, in this case, will have to decide if it has the trust and confi-
dence to work with partners and let them take responsibility for projects, per-
haps paying for project work—in cooperation with other countries—but not
being the lead manager. This would be an unprecedented situation for the
United States in the history of threat reduction cooperation. It would require
close coordination and good communication among all of the countries
involved, including North Korea—a goal that is difficult in the extreme.

In Iran, there might be a similar need for partners because of the long-
standing lack of a relationship between Washington and Tehran. Although emi-
nent organizations such as the Council on Foreign Relations have been calling
for renewing engagement, shedding the baggage of 30 years is complicated for
both countries to do.8 Therefore, a “pilot project” approach might have special
utility in Iran, when added to the already existing work of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and continued Iranian implementation of the
Additional Protocol. One pilot project might be a special transparency regime
associated with the Russian fuel services contract at Bushehr. It could be nego-
tiated on a tripartite basis among Russia, Iran, and the United States as a condi-
tion of beginning fueling of the reactor. Iran and the United States might both
respond well to a pilot project, as long as active efforts to resolve questions
about the Iranian nuclear program continue through the IAEA.

Another approach is especially worth incorporating into large, multiple-
site projects such as the Global Threat Reduction Initiative. It is designed to
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move highly enriched uranium and spent fuel out of vulnerable reactor sites
and other facilities around the world. “Tiger teams” have been used very suc-
cessfully in settings of this kind. In fact, they were critical to the effort to
move over 500 kilograms of highly enriched uranium out of Kazakhstan
on an urgent basis in the winter of 1994. This effort was known as Project
Sapphire.9 Tiger teams are small, multidisciplinary teams that have the
authority as well as the technical knowledge and logistics savvy to complete
complicated jobs of this kind. They are often interagency in nature, although
that is not a necessary requirement. Tiger teams, to be successful, require a
well-defined goal, a hard, tight deadline, and the authority to move resources
quickly. They also need the ability to move decisions quickly up the chain of
command in order to break logjams. Their operating style is the antithesis of
normal bureaucratic procedures, but they can be very practical and effective
in achieving urgent results. They are currently being considered as a mecha-
nism for implementing the (Department of Energy) DOE’s Global Threat
Reduction Initiative.

R  B U.S.-R A C

During the successful ratification of the Moscow Treaty in the U.S. Senate,
proponents argued that the existence of threat reduction cooperation in
Russian strategic arms elimination facilities obviated the need for treaty-
specific verification measures beyond what was already available through the
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty I (START I) Treaty. Indeed, cooperative
threat reduction programs can and do play a role in ensuring U.S. confidence
in Russian strategic arms reductions. The threat reduction contracting
process has become so established that it has effectively become the means
for transparent Russian reductions. For example, a large U.S. firm might be
working with a Russian shipyard to dismantle strategic strike submarines.
Once the Russian government has decided which submarines to dismantle,
the U.S. firm, as prime contractor, negotiates a contract with a Russian sub-
contractor to dismantle those submarines by a certain date. Thus, the threat
reduction program provides a high degree of natural transparency, because
U.S. and Russian companies work cooperatively. Indeed, the contract for the
dismantlement work might contain more information than would have been
available through START verification procedures alone.

The problem is that cooperation operates as a U.S. assistance program in
Russia, so Russians do not have the same opportunities to develop natural
transparency at U.S. facilities. In an ideal world, Russian companies would
have an opportunity to compete for contracts to eliminate U.S. weapon sys-
tems. But the competitiveness of U.S. defense contracting makes this out-
come highly unlikely. Still, some small subcontracts might be awarded to
Russian firms, for example, to dispose of scrap metal. Even such a small effort
would be an important confidence-building measure in Moscow.

Other measures could also be used to address this issue, such as arranging
special transparency visits to U.S. elimination facilities, which the United States
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has already been offering in the context of bilateral discussions to follow up on
the Moscow Treaty. The United States might also be more open about con-
tracting processes; for example, bringing Russians in for government– industry
briefings on the schedule and venue for dismantlement work, and possibly
providing contract documents for the Russians to review. Although U.S. and
Russian cooperative threat reduction mechanisms will never be equivalent,
the experience gained in Russia can be mined to develop new ways for Russia
to have confidence that U.S. weapons are being eliminated.

Threat reduction cooperation can and should play a role in arms control
and reduction efforts, but it is not a silver bullet. The United States and
Russia should explore the notion of a hybrid system. Such a system would
make use of existing arrangements (e.g., the Verification Protocol of START I),
supplementary transparency measures such as those that Presidents Bush and
Putin agreed would be developed after the Moscow Treaty was in place, and
cooperative threat reduction measures.10

C

Cooperative threat reduction provides a new and practical set of tools to
strengthen nonproliferation of WMD in Russia as well as in other countries
around the world. They are an important means—the most successful and
progressive to come along in recent years—to prevent nuclear weapons and
materials from falling into the hands of terrorists and national leaders who
wish to do harm to the international community.

In thinking about the broad application of threat reduction to the chal-
lenges of proliferation, it is also important to think about the imperfections
of such programs. The work of CTR with Russia is by no means easy; it con-
tinues to encounter barriers and impediments, some thrown up by politics,
others by legal issues, still others by technical problems or the need to protect
sensitive information. Therefore, honing these tools for future nonprolifera-
tion successes will require continued efforts to perfect them, whether in
Russia or in new settings.

How new countries might be different will also be important to consider.
The “Russian model” for threat reduction cooperation cannot be assumed to
be a good fit for other countries and regions; adaptation will be necessary. In
some cases, however, the participation of Russia or other original threat
reduction countries—Kazakhstan, for example—might ease the way to
smoother, more quickly developing cooperation. Therefore, both the differ-
ences with the original countries and their potential to contribute to new
success should be considered.

In the end, perhaps the most critical set of decisions will be those made by
the United States. The United States must decide if it is able to maintain two
priorities: continuing the important work in Russia and expanding coopera-
tive threat reduction on the international scene. The United States must also
decide if it must always be in the leadership role. In certain circumstances,
such as working with Iran or North Korea to eliminate their nuclear
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programs, it might be important for the United States to let other countries
undertake some of the leadership in accomplishing threat reduction goals. Of
course, for the United States to be willing to do so, it must be absolutely con-
fident that those goals would be accomplished in a timely and complete way.

Threat reduction cooperation cannot achieve success on its own. It must
be embedded in a larger system to advance nonproliferation goals, including
diplomatic efforts to strengthen and extend the nonproliferation regime in all
directions, continuing work to bolster export controls, and wide-ranging
measures, among them military, to strengthen enforcement. Cooperative threat
reduction is a hopeful new tool, but it cannot and should not stand alone.
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